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INTRODUCTION

TO THE

LITERATURE OF EUROPE
IN THE FIFTEENTH, SIXTEENTH, AND

SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORY OF ANCIENT LITERATURE IN EUROPE,

FROM 1550 TO 1600.

SECT. I.

Progress of classical learning Principal critical scholars Editions of
ancient authors Lexicons and Grammars Best writers of Latin

Muretus Manutius Decline of taste Scaliger Casaubon

Classical learning in England under Elizabeth.

1. IN the first part of the sixteenth century we CHAP.

have seen that the foundations of a solid structure

of classical learning had been laid in many parts of progress of

Europe ; the superiority of Italy had generally
Phllol gy-

become far less conspicuous, or might perhaps be

wholly denied ;
in all the German empire, in France,

and partly in England, the study of ancient litera-

VOL. II. B



LITERATURE OF EUROPE

CHAP.
I.

First edi-

tions of

classics.

ture had been almost uniformly progressive. But

it was the subsequent period of fifty years, which

we now approach, that more eminently deserved

the title of an age of scholars, and filled our public
libraries with immense fruits of literary labour. In

all matters of criticism and philology, what was

written before the year 1550 is little in comparison
with what the next age produced.

2. It may be useful in this place to lay before the

reader at one view the dates of the first editions of

Greek and Latin authors, omitting some of incon-

siderable reputation or length. In this list I follow

the authority of Dr. Dibdin, to which no exception
will probably be taken :

Lilian



FROM 1550 TO 1600. 3

Cicero. Opera Philosoph. _
, }

Rome. 1
itii J . j

CHAP.
I.

Claudian.

Demosthenes

Diodorus, v. lib.

i xv. lib.

Diogenes Laertiua

Dio Cassius

Dionysius Halicarn.

Epictetus

Euripides
Euclid

Florus

Herodian
Herodotus

Hesiod. Op. et Dies

Op. omnia
Homer
Horatius

I socrates

Josephus
Justin

Juvenal

Livius

Longinus
Lucan
Lucian

Lucretius

Lyeias
Macrobius

Manilius

Oppian
Orpheus
Ovid
Pausanias

Petronius

Phsedrus

Photius

Pindar

Plato

Plautus

Plinii, Nat. Hist.

Plinii Epist.
Plutarch Op. Moral.

Vit

Polybius

Quintilian

Quintus Curtius

Absque anno. Brescia.

1 504. Venice.

1539. Basle.

1559. Paris.

1533. Basle.

1548. Paris.

1 546. Paris.

1528. Venice.

1513. Venice.

1533. Basle.

1470. Paris.

1513. Venice.

1502. Venice.

1493. Milan.

1495. Venice.

1488. Florence.

Absque anno.

1493. Milan.
1544. Basle.

1470. Venice.

Absque anno. Rome.

1469. Rome.
1584. Basle.

1469. Rome.

1496. Florence.

1 473. Brescia.

1513. Venice.

1472. Venice.

Ante 1474. Nuremburg.
1515. Florence.

1500. Florence.

1471. Bologna.
1516. Venice.

1476?
1596. Troyes.
1601. Augsburg.
1513. Venice.

1513. Venice.

1472. Venice.

1469. Venice.

1471.

1509. Venice.

1517- Venice.

1 530. Haguenow.
1 470. Rome.

Absque anno. Romo.

B -J



1t LITERATURE OF EUROPE

CHAP. Sallust 1470. Paris.

L Seneca 1475. Naples.

Senecae Tragedise 1484. Ferrara.

Silius Italicus 1471. Rome.

Sophocles 1512. Venice.

Statius 1472 ?

S trabo 1 5 1 6. Fen ice.

Suetonius 1470. Rome.

Tacitus 1 468 ? .
* Venice.

Terence Ante 1470 ? Strasburg.

Theocritus 1493. Milan.

Thucydides 1502. Venice.

Valerius Flaccus 1474. Rome.
Valerius Maximus Ante 1470 ? Strasburg.
Velleius Paterculus 1520. Bask.

Virgil 1469. Rome.

Xenophon .
1516. Florence.

Change in 3. Jt will be perceived that even in the middle of

of learning, this century, some far from uncommon writers had

not yet been given to the press. But most of the

rest had gone through several editions, which it

would be tedious to enumerate ;
and the means of

acquiring an extensive, though not in all respects

very exact, erudition might perhaps be nearly as

copious as at present. In consequence, probably,

among other reasons, of these augmented stores of

classical literature, its character underwent a change.
It became less polished and elegant, ,

but more
laborious and profound. The German or Cisalpine

type, if I may use the word, prevailed over the

Italian, the school of Budseus over that of Bembo ;

nor was Italy herself exempt from its ascendancy.
This advance of erudition at the expense of taste

was perhaps already perceptible in 1550, for we
cannot accommodate our arbitrary divisions to the

real changes of things ; yet it was not hitherto so

evident in Italy, as it became in the latter part of



FROM 1550 TO 16'00. ^

the century. The writers of this age, between 1550 CHAP.

and 1600, distinguish themselves from their pre- _

'

decessors not only by a disregard for the graces of

language, but by a more prodigal accumulation of

quotations, and more elaborate efforts to discrimi-

nate and to prove their positions. Aware of the

censors whom they may encounter in an increasing

body of scholars, they seek to secure themselves in

the event of controversy, or to sustain their own
differences from those who have gone already over

the same ground. Thus books of critical as well

as antiquarian learning often contain little of original

disquisition, which is not interrupted at every sen-

tence by quotation, and in some instances are

hardly more than the adversaria, or common-place
books, in which the learned were accustomed to

register their daily observations in study. A late

German historian remarks the contrast between

the Commentary of Paulus Cortesius on the scho-

lastic philosophy, published in 1503, and the My-
thologia of Natal is Comes, in 1551. The first, in

spite of its subject, is classical in style, full of ani-

mation and good sense
;
the second is a tedious

mass of quotations, the materials of a book rather

than a book, without a notion of representing any

thing in its spirit and general result.* This is, in

great measure, a characteristic of the age, and grew
worse towards the end of the century. Such a

book as the Annals of Baronius, the same writer

says, so shapeless, so destitute of every trace of

eloquence, could not have appeared in the age of

Leo. But it may be added, that, with all the dc-

* Rankr, Die Papste cles ICtcn und 17ten Jalirhundcrts, i. 484

B 3



(j LITERATURE OF EUROPE

CHAP, fects of Baronius, no one, in the age of Leo, could

have put the reader in the possession of so much

knowledge.
Cultivation 4. We may reckon among the chief causes of this
of Greek.

Diminution of elegance in style, the increased cul-

ture of the Greek language ; not certainly that

the great writers in Greek are inferior models to

those in Latin, but because the practice of com-

position was confined to the latter. Nor was the

Greek really understood, in its proper structure and

syntax, till a much later period. It was however

a sufficiently laborious task, with the defective aids

then in existence, to learn even the single words of

that most copious tongue; and in this some were

eminently successful. Greek was not very much
studied in Italy ; we may perhaps say, on the con-

trary, that no one native of that country, after the

middle of the century, except Angelus Caninius

and ^Emilius Portus, both of whom lived wholly on

this side of the Alps, acquired any remarkable repu-
tation in it ; for Petrus Victorius had been distin-

guished in the earlier period. It is to France and

Germany that we should look for those who made
Grecian literature the domain of scholars. It is

impossible to mention every name, but we must
select the more eminent

;
not however distin-

guishing the labourers in the two vineyards of

ancient learning, since they frequently lent their

service alternately to each.

Principal 5. The university of Paris, thanks to the encou-
scfaolars :

-i ~n -r -, -,

Tumebus. ragement given by Francis I., stood in the first

rank for philological learning ;
and as no other in

France could pretend to vie with her, she attracted
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students from every part. Toussain, Danes, and CHAP.

Dorat were conspicuous professors of Greek. The
last was also one of the celebrated pleiad of French

poets, but far more distinguished in the dead

tongues than in his own. But her chief boast was

Turnebus, so called by the gods, but by men

Tournebceuf, and, as some have said, of a Scots

family, who must have been denominatedTurnbull.*

Turnebus was one of those industrious scholars who
did not scorn the useful labour of translating Greek
authors into Latin, and is among the best of that

class. But his reputation is chiefly founded on the

Adversaria, the first part of which appeared in

1564, the second in 1565, the third, posthumously,
in 1580. It is wholly miscellaneous, divided into

chapters, merely as resting-places to the reader;
for the contents of each are mostly a collection of

unconnected notes. Such books, truly adversaria

or common-places, were not unusual ; but can of

course only be read in a desultory manner, or con-

sulted upon occasion. The Adversaria of Turnebus

contain several thousand explanations of Latin pas-

sages. They are eminent for conciseness, few re-

marks exceeding half a page, and the greater part

being much shorter. He passes without notice

from one subject to another the most remote, and

has been so much too rapid for his editor, that the

titles of each chapter, multifarious as they are, afford

frequently but imperfect notions of its contents.

*
Biogr. Univ. The penulti- to what we should think right,

mate of Turnebus is made both Even Greek will not help us, for

short and long by the Latin poets we find him called both rovpvffoe
of the age, but more commonly and rovpvtfoc. Maittaire, Vitas

the latter, which seems contrary Stephanor. vol. iii.
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CHAP. The phrases explained are generally difficult ;
so

that this miscellany gives a high notion of the eru-

dition of Turnebus, and it has furnished abundant

materials to later commentators. The best critics

of that and the succeeding age, Gesner, Scaliger,

Lipsius, Barthius, are loud in his praises ;
nor has

he been blamed, except for his excess of brevity and

rather too great proneness to amend the text of

authors, wherein he is not remarkably successful.*

Montaigne has taken notice of another merit in

Turnebus, that with more learning than any who
had gone before for a thousand years, he was wholly

exempt from the pedantry characteristic of scholars,

and could converse upon topics remote from his

own profession, as if he had lived continually in

the world.

6. A work very similar in its nature to the Ad-

versaria of Turnebus was the Varia? Lectiones of

Petrus Victorius (Vettori), professor of Greek and

Latin rhetoric at Florence during the greater part
of a long life, which ended in 1585. Thuanus has

said, with some hyperbole, that Victorius saw the

revival and almost the extinction of learning in

Italy.t No one perhaps deserved more praise

* Blount, Baillet. The latter

begins his collection of these tes-

timonies by saying that Turnebus
has had as many admirers as

readers, and is almost the only
critic whom envy has not pre-
sumed to attack. Baillet. however,

speaks of his correction of Greek
and Latin passages. I have not
observed any of the former in the
Adversaria ; the book, if I am not

mistaken, relates wholly to Latin
criticism. Muretus calls Turne-

bus, "Homo immensaquadamdoc-

trinaecopiainstructus.sedinterdum
nimis propere, et nimis cupide

amplexari solitus est ea quae in

mentem venerant." Variae Lee-

tiones, 1.x. e. 18, Muretus, as

usual with critics, vineta ctedit sua ;

the same charge might be brought
against himself.

f Petrus Victorius longava
aetate id consecutus est, ut literas

in Italia renascentes et paene ex-

tinctas viderit. Thuanus ad ann.

1585. apud Blount.
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in the restoration of the text of Cicero ;
no one, CHAP.

according to Huet, translated better from Greek ;

no one was more accurate in observing the readings
of manuscripts, or more cautious in his own cor-

rections. But his Variae Lectiones, in 38 books,

of which the first edition appeared in 1583, though

generally extolled, has not escaped the severity of

Scaliger, who says that there is less of valuable

matter in the whole' work than in one book of the

Adversaria of Turnebus.* Scaliger however had

previously spoken in high terms of Victorius :

there had been afterwards, as he admits, some ill-

will between them
;

and the tongue or pen of

this great scholar are never guided by candour

towards an opponent. I am not acquainted with the

Variae Lectiones of Victorius except through my
authorities.

7. The same title was given to a similar miscel- Muretus.

lanyby Marc Antony Muretus, a native ofLimoges.
The first part of this, containing eight books, was

published in 1559, seven more books in 1586, the

last four in 1600. This great classical scholar of

the sixteenth century found in the eighteenth one

well worthy to be his editor, Ruhnkenius of Ley-
den,who has called the Variae Lectiones of Muretus
" a work worthy of Phidias ;

" an expression rather

amusingly characteristic of the value which verbal

critics set upon their labours. This book ofMure-

tus contains only miscellaneous illustrations of pas-

sages which might seem obscure, in the manner of

those we have already mentioned. Sometimes

he mingles conjectural criticisms ; and in many

t
*

Scaligerana Secuncla.
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CHAP.
I.

chapters only points out parallel passages, or relates

incidentally some classical story. His emendations

are frequently good and certain, though at other

times we may justly think him too bold.* Muretus

is read with far more pleasure than Turnebus
;

his

illustrations relate more to the attractive parts of

Latin criticism, and may be compared to the mis-

cellaneous remarks of Jortin.t But in depth of

* The following will serve as

an instance. In the speech of

Galgacus (Taciti vita Agricolae)
instead of " libertatem non in prae-
sentia laturi," which indeed is un-

intelligible enough, he would read,
"

in libertatem, non in populi Ro-
mani servitium nati." Such a con-

jecture would not be endured in

the present state of criticism.

Muretus, however, settles it in

the current style ; vulgus quid

probet, quid non probet, nunquam
laboravi.

j-
The following titles of chap-

ters, from the eighth book of the

Variae Lectiones, will show the

agreeable diversity of Muretus's
illustrations :

1. Comparison of poets to

bees, by Pindar, Horace, Lu-
cretius. Line of Horace

Necte meo Lamia: coronam
;

illustrated by Euripides.
2. A passage in Aristotle's

Rhetoric, lib. ii. explained dif-

ferently from P. Victorius.

3. Comparison of a passage
in the Phaedrus of Plato, with
Cicero's translation.

4. Passage in the Apologia
Socratis, corrected and ex-

plained.
5. Line in Virgil, shown to be

imitated from Homer.
6. Slips of memory in P. Vic-

torius, noticed.

7. Passage in Aristotle's Rhe-
toric explained from his Meta-

physics.

8. Another passage in the

same book explained.
9. Passage in Cicero pro Ra-

birio, corrected.

10. Imitation of jEschines in

two passages of Cicero's 3d Ca-
tilinarian oration.

11. Imitation ofjEschines and
Demosthenes in two passages
of Cicero's Declamation against
Sallust. [Not genuine.]

12. Inficetus is the right word,
not infacetus.

13. Passage in 5th book of
Aristotle's Ethics corrected.

14. The word cia^ivciaQai, in

the 2d book of Aristotle's Rhe-
toric, not rightly explained by
Victorius.

15. The word asinus, in Ca-
tullus (Carm. 95.) does not sig-

nify an ass, but a mill-stone.

16. Lines of Euripides, ill-

translated by Cicero.

17. Passage in Cicero's Epis-
tles misunderstood by Politian

and Victorius.

18. Passage in the Phaedrus

explained.
19. Difference between accu-

sation and invective, illustrated

from Demosthenes and Cicero.

20. Imitation of ^Eschines by
Cicero. Two passages of Livy
amended.

2 1 . Mulieres eruditas plerum-
que libidinosas esse, from Ju-
venal and Euripides.

22. Nobleness of character

displayed by Iphicrates.
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erudition he is probably much below the Parisian CHAP.

professor. Muretus seems to take pleasure in cen-

suring Victorius.

8. Turnebus, Victorius, Muretus, with two who
have been mentioned in the first volume, Coelius

Rhodiginus, and Alexander ab Alexandro, may be

reckoned the chief contributors to this general
work of literary criticism in the sixteenth century.
But there were many more, and some of consider-

able merit, whom we must pass over. At the be-

ginning of the next century, Gruter collected the

labours of preceding critics in six very thick and

closely printed volumes, to which Paraeus, in 1623,

added a seventh, entitled "
Lampas, sive Fax Libe-

ralium Artium," but more commonly called The-
saurus Criticus. A small portion of these belong
to the fifteenth century, but none extend beyond
the following. Most of the numerous treatises in

this ample collection belong to the class of Adver-

saria, or miscellaneous remarks. Though not so

studiously concise as those of Turnebus, each of

these is generally contained in a page or two, and

their multitude is consequently immense. Those
who now by glancing at a note obtain the result of

the patient diligence of these men, should feel some

respect for their names, and some admiration for

their acuteness and strength of memory. They
had to collate the whole of antiquity, they plunged
into depths which the indolence of modern philo-

23. That Hercules was a phy- 24. Cruelty of king Dejotarus,
sician, who cured Alcestis when related from Plutarch,

given over. 25. Humane law of the Per-
sians.
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CHAP, logy, screening itself under the garb of. fastidious-

_______ ness, affects to deem unworthy to be explored,
and thought themselves bound to become lawyers,

physicians, historians, artists, agriculturists, to elu-

cidate the difficulties which ancient writers present.

It may be doubted also, whether our more recent

editions of the classics have preserved all the im-

portant materials which the indefatigable exertions

of the men of the sixteenth century accumulated.

In the present state of philology, there is incom-

parably more knowledge of grammatical niceties,

at least in the Greek language, than they possessed,
and more critical acuteness perhaps in correction j

though in this they were not always deficient ; but

for the exegetical part of criticism the interpret-
ation and illustration of passages, not corrupt, but

obscure we may not be wrong in suspecting that

more has been lost than added in the eighteenth
and present centuries to the savans in us, as the

French affect to call them, whom we find in the

bulky and forgotten volumes of Gruter.

Editions of Q. Another and more numerous class of those

Latin
a

who devoted themselves to the same labour, were
authors. ^g ecjitors of Greek and Roman authors. And

here again it is impossible to do more than mention

a few, who seem, in the judgment of the best

scholars, to stand above their contemporaries. The

early translations of Greek, made in the fifteenth

century, and generally very defective through the

slight knowledge of the language that even the

best scholars then possessed, were replaced by others
more exact; the versions of Xenophon by Leun-

clavius, of Plutarch by Xylander, of Demosthenes
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by Wolf, of Euripides and Aristides by Canter, are CHAP.-

greatly esteemed. Of the first, Huet says, that he

omits or perverts nothing, his Latin often answering
to the Greek, word for word, and preserving the

construction and arrangement, so that we find the

original author complete, yet with a purity of

idiom, and a free and natural air not often met

with. *
, Stephens however, according to Scaliger,

did not highly esteem the learning of Leunclavius.t

France, Germany, and the Low Countries, besides

Basle and Geneva, were the prolific parents of new

editions, in many cases very copiously illustrated

by erudite commentaries.

j 10, The Tacitus of Lipsius is his best work, in the Tacitus of

opinion. of Scaliger and in his own. So great a Llpslus-

master was he of this favourite author, that he

offered to repeat any passage with a dagger at his

breast, to be used against him on a failure of me-

mory. t Lipsius, after residing several years at

Leyden in the profession of the reformed religion,

went to Louyain, and discredited himself by writing
in favour of the legendary miracles of that country,

losing sight of all his critical sagacity. The Pro-

testants treated his desertion and these later

writings with a contempt which has perhaps some-

times been extended to his productions of a supe-
rior character. The article on Lipsius, in Bayle,

betrays some of this spirit ;
and it appears in other

Protestants, especially Dutch critics. Hence they
undervalue his Greek learning, as if he had not

able to read the language, and impute pla-

* Buillet. Blount. Niceron,
j- Scaligerana Secunda.

fo\. 26. t Niceron, xxiv 119.
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CHAP.
I.

Horace of

Lambinus.

giarism, when there seems to be little ground for

the charge. Casaubon admits that Lipsius has

translated Polybius better than his predecessors,

though he does not rate his Greek knowledge very

high.*
11. Acidalius, whose premature death robbed

philological literature of one from whom much
had been expected t, Paulus Manutius, and Petrus

Victorius, are to be named with honour for the cri-

ticism of Latin authors, and the Lucretius of Giffen

or Giphanius, published at Antwerp, 1566, is still

esteemed, t But We may select the Horace of

Lambinus as a conspicuous testimony to the classical

learning of this age. It appeared in 1561. In

this he claims to have amended the text, by the

help of ten manuscripts, most of them found by
him in Italy, whither he had gone in the suite of

Cardinal Tournon. He had previously made large

collections for the illustration of Horace, from the

Greek philosophers and poets, from Athenaeus,

Stobseus, and Pausanias, and other sources with

which the earlier interpreters had been less fami-

liar. Those commentators, however, among whom
Hermannus Figulus, Badius Ascensius, and An-
tonius Mancinillus, as well as some who had con-

fined themselves to the Ars Poetica, Grisolius,

Achilles Statius (in his real name Esta9O, one of

the few good scholars of Portugal), and Luisinius,

* Casaub. Epist. xxi. A long
and elaborate critique on Lipsius
will be found in Baillet, vol. ii.

(4to edit.), art. 437. See also

Blount, Bayle, and Niceron.

f The notes of Acidalius (who
died at the age of 28, in 1595,) on

Tacitus, Plautus, and other Latin

authors, are much esteemed. He
is a bold corrector of the text.

The Biographic Universelle has a
better article than that in the 34th
volume of Niceron.

J Biogr. Univ.
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are the most considerable, had not left unreaped a CHAP.

very abundant harvest of mere explanation. But
Lambinus contributed much to a more elegant

criticism, by pointing out parallel passages, and by

displaying the true spirit and feeling of his author.

The text acquired a new aspect, we may almost

say, in the hands of Lambinus, at least when we

compare it with the edition of Landino in 1482
;

but some of the gross errors in this had been cor-

rected by intermediate editors. It may be ob-

served, that he had far less assistance from prior
commentators in the Satires and Epistles than in the

Odes. Lambinus, who became professor of Greek
at Paris in 1561, is known also by his editions of

Demosthenes, of Lucretius, and of Cicero.* That

of Plautus is in less esteem. He has been re-

proached with a prolixity and tediousness, which

has naturalised the verb lambiner in the French

language. But this imputation is not, in my opi-

nion, applicable to his commentary upon Horace,
which I should rather characterise as concise. It

is always pertinent and full of matter. Another

charge against Lambinus is for rashness in con-

* This edition by Lambinus is fifth, as has just been said, from
said to mark the beginning

of one this edition by Lambinus, in 1566,
of the seven ages in which those which has been thought too rash

of the great Roman orator have in correction of the text. A sixth

been arranged. The first compre- epoch was made by Gruter, in 1 6 1 8 ;

hends the early editions of separate and this period is reckoned to

works. The second begins with comprehend most editions of that

the earliest entire edition, that of antl the succeeding century ; for

Milan, in 1 498. The third is dated the seventh and last age dates, it

from the first edition which con- seems, only from the edition of
tains copious notes, that of Venice, Ernesti, in 1774. Biogr. Univ., art.

by Petrus Victorius, in 1534. The Cicero. See Blount, for discre-

fourth, from the more extensive pant opinions expressed by the

annotations given not long after- critics about the general merits of

wards by Paulus Manutius. The Lambinus.
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CHAP, jectural
* emendation, no unusual failing of inge-

nious and spirited editors.

of cm- 12. Cruquius (de Crusques) of Ypres, having the

qums"

advantage of several new manuscripts of Horace,

which he discovered in a convent at Ghent, publish-

ed an edition with many notes of his own, besides an

abundant commentary, collected from the glosses

he found in his manuscripts, usually styled the

Scholiast of Cruquius. The Odes appeared at

Bruges, 1565 ; the Epodes at Antwerp, 1569 ;
the

Satires in 1575 : the whole together was first pub-
lished in 1578. But the Scholiast is found in no

edition of Cruquius's Horace before 1595.t Cru-

quius appears to me inferior as a critic to Lambi-

nus
;
and borrowing much from him as well as

Turnebus, seldom names him except for censure.

An edition of Horace at Basle, in 1580, sometimes

called that of the forty commentators, including a

very few before the extinction of letters, is in-

teresting in philological history, by the light it

throws on the state of criticism in the earlier part
of the century, for it is remarkable that Lambinus
is not included in the number, and it will, I think,

confirm what has been said above in favour of those

older critics.

Henry Ste- 13. Henry Stephens, thus better known among
us than by his real sirname Etienne, the most illus-

trious (if indeed he surpassed his father) of a

family of great printers, began his labours at Paris

* Henry Stephens says, that no Maittaire, vitae Stephanorum, p.
one had been so audacious in al- 401. It will be seen that Scaliger
tering the text by conjecture as finds exactly the same fault with
Lambinus. In Manutio non tantam Stephens himself,

quantam in Lambino audaciam, sed f Biogr. Univ.
valde tainen periculosam' et citam.
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in 1554, with the princeps editio of Anacreon.* CHAP.

He had been educated in that city under Danes

Toussain and Turnebus t; and, though equally
learned in both languages, devoted himself to

Greek, as being more neglected than Latin, t The

press of Stephens might be called the central point

of illumination to Europe. In the year 1557 alone,

he published, as Maittaire observes, more editions

of ancient authors than would have been sufficient

to make the reputation of another author. His

publications, as enumerated by Niceron (I have not

counted them in Maittaire) amount to 103, of

which by far the greater part are classical editions,

more valuable than his original works. Baillet says

of Henry Stephens, that he was second only to

Budaeus in Greek learning, though he seems to put
Turnebus and Camerarius nearly on the same level.

But perhaps the majority of scholars would think

him superior on the whole to all the three ; and

certainly Turnebus, whose Adversaria are confined

to Latin interpretation, whatever renown he might

* An excellent life of Henry had acquired Latin. Maittaire,

Stephens, as well as others of the p. 198.

rest of his family, was written by J The life of Stephens in the

Maittaire, but which does not su- 36th volume of Niceron is long

persede those formerly published and useful. That in the Biogra-

by Almeloveen. These together phie Universelle is not bad, but

are among the best illustrations of enumerates few editions published
the philological history of the 16th by this most laborious scholar,

century that we possess. They and thus reduces the number of

have been abridged, with some his works to twenty-six. Huet
new matter, by Mr. Greswell, in his says (whom I quote from Blount),

Early History of the Parisian that Stephens may be called " The
Greek Press. Almeloveen, Vitae Translator par excellence;" such is

Stephanorum, p. 60. Maittaire, his diligence and accuracy, so

p. 200. happy his skill in giving the chn-

f Almeloveen, p. 70. His father racter of his author, so great his

made him learn Greek before he perspicuity and elegance.

VOL. II. C
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CHAP, deserve by his oral lectures, has left nothing that

could warrant our assigning him an equal place.

Scaliger, however, accuses Henry Stephens of

spoiling all the authors he edited by wrong altera-

tions of the text.* This charge is by no means

unfrequently brought against the critics of this

age.
Lexicon of 14. The year 1572 is an epoch in Greek litera-

ture, by the publication of Stephens's Thesaurus.

A lexicon had been published at Basle in 1562, by
Robert Constantin, who, though he made use of

that famous press, lived at Caen, of which he was

a native. Scaliger speaks in a disparaging tone

both of Constantin and his lexicon. But its

general reputation has been much higher. A modern

critic observes, that " a very great proportion of

the explanations and authorities in Stephens's
Thesaurus are borrowed from it." t We must pre-

sume that this applies to the first edition
;

for the

second, enlarged by ^Emilius Portus, which is more

common, did not appear till 1591. t
" The prin-

* Omnes quotquot eclidit, editve Stephanorum, t. ii. p. 284. No
libros, etiam ineos, suo arbitrio jam man perhaps ever published so

corrupit et deinceps corrumpet. many editions as Stephens; nor

Scalig. Prima, p. 96. Against this was any other printer of so much
sharp, and perhaps rash, judgment, use to letters; for he knew much
\ve may set that of Maittaire, a more than the Aldi or the Juntas,

competent scholar, though not like Yet he had planned many more

Scaliger, and without his arro- publications, as Maittaire has col-

gance and scorn of the world, lected from what he has dropped
Henrici editiones ideo miror, quod in various places, p. 469.

eos, quam posset accuratissime aut
-f- Quarterly Review, vol. xxvii.

ipse aut per alios, quos complures j The first edition of this Lexi-

noverat, viros eruditos, ad omnium con sometimes bears the name of
turn manuscriptorum turn impresso- Crespin, the printer at Basle ; and
rum codicum fidem, non sine max- both Baillet and Bayle have fallen

imo delectu et suo (quo maxime into the mistake of believing that
in Graecis praesertim pollebat) alio- there were two different works,

rumque judicio elaboravit. Vitae See Niceron, vol. xxvii.
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cipal defects of Constantin," it is added,
" are CHAP.

first the confused and ill-digested arrangement of

the interpretation of words, and secondly, the ab-

sence of all distinction between primitives and
derivatives." It appears by a Greek letter of Con-

stantin, prefixed to the first edition, that he had
been assisted in his labours by Gesner, Henry
Stephens, Turnebus, Camerarius, and other learned

contemporaries. He gives his authorities, if not

so much as we should desire, very far more than

the editors of the former Basle lexicon. This

lexicon, as was mentioned in the first volume,
is extremely defective and full of errors, though
a letter of Grynaeus, prefixed to the edition of

1539, is nothing but a strain of unqualified eulogy,
little warranted by the suffrage of later scholars.

I found, however, on a loose calculation, the number
of words in this edition to be not much less than

50,000.*

* Henry Stephens in an epistle, phis cle augenda lexicorum mole
De suae Typographic statu ad inter se certantibus, et praemia iis

quosdam amicos, gives an account qui id praestarent proponentibus,
of his own labours on the The- quae jejunac, et, si ita loqui licet,

saurus. The following passage on nmcilentac antea erant exposi-
the earlier lexicons may be worth tiones, adeo pingues et crassae

reading, Iis quae circumferuntur reclditae sunt, ut in illis passim
lexicis Graeco-Latinis primam im- nihil aliud quam Boeoticam suem
nosuit 111:11111111 monachus quidam, agnoscamus. Nam pauca ex Bu-
irater Johannes Crastonus, Pla- daeo, aliisque

idoneis autoribus,
cci i tin i is, Carmelitanus ; sed cum et ea quidem parum fideliter de-

is jejunis expositionibus, in quibus scripta, utpotc parum intellecta,

vernaculo etiam sermone interdum, multa contra ex Lapo Florentine,
id est Italico, ut it nr, contentus fuis- Leonardo Aretino, aliisque ejus-

set, perfunctorie item construe- dem farinac interpretibus, ut similes

tiones vcrborum indicasset, nullos habent labra lactucas, in opus illud

autorum locos proferens ex quibus transtulcruut. Ex iis quidem certe

iliac
pariter

ct significationcs cog- locis in quorum interpretatione

noscipossent; multiposteaccrtatim felix fuit Laurentius Valla, pau-
IIm It a hinc inde sine ullo delcctu cissimos protulerunt; sed pro per-
ac judicio excerpta inseruerunt. verso suo judicio, pcrversissimas
Donee tandem indoctis typogra- quasquc ejus intcrprctationes.

c 2
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CHAP.
1.

of Ste-

phens;

15. Henry Stephens had devoted twelve years
of his laborious life to this immense work, large

Thesaurus materials for which had been collected by his

father. In comprehensive and copious interpre-

tation of words it not only left far behind every
earlier dictionary, but is still the single Greek

lexicon
;
one which some have ventured to abridge

or enlarge, but none have presumed to supersede.
Its arrangement, as is perhaps scarce necessary to

say, is not according to an alphabetical, but radical

order
;
that is, the supposed roots following each

other alphabetically, every derivative or com-

pound, of whatever initial letter, is placed after

the primary word. This method is certainly not

very convenient to the uninformed reader
;
and

perhaps, even with a view to the scientific know-

ledge of the language, it should have been deferred

for a more advanced stage of etymological learning.
The Thesaurus embodies the critical writings of

Budaeus and Camerarius, with whatever else had

been contributed by the Greek exiles of the pre-

ceding age and by their learned disciples. Much,
no doubt, has since been added to what we find in

the Thesaurus of Stephens, as to the nicety of

idiom and syntax, or to the principles of formation

of words, but not, perhaps, in copiousness of ex-

quales prope innumeras a me
annotatas in Latinis Herocloti et

Thucydidis editionibus videbis,

delegerunt egregii illi lexicorum

seu consarcinatores seu interpola-

tores, quibus, tanquam gemmis,
ilia insignirent. Quod si non

quam multa, sed duntaxat quam
iTHiltorum generum errata ibi sint,

commemorare velim, merito certe

exclamabo, ri irpwrov, ri
'

iiriira,

ri S' VOTCLTIOV KaraXk^tti ; vix enim
ullum vitii genus posse a nobis

cogitari aut fingi existimo, cujus
ibi aliquod exemplum non extat,

p. 156. He produces afterwards
some gross instances of error.
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planation, which is the proper object of a die- CHAP.

tionary.
" The leading defects conspicuous in

Stephens," it is said by the critic already quoted,
" are inaccurate or falsified quotations, the defi-

ciency of several thousand words, and a wrong
classification both of primitives and derivatives.

At the same time, we ought rather to be surprised

that, under existing disadvantages, he accomplished
so much even in this last department, than that he

left so much undone."

16. It has been questioned among bibliographers, abridged by

whether there are two editions of the Thesaurus
;

capu *"

the first in 1572, the second without a date, and

probably after 1580. The affirmative seems to be

sufficiently proved.* The sale, however, of so

voluminous and expensive a work did not indem-

nify its author
;
and it has often been complained

of, that Scapula, who had been employed under

Stephens, injured his superior by the publication

of his well-known abridgment in 1579. The fact,

however, that Scapula had possessed this advantage,
rests on little evidence, and his preface, if it were

true, would be the highest degree of effrontery :

it was natural that some one should abridge so

voluminous a lexicon. Literature, at least, owes an

* Niceron (vol. xxvi.) contends Palaestra de Lipsii Latinitate,

that the supposed second edition mentions this second edition,

differs only by a change in the title- which is said by those who have

page, wherein we find rather an examined it, to have fewer typo-

unnappy attempt at wit, in the fol- graphical errors than the other,

lowing distich aimed at Scapula : though it is admitted that the

Quidam nrtripvwv me capulo leaves might be intermixed without

tenus abdidit ensem : inconvenience, so close is the

JEgcr cram a scapulis; sanus resemblance. Vid. Maittaire,

at hue redeo. p. 356 300. Brunet, Man. du
But it seems that Stephens, in his Libr. Greswell, vol. ii. p. 289.

c 3
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CHAP, obligation to Scapula.* The temper of Henry
L

Stephens, restless and uncertain, was not likely to

retain riches ;
he passed several years in wandering

over Europe, and having wasted a considerable

fortune amassed by his father, died in a public

hospital at Lyons in 1598 1,
"

opibus," says his

biographer,
"
atque etiam ingenio destitutus in

nosocomio."

* Maittaire says that Scapula's
lexicon is as perfidious to the

reader as its author was to his

master, and that Dr. Busby would
not suffer his boys to use it, p. 358.

But this has hardly been the

general opinion. See Quarterly
Review, ubi supra.

-}-
Casaubon writes frequently to

Scaliger about the strange beha-

viour of his father-in-law, and com-

plains that he had not even leave

to look at the books in the latter's

library, which he himself scarce

ever visited. Nosti hominem,
nosti mores, nosti quid apud eum

possim, hoc est, quam nihil possim,

qui videtur in suam perniciem

conspirasse. Epist. 21. And, still

more severely, Epist. 41. Nam
noster, etsi vivens valensque, pridem
numero hominum, certe doctorum,
eximi meruit ; ea est illius inhu-

manitas, et quod invitus dico,
delirium ; qui libros quoslibet

veteres, ut Indici gryphi aurum,
aliis invidet, sibi perire sinit, sed

quid ille habeat aut non, juxta
scio ego cum ignavissimo. After

Stephens's death, he wrote in

kinder terms than he had done
before; but regretting some pub-
lications, by which the editor of
Casaubon's letters thinks he might
mean the Apologie pour Herodote,
and the Palaestra de Justi Lipsii
Latinitate

; the former of which, a

very well-known book, contains a

spirited attack on the Romish

priesthood, but with less regard
either for truth or decorum in the

selection of his stories than became
the character of Stephens; and
the latter is of little pertinence to

its avowed subject. Henry Ste-

phens had long been subject to a

disorder natural enough to la-

borious men, quaedam actionum
consuetarum satietas et fastidium,

Maittaire, p. 248.

Robert Stephens had carried with

him to Geneva in 1550, the punches
of his types, made at the expense of
Francis L, supposing, perhaps, that

they were a gift of the king. On
the death, however, of Henry
Stephens, they were claimed by
Henry IV., and the senate of
Geneva restored them . They had
been pledged for 400 crowns, and
Casaubon complains as of a great

injury, that the estate of Stephens
was made answerable to the

creditor, when the pledge was

given up to the king of France.
See Le Clerc's remarks on this in

Bibliotheque Choisie, vol. xix.

p. 219. Also a vindication of

Stephens by Maittaire from the

chargeofhaving stolen them, (Vitae

Stephanorum, i. 34.) and again
in Greswell's Parisian Press, i. 399.
He seems above the suspicion of

theft; but whether he had just
cause to think the punches were
his own, it is now impossible to

decide.
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17. The Hellenismus of Angelus Caninius, a CHAP.

native of the Milanese, is merely a grammar. Ta-
_

'

naquil Faber prefers it not only to that ofClenardus,

but to all which existed even in his own time. It

was published at Paris in 1555. Those who
do not express themselves so strongly, place
him above his predecessors. Caninius is much
fuller than Clenardus

\
the edition by Crenius,

(Leyden, 1700), containing 380 pages. The syntax
is very scanty ;

but Caninius was well conversant

with the mutations of words, and is diligent in

noting the differences of dialects, in which he has

been thought to excel. He was acquainted with

the digamma, and with its Latin form. I will take

this opportunity of observing that the Greek grar

grammar of Vergara, mentioned in the first volume

of this work (p. 488) and of which I now possess
the Paris edition of 1557, printed by William

Morel (ad Complutensem editionem excusum et

restitutum) appears superior to those of Clenardus

or Varenius. This book is doubtless very scarce
;

it is plain thatTanaquil Faber, Baillet, Morhof, and,

I should add, Nicolas Antonio, had never seen it*,

nor is it mentioned by Brunei or Watts.t There is,

however, a copy in the British Museum. Scaliger

says that it is very good, and that Caninius has bor-

rowed from it the best parts, t Vergara had, of

* Blount, Baillet. gara,Espagnol,acomposcunebonne
f-

Antonio says it was printed grammaire Grecque, niais Caninius
at Alcala, 1573; deimle Parisiis, u pris tout le meillcur de tous, et

1550. The first is of course a a mis du sien aussi quelque chose
false print; if the second is not so dans son Hellenismus. This, as

likewise, he hud never seen the Baylc truly observes, reduces the

book. eulogies Scaliger has elsewhere

J Scaligcrana Secunda. F. Ver- given Caninius to very little.
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Grammars
of Ramus
and Syl-

burgius.

CHAP, course, profited by the commentaries of Budaeus,

the great source of Greek philology in western

Europe ;
but he displays, as far as I can judge by

recollection more than comparison, an ampler

knowledge of the rules of Greek than any of his

other contemporaries. This grammar contains

438 pages, more than 100 of which are given to

the syntax. A small grammar by Nunez, published

at Valencia in 1555, seems chiefly borrowed from

Clenardus or Vergara.
18. Peter Ramus, in 1557, gave a fresh proof of

his acuteness and originality, by publishing a Greek

grammar, with many important variances from his

precursors. Scaliger speaks of it with little re-

spect ;
but he is habitually contemptuous towards

all but his immediate friends.* Lancelot, author

of the Port Royal grammar, praises highly that of

Ramus, though he reckons it too intricate. This

grammar I have not seen in its original state, but

Sylburgius published one in 1582, which he pro-

fesses to have taken from the last edition of the

Ramean grammar. It has been said that Laurence

Rhodomann was the first who substituted the par-

tition of the declensions of Greek nouns into three

for that of Clenardus, who introduced or retained

the prolix and unphilosophical division into ten.t

Scaliger's loose expressions are

not of much value. Yet he who
had seen Vergara's grammar, might
better know what was original in

others, than Tanaquil Faber, who
had never seen it.

*
Scaligerana. Casaubon,itmust

be owned, who had more candour
than Scaliger, speaks equally ill of

the grammar of Ramus. Epist. 878.

f Morhof, 1. iv. c. 6. Preface to

translation of Matthiae's Greek

grammar. The learned author of
this preface has not alluded to

Ramus, and though he praises

Sylburgius for his improvements
in the mode of treating grammar,
seems unacquainted with that work
which I mention in the text. Two
editions of it are in the British
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But Ramus is clearly entitled to this credit. It

would be doubted whether he is equally to be

praised, as he certainly has not been equally fol-

lowed, in making no distinction of conjugations,
nor separating the verbs in pi from those in a), on

the ground that their general flexion is the same.

Much has been added to this grammar by Sylbur-

gius himself, a man in the first rank of Greek
scholars

;

"
especially," as he tells us,

" in the

latter books, so that it may be called rather a sup-

plement than an abridgment of the grammar of

Ramus." The syntax in this grammar is much
better than in Clenardus, from whom some have

erroneously supposed Sylburgius to have borrowed ;

but I have not compared him with Vergara.* The

CHAP.
i.

Museum, 1582 and 1600: but, upon
comparison, I believe that there

is no difference between them.
The best of these grammars of

the 16th century bear no sort of

comparison with those which have
been latterly published in Ger-

many. And it seems strange at

first sight, that the old scholars,
such as Budaeus, Erasmus, Came-
rarius, and many more, should

have written Greek, which they
were fond of doing, much better

than from their great igno-
rance of many fundamental rules

of syntax we could have antici-

pated. But reading continually,
and thinking in Greek, they found

comparative accuracy by a secret

tact, and by continual imitation of

what they read. Language is

always a mosaic work, made up of
associated fragments, not of sepa-
rate molecules ; we repeat, not the

simple words, but the phrases and
even the sentences we have caught
from others. Budccus wrote Greek

without knowing its grammar, that

is, without a distinct notion of
moods or tenses, as men speak
their own language tolerably well

without having ever attended to a

grammatical rule. Still many
faults must be found in such

writing on a close inspection.
The case was partly the same in

Latin during the Middle Ages,

except that Latin was at that time

better understood than Greek was
in the 16th century ; not that so

many words were known, but
those who wrote it best had more
correct notions of the grammar.

* Vossius says of the gram-
marians in general, ex qiiihus
doctrinae ct industrial laudcm
maxiiiie niilii meruisse vidcntur

Angelus Caninius et Fridericus

Sylburgius. Aristarchus, p. 6. It

is said that, in his own grammar,
which is on the basis of Clenardus,
Vossius added little to what he
had taken from the two former.

Baillet, in Caninio.
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CHAP. Greek grammar of Sanctius is praised by Lancelot ;

yet, from what he tells us of it, we may infer that

Sanctius, though a great master of Latin, being

comparatively unlearned in Greek, displayed such

temerity in his hypotheses as to fall into very great

errors. The first edition was printed at Antwerp
in 1581.

Camera. 19- A few more books of a grammatical nature,
rms.Cantcr,

*
. . .

& ,/,.
Robortei- falling within the present period, may be found in

Morhof, Baillet, and the bibliographical collections
;

but neither in number nor importance do they
deserve much notice.* In a more miscellaneous

philology, the Commentaries of Camerarius, 1551,

are superior to any publication of the kind since

that of Budaeus in 1529. The Novae Lectiones of

William Canter, though the work of a very young
man, deserve to be mentioned as almost the first

effort of an art which has done much for ancient

literature that of restoring a corrupt text, through

conjecture, not loose and empirical, but guided by
a skilful sagacity, and upon principles which we

may without impropriety not only call scientific, but

approximating sometimes to the logic ofthe Novum

Organum. The earlier critics, not always possessed
of many manuscripts, had recourse, more indeed in

Latin than in Greek, to conjectural emendation ;
the

prejudice against which, often carried too farby those

who are not sufficiently aware of the enormous igno-
rance and carelessness which ordinary manuscripts

* In the British Museum is a and he professes himself to write
book by one Guillon, of whom I against those who think "

quidvis
find no account in biography, licere in quantitate syllabarum."
called Gnomon, on the quantity of It is printed at Paris, 1556 ; and
Greek syllables. This seems to it appears by Watts that there are

be the earliest work of the kind ; other editions.
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display, has also been heightened by the random CHAP.

and sometimes very improbable guesses of editors.

Canter, besides the practice he showed in his Novae

Lectiones, laid down the principles of his theory
in a "

Syntagma de Ratione emendandi Graecos

Auctores," reprinted in the second volume ofJebb's

edition of Arislides. He here shows what letters

are apt to be changed into others by error of

transcription, or through a source not perhaps quite
so obvious the uniform manner of pronouncing
several vowels and diphthongs among the later

Greeks, which they were thus led to confound,

especially when a copyist wrote from dictation. But

besides these corruptions, it appears by the in-

stances Canter gives, that almost any letters are

liable to be changed into almost any others. The
abbreviations of copyists are also great causes of

corruption, and require to be known by those who
would restore the text. Canter, however, was not

altogether the founder of this school of criticism.

Robortellus, whose vanity and rude contempt of

one so much superior to himself as Sigonius, has

perhaps caused his own real learning to be under-

valued, had already written a treatise, entitled " De
Arte sive Ratione corrigendi Antiquorum Libros

Disputatio ;" in which he claims to be the first who
devised this art,

' ' nunc primum a me excogitata." It

is not a bad work, though probably rather superficial,

according to our present views. He points out

the general characters of manuscripts and the dif-

ferent styles of hand-writing ;
after which he pro-

ceeds to the rules of conjecture, making good
remarks on the causes of corruption and conse-
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CHAP.
I.

Editions by
Sylburgius.

quent means of restoration. It is published in the

second volume of Gruter's Thesaurus Criticus. Ro-

bortellus, however, does not advert to Greek manu-

scripts, a field upon which Canter first entered.

The Novae Lectiones of William Canter are not to

be confounded with the Variae Lectiones of his

brother Theodore, a respectable but less eminent

scholar. Canter, it may be added, was the first,

according to Boissonade, who, in his edition of

Euripides, restored some sort of order and measure

to the chorusses.*

20. Sylburgius, whose grammar has been already

praised, was of great use to Stephens in compiling
the Thesaurus ;

it has even been said, but perhaps
with German partiality, that the greater part of its

value is due to him.t The editions of Sylburgius,

*
Biogr. Univ. The Life of

Canter in Melchior Adam is one
of the best his collection contains ;

it seems to be copied from one by
Miraeus. Canter was a man of

great moral as well as literary
excellence ; the account of his

studies and mode of life in this

biography is very interesting. The
author of it dwells justly on
Canter's skill in exploring the text

of manuscripts, and in observing
the variations of orthography. See
also Blount, Baillet, Nicerond,
vol. xxix., and Chalmers.

f-
Melchior Adam, p. 193. In

the article of the Quarterly Re-

view, several times already quoted,
it is said that the Thesaurus " bears

much plainer marks of the sagacity
and erudition of Sylburgius than

of the desultory and hasty studies

of his master, than whom he was
more clear-sighted ;" a compliment
at the expense of Stephens, not

perhaps easily reconcileable with

the eulogy a little before passed

by the reviewer on the latter, as

the greatest of Greek scholars

except Casaubon. Stephens says
of himself, quern habuit ( Sylbur-

gius), novo quodam more dominum
simul ac praeceptorem, quod ille

beneficium pro sua ingenuitate

agnoscit (apud Maittaire, p. 421.).
But it has been remarked that Ste-

phens was not equally ingenuous,
and never acknowledges any obli-

gation to Sylburgius, p. 583. Sca-

liger says, Stephanus non solus

fecit Thesaurum ; plusieurs y ont
mis la main

; and in another place,

Sylburgius a travaille au Tresor
de H. Etienne. But it is impos-
sible for us to apportion the

disciple's share in this great work ;

which might be more than Stephens
owned, and less than the Germans
have claimed. Niceron, which is

remarkable, has no life of Sylbur-
gius.
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especially those of Aristotle and Dionysius of Hali- CHAP.

carnassus, are among the best of that age ; none,

indeed, containing the entire works of the Stagy-

rite, is equally esteemed.* He had never risen

above the station of a schoolmaster in small Ger-

man towns, till he relinquished the employment
for that of superintendant of classical editions in

the press of Wechel, and afterwards in that of

Conmelin. But the death of this humble and

laborious man, in 1596, was deplored by Casaubon

as one of the heaviest blows that learning could

have sustained.

21. Michael Neander, a disciple of Melanchthon

and Camerarius, who became rector of a flourishing

school at Isfeld in Thuringia soon after 1550, and

remained there till his death in 1595, was certainly
much inferior to Sylburgius ; yet to him Germany
was chiefly indebted for keeping alive, in the

general course of study, some little taste for

Grecian literature, which towards the end of the

century was rapidly declining. The " Erotemata

Graecae Linguae" of Neander, according to Eich-

horn, drove the earlier grammars out of use in the

schools, t But the publications of Neander appear
to be little more than such extracts from the Greek
writers as he thought would be useful in educa-

tion, t Several of them are gnomologies, or col-

lections of moral sentences from the poets ;
a

species of compilation not uncommon in the six-

* The Aristotle of Sylburgius is plete, which is rarely the case,

properly a series of editions of that It has no Latin translation,

philosopher's separate works, nub-
j-

CJeschichtedcr Cultur. iii. 277
fished from 1584 to 1596. It is J Niccron, vol. xxx.

in great request when found com-
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CHAP, teenth and seventeenth centuries, but neither ex-
'

hibiting much learning nor favourable to the

acquisition of a true feeling for ancient poetry.

The Thesaurus of Basilius Faber, another work of

the same class, published in 1571> is reckoned by
Eichhorn among the most valuable school-books of

this period, and continued to be used and reprinted
for two hundred years.*

Gesner. 22. Conrad Gesner belongs almost equally to

the earlier and later periods of the sixteenth cen-

tury. Endowed with unwearied diligence, and

with a mind capacious of omnifarious erudition,

he was probably the most comprehensive scholar of

the age. Some of his writings have been men-

tioned in the first volume. His "
Mithridates, sive

de DifFerentiis Linguarum" is the earliest effort on

a great scale to arrange the various languages of

mankind by their origin and analogies. He was

deeply versed in Greek literature, and especially
in the medical and physical writers

; but he did not

confine himself to that province. It may be

noticed here, that in his Stobasus, published in

1543, Gesner first printed Greek and Latin in

double columns.! He was followed by Turnebus,
in an edition of Aristotle's Ethics (Paris, 1555),
and the practice became gradually general, though
some sturdy scholars, such as Stephens and Sylbur-

gius, did not comply with it. Gesner seems to

have had no expectation that the Greek text would
be much read, and only recommends it as useful in

conjunction with the Latin, t Scaliger, however,
* Eichhorn, 274. thority of Chevillier; Origine de
j*

This I give only on the au- 1'Imprimerie de Paris.

t Id. p. 240.
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deprecates so indolent a mode of study, and ascribes CHAP.

the decline of Greek learning to these unlucky
'

double columns.*

23. In the beginning of the century, as has been Decline of

shown in the former volume, the prospects of clas- Germany,

sical literature in Germany seemed most auspicious.

Schools and universities, the encouragement of

liberal prizes, the instruction of distinguished pro-

fessors, the formation of public libraries, had given
an impulse, the progressive effects of which were

manifest in every Protestant state of the empire.
Nor was any diminution of this zeal and taste

discernible for a few years. But after the death of

Melanchthon in 1560, and of Camerarius in 1574,

a literary decline commenced, slow but uniform

and permanent, during which Germany had to

lament a strange eclipse of that lustre which had

distinguished the preceding age. This was first

shown in an inferiority of style, and in a neglect of

the best standards of good writing. The admira-

tion ofMelanchthon himself led in some measure to

this ;
and to copy his manner (genus dicendi Phi-

lippicum, as it was called) was more the fashion

than to have recourse to his masters, Cicero and

Quintilian.t But this, which would have kept up
a very tolerable style, gave way, not long after-

wards, to a tasteless and barbarous turn of phrase,

Scalig. Secuncla. Accents on was the inventor. But in this

Latin words, it is observed by there must be some mistake ; for

Scaliger(intlicScaligeranaPrima), the comma is frequent in books

were introduced within his me- much older than any edited by

mory ; ami, as he says, which Mamitius.

would be more important, the f Eichhorn, iii. 268. The

points called comma and semi- Germans usually said Philippus

colon, of which Paulus Manutius for Melanchthon.
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CHAP.
I.

German

learning.

in which all feeling of propriety and elegance was

lost. This has been called Apuldeianismus, as if

that indifferent writer of the third century had

been set up for imitation, though probably it was

the mere sympathy of bad taste and incorrect ex-

pression. The scholastic philosophy came back

about the same time into the German universities,

with all its technical jargon, and triumphed over

the manes of Erasmus and Melanchthon. The

disciples of Paracelsus spread their mystical rhap-

sodies far and wide, as much at the expense of

classical taste as of sound reason. And when we
add to these untoward circumstances the dogmatic
and polemical theology, studious of a phraseology

certainly not belonging to the Augustan age, and the

necessity of writing on many other subjects almost

equally incapable of being treated in good language,
we cannot be much astonished that a barbarous

and slovenly Latinity should become characteristic

of Germany, which, even in later ages, very few of

its learned men have been able to discard.*

24. In philological erudition we have seen that

Germany long maintained her rank, if not quite

* Melchior Adam, after highly

praising WolPs translation of

Demosthenes, proceeds to boast

of the Greek learning of Germany,
which, rather singularly, he seems
to ascribe to this translation:

Effecit ut ante ignotus plerisque
Demosthenes, nunc familiariter

nobiscum versetur in scholis et

academiis. Est sane quod gratu-
lemur Germanise nostrae, quod per
Wolfium tantorum fluminum elo-

quentiae particeps facta est. Fa-
tentur ipsi Graeci, qui reliquie
sunt hodie Constantinopoli, prae

caeteris eruditi, et Christianas re-

ligionis amantes, totum musarum
chorum, relicto Helicone, in Ger-
maniam transmigrasse. (Vitas

Philosophorum.) Melchior Adam
lived in the early part of the

seventeenth century, when this

high character was hardly appli-
cable to Germany ; but his pane-
gyric must be taken as designed
for the preceding age, in which
the greater part of his eminent men
flourished. Besides this, he is so
much a compiler that this passage
may not be his own.
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equal to France in this period, yet nearer to her CHAP.

than to any third nation. We have mentioned

several of the most distinguished ;
and to these Greek

we might add many names from Melchior Adam,
the laborious biographer of his learned countrymen ;

such as Oporinus, George Fabricius, Frischlin,

Crusius, who first taught the Romaic Greek in

Germany. One, rather more known than these,

was Laurence Rhodomann. He was the editor of

several authors ; but his chief claim to a niche in

the temple seems to rest upon his Greek verses,

which have generally been esteemed superior to any
of his generation. The praise does not imply
much positive excellence

;
for in Greek compo-

sition, and especially in verse, the best scholars of

the sixteenth century make but an indifferent

figure. Rhodomann's life of Luther is written in

Greek hexameters. It is also a curious specimen
of the bigotry of his church. He boasts that

Luther predicted the deaths of Zuingle, Carlostadt,

andCEcolampadius as the punishment of their sacra-

mentarian hypothesis. The lines will be found in

in a note*, and may serve as a fair specimen of as

good Greek as could perhaps be written in that age
of celebrated erudition. But some other poems of

Rhodomann, which I have not seen, are more

praised by the critics.

* Km TO. fitv <Ic TtTtXiffTO ficra avfyoc, of ovnv airpi)Krov airo

\povoi't oc p.ifioprjro' Kpaftrjf fia\t pvQov.

C yap ^w^tica/iijvof t\ rptrof a/i^a; yap ari'ytpov 7r\ayjvope

trpi\e *oiot>, loyparoc ap\<a

it) TOTI fioipa, Stov upvtfmjv otKioXaftiraftov rai KiyicXiov t0-

vpijaaovaa ^ivotvt}\',
Qativ art]

ftavroffvvatf iirtQijKi Sioippafit- irorpov latcpvoivroc' iva 0otf
taai TtXivrijv KOI a\\of

VOL. II. D
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CHAP. 25. But, at the expiration of the century, few

_
were left besides Rhodomann of the celebrated

Learning philologers of Germany ;
nor had a new race

ies;
arisen to supply their place. ^Emilius Portus, who

taught with reputation at Heidelberg, was a native

of Ferrara, whose father, a Greek by origin, emi-

grated to Genoa on account of religion. The state

of literature, in a general sense, had become sen-

sibly deteriorated in the empire. This was most

perceptible, or perhaps only perceptible, in its most

learned provinces, those which had embraced the

Reformation. In the opposite quarter there had

been little to lose, and something was gained.

except in In the first period of the Reformation, the Catholic

Germany, universities, governed by men whose prejudices

were insuperable even by appealing to their selfish-

ness, had kept still in the same track, educating
their students in the barbarous logic and litera-

ture ofthe Middle Ages, careless that every method
was employed in Protestant education to develop
and direct the talents of youth ;

and this had given
the manifest intellectual superiority, which taught
the disciples and contemporaries of the first refor-

mers a scorn for the stupidity and ignorance of the

popish party, somewhat exaggerated, of course, as

such sentiments generally are, but dangerous above

i
measure to its influence. It was therefore one of

\
the first great services which the Jesuits performed
to get possession of the universities, or to found

rpeKiriQ irpog Ktvrpov avaiSta TOV ds yap avnfoXwv Kpve
rapffov latyai. fitra (jtao/jiari Saifiwv

ovSt fiev o^vfiopovQ KapoXoOTa- sKcfirivrjs erapa^f, KO.L
tjpTrci

iroivag, ov
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other seminaries for education. In these they dis- CHAP.

carded the barbarous school-books then in use, put
the rudimentary study of the languages on a better

footing, devoted themselves, for the sake of reli-

gion, to those accomplishments which religion had

hitherto disdained ; and by giving a taste for ele-

gant literature, with as much solid and scientific

philosophy as the knowledge of the times and the

prejudices of the church would allow, both wiped

away the reproach of ignorance, and drew forth

the native talents of their novices and scholars.

They taught gratuitously, which threw, however

unreasonably, a sort of discredit upon salaried pro-
fessors *

: it was found that boys learned more from

them in six months than in two years under other

masters
; and, probably for both these reasons, even

protestants sometimes withdrew their children from

the ordinary gymnasia and placed them in Jesuit

colleges. No one will deny that, in their classical

knowledge, particularly of the Latin language, and

in the elegance with which they wrote it, the order

of Jesuits might stand in competition with any
scholars of Europe. In this period of the sixteenth

century, though not perhaps in Germany itself,

they produced several of the best writers whom it

could boast, t

* Mox, ubi paululum firmitatis personarent. Incredibile dictu est,

accessit, pueros sine mercede do- quantum base criminatio valuerit.

cendos et crudicndos susceperunt; Hospinian, Hist. Jcsuitnrum, 1. ii.

quo artificio non vulgareni vulgi c. l.fol. 84. See also 1. i. fol. 59.

favorem emeruere, criminandisprae- -J- llanke, ii. 32. Eichhorn, iii.

sertim aliis doctoribus, quorum 266. The latter scarcely does jus-
doctrina venalis esset, et scholar ticc to the Jesuits as promoters
nulli sine mercede paterent, et in- of learning in their way.
terdum ctinm doctrina peregrina

D 2
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CHAP. 26. It is seldom that an age of critical erudition
L

is one also of fine writing ;
the two have not per-

haps a natural incompatibility with each other, but

tne bond-woman too often usurps the place of the

free-woman, and the auxiliary science of philology

controls, instead of adorning and ministering to

the taste and genius of original minds. As the

study of the Latin language advanced, as better

editions were published, as dictionaries and books

of criticism were more carefully drawn up, we

naturally expect to find it written with more cor-

rectness, but not with more force and truth. The

Expostulation of Henry Stephens de LatinitateFalso

Suspecta, 1576, is a collection ofclassical authorities

for words and idioms, which seem so like French,

that the reader would not hesitate to condemn

them. Some of these, however, are so familiar to

us as good Latin, that we can hardly suspect the

dictionaries not to have contained them. I have

not examined any earlier edition than that of Gale-

pin's dictionary, as enlarged by Paulus Manutius,
of the date of 1579, rather after this publication

by Henry Stephens, and certainly it does not ap-

pear to want these words, or to fail in sufficient

authority for them.

1' ^n an ther short production by Stephens, De
Latinitate Lipsii Palaestra, he turns into ridicule

the affected style of that author, who ransacked all

his stores of learning to perplex the reader. A
much later writer, Scioppius, in his Judicium de

Stylo Historico, points out several of the affected

and erroneous expressions of Lipsius. But he was
the founder of a school of bad writers, which lasted
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for some time, especially in Germany. Seneca and CHAP
Tacitus were the authors of antiquity whom Lip-
sius strove to emulate. "

Lipsius," says Scaliger,
"

is the cause that men have now little respect for

Cicero, whose style he esteems about as much as I

do his own. He once wrote well, but Ms third

century of epistles is good for nothing."* But a

style of point and affected conciseness will always
have its admirers, till the excess of vicious imitation

disgusts the world.t

28. Morhof, and several authorities quoted by Minerva of

Baillet, extol the Latin grammar of a Spaniard,
Sanctms-

Emanuel Alvarez, as the first in which the fancies

of the ancient grammarians had been laid aside.

Of this work I know nothing farther. But the

Minerva of another native of Spain, Sanchez, com-

monly called Sanctius, the first edition of which

appeared at Salamanca in 1587, far excelled any

grammatical treatise that had preceded it, especially
as to the rules of syntax, which he has reduced to

their natural principles, by explaining apparent
anomalies. He is called the prince of grammarians,

*
Scaligerana Secunda. istae apparent dotes ; acumen, ve-

\- Miraeus, quoted in Melchior nustas, delectus, ornatus vel nimi-

Adam's Life of Lipsius, praises his us, cum vix quicquam nroprie

eloquence, with contempt of those dictum ei placeat, turn schemata
who thought their own feeble and nullo numero, tandem verborum

empty writing like Cicero's. See copia; desunt autcm perspicuitas,
also Eichhorn, iii. 299. ; Baillet, puritas, rcquabilitas, collocatio,
who has a long article on the style junctura et numcrus oratorius.

of Lipsius and the school it formed, Itaque oratio cjus est obscura, non

(JugemensdesSavans.vol.ii. p. 192. paucis barbarismis et sokecismis,
1 to edition) ; and Blount ; also pluribu s vcro archuismis et idio-

the note M. in Bayle's article on tismis, innumcris ctiam neoter-

Lipsius. The following passage ismis iuquinatu, comprehensio ob-
of Scioppius I transcribe from scura, compositio fracta ct in

Blount: " In Justi Lipsii stylo, particulas concisa, voctim Mini limn

scriptoris eetatc nostra clarissuni, aut ambiguarum pucrilis captatio."

D 3
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CHAP, a divine man, the Mercury and Apollo of Spain,
'

the father of the Latin language, the common
teacher of the learned, in the panegyrical style of

the Lipsii or Scioppii.* The Minerva, enlarged
and corrected at different times by the most emi-

nent scholars, Scioppius, Perizonius, and others more

recent, still retains a leading place in philology.
" No one among those," says its last editor Bauer,
" who have written well upon grammar, has at-

tained such reputation and even authority as the

famous Spaniard whose work we now give to the

press." But Sanctius has been charged with too

great proneness to censure his predecessors, espe-

cially Valla, and with an excess of novelty in his

theoretical speculations.
Orations of 2Q. The writers, who in this second moiety of

the sixteenth century appear to have been most

conspicuous for purity of style, were Muretus,
Paulus Manutius, Perpinianus, Osorius, Maphseus,
to whom we may add our own Buchanan, and per-

haps Haddon. The first of these is celebrated for

his Orations, published by Aldus Manutius in

1576. Many of these were delivered a good deal

Panegyric earlier. Ruhnkenius, editor of the works of Mu-

retus, says that he at once eclipsed Bembo, Sadolet,

and the whole host of Ciceronians
; expressing him-

self so perfectly in that author's style that we should

fancy ourselves to be reading him, did not the subject

betray a modern hand. " In learning," he says, "and

in knowledge of the Latin language, Manutius was

not inferior to Muretus
;
we may even say, that

his zeal in imitating Cicero was still stronger, inas-

* Baillet.
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much as he seemed to have no other aim all his life CHAP.

than to bear a perfect resemblance to that model.

Yet he rather followed than overtook his master, and

in this line of imitation cannot be compared with

Muretus. The reason of this was that nature had

bestowed on Muretus the same kind of genius that

she had given to Cicero, while that of Manutius

was very different. It was from this similarity of

temperament that Muretus acquired such felicity of

expression, such grace in narration, such wit in

raillery, such perception of what would gratify the

ear in the structure and cadence of his sentences.

The resemblance of natural disposition made it a

spontaneous act of Muretus to fall into the footsteps
of Cicero

; while, with all the efforts of Manutius,
his dissimilar genius led him constantly away ;

so

that we should not wonder when the writings ofone

so delight us that we cannot lay them down, while

we are soon wearied with those of the other, correct

and polished as they are, on account of the painful

desire of imitation which they betray. No one,

since the revival of letters," Ruhnkenius proceeds,
" has written Latin more correctly than Muretus ;

yet even in him a few inadvertencies may be dis-

covered." *

30. Notwithstanding the panegyric of so excel- Defects of

lent a scholar, I cannot feel this very close approxi-
mation of Muretus to the Ciceronian standard ;

and it even seems to me that I have not rarely met

with modern Latin of a more thoroughly classical

character. His style is too redundant and florid
; his

topics very trivial. Witness the whole oration on

* Mureti opera, cura Ruhnkenii, Lugd. 1 789.

D 4
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CHAP.
I.

Epistles of

Manutius.

the battle ofLepanto, where the greatness ofhis sub-

ject does not raise them above the level of a school-

boy's exercise. The celebrated eulogy on the St. Bar-

tholomew Massacre, delivered before the Pope, will

serve as a very fair specimen, to exemplify the

Latinity of Muretus.* Scaliger, invidious for the

most part in his characters ofcontemporary scholars,

declares that no one since Cicero had written so

well as Muretus, but that he adopted the Italian

diifuseness, and says little in many words. This

observation seems perfectly just,

31. The epistles of Paulus Manutius are written

in what we may call a gentleman-like tone, without

the virulence or querulousness that disgusts too

often in the compositions of literary men. Of

Panvinius, Robortellus, Sigonius, his own peculiar

rivals, he writes in a friendly spirit and tone of

eulogy. His letters are chiefly addressed to the

* O noctem illam memorabilem
et in fastis eximiae alicujus notae

adjectione signandam, quae pauco-
rum seditiosorura interitu regem
a prassenti casdis periculo, regnum
a perpetua bellorum civilium for-

midine liberavit! Qua quidem
nocte stellas equidem ipsas luxisse

solito nitidius arbitror, et flumen

Sequanam majores undas volvisse,

quo citius ilia impurorum hominum
cadavera evolveret et exoneraret

in mare. O felicissimam mulierem

Catharinam,regis matrem,quae cum
tot annos admirabili prudentia pa-

rique solicitudine regnum filio, filium

regno conservasset, turn demum
secura regnantem filium adspexit !

O regis fratres ipsos quoque bea-

tos ! quorum alter cum, qua aatate

casteri vix adhuc arma tractare in-

cipiunt, ea ipse quater commisso

praelio fraternos hostes fregisset ac

fugasset, hujus quoque pulcherrimi
facti praecipuam gloriam ad se

potissimum voluit pertinere ; alter,

quamquam aetate nondum ad rem
militarem idonea erat, tanta tamen
est ad virtutem indole, ut neminem
nisi fratrem in his rebus gerendis

aequo animo sibi passurus fuerit

anteponi. O diem denique ilium

plenum lastitiae et hilaritatis, quo tu,

beatissime pater, hoc ad te nuncio

allato, Deo immortali, et Divo Lu-
dovico regi, cujus hasc in ipso per-

vigilio evenerant, gratias acturus,
indictas a te supplicationes pedes
obiisti ! Quis optabilior ad te

nuncius adferri poterat ? aut nos

ipsi quod felicius optare poteramus
principiumpontificatus tui, quam ut

primis illis mensibus tetram illam

caliginem, quasi exorto sole, dis-

cussam cerneremus ? vol.i. p.I97.
edit. Kuhnken.
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great classical scholars of his age. But, on the CHAP.

other hand, though exclusively on literary subjects,

'

they deal chiefly in generalities ;
and the affectation

of copying Cicero in every phrase gives a coldness

and almost an air of insincerity to the sentiments.

They have but one note, the praise of learning; yet
it is rarely that they impart to us much information

about its history and progress. Hence they might
serve for any age, and seem like pattern forms for

the epistles of a literary man. In point of mere

style there can be no comparison between the

letters of a Sadolet or Manutius on the one hand,

and those of a Scaliger, Lipsius, or Casaubon on

the other. But while the firstpall on the reader

by their monotonous elegance, the others are full

of animation and pregnant with knowledge. Even
in what he most valued, correct Latin, Manu-

tius, as Scioppius has observed, is not without errors.

But the want of perfect dictionaries made it diffi-

cult to avoid illegitimate expressions which modern

usage suggested to the writer.*

32. Manutius, as the passage above quoted has Care of UK

shown, is not reckoned by Ruhnkenius quite equal
to Muretus, at least in natural genius. Scioppius
thinks him consummate in delicacy and grace. He
tells us that Manutius could hardly speak three

words of Latin, so that the Germans who came to

visit him looked down on his deficiency. But this,

Scioppius remarks, as Erasmus had done a hundred

years before, was one of the rules observed by the

Italian scholars to preserve the correctness of their

style. They perceived that the daily use of Latin

*
Sciopp. Judicium de Stylo Historico.
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CHAP.
I.

Perpinia-
nus,

Osorius,

Maphaeus.

in speech must bring in a torrent of barbarous

phrases, which "
claiming afterwards the privileges

of acquaintance" (quodam familiaritatis jure),

would obtrude their company during composition,
and render it difficult for the most accurate writer

to avoid them.*

33. Perpinianus, a Valencian Jesuit, wrote some

orations, hardly remembered at present, but Ruhn-

kenius has placed him along with Muretus, as the

two Cisalpines (if that word may be so used for

brevity), who have excelled the Italians in Latinity.

A writer of more celebrity was Osorius, a Portu-

guese bishop, whose treatise on glory, and, what is

better known, his History of the Reign of Emanuel,
have placed him in a high rank among the imitators

of the Augustan language. Some extracts from

Osorius de Gloria will be found in the first volume

of the Retrospective Review. This has been

sometimes fancied to be the famous work of Cicero

with that title, which Petrarch possessed and lost,

and which Petrus Alcyonius has been said to have

transferred to his own book De Exilio. But for

this latter conjecture there is, I believe, neither

evidence nor presumption ;
and certainly Osorius,

if we may judge from the passages quoted, was no

Cicero. Lord Bacon has said of him, that " his

vein was weak and waterish," which these extracts

confirm. They have not elegance enough to com-

pensate for their verbosity and emptiness. Dupin,

*
Seioppius, Juclicium de Stylo the students to speak Latin when

Historico, p. 65. This was so little within hearing of their superiors,
understood in England, that, in Even Locke was misled into re-

some of our colleges, and even commending this preposterous bar-

schools, it was the regulation for barism.
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however, calls him the Cicero of Portugal.* Nor CHAP.

is less honour due to the Jesuit Maffei (Maphaeus),
'

whose chief work is the History of India, published
in 1586. Maffei, according to Scioppius, was so

careful of his style, that he used to recite the bre-

viary in Greek, lest he should become too much ac-

customed to bad Latin.t This may perhaps be said

in ridicule of such purists. Like Manutius, he

was tediously elaborate in correction ;
some have

observed that his History of India has scarce any
value except for its style, t

34. The writings of Buchanan, and especially Buchanan,

his Scottish history, are written with strength, per-

spicuity, and neatness. Many of our own critics

have extolled the Latinity of Walter Haddon. His

Orations were published in 1567. They belong to

the first years of this period. But they seem

hardly to deserve any high praise. Haddon had

certainly laboured at an imitation of Cicero, but

without catching his manner or getting rid of the

florid, semi-poetical tone of the fourth century. A
specimen, taken much at random, but rather favour-

able than otherwise, from his oration on the death

of the young brothers of the house of Suffolk, at

Cambridge, in 1550, is given in a note. || Another

* Niceron, vol. ii. one who has written verse so well,
+ De Stylo Hist. p. 71. and the converse.

if Tiraboschi, Niceron, vol. v.
||

() laboriosam et si non niise-

Biogr. Univ. ram, certe mirabiliter exercitam,

$ Le Clerc, in an article of the tot cumulatam funerilnis Canta-

Bibliotheque Choisie, vol.viii., pro- brigiam ! Gravi nos vulnere per-
nounces a high eulogy on Bucha- cussit hyenis, ecstas saucios ad

nan, as having written better than terrani ufflixit. Calendar Marline

any one else in verse and prose ; stantem adhuc Acadeniiam nos-

that is, as I understand him, hav- train et erectam vehementer im-

ing wrillen prose beller than any pulerunt, ct de priori statu suo
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CHAP, work of a different kind, wherein Haddon is said to

.
have been concerned jointly with Sir John Cheke,

is the Reformatio Legum Ecclesiasticarum, the

proposed code of the Anglican Church, drawn up
under Edward VI.. It is, considering the subject,

in very good language,
sigonius, 35, These are the chief writers of this part of
deConsola- .

the sixteenth century who have attained reputation

for the polish and purity of their Latin style. Sigo-

nius ought, perhaps, to be mentioned in the same

class, since his writings exhibit not only perspicuity

and precision, but as much elegance as their sub-

jects would permit. He is also the acknowledged
author of the treatise De Consolatione, which long

passed with many for a work of Cicero. Even

Tiraboschi was only undeceived of this opinion by

meeting with some unpublished letters of Sigonius,

wherein he confesses the forgery.* It seems, how-

ever, that he had inserted some authentic frag-

ments. Lipsius speaks of this counterfeit with the

utmost contempt, but after all his invective can

depresserunt. Idus Juliae nutan- sic ingemuimns, ut infinitus dolor

tern jam etinclinatamoppresserunt. vix ullam tanti mali levationem

Cum magnus ille fidei magister et invenire possit. Perfectus omni
excellens noster in vera religione scientia pater, et certe senex in-

doctor, Martinus Bucerus, frigori- comparabilis, Martinus Bucerus,
bus hybernis conglaciavisset, tan- licet nee reipublicae nee nostro,
tarn in ejus occasu plagam accepisse tamen suo tempore mortuus est,

videbamur, ut majorem non solum nimirum aetate, et annis et morbo
ullam expectaremus, sed ne posse affectus. Sulfolcienses autem, quos
quidem expectari crederemus. Ve- ille florescentes ad omnem laudem,
rum postquam inundantes, et in tanquam alumnos disciplinae reli-

Cantabrigiam effervescentes a3stivi quit suae, tarn repente sudorum
sudores, illtid prsestans et aureolum fluminibus absorpti sunt, ut prius

par Suffolciensium fratrum, turn mortem illorum audiremus, qiiain

quidem peregrinatum a nobis, sed morbum animadverteremus.
tamen plane nostrum obruerunt,

*
Biog. Univ. art Sigonio.
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scarcely detect any bad Latinity.* The Conso- CHAP.

latio is, in fact, like many other imitations of the

philosophical writings of Cicero, resembling their

original in his faults of verbosity and want of

depth, but flowing and graceful in language. Lip-

sius, who affected the other extreme, was not likely

to value that which deceived the Italians into a

belief that Tully himself was before them. It was,

at least, not every one who could have done this

like Sigonius.

36. Several other names, especially from the Je- Decline of

suit colleges, might, I doubt not, be added to the

list of good Latin writers by any competent scholar,

who should prosecute the research through public
libraries by the aid of the biographical dictionaries.

But more than enough may have been said for the

general reader. The decline of classical literature

in this sense, to which we have already alluded,

was the theme of complaint towards the close of

the century, and above all in Italy. Paulus Ma-
nutius had begun to lament it long before. But

Latinus Latinius himself, one of the most learned

scholars of that country, states positively in 1584,

that the Italian universities were forced to send for

their professors from Spain and France, t And this

abandonment by Italy of her former literary glory,

was far more striking in the next age, an age of

*
Lipsii Opera Critics. His quidem Ciceronis esse potest, ne-

style is abusive, as usual in this clum ut illc. * * * I lubes judicium

age. Quis autctn ille suaviludius meuin, in quo si aliqua aspcritas,

qui laterc se posse censuit sub ilia nc mircre. Fatua enim haec su-

persona ? Male mehercule de perbia tanto nomini se inserendi

seculo nostro judicavit. Quid dignissinm inscctatione I'uit.

enim tarn dissimile ab illo auro, f Tiraboschi, x. 387.

quam hoc plumbum ? nc simia
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CHAP, science, but not of polite literature. Ranke sup-
L

poses that the attention of Italy being more turned

towards mathematics and natural history, the study
of the ancient writers, which do not contribute

greatly to these sciences, fell into decay. But

this seems hardly an adequate cause, nor had

the exact sciences made any striking progress in

the period immediately under review. The rigor-

ous orthodoxy of the church, which in some mea-

sure revived an old jealousy of heathen learning,

must have contributed far more to the effect.

Sixtus V. notoriously disliked all profane studies,

and was even kept with difficulty from destroying
the antiquities of Rome, several of which were

actually demolished by his bigotted and barbarous

zeal. * No other pope, I believe, has been guilty

of what the Romans always deemed sacrilege. In

such discouraging circumstances we could hardly
wonder at what is reported, that Aldus Manutius,

having been made professor of rhetoric at Rome,
about 1589, could only get one or two hearers.

But this, perhaps, does not rest on very good au-

thority, t It is agreed that the Greek language
was almost wholly neglected at the end of the cen-

tury, and there was no one in Italy distinguished
for a knowledge of it. Baronius must be reckoned

a man of laborious erudition
; yet he wrote his

annals of ecclesiastical history of twelve centuries,

without any acquaintance with that tongue.

* Ranke, i. 476. the name of Erythrseus, and has

j-
Id. 482. Renouard, Impri- communicated a good deal of lite-

merie des Aides, iii. 197. doubts rary miscellaneous information, but
the truth of this story, which is not always such as deserves con-
said to come on the authority fidence.

alone of Rossi, a writer who took
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37. The two greatest scholars of the sixteenth CHAP.

century, being rather later than most of the rest, p

'

are yet unnamed
; Joseph Scaliger and Isaac Ca- Joseph

saubon. The former, son of Julius Caesar Scaliger,

and, in the estimation at least of some, his in-

ferior in natural genius, though much above him
in learning and judgment, was perhaps the most

extraordinary master of general erudition that has

ever lived. His industry was unremitting through
a length of life

;
his memory, though he naturally

complains of its failure in latter years, had been

prodigious ;
he was, in fact, conversant with all

ancient, and very extensively with modern litera-

ture. The notes of his conversations, taken down

by some of his friends, and well-known by the name
of Scaligerana, though full of vanity and contempt
of others, and though not always perhaps faith-

ful registers of what he said, bear witness to his

acuteness, vivacity, and learning.* But his own

* The Scaligerana Prima, as many faults, deserves perhaps the

they are called, were collected by first place among those amusing
Francis Vertunien, a physician of miscellanies, known by the name
Poitiers ; the Secunda, which are of Ana.
much the longest, by two brothers, It was little to the honour of
named De Vassan, who were ad- the Scaligers, father and son, that

mitted to the intimacy of Scaliger they lay under the strongest
at Leyden. They seem to have suspicions of extreme credulity,

registered all his table-talk in com- to say nothing worse, in setting

mon-place books alphabetically up a descent from the Scala princes

arranged. Hence, when he spoke of Verona, though the world
at different times of the same per- could never be convinced that

son or subject, the whole was their proper name was not Burden,

published in an undigested, incho- of a plebeian family, and known as

herent, and sometimes self-contra- such in that city. Joseph Scaliger

dictory paragraph. He was not took as his device, Fuinuis Troes
;

strict about consistency, as men of and his letters, as well as the

his temper seldom are in their Scaligerana, bear witness to the

conversation, and one would be stress he laid on this pseudo-
slow in relying on what he has genealogy. Lipsius observes on
said ; but the Scaligerana, with its this, with the true spirit which a
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CHAP, numerous and laborious publications are the best

testimonies to these qualities. His name will oc-

cur to us more than once again. In the depart-

ment of philology, he was conspicuous as an

excellent critic, both of the Latin and Greek

languages ; though Bayle, in his own paradoxical,

but acute and truly judicious spirit, has suggested,

that Scaliger's talents and learning were too great

for a good commentator
;
the one making him dis-

cover in authors more hidden sense than they

possessed, the other leading him to perceive a

thousand allusions which had never been designed.

He frequently altered the text in order to bring

man of letters ought to feel, that that such princes as Henry II.

it would have been a great honour and Henry IV. would esteem

for the Scalas to have descended them more for their ancestry than

from the Scaligers, who had more for their learning and genius,
real nobility than the whole city of The epitaph of Daniel Heinsius

Verona. (Thuana, p. 14.). But on Joseph Scaliger, pardonably
unfortunately the vain, foolish, and perhaps on such an occasion,

vulgar part of mankind cannot be mingles the real and fabulous

be brought to see things in that glories of his friend,

light, and both the Scaligers knew

Regius a Brenni deductus sanguine sanguis
Qui dominos rerum tot numerabat avos,

Cui nihil indulsit sors, nil natura negavit,
Et jure imperil conditor ipse sui,

Invidiae scopulus, sed ccelo proximus, ilia,

Ilia Juliades conditur, hospes, humo.
Centum illic proavos et centum pone triumphos,

Sceptraque Veronae sceptrigerosque Deos;
Mastinosque, Canesque, et totam ab origine gentem,
Et qua; praeterea non bene nota latent.

Illic stent aquilae priscique. insignia regni,
Et ter Caesareo munere fulta domus.

Plus tamen invenies quicquid sibi contulit ipse,
Et minimum tantae nobilitatis eget.

Aspice tot linguas, totumque in pectore mundum ;

Innumeras gentes continet iste locus.

Crede illic Arabas, desertaque nomina Prenos,
Et crede Armenios -ZEthiopasque tegi.

Terrarum instar habes ; et quam natura negavit
Laudem uni populo, contigit ilia viro.
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these more forward
;
and in his conjectures is bold, CHAP.

ingenious, and profound, but not very satisfactory.*
'

His critical writings are chiefly on the Latin poets ;

but his knowledge of Greek was eminent ; and,

perhaps, it may not be too minute to notice as a

proof of it, that his verses in that language, if not

good according to our present standard, are at

least much better than those of Casaubon. The

latter, in an epistle to Scaliger, extols his cor-

respondent as far above Gaza, or any modern

Greek in poetry, and worthy to have lived in

Athens with Aristophanes and Euripides. This

cannot be said of his own attempts, in which their

gross faultiness is as manifest as their general want

of spirit.

38. This eminent person, a native of Geneva t Isaac Ca-

that little city, so great in the annals of letters
a

and the son-in-law of Henry Stephens, rose

above the horizon in 1583, when his earliest work,

the Annotations on Diogenes Laertius, was pub-
lished

;
a performance of which he was afterwards

ashamed, as being unworthy of his riper studies.

Those on Strabo, an author much neglected be-

fore, followed in 1587. For more than twenty

years Casaubon employed himself upon editions

of Greek authors, many of which, as that of

Theophrastus, in 1593, and that of Athenaeus, in

1600, deserve particular mention. The latter, es-

* Niceron, vol. xxiii. Blount, afterwards. Casaubon went back

Biogr. Univ. to Geneva in his nineteenth year
f The father of Casaubon was for the sake of education. See

from the neighbourhood of Bor- his life by his son Meric, prefixed
deaux. He fled to Geneva during to Almeloveen's edition of his

a temporary persecution of the epistles.

Huguenots, but returned home

VOL. II. E
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CHAP, pecially, which he calls,
"
molestissimum, difficilli-

' mum et taedii plenissimum opus," has always been

deemed a noble monument of critical sagacity and

extensive erudition. In conjectural emendation

of the text, no one hitherto had been equal to

Casaubon. He may probably be deemed a greater

scholar than his father-in-law Stephens, or even,

in a critical sense, than his friend Joseph Scaliger.

These two lights of the literary world, though it

is said, that they had never seen each other *, con-

tinued till the death of the latter in regular cor-

respondence and unbroken friendship. Casaubon,

querulous but not envious, paid freely the homage
which Scaliger was prepared to exact, and wrote

as to one superior in age, in general celebrity, and

in impetuosity of spirit. Their letters to each

other, as well as to their various other corre-

spondents, are highly valuable for the literary

history of the period they embrace
j

that is, the

last years of the present, and the first of the ensuing

century.
General re- 39. Budaeus, Camerarius, Stephens, Scaliger,

Casaubon, appear to stand out as the great re-

storers of ancient learning, and especially of the

Greek language. I do not pretend to appreciate
them by deep skill in the subject, or by a dili-

gent comparison of their works with those of

others, but from what I collect to have been the

more usual suffrage of competent judges. Canter,

perhaps, or Sylburgius might be rated above Ca-

merarius; but the last seems, if we may judge by
the eulogies bestowed upon him, to have stood

* Morhof, 1. i. c. xv. s. 57.
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higher in the estimation of his contemporaries. CHAP.

Their labours restored the integrity of the text in
L

the far greater part of the Greek authors though

they did not yet possess as much metrical know-

ledge as was required for that of the poets

explained most dubious passages, and nearly ex-

hausted the copiousness of the language. For

another century mankind was content, in respect
of Greek philology, to live on the accumulations

of the sixteenth ; and, it was not till after so long
a period had elapsed, that new scholars arose,

more exact, more philosophical, more acute in
"

knitting up the ravelled sleeve" of speech, but

not, to say the least, more abundantly stored with

"erudition than those who had cleared the way,
and upon whose foundations they built.

40. We come, in the last place, to the condition Learning

of ancient learning in this island
;
a subject which u"nd

g
Ed-

it may be interesting to trace with some minute-
]J

d and

ness, though we can offer no splendid banquet,
even from the reign of the Virgin Queen. Her
accession was indeed a happy epoch in our

literary, as well as civil annals. She found a

great and miserable change in the state of the

universities since the days of her father. Plunder

and persecution, the destroying spirits of the last

two reigns, were enemies, against which our in-

fant muses could not struggle.* Ascham, indeed,

* The last editor of Wood's of Cox (afterwards bishop
of Ely),

Athena: Oxonienses bears witness was his unwearied diligence in

to having seen chronicles and other destroying the ancient manuscripts
books mutilated, as he conceives, and other books in the public and

by the protestant visitors of the private libraries at Oxford. The

university under Edward,
" What savage barbarity with which he

is most," he says,
"
to the discredit executed this hateful office can
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CHAP.
I.

Revival

under Eli-

zabeth.

denies that there was much decline of learning at

Cambridge before the time of Mary. The in-

fluence of her reign was, not indirectly alone, but

by deliberate purpose, injurious to all useful know-

ledge.* It was in contemplation, he tells us (and

surely it was congenial enough to the spirit of that

government) that the ancient writers should give

place in order to restore Duns Scotus, and the

scholastic barbarians.

41. It is indeed impossible to restrain the de-

sire of noble minds for truth and wisdom. Scared

from the banks of Isis and Cam, neglected or dis-

countenanced by power, learning found an asylum
in the closets of private men, who laid up in

silence stores for future use. And some of course*

.remained out of those who had listened to Smith

and Cheke, or the contemporary teachers of Ox-

never be forgotten, &c., p. 468.

One book only of the famous

library of Humphrey, duke of

Gloucester, bequeathed to Oxford,

escaped mutilation. This is a
Valerius Maximus. But as Cox
was really a man of considerable

learning, we may ask whether there

is evidence to lay these Vandal

proceedings on him rather than on
his colleagues.

* " And what was the fruit of
this seed ? Verily, judgment in

doctrine was wholly altered ; order
in discipline very much changed ;

the love of good learning began
suddenly to wax cold ; the know-

ledge of the tongues, in spite of

some that therein had flourished,
was manifestly contemned, and so

the way of right study manifestly

perverted ; the choice good au-

thors of malice confounded
; old

sophistry, I say not well, not old,
but that new rotten sophistry,

began to beard and shoulder logic
in their own tongue ; yea, I know
that heads were cast together, and
counsel devised, that Duns, with

all the rabble of barbarous ques-
tionists, should have dispossessed,
of their places and room, Aristotle,

Plato, Tully, and Demosthenes ;

whom good Mr. Redman, and those
two worthy stars of the university,
Mr. Cheke and Mr. Smith, with
their scholars, had brought to
flourish as notably in Cambridge,
as ever they did in Greece and in

Italy ; and for the doctrine of
those four, the four pillars of learn-

ing, Cambridge then giving no place
to no university, neither in France,

Spain, Germany, nor Italy."

p. 317.
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ford. But the mischief was effected, in a general CHAP.

sense, by breaking up the course of education in !

the universities. At the beginning of the new

queen's reign, but few of the clergy, to whichever

mode of faith they might conform, had the least

tincture of Greek learning, and the majority did

not understand Latin. * The protestant exiles,

being far the most learned men of the kingdom,

brought back a more healthy tone of literary dili-

gence. The universities began to revive. An
address was delivered in Greek verses to Elizabeth

at Cambridge in 1564, to which she returned

thanks in the same language, t Oxford would not

be outdone. Lawrence, regius professor of Greek,

as we are told by Wood, made an oration at

Carfax, a spot often chosen for public exhibition,

on her visit to the city in 1566 ; when her ma-

jesty, thanking the university in the same tongue,
observed "

it was the best Greek speech she had

ever heard." t Several slight proofs of classical

learning appear from this time in the "
History and

Antiquities of Oxford ;

" marks of a progress, at

first slow and silent, which I only mention, because

nothing more important has been recorded.

42. In 1575, the queen having been now near Gr * L<*-

twenty years on the throne, we find, on positive Cambridge.

evidence, that Greek lectures were given in St.John's

College, Cambridge ; which, indeed, few would be

disposed to doubt, reflecting on the general cha-

racter of the age and the length of opportunity

Hallam's Constit. Hist, of J Wood. Hist, and Antiq. of

Eng. i. 249. Oxford.

f Peck's Desiderata Curiosa,

p. 270.

E 8
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CHAP, that had been afforded. It is said in the life of
L

Mr. Bois, or Boyse, one of the revisers of the

translation of the Bible under James, that " his

father was a great scholar, being learned in the

Hebrew and Greek excellently well, which, con-

sidering the manners, that I say not, the looseness

of the times of his education, was almost a miracle."

The son was admitted at St. John's in 1575.
" His

father had well educated him in the Greek tongue
before his coming ;

which caused him to be taken

notice of in the college. For besides himselfthere

was but one there who could write Greek. Three

lectures in that language were read in the college.

In the first, grammar was taught, as is commonly
now done in schools. In the second, an easy

author was explained in the grammatical way. In

the third was read somewhat which might seem fit

for their capacities who had passed over the other

two. A year was usually spent in the first, and

two in the second."* It will be perceived, that the

course of instruction was still elementary ; but it is

well known that many, perhaps most students, en-

tered the universities at an earlier age than is usual

at present, t

* Peck's Desiderata Curiosa, went off to Douay. Leicester,

p. 327. Chalmers. as chancellor of the university,

f-
It is probable that Cambridge charged it, in 1582, and in subse-

was at this time better furnished quent years, with great neglect of
with learning than Oxford, Even learning ; the disputations had
Wood does not give us a favour- become mere forms, and the

able notion of the condition of queen's lecturers in Greek and
that university in the first part of Hebrew seldom read. It was as

the queen's reign. Oxford was bad in all the other sciences.

for a long time filled with popish Wood's Antiquities and Athenae,
students, that is, with conforming passim. The colleges of Corpus
partisans of the former religion ; Christi and Merton were distin-

many of whom^ from time to time, guished beyond the rest in the
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43. We come very slowly to books, even sub- CHAP.

sidiary to education, in the Greek language. And L

since this cannot be conveniently carried on to any F w Greek
* editions in

great extent without books, though I am aware England.

that some contrivances were employed as substi-

tutes for them, and since it was as easy to publish
either grammars or editions of ancient authors in

England as on the Continent, we can, as it seems,

draw no other inference from the want of them
than the absence of any considerable demand. I

shall therefore enumerate all the books instrumental

to the study of Greek which appeared in England
before the close of the century.

4>4t. It has been mentioned in another place that school

two alone had been printed before 1550. In 1553 a

Greek version ofthe second ^Eneid, by George Ethe-

rege, was published. Two editions of the Anglican

liturgy in Latin and Greek, byWhitaker, one of our

most learned theologians, appeared in 1569* ;
a short

catechism in both languages, 1573and 1578. We find

also in 1578 a little book entitled ;p*<mav/o-/Aoi> <rro<-

This is a translation, mad'e also by
Whitaker, from Nowell's Christianse Pietatis Prima

reign of Elizabeth ; especially the ties ;

" the quadrivials, I mean arith-

former, where Jewel read the metic, music, geometry and astro-

lecture in rhetoric (at an earlier nomy, are now small regarded in

time, of course), Hooker in logic, either of them." Description of
and Reynolds in Greek. Leicester Britain, p. 252. Few learned

succeeded in puritanizhig, as Wood preachers were sent out from

thought, the university, by driving them, which he ascribes, in part,
off the old party, and thus rendered to the poor endowments of most
it a more effective school of learn- livings.

ing.
*

Scaliger says of Whitaker,
Harrison, about 1586, does not O qu'il etoit bien docte ! Scalig.

speak much better of the universi- Secunda.

E 4
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CHAP. Institutio, ad Usum Scholarum Latine Scripta.
'

The Biographia Britannica puts the first edition of

this Greek version in 1575 ;
and informs us also

that Nowell's lesser Catechism was published in

Latin and Greek, 1575 ;
but I do not find any con-

firmation of this in Herbert or Watts. In 1575,

Grant, master of Westminster School, published
Grsecae Linguae Spicilegium, intended evidently for

the use of his scholars; and in 1581 the same

Grant superintended an edition of Constantin's

Lexicon, probably in the abridgment, under the

name of the Basle printer Crespin, enriching it with

four or five thousand new words, which he most

likely took from Stephens's Thesaurus. A Greek,

Latin, French, and English lexicon, by John Barret

or Baret, in 1580 *, and another by John Morel

(without the French), in 1583, are recorded in bib-

liographical works
;
but I do not know whether

any copies have survived.

Greek 45. It appears, therefore, that before even the

Schools." middle of the queen's reign the rudiments of

the Greek language were imparted to boys at

Westminster school, and no doubt also at those of

Eton, Winchester, and St. Paul's, t But probably
it did not yet extend to many others. In Ascham's

* Chalmers mentions an earlier p. 254>. (4to edition). He has

edition of this dictionary in 1573, just before taken notice of " the

but without the Greek. great number of grammar-schools

j-
Harrison mentions, about the throughout the realm, and those

year 1586, that at the great col- very liberally endowed for the

legiate schools of Eton, Win- relief of poor scholars, so that

Chester, and Westminster, boys there are hot many corporate
" are well entered in the know- towns now under the queen's
ledge of the Latin and Greek dominion that have not one gram-
tongues and rules of versifying." mar-school at the least, with a

Description of England, prefixed sufficient living for a master and
to Holingshed's Chronicles, usher appointed for the same."
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Schoolmaster, a posthumous treatise, published in CHAP.

1570, but evidently written some years after the
'

accession of Elizabeth, while very detailed, and

in general, valuable rules are given for the in-

struction of boys in the Latin language, no inti-

mation is found that Greek was designed to be

taught. In the statutes of Witton School in Che-

shire, framed in 1558, the founder says : "I will

there were always taught good literature, both

Latin and Greek."* But this seems to be only an

aspiration after an hopeless excellence
;
for he pro-

ceeds to enumerate the Latin books intended to be

used, without any mention of Greek. In the sta-

tutes of Merchant Taylor's School, 1561, the high
master is required to be " learned in good and

clean Latin literature, and also in Greek, if such

maybe gotten."t These words are copied from those

of Colet, in the foundation of St. Paul's School.

But in the regulations of Hawkshead School in

Lancashire, 1588, the master is directed " to teach

grammar and the principles of the Greek tongue." t

The little tracts indeed, above-mentioned, do not

lead us to believe that the instruction, even at West-

minster, was of more than the slightest kind. They
are but verbal translations of known religious trea-

tises, wherein the learner would be assisted by his re-

collection at almost every word. But in the rules

laid down by Mr. Lyon, founder of Harrow School,

in 1590, the books designed to be taught are enu-

merated, and comprise some Greek orators and

historians, as well as the poems of Hesiod.

* Carlisle's Endowed Schools t Id. vol. i p. 656.

vol. i. p. 129. $ Id. ii. 136. I have not dis-

f Id. vol. ii. p. 49. covered any other proofs of Greek
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CHAP. 46. We have now, however, descended very low
'

in the century. The twilight of classical learning

ter"knoSl"
*n England had yielded to its morning. It is easy

after 1580. to trace many symptoms of enlarged erudition after

1580. Scot, in his Discovery of Witchcraft, 1584,

and doubtless many other writers, employ Greek

quotations rather freely ;
and the use of Greek

words, or adaptation of English forms to them, is

affected by Webb and Puttenham in their treatises

on poetry. Greek titles are not infrequently given
to books

;
it was a pedantry many affected. Besides

the lexicons above-mentioned, it was easy to pro-

cure, at no great price, those of Constantin and

Scapula. We may refer to the ten years after

1580 the commencement of that rapid advance,

which gave the English nation, in the reign of

James, so respectable a place in the republic of

letters. In the last decennium of the century, the

Ecclesiastical Polity of Hooker is a monument of

real learning, in profane as well as theological

antiquity. But certainly the reading ofour scholars

in this period was far more generally among the

Greek fathers than the classics. Even this, how-

ever, required a competent acquaintance with the

language.
Editions of 47 The two universities had abandoned the art

of printing since the year 1521. No press is known
to have existed afterwards at Cambridge till 1584,

education in Mr. Carlisle's work. " well learned in the Latin, Greek,
In the statutes or regulations of and Hebrew." But these must be
Bristol School, founded in the modern, as appears, inter alia, by
sixteenth century, it is provided the words "

well affected to the
that the head master should be Constitution in Chnrch and State."
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or at Oxford till 1586, when six homilies of Chry- CHAP.

sostom in Greek were published at a press erected
L

by Lord Leicester at his own expense.
* The first

book of Herodotus came out at the same place in

1591 ;
the treatise of Barlaam on the Papacy in

1592 ; Lycophron in the same year ;
the Knights

of Aristophanes in 1593 ;
fifteen orations of De-

mosthenes, in 1593 and 1597 > Agatharcides in the

latter year. One oration of Lysias was printed at

Cambridge in 1593. The Greek testament ap-

peared from the London press in 1581, in 1587,

and again in 1592 ;
a treatise of Plutarch, and

three orations of Isocrates, in 1587 >
the Iliad in

1591. These, if I have overlooked none, or if

none have been omitted by Herbert, are all the

Greek publications (except grammars, of which

there are several, one by Camden, for the use of

Westminster School, in 1597^, and one inl600, by
Knolles, author of the History of the Turks) that

fall within the sixteenth century ;
and all, appa-

* Herbert. Scholasticum of John Stockwood,
j-

This grammar by Camden an edition of which, with the date
was probably founded on that of of 1597, is in the Inner Temple
Grant, above-mentioned ; cujus Library. It is merely a selection

rudimenta, says Smith, the author of epigrams from the Anthologia
of Camden's life, cum multa ex of H. Stephens, and shows but a .

parte laborarent deficerentque, non moderate expectation of profi-
tam reformanda, quam de novo in- ciency from the studious youth
stituenda censens, observationibus for whom it was designed : the

quas ex Graecis omne genus scrip- Greek being written in interlinear

toribus acri judicio et longo usu Latin characters over the original,

collegerat, sub severum cxamen ad faciliorem eorundem lectionem.

revocatis, grammaticam novam non A literal translation into Latin

soli scholae cui praeerat, sed uni- follows, and several others in

versis per Angliam scholia dein- metre. Stockwood had been

ceps inservituram,' eodem anno master of Tunbridge School :

cdidit. )p.
19. edit. 1691. Scholae Tunbridgiensis olim lu-

The excessive scarcity of early dimagistcr ; so that there may
srln ii il-lu ink- makes it allowable possibly have been earlier editions

to mention the Progymnasma of this little book.
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CHAP, rently, are intended for classes in the schools and

! universities.*

rl^oi 48. It must be expected that the best Latin
J > till II CltlS- A

sks. writers were more honoured than those of Greece.

Besides grammars and dictionaries, which are too

numerous to mention, we find not a few editions,

though principally for the purposes ofeducation :

Cicero de Officiis, (in Latin and English), 1553
;

Virgil, 1570; Sallust, 1570 and 1571; Justin,

1572; Cicero de Oratore, 1573; Horace and Ju-

venal, 1574. It is needless to proceed lower, when

they become more frequent. The most important
classical publication was a complete edition of

Cicero, which was, of course, more than a school-

book. This appeared at London in 1585, from the

press of Ninian Newton. It is said to be a reprint

from the edition of Lambinus.

Learning 4,0. It is obvious that foreign books must have

in Spain, been largely imported, orwe shouldplacethelearning
of the Elizabethan period as much too low as it has

ordinarily been exaggerated. But we may feel some

surprise that so little was contributed by our native

scholars. Certain it is, that in most departments
of literature they did not yet occupy a distinguished

place. The catalogue by Herbert, of books pub-
lished down to the end of the century, presents no

favourable picture of the queen's reign. Without

instituting a comparison with Germany or France,

we may easily make one with the classed catalogue

* The arrangement of editions or two trifles, and it is likely that

recorded in Herbert, following the I have ; but the conclusion will

names of the printers, does not be the same. Angli, says Scaliger,
afford facilities for any search. I nunquam excuderunt bonos libros

may, therefore, have omitted one veteres, tantum vulgares.
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of books printed in Spain, which we find at the CHAP-

close of the Bibliotheca Nova of Nicolas Antonio.

Greek appears to have been little studied in Spain,

though we have already mentioned a few gram-
matical works ;

but the editions of Latin authors,

and the commentators upon them, are numerous ;

and upon the whole it is undeniable that, in most

branches of erudition, so far as we can draw a con-

clusion from publications, Spain, under Philip II.,

held a higher station than England under Elizabeth.

The poverty of the English church, the want of

public libraries, and the absorbing influence of

polemical theology will account for much of this ;

and I am not by any means inclined to rate our

English gentlemen of Elizabeth's age for useful and

even classical knowledge below the hidalgos of

Castile. But this class were not the chief contri-

butors to literature. It is, however, in consequence
of the reputation for learning acquired by some

men distinguished in civil life, such as Smith,

Sadler, Raleigh, and even by ladies, among whom
the queen herself, and the accomplished daughters
of Sir Antony Cooke, Lady Cecil, and Lady Rus-

sell, are particularly to be mentioned, that the

general character of her reign has been, in this

point of view, considerably overrated. No English-
man ought, I conceive, to suppress this avowal,

or to feel any mortification in making it
; with the

prodigious development of wisdom and genius that

illustrated the last years of Elizabeth, we may well

spare the philologers and antiquaries of the Conti-

nent.

50. There had arisen, however, towards the con- improve.
ment at the
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CHAP, elusion of the century, a very few men of such

extensive learning as entitled them to an European
end of the

reputation. Sir Henry Savile stood at the head of
century. r J

these : we may justly deem him the most learned

Englishman, in profane literature, of the reign of

Elizabeth. He published, in 1581, a translation of

part of Tacitus, with annotations not very copious
or profound, but pertinent, and deemed worthy to

be rendered into Latin in the next century by the

younger Gruter, and reprinted on the Continent.*

Scaliger speaks of him with personal ill-will, but

with a respect he seldom showed to those for whom
he entertained such sentiments. Next to Savile

we may rank Camden, whom all foreigners name
with praise for the Britannia. Hooker has already

been mentioned ; but I am not sure thai he could

be said to have much reputation beyond our own
shores. I will not assert that no other was exten-

sively known even for profane learning: in our

own biographical records several may be found, at

least esteemed at home. But our most studious

countrymen long turned their attention almost

exclusively to theological controversy, and toiled

over the prolix volumes of the fathers ; a labour

not to be defrauded of its praise, but to which we
are not directing our eyes on this occasion, t

Learning 51. Scotland had hardly as yet partaken of the

land light of letters
;
the very slight attempts at intro-

* They are contained in a small theological erudition which the age
volume, 1649, with Savile's other produced, he quotes the Greek
treatise on the Roman Militia. fathers in Latin ; and there is a

f It is remarkable that, in scanty sprinkling of Greek charac-

Jewel's Defence of the Apology, ters throughout this large volume,

by far the most learned work in
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ducing an enlarged scheme of education, which had CHAP.

been made thirty years before, having wholly failed
'

in consequence of the jealous spirit that actuated

the chiefs of the old religion and the devastating

rapacity that disgraced the partisans of the new.

But in 1575, Andrew Melville was appointed prin-

cipal of the university of Glasgow, which he found

almost broken up and abandoned. He established

so solid and extensive a system of instruction,

wherein the best Greek authors were included, that

Scotland, in some years time, instead of sending
her own natives to foreign universities, found stu-

dents from other parts of Europe repairing to her

own.* Yet Ames has observed that no Greek

characters appear in any book printed in Scotland

before 1599- This assertion has been questioned

by Herbert. In the treatise of Buchanan, De
Jure Regni (Edinburgh, 1580), I have observed

that the Greek quotations are inserted with a pen.

It is at least certain that no book in that language
was printed north of the Tweed within this century,

nor any Latin classic, nor dictionary, nor any thing

of a philological nature except two or three gram-
mars. A few Latin treatises by modern authors on

various subjects appeared.! It seems questionable

whether any printing-press existed in Ireland : the

evidence to be collected from Herbert is precarious ;

but I know not whether any thing more satisfactory

has since been discovered.

* Mac Crie's Life of Melville, authority of Herbert, appears not

vol.i. p.
72. to be quite accurate. Pinkerton's

f The list of books printed in Scottish Poems (1786), i. 104.;
Scotland before 1550, which I (1792), i. 22.

have given in vol. i. p. 472. on the
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CHAP. 52. The Latin language was by no means so

generally employed in England as on the Continent.
Latin little Qur authors have from the beginning been apt to
used in

writing. prefer their mother-tongue, even upon subjects

which, by the usage of the learned, were treated in

Latin
; though works relating to history, and espe-

cially to ecclesiastical antiquity, such as those of

Parker and Godwin, were sometimes written in

that language. It may be alleged that very few

books of a philosophical class appeared at all in the

far-famed reign of Elizabeth. But probably such

as Scot's Discovery of Witchcraft, Rogers's Ana-

tomy of the Mind, and Hooker's Ecclesiastical

Polity would have been thought to require a learned

dress in any other country. And we may think

the same of the great volumes of controversial

theology ; as Jewel's Defence of the Apology, Cart-

wright's Platform, and Whitgift's Reply to it. The
free spirit, not so much of our government, as of

the public mind itself, and the determination of a

large portion of the community to choose their

religion for themselves, rendered this descent from

the lofty grounds of learning indispensable. By
such a deviation from the general laws of the re-

public of letters, which, as it is needless to say,

was by no means less practised in the ensuing age,
our writers missed some part of that general renown

they might have challenged from Europe ; but

they enriched the minds of a more numerous public
at home ; they gave their own thoughts with more

precision, energy, and glow ; they invigorated and

amplified their native language, which became in

their hands more accommodated to abstract and
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philosophical disquisition, though, for the same CHAP.

reason, more formal and pedantic than any other in
L

Europe. This observation is as much intended for

the reigns of James and Charles as for that of

Elizabeth.

SECT. II.

Principal Writers Afanutius, Sigonius, Lipsius Numismatics My-
thology Chronology of Scaliger.

53. THE attention of the learned had been fre- Early

quently directed, since the revival of letters, to

elucidate the antiquities of Rome, her customs,

rites, and jurisprudence. It was more laborious

than difficult to common-place all extant Latin

authors ; and, by this process of comparison, most

expressions, perhaps, in which there was no cor-

ruption of the text, might be cleared up. This

seems to have produced the works already men-

tioned, of Cselius Rhodiginus and Alexander ab

Alexandro, which afford explanations of many
hundred passages that might perplex a student.

Others had devoted their time to particular subjects,

as Pomponius Laetus, and Raphael of Volterra,

to the distinctions of magistrates ; Marlianus, to

the topography of ancient Rome ;
and Robortellus,

to family names. It must be confessed that most

of these early pioneers were rather praiseworthy
for their diligence and good will, than capable of

clearing away the more essential difficulties that

VOL. II. F
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CHAP, stood in the way : few treatises, written before
'

the middle of the sixteenth century, have been

admitted into the collections of Graevius and

Sallengre. But soon afterwards an abundant light

was thrown upon the most interesting part of

Roman antiquity, the state of government and

public law, by four more eminent scholars than

had hitherto explored that field, Manutius, Panvi-

nius, and Sigonius in Italy, Gruchius (or Grouchy)
in France.

p. Maim- 54. The first of these published in 1558 his

man Laws." treatise De Legibus Romanorum ;
and though that

De Civitate did not appear till 1585, Graevius be-

lieves it to have been written about the same time

as the former. Manutius has given a good ac-

count of the principal laws made at Rome during
the republic j not many of the empire. Augus-
tinus, however, archbishop of Tarragona, had pre-

ceded him with considerable success ; and several

particular laws were better illustrated afterwards

by Brisson, Balduin, and Gothofred. It will be

obvious to any one, very slightly familiar with the

Roman law, that this subject, as far as it relates to

the republican period, belongs much more to

classical antiquity than to jurisprudence.
Manutius, 55. The second treatise of Manutius, De Cm-
tate.

"
tate, discusses the polity of the Roman republic.

Though among the very first scholars of his time,

he will not always bear the test of modern acute-

ness. Even Graevius, who himself preceded the

most critical age, frequently corrects his errors.

Yet there are marks of great sagacity in Manutius ;

and Niebuhr, who has judged the antiquaries of
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CHAP.
I.

the sixteenth century as they generally deserve,

might have found the germ of his own celebrated

hypothesis, though imperfectly developed, in what

this old writer has suggested ; that the populus
Romanus originally meant the inhabitants of Rome
intra pomceria, as distinguished from the cives

Romani, who dwelt beyond that precinct in the

territory.
*

56. Onuphrius Panvinius, a man of vast learn-

ing and industry, but of less discriminating judg-

ment, and who did not live to its full maturity,
fell short, in his treatise, De Civitate Romana, of

what Manutius (from whom, however, he could

have taken nothing) has achieved on the same

subject, and his writings, according to Grsevius,

would yield a copious harvest to criticism, t But

* The first paragraph of the

preface to Niebuhr's history de-

serves to be quoted.
" The His-

tory of Rome was treated, during
the first two centuries after the

revival of letters, with the same

prostration of the understanding
and judgment to the written letter

that had been handed down, and
with the same fearfulness of going

beyond it, which prevailed in all

the other branches of knowledge.
If any one had asserted a right of

examining the credibility of the

ancient writers and the value of
their testimony, an outcry would
have been raised against his atro-

cious presumption. The object
aimed at was, in spite of all internal

evidence, to combine what was
related by them ; at the utmost,
one authority was in some one

particular instance postponed to

another as gently as possible, and
without inducing any further re-

sults. Here and there, indeed, a

free-born mind, such as Glareanus,

broke through these bonds; but

infallibly a sentence of condem-
nation was forthwith pronounced
against him ; besides, such men
were not the most learned, and
their bold attempts were only par-
tial, and were wanting in consist-

ency. In this department, as in

others, men of splendid talents

and the most copious learning con-

formed to the narrow spirit of their

age ; their labours extracted from
a multitude of insulated details

what the remains of ancient litera-

ture did not afford united in any
single work, a systematic account
of Roman antiquities. What they
did in this respect is wonderful;
and this is, sufficient to earn for

them an imperishable fame."

f In Onuphrio Panvinio fue-

rinit multa? literoe, multa Industrie,

sed tanta ingenii vis non erat,

quanta in Sigonio et Manutio,

quorum scriptu longe sunt lima-

tiora.

Paulus Manutius calls Panvinius,
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CHAP, neither of the two was comparable to Sigonius of
'

Modena*, whose works on the Roman govern-
ment not only form an epoch in this department
of ancient literature, but have left, in general, but

little for his successors. Mistakes have of course

been discovered, where it is impossible to recon-

cile, or to rely upon, every ancient testimony j and

Sigonius, like the other scholars of his age, might
confide too implicitly in his authorities. But his

treatises, De Jure Civium Romanorum, 1560, and

De Jure Italise, 1562, are still the best that can be

read in illustration of the Roman historians and

the orations of Cicero. Whoever, says Grsevius,

sits down to the study of these orations, without

being acquainted with Sigonius, will but lose his

time. In another treatise, published in 1574, De
Judiciis Romanorum, he goes through the whole

course ofjudicial proceedings, more copiously than

Heineccius, the most celebrated of his successors,

and with more exclusive regard to writers of the

republican period. The Roman Antiquities of

Graevius contain several other excellent pieces by
Sigonius, which have gained him the indisputable
character of the first antiquary, both for learning
and judgment, whom the sixteenth century pro-
duced. He was engaged in several controversies ;

ille antiquitatis helluo, spectatae the proper name of Sigonius was

juvenis industriae . . . sa?pe litigat not Sigonio, but Sigone. Corniani

obscuris de rebus cum Sigonio nos- (vol. vi. p. 151.) has made the

tro, sed utriusque bonitas, mutuus same observation on the authority
amor, excellens ad cognoscendam of Sigone's original unpublished
veritatem judicium facit ut inter letters. But the biographers, as

eos facile conveniat. Epist. lib. ii. well as Tiraboschi, though himself

p. 81. an inhabitant of the same city, do
* It appears from some of the not advert to it.

Lettere Volgari of Manuzio, that
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one with Robortellus *, another with a more con- CHAP.

siderable antagonist, Gruchius, a native of Rouen,
'

and professor of Greek at Bordeaux, who, in his Gruchius-

treatise, De Comitiis Romanorum, 1555, was the

first that attempted to deal with a difficult and im-

portant subject. Sigonius and he interchanged
some thrusts, with more urbanity and mutual re-

spect than was usual in that age. An account of

this controversy, which chiefly related to a passage
in Cicero's oration, De Lege Agraria, as to the con-

firmation of popular elections by the comitia curiata,

will be found in the preface to the second volume

of Graevius, wherein the treatises themselves are

published. Another contemporary writer, Latino

Latini, seems to have solved the problem much
better than either Grouchy or Sigone. But both

parties were misled by the common source of error

in the most learned men of the sixteenth century,
an excess of confidence in the truth of ancient

testimony. The words of Cicero, who often spoke
for an immediate purpose, those of Livy and Dio-

nysius, who knew but imperfectly the primitive

history of Rome, those even of Gellius or Pompo-
nius, to whom all the republican institutions had

become hardly intelligible, were deemed a sort of

infallible text, which a modern might explain as

* The treatises of Robortellus, mula of Roman marriage, Ubi tu

republished in the second volume Cajus, ego Caja ; though he admits
of (Jruter's Lampas, are full of vain that some appear in late inscrip-

glory and affected scorn of Sigo- tions. Sigonius proved the con-

nius. Half the chapters are headed, trary by instances from republican
Error Sigonii. One of their con- times. It is evident that they
troversies concerned female prae- were unusual, but several have

nomina, which Robortellus denied been found in inscriptions. See
to be ancient, except in the for- (irsevius, vol. ii. in prafatione,

F 3
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best he could, but must not be presumptuous

enough to reject.

57. Besides the works of these celebrated scho-

nian polity, lars, one by Zamoscius, a young Pole, De Senatu

Romano (1563), was so highly esteemed, that

some have supposed him to have been assisted by

Sigonius. The latter, among his other pursuits,

turned his mind to the antiquities of Greece,

which had hitherto, for obvious reasons, attracted

far less attention than those of ancient Italy. He
treated the constitution of the Athenian republic
so fully, that, according to Gronovius, he left little

for Meursius and others who trod in his path.*

He has, however, neglected to quote the very
words of his authorities, which alone can be satis-

factory to a diligent reader, translating every pas-

sage, so that hardly any Greek words occur in a

treatise expressly on the Athenian polity. This

may be deemed a corroboration of what has been

said above, as to the decline of Greek learning in

Italy.

Patrizzi 58. Francis Patrizzi was the first who unfolded

on Roman
5

the military system of Rome. He wrote in Italian
militia> a treatise, Delia Milizia Romana, 1583, of which a

translation will be found in the tenth volume of

Graevius. t It is divided into fifteen parts, which

* Nonnulla quidem variis locis Joseph! Scaligcri epistolas, aut

attigit Meursius et alii, sed tere- Nicii Erythraei Pinacothecam lege-
tiore prorsus et rotundo magis ore runt. Nonnulli quidem rectius et

per omnia Sigonius. Thesaur. explicatius sunt tradita de hac

Antiq. Graec. vol. v. doctrina post Patricium a Justo

-f-
Primus Romanae rei militaris Lipsio et aliis, qui in hoc stadio

praestantiam Polybium secutus de- cucurrerunt ; ut non difficulter in-

texit, cui quantum debeant qui ventis aliquid additur aut in iis

post ilium in hoc argumento elabo- emendatur, sed praeclare tamen

rarunt, non nesciunt viri docti qui fractae glaciei laus Patricio est
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seem to comprehend the whole subject : each of CHAP.

these again is divided into sections ; and each
<j *

section explains a text from the sixth book of

Polybius, or from Livy. But he comes down no

lower in history than those writers extend, and is

consequently not aware of, or but slightly alludes

to, the great military changes that ensued in later

times. On Polybius he comments sentence by
sentence. He had been preceded by Robortellus,

and by Francis, Duke of Urbino, in endeavouring
to explain the Roman castrametation from Poly-
bius. Their plans differ a little from his own. *

Lipsius, who some years afterwards wrote on the

same subject, resembles Patrizzi in his method of a

running commentary on Polybius. Scaliger, who
disliked Lipsius very much, imputes to him pla-

giarism from the Italian antiquary.t But I do not

perceive, on a comparison of the two treatises,

much pretence for this insinuation. The text of

Polybius was surely common ground, and I think it

possible that the work of Patrizzi, which was written

tribuenda. Grsevius in praefat. ad called Porta Praetoria, instead of
lOmum volumen. This^book has the opposite, Porta Decumana.
been confounded by Blount and Lipsius is so perplexed by the

Ginguene* with a later work of assumption of this hypothesis, that

Patrizzi, entitled Parallel! Militari, he struggles to alter the text of

Rome, 1594, in which he compared Polybius.
the military art of the ancients with

-j- Scalig. Secunda. In one of
that of the moderns, exposing, ac- Casaubon's epistles to Scaliger, he

cording to Tiraboschi (viii. 494.), says : Franciscus Patritius solus

his own ignorance of the subject. mihi videtur digitum ad fontcs in-
* All these writers err, in com- tendisse, qucm ad vcrbnm alii, qui

mon, I believe, with every other hoc studium tractarunt, cum se-

before General Roy, in his Military quuntur tamcn ejus nomen ne

Antiquities
of the Romans in semel quidem meinorarunt. Quod

Britain (1793), in placing the equidem magis miratus sum in illis

prrctorium, or tent of the general, de quorum candorc dubitare piacu-
near the front gate of the camp, lum esse putassem.

F 4
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CHAP, in Italian, might not be known to Lipsius. But

whether this were so or not, he is much more full

and satisfactory than his predecessor, who, I woidd

venture to hint, may have been a little over-praised.

Lipsius, however, seems to have fallen into the

same error of supposing that the whole history of

the Roman militia could be explained from Poly-

bius.

59. The works of Lipsius are full of accessions

antiquaries,
to our knowledge of Roman antiquity, and he may
be said to have stood as conspicuous on this side of

the Alps as Sigonius in Italy. His treatise on the

amphitheatre, 1584., completed what Panvinius, De
Ludis Circensibus, had begun. A later work, by
Peter Fabre, president in the parliament of Tou-

louse, entitled "
Agonisticon, sive de Re Athletica,"

1592, relates to the games of Greece as well as

Rome, and has been highly praised by Gronovius.

It will be found in the eighth volume of the The-

saurus Antiquitatum Grsecarum. Several anti-

quaries traced the history of Roman families and

names
;
such as Fulvius Ursinus, Sigonius, Panvi-

nius, Pighius, Castalio, Golzius.* A Spaniard of

immense erudition, Petrus Ciaconius (Chacon),
besides many illustrations of ancient monuments of

antiquities, especially the rostral column of Dui-

lius, has left a valuable treatise, De Triclinio Ro-

mano, 1588.t He is not to be confounded with
Alfonsus Ciaconius, a native also of Spain, but not
of the same family, who wrote an account of the
column of Trajan. Pancirollus, in his Notitia Dig-
nitatum, or rather his commentary on a public docu-
*

Graevius, vol. vii. f Blount, Niceron, vol. xxxvi.
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merit of the age of Constantine so entitled, threw CHAP.

light on that later period of imperial Rome.
L

60. The first contribution that England made to Saviiie on

ancient literature in this line was the " View of Cer-

tain Military Matters, or Commentaries concerning
Roman Warfare," by Sir Henry Saville, in 1598.

This was translated into Latin, and printed at

Heidelberg, as early as 1601. It contains much
information in small compass, extending only to

about 130 duodecimo pages. Nor is it borrowed,
as far as I could perceive, from Patrizzi or Lipsius,
but displays an independent and extensive erudition.

61. It would encumber the reader's memory
were these pages to become a register of books.

Both in this and the succeeding periods we can

only select such as appear, by the permanence, or,

at least, the immediate lustre of their reputation,

to have deserved of the great republic of letters

better than the rest. And in such a selection it is

to be expected that the grounds of preference or

of exclusion will occasionally not be obvious to all

readers, and possibly would not be deemed, on re-

consideration, conclusive to the author. In names

of the second or third class there is often but a

shadow of distinction.

62. The foundations were laid, soon after the

middle of the century, of an extensive and in-

teresting science that of ancient medals. Col-

lections of these had been made from the time of

Cosmo de Medici, and perhaps still earlier; but

the rules of arranging, comparing, and explaining

them were as yet unknown, and could be derived

only from close observation, directed by a profound
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CHAP, erudition. Eneas Vico of Venice, in 1555, pub-
L

lished " Discorsi sopra le Medaglie degl* Antichi ;"
" in which he justly boasts," says Tiraboschi,

" that

he was the first to write in Italian on such a sub-

ject ; but he might have added that no one had yet

written upon it in any language."
* The learning of

Vieo was the more remarkable that he was by

profession an engraver. He afterwards published
a series of imperial medals, and another of the

empresses ; adding to each a life of the person and

explanation of the reverse. But in the latter he

was excelled by Sebastian Erizzo, a noble Venetian,

who four years after Vico published a work with

nearly the same title. This is more fully compre-
hensive than that of Vico : medallic science was

reduced in it to fixed principles, and it is particu-

larly esteemed for the erudition shown by the

author in explaining the reverses.! Both Vico and

Erizzo have been sometimes mistaken ; but what
science is perfect in its commencement ? It has

been observed that the latter, living at the same
time in the same city, and engaged in the same

pursuit, makes no mention of his precursor ;
a con-

sequence, no doubt, of the jealous humour so apt
to prevail with the professors of science, especially
when they do not agree in their opinions. This
was the case here

; Vico having thought ancient
coins and medals identical, while Erizzo made a
distinction between them, in which modern critics

in numismatic learning have generally thought him
in the wrong. The medallic collections, published

*
Tiraboschi, ix. 226. Ginguen6, f Idem,

vii. 292. Biogr. Univ.
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by Hubert Golzius, a Flemish engraver, who had CHAP.

examined most of the private cabinets in Europe,
'

from 1557 to 1579, acquired great reputation, and

were long reckoned the principal repertory of that

science. But it seems that suspicions entertained

by many of the learned have been confirmed, and

that Golzius has published a great number of

spurious and even of imaginary medals
;

his own

good faith being also much implicated in these

forgeries.*

63. The ancient mythology is too closely con- Mytho-

nected with all classical literature to have been logy'

neglected so long as numismatic antiquity. The

compilations of Rhodiginus and Ab Alexandro, be-

sides several other works, and indeed all annotations

on Greek and Latin authors, had illustrated it.

But this was not done systematically ;
and no sub-

ject more demands a comparison of authorities,

which will not always be found consistent or intel-

ligible. Boccaccio had long before led the way, in

his Genealogiae Deorum
;
but the erudition of the

fourteenth century could clear away but little of the

cloud that still in some measure hangs over the re-

ligion ofthe ancient world. In the first decad of the

present period we find a work of considerable merit

for the times, by Lilio Gregorio Giraldi, one of the

most eminent scholars of that age, entitled Historia

de Diis Gentium. It had been preceded by one of

inferior reputation, the Mythologia of Natalis

Comes. "Giraldi," says the Biographic Universelle,

"is the first who has treated properly this subject, so

difficult on account of its extent and complexity.
*

Biogr. Univ.
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CHAP. He made use not only of all Greek and Latin
L

authors, but of ancient inscriptions, which he has

explained with much sagacity. Sometimes the

multiplicity of his quotations renders him obscure,

and sometimes he fails in accuracy, through want

of knowing what has since been brought to light.

But the Historia de Diis Gentium is still con-

sulted."

Scaiiger's (34^ we can place in no other chapter but the pre-

logy. sent a work, than which none published within this

century is superior, and perhaps none is equal in

originality, depth oferudition and vigorous encoun-

tering of difficulty, that of Joseph Scaliger, De

EmendationeTemporum. The first edition of this ap-

peared in 1583; the second, which is much enlarged
and amended, in 1598 ;

and a third, still better, in

1609. Chronology, as a science, was hitherto very
much unknown

;
all ancient history, indeed, had been

written in a servile and uncritical spirit, copying
dates, as it did every thing else, from the authorities

immediately under the compiler's eye, with little or

no endeavour to reconcile discrepancies, or to point
out any principles of computation. Scaliger per-
ceived that it would be necessary to investigate the

astronomical schemes of ancient calendars, not

always very clearly explained by the Greek and
Roman writers, and requiring much attention and

acuteness, besides a multifarious erudition, oriental

as well as classical, of which he alone in Europe
could be reckoned master. . This work, De Emen-
datione Temporum, is in the first edition divided

into eight books. The first relates to the lesser

equal year, as he denominates it, or that of 360
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days, adopted by some eastern nations, and founded, CHAP.

as he supposes, on the natural lunar year, before
'

the exact period of a lunation was fully understood ;

the second book is on the true lunar year and

some other divisions connected with it ; the third

on the greater equal year, or that of 365 days ;

and the fourth on the more accurate schemes of the

solar period. In the fifth and sixth books he comes

to particular epochs, determining in both many
important dates in profane and sacred history. The
seventh and eighth discuss the modes of computa-
tion, and the terminal epochs used in different

nations, with miscellaneous remarks and critical

emendations of his own. In later editions these

two books are thrown into one. The great intricacy

of many of these questions, which cannot be solved

by testimonies, often imperfect and inconsistent,

without much felicity of conjecture, serves to diplay
the surprising vigour of Scaliger's mind, who

grapples like a giant with every difficulty. Le Clerc

has censured him for introducing so many conjec-

tures, and drawing so many inferences from them,

that great part of his chronology is rendered highly

suspicious.* But, whatever may be his merit in the

determination of particular dates, he is certainly

the first who laid the foundations of the science.

He justly calls it
" Materia intacta et a nobis mine

primum tentata." Scaliger in all this work is very

clear, concise, and pertinent, and seems to manifest

much knowledge of physical astronomy, though he

was not a good mathematician, and did little credit

to his impartiality, by absolutely rejecting the Gre-

gorian calendar.

* Parrhasiana, ii. 363.
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CHAP. 65. The chronology of Scaliger has become more

celebrated through his invention of the Julian

Julian pe- period ;
a name given, in honour of his father, to a

a cycle of7980 years, beginning 4713 before Christ,

and consequently before the usual date of the crea-

tion of the world. He was very proud of this

device ;

"
it is impossible to describe," he says,

" its

utility; chronologers and astronomers cannot extol

it too much." And what is more remarkable, it

was adopted for many years afterwards, even by the

opponents of Scaliger's chronology, and is almost

as much in favour with Petavius as with the in-

ventor. * This Julian period is formed by multi-

plying together the years of three cycles once much
in use the solar of twenty-eight, according to the

old calendar, the lunar or Metonic of nineteen, and

the indiction, an arbitraryand political division, intro-

duced about the time of Constantine, and common
both in the church and empire, consisting of fifteen

years. Yet I confess myself unable to perceive
the great advantage of this scheme. It affords, of

course, a fixed terminus, from which all dates may
be reckoned in progressive numbers, better than

the sera of the creation, on account of the uncer-

tainty attending that epoch ;
but the present method

of reckoning them in a retrograde series from the

birth of Christ, which seems never to have occurred
to Scaliger or Petavius, is not found to have much
practical inconvenience. In other respects, the

only real use that the Julian period appears to

* Usus illius opinione major est Christianam inchoantur. Petav.
in

chrpnicis, qua; ab orbe condito Rationarium Temporum, part ii.

vel alio quovis initio ante aeram lib.i. c. 14.
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possess is, that dividing any year in it by the CHAP.

numbers 28, 19, or 15, the remainder above the
'

quotient will give us the place such year holds in

the cycle, by the proper number of which it has

been divided. Thus, if we desire to know what

place in the Metonic cycle the year of the Julian

period 6402, answering to the year of our Lord

1689, held, or in other words, what was the Golden

Number, as it was called, of that year, we must

divide 6402 by 19> and we shall find in the quo-
tient a remainder 18

;
whence we perceive that it

was the eighteenth year of a lunar or Metonic

cycle. The adoption of the Gregorian calendar,

which has greatly protracted the solar cycle by the

suppression of one bissextile year in a century, as

well as the virtual abandonment of the indiction,

and even of the solar and lunar cycles, as divisions

of time, have greatly diminished whatever utility

this invention may have originally possessed.
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CHAP. II.

HISTORY OF THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE IN EUROPE

FROM 1550 TO 1600.

Progress of Protestantism Reaction of the Catholic Church The Jesuits

Causes of the Recovery of Catholicism Bigotry of Lutherans

Controversy on Free-will Trinitarian Controversy Writings on Toler-

ation Theology in England Bellarmin Controversy on Papal

Authority Theological Writers Ecclesiastical Histories Trans-

lations of Scripture.

CHAP. i. IN the arduous struggle between prescriptive

. allegiance to the Church of Rome and rebellion

Augsburg against its authority, the balance continued for

in 1555. some time after the commencement of this period

to be strongly swayed in favour of the reformers.

A decree of the diet of Augsburg in 1555, con-

firming an agreement made by the emperor three

years before, called the Pacification of Passau, gave
the followers of the Lutheran confession for the

first time an established condition, and their rights
became part of the public law of Germany. No
one, by this decree, could be molested for following
either the old or the new form of religion ; but

those who dissented from that established by their

ruler were only to have the liberty of quitting his

territories, with time for the disposal of their effects.

No toleration was extended to the Helvetic or

Calvinistic, generally called the Reformed party;
and by the Ecclesiastical Reservation, a part of the
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decree to which the Lutheran princes seem not to CHAP.

have assented, every Catholic prelate of the empire

quitting his religion was declared to forfeit his

dignity.

2. This treaty, though incapable of wardinar off Progress of

V P i Protestant-

the calamities ot a future generation, might justly i sm.

pass, not only for a basis of religious concord, but

for a signal triumph of the Protestant cause
;
such

as, a few years before, it would have required all

their stedfast faith in the arm of Providence to an-

ticipate. Immediately after its enactment, the

principles of the confession of Augsburg, which

had been restrained by fear of the imperial laws

against heresy, spread rapidly to the shores of the

Danube, the Drave, and the Vistula. Those half-

barbarous nations, who might be expected, by a

more general analogy, to remain longest in their

ancient prejudices, came more readily into the new

religion than the civilised people of the south.

In Germany itself the progress of the Reformation

was still more rapid : most of the Franconian and

Bavarian nobility, and the citizens of every con-

siderable town, though subjects of Catholic princes,

became Protestant; while in Austria it has been

said that not more than one thirtieth part of the

people continued firm in their original faith. This

may probably be exaggerated ; but a Venetian

ambassador in 1558 (and the reports of the envoys
of that republic are remarkable for their judicious-
ness and accuracy) estimated the Catholics of the

German empire at only one-tenth of the population.*

* Ranke, vol. ii. p. 125., takes a general survey of the religious state
of the empire about 1563.

VOL. II. O
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CHAP. The universities produced no defenders of the

ancient religion. For twenty years no student of

the university of Vienna had become a priest.

Even at Ingolstadt it was necessary to fill with

laymen offices hitherto reserved for the clergy.

The prospect was not much more encouraging in

France. The Venetian ambassador in that country

(Micheli, whom we know by his reports of Eng-
land under Mary), declares that in 1561 the com-

mon people still frequented the churches, but all

others, especially the nobility, had fallen off; and

this defection was greatest among the younger

part.
its causes. 3. This second burst of a revolutionary spirit in

religion was as rapid, and perhaps more appalling

to its opponents, than that under Luther and

Zuingle about 1520. It was certainly prepared by

long working in the minds of a part of the people ;

but most of its operation was due to that generous

sympathy which carries mankind along with any

pretext of common interest in the redress of wrong.
A very few years were sufficient to make millions

desert their altars, abjure their faith, loath, spurn,
and insult their gods ;

words hardly too strong,

when we remember how the saints and the Virgin
had been honoured in their images, and how they
and those were now despised. It is to be observed,

that the Protestant doctrines had made no sensible

progress in the south of Germany before the Paci-

fication of Passau in 1552, nor much in France
before the death of Henry II. in 1559. The spirit
of reformation, suppressed under his severe ad-

ministration, burst forth when his weak and youthful
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son ascended the throne, with an impetuosity that CHAP.

threatened for a time the subversion of that profli-

'

gate despotism by which the house of Valois had

replaced the feudal aristocracy. It is not for us

here to discriminate the influences of ambition and

oligarchical factiousness from those of high-minded
and strenuous exertion in the cause of conscience.

4. It is not surprising that some Catholic go- Wavering

vernments wavered for a time, and thought of
princes.

10 '

yielding to a storm which might involve them in

ruin. Even as early as 1556, the duke of Bavaria

was compelled to make concessions which would

have led to a full introduction of the Reformation.

The emperor Ferdinand I. was tolerant in disposi-

tion, and anxious for some compromise that might

extinguish the schism; his successor, Maximilian II.,

displayed the same temper so much more strongly,

that he incurred the suspicion of a secret leaning
towards the reformed tenets. Sigismund Augustus,

king of Poland, was probably at one time wavering
which course to adopt; and though he did not

quit the church of Rome, his court and the Polish

nobility became extensively Protestant; so that,

according to some, there was a very considerable

majority at his death who professed that creed.

Among the Austrian and Hungarian nobility, as

well as the burghers in the chief cities, it was held

by so preponderating a body that they obtained a

full toleration and equality of privileges. England,
after two or three violent convulsions, became

firmly Protestant ; the religion of the court being
soon followed with sincere good-will by the people.

Scotland, more unanimously and impetuously,
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CHAP, threw off the yoke of Rome. The Low Countries

_ very early caught the flame, and sustained the full

brunt of persecution at the hands of Charles and

Philip.
Extin- 5. Meantime the infant Protestantism of Italy
guished in . _ . . - ,

Italy, had given some signs or increasing strength, and

began more and more to number men ofreputation ;

but, unsupported by popular affection, or the policy

of princes, it was soon wholly crushed by the arm of

power. The reformed church of Locarno was com-

pelled in 1554 to emigrate in the midst of winter,

and took refuge at Zurich. That of Lucca was finally

dispersed about the same time. A fresh storm

of persecution arose at Modenain 1556
; many lost

their lives for religion in the Venetian States before

1560
; others were put to death at Rome. The

Protestant countries were filled with Italian exiles,

many of them highly gifted men, who, by their own
eminence, and by the distinction which has in

some instances awaited their posterity, may be

compared with those whom the revocation of the

edict of Nantes long afterwards dispersed over

Europe. The tendency towards Protestantism in

and Spain. Spain was of the same kind, but less extensive, and

certainly still less popular than in Italy. The In-

quisition took it up, and applied its usual remedies
with success. But this would lead us still farther

from literary history than we have already wan-
dered.

Reaction 6. This prodigious increase of the Protestant
of Latho-

party in Europe after the middle of the century did

not continue more than a few years. It was checked
and fell back, not quite so rapidly or so completely
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as it came on, but so as to leave the antagonist CHAP.

church in perfect security. Though we must not

tread closely on the ground of political history,

nor discuss too minutely any revolutions of opinion
which do not distinctly manifest themselves in

literature, it seems not quite foreign from the

general purpose of these volumes, or at least a

pardonable digression, to dwell a little on the lead-

ing causes of this retrograde movement of Pro-

testantism
;
a fact as deserving of explanation as

the previous excitement of the Reformation itself,

though, from its more negative nature, it has not

drawn so much of the attention of mankind. Those

who behold the outbreaking of great revolutions in

civil society or in religion, will not easily believe

that the rush of waters can be stayed in its course,

that a pause of indifference may come on, perhaps

very suddenly, or a reaction bring back nearly the

same prejudices and passions as those which men
had renounced. Yet this has occurred not very

rarely in the annals of mankind, and never on a

larger scale than in the history of the Reformation.

7. The church of Rome, and the prince whom especially

it most strongly influenced, Philip II., acted on an

unremitting uncompromising policy of subduing,
instead of making terms with its enemies. In

Spain and Italy the Inquisition soon extirpated the

remains of heresy. The fluctuating policy of the

French court, destitute of any strong religious zeal,

and therefore prone to expedients, though always
desirous of one end, is well known. It was, in

fact, impossible to conquer a party so prompt to

resort to arms and so skilful in their use as the

G 3

in Ger-

many.
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CHAP. Huguenots. But in Bavaria Albert V., with whom,
IL

about 1564, the reaction began, in the Austrian

dominions Rodolph II., in Poland SigismundllL,

by shutting up churches, and by discountenancing

in all respects their Protestant subjects, contrived

to change a party once exceedingly powerful into

an oppressed sect. The decrees of the council of

Trent were received by the spiritual princes of the

empire in 1566 ;

" and from this moment," says

the excellent historian who has thrown most light

on this subject,
"
began a new life for the Catholic

church in Germany."
* The profession of faith

was signed by all orders of men ; no one could be

admitted to a degree in the universities, nor keep a

school without it. Protestants were in some places

excluded from the court
;
a penalty which tended

much to bring about the reconversion of a poor
and proud nobility.

Discipline g. The reaction could not, however, have been

clergy. effected by any efforts of the princes against so

preponderating a majority as the Protestant churches

had obtained, if the principles that originally
actuated them had retained their animating in-

fluence, or had not been opposed by more efficacious

resistance. Every method was adopted to revive

an attachment to the ancient religion, insuperable

by the love of novelty or the force of argument.
A stricter discipline and subordination was intro-

duced among the clergy ; they were early trained

in seminaries apart from the sentiments and habits,
the vices and virtues of the world. The monastic
orders resumed their rigid observances. The Capu-

* Ranke, ii. 46.
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chins, not introduced into France before 1570, spread CHAP.

over the realm within a few years, and were most .

'

active in getting up processions and all that we call

foolery, but which is not the less stimulating to the

multitude for its folly. It is observed by Davila,

that these became more frequent after the accession

of Henry III. in 1574.

9. But, far above all the rest, the Jesuits were the influence

instruments of regaining France and Germany to

the church they served. And we are the more

closely concerned with them here, that they are in

this age among the links between religious opinion
and literature. We have seen in the last chapter
with what spirit they took the lead in polite letters

and classical style, with what dexterity they made
the brightest talents of the rising generation, which

the church had once dreaded and checked, her

most willing and effective instruments. The whole

course of liberal studies, however deeply grounded
in erudition or embellished by eloquence, took one

direction, one perpetual aim the propagation of

the Catholic faith. They availed themselves for

this purpose of every resource which either human
nature or prevalent opinion supplied. Did they
find Latin versification highly prized? their pupils

wrote sacred poems. Did they observe the natural

taste of mankind for dramatic representations, and

the repute which that species of literature had ob-

tained ? their walls resounded with sacred tra-

gedies. Did they perceive an unj ust prej udice against

stipendiary instruction ? they gave it gratuitously.
Their endowments left them in the decent poverty

G 4
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CHAP, which their vows required, without the offensive
'

mendicancy of the friars.

Their pro. 10. In 1551 Ferdinand established a college of

Jesuits at Vienna; in 1556 they obtained one,

through the favour of the duke of Bavaria, at

Ingolstadt, and in 1559 at Munich. They spread

rapidly into other Catholic states of the empire,

and sometime later into Poland. In France their

success was far more equivocal ;
the Sorbonne de-

clared against them as early as 1554, and they had

always to encounter the opposition of the parlia-

ment of Paris. But they established themselves at

Lyons in 1569, and afterwards at Bordeaux, Tou-

louse, and other cities. Their three duties were

preaching, confession, and education
;
the most

powerful levers that religion could employ. Inde-

fatigable and unscrupulous, as well as polite and

learned, accustomed to consider veracity and can-

dour, when they weakened an argument, in the

light of treason against the cause (language which

might seem harsh, were it not almost equally appli-

cable to so many other partisans), they knew how
to clear their reasonings from scholastic pedantry
and tedious quotation for the simple and sincere

understandings whom they addressed
; yet, in the

proper field of controversial theology, they wanted

nothing of sophistical expertness or of erudition.

The weak points of Protestantism they attacked

with embarrassing ingenuity; and the reformed
churches did not cease to give them abundant

advantage by inconsistency, extravagance, and pas-
sion.

1

*
Hospinian, Hist. Jesuitarum. raboschi, viii. 116. The first of

Banke, vol. ii. p. 32. et post. Ti- these works is entirely on one
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11. At the death of Ignatius Loyola in 1556, CHAP.

the order he had founded was divided into thirteen

provinces, besides the Roman
;

most of which Their coi-

were in the Spanish peninsula or its colonies. Ten leges*

colleges belonged to Castile, eight to Aragon, five

to Andalusia. Spain was for some time the fruitful

mother of the disciples, as she had been of the

master. The Jesuits who came to Germany were

called "
Spanish priests." They took possession

of the universities :
"

they conquered us," says

Ranke,
" on our own ground, in our own homes,

and stripped us of a part of our country." This,

the acute historian proceeds to say, sprung cer-

tainly from the want of understanding among the

Protestant theologians, and ofsufficient enlargement
of mind to tolerate unessential differences. The
violent opposition among each other left the way
open to these cunning strangers, who taught a

doctrine not open to dispute.

12. But though Spain for a time supplied the Jesuit semi-

most active spirits in the order, its central point "JJ

was always at Rome. It was there that the general

to whom they had sworn resided ;
and from thence

issued to the remotest lands the voice, which,

whatever secret councils might guide it, appeared
that of a single, irresponsible, irresistible will.

The Jesuits had three colleges at Rome
; one for

their own novices, another for German, and a third

for English students. Possevin has given us an

side, and gives no credit to the learning, that is, with a more ex-

Jesuits for their services to litera- tensive range of knowledge than

ture. The second is of a very any writer of Hospinian's age
different class, philosophical and could possess,

profound, and yet with much more
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CHAP, account of the course of study in Jesuit semi-
n>

_ naries, taking that of Rome as a model. It con-

tained nearly 2000 scholars, of various descriptions.
" No one," he says,

"
is admitted without a foun-

dation of grammatical knowledge. The abilities,

the dispositions, the intentions for future life, are

scrupulously investigated in each candidate
;
nor

do we open our doors to any who do not come up
in these respects to what so eminent a school of all

virtue requires. They attend divine service daily ;

they confess every month. The professors are

numerous ;
some teaching the exposition of Scrip-

ture, some scholastic theology, some the science of

controversy with heretics, some casuistry ; many
instruct in logic and philosophy, in mathematics,

or rhetoric, polite literature, and poetry ; the He-
brew and Greek, as well as Latin, tongues are

taught. Three years are given to the course of

philosophy, four to that of theology. But if any
are found not so fit for deep studies, yet likely to

be useful in the Lord's vineyard, they merely go
through two years of practical, that is, casuistical

theology. These seminaries are for youths ad-

vanced beyond the inferior classes or schools
; but

in the latter also religious and grammatical learning

go hand in hand." *

Patronage 13. The popes were not neglectful of such

xni!
gcry

faithful servants. Under Gregory XIII., whose

pontificate began in 1572, the Jesuit college at

Rome had twenty lecture-rooms and 360 chambers
for students

;
a German college was restored, after

a temporary suspension j and an English one
*

Possevin, Bibliotheca Selecta, lib. i. c. 39.
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founded by his care; perhaps there was not a CHAP.

Jesuit seminary in the world which was not in-

debted to his liberality. Gregory also established

a Greek college (not of Jesuits), for the education

of youths, who there learned to propagate the

Catholic faith in their country.* No earlier pope
had been more alert and strenuous in vindicating
his claims to universal allegiance ; nor, as we may
judge from the well-known pictures of Vasari in

the vestibule of the Sistine chapel, representing
the massacre of St. Bartholomew, more ready to

sanction any crime that might be serviceable to the

church.

14. The resistance made to this aggressive war- Conver-

fare was for some time considerable. Protestantism, Germaliy

so late as 1578, might be deemed preponderant in and France-

all the Austrian dominions except the Tyrol.t In

the Polish diets the dissidents, as they were

called, met their opponents with vigour and suc-

cess. The ecclesiastical principalities were full of

Protestants
;
and even in the chapters some of

them might be found. But the contention was

unequal, from the different character of the parties :

religious zeal and devotion, which fifty years be-

fore had overthrown the ancient rites in northern

Germany, were now more invigorating sentiments

in those who rescued them from further innovation.

In religious struggles, where there is any thing
like an equality of forces, the question soon comes

to be which party will make the greater sacrifice for

* Rankc, i. 4-19. et post. Gin- f Rankc, u. 78.

, vii. 12. Tiraboschi, viii. 34>.
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CHAP, its own faith. And while the Catholic self-devotion

had grown far stronger, there was much more of

secular cupidity, lukewarmness, and formality in

the Lutheran church. In a very few years the

effects of this were distinctly visible. The Pro-

testants of the Catholic principalities went back

into the bosom of Rome. In the bishopric of

Wurtzburg alone 62,000 converts are said to have

been received in the year 1586.* The emperor

Rodolph and his brother archdukes, by a long
series of persecutions and banishment, finally,

though not within this century, almost outrooted

Protestantism from the hereditary provinces of

Austria. It is true that these violent measures

were the proximate cause of so many conversions
;

but if the reformed had been ardent and united,

they were much too strong to have been thus sub-

dued. In Bohemia, accordingly, and Hungary,
where there was a more steady spirit, they kept
their ground- The reaction was not less conspi-
cuous in other countries. It is asserted that the

Huguenots had already lost'more than two-thirds of

their number in 1580 1
; comparatively, I presume,

with twenty years before
; and the change in their

relative position is manifest from all the histories of

this period. In the Netherlands, though the

seven United Provinces were slowly winning their

civil and religious liberties at the sword's point,

yet West Flanders, once in great measure Pro-

testant, became Catholic before the end of the

century ; while the Walloon Provinces were kept

* Ranke, ii. 121. The number f Id. p. 147.
seems rather startling.
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from swerving by some bishops of great eloquence CHAP.

and excellent lives, as well as by the influence of
_

the Jesuits planted at St. Omar and Douay. At
the close of this period of fifty years the mischief

done to the old church in its first decennium was

very nearly repaired ;
the proportions of the two

religions in Germany coincided with those which

had existed at the Pacification of Passau. The
Jesuits, however, had began to encroach a little on

the proper domain of the Lutheran church
; be-

sides private conversions, which, on account of the

rigour of the laws, not certainly less intolerant

than in their own communion, could not be very

prominent, they had sometimes hopes of the Pro-

testant princes, and had once, in 1578, obtained

the promise of John king of Sweden to embrace

openly the Romish faith, as he had already done in

secret to Possevin, an emissary dispatched by the

Pope on this important errand. But the symptoms
of an opposition, very formidable in a country
which has never allowed its kings to trifle with it,

made this wavering monarch retrace his steps. His

successor, Sigismund, went farther, and fell a

victim to his zeal, by being expelled from the

kingdom.
15. This great reaction ofthe papal religion after causes of

the shock it had sustained in the first part of the

sixteenth century, ought for ever to restrain that

temerity of prediction so frequent in our ears. As
women sometimes believe the fashion of last year
in dress to be wholly ridiculous, and incapable of

being ever again adopted by any one solicitous

about her beauty, so those who affect to pronounce

this re-

action.
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CHAP, on future events are equally confident against the

possibility of a resurrection of opinions which the

majority have for the time ceased to maintain. In

the year 1560, every Protestant in Europe doubt-

less anticipated the overthrow of popery ; the Ca-

tholics could have found little else to warrant hope

than their trust in Heaven. The late rush of many
nations towards democratical opinions has not been

so rapid and so general as the change of religion

about that period. It is important and interesting

to inquire what stemmed this current. We readily

acknowledge the prudence, firmness, and unity of

purpose, that for the most part distinguished the

court of Rome, the obedience of its hierarchy,

the severity of intolerant laws, and the searching

rigour of the Inquisition, the resolute adherence of

great princes to the Catholic faith, the influence

of the Jesuits over education
;
but these either

existed before, or would at least not have been

sufficient to withstand an overwhelming force of

opinion. It must be acknowledged that there was

a principle of vitality in that religion, independent
of its external strength. By the side of its secular

pomp, its relaxation of morality, there had always
been an intense flame of zeal and devotion. Su-

perstition it might be in the many, fanaticism in a

few ;
but both of these imply the qualities which,

while they subsist, render a religion indestructible.

That revival of an ardent zeal, through which the

Franciscans had, in the thirteenth century, with

some good and much more evil effect, spread a

popular enthusiasm over Europe, was once more

displayed in counteraction of those new doctrines,
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that themselves had drawn their life from a similar CHAP.

development of moral emotion.

16. Even in the court of Leo X., soon after the A rigid

bursting forth of the Reformation in Saxony, a
" the

small body was formed by men of rigid piety,

and strenuous for a different species of reform.

Sadolet, Caraffa (afterwards Paul IV.), Cajetan, and

Contareni, both the latter eminent in the annals

of the church, were at the head of this party.*
Without dwelling on what belongs strictly to ec-

clesiastical history, it is sufficient to say that they

acquired much weight ; and, while adhering gene-

rally to the doctrine of the church (though Con-

tareni held the Lutheran tenets on justification),

aimed steadily at a restoration of moral discipline,

and the abolition of every notorious abuse. Se-

veral of the regular orders were reformed, while

others were instituted, more active in sacerdotal

duties than the rest. The Jesuits must be consi-

dered as the most perfect type of the rigid party.

Whatever may be objected, perhaps not quite so

early, to their system of casuistry, whatever want of

scrupulousness may have been shown in their con-

duct, they were men who never swerved from the

path of labour, and, it might be, suffering in the

cause which they deemed that of God. All self-

sacrifice in such circumstances, especially of the

highly-gifted and accomplished, though the bigot

steels his heart and closes his eyes against it, ex-

cites the admiration of the unsophisticated part of

mankind.

* Rankc, i. 133.
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CHAP. 17. The council of Trent, especially in its later

m sessions, displayed the antagonist parties in the

its efforts Roman church, one struggling for lucrative abuses,
at Trent.

Qne anx jous to overthrow them. They may be

called the Italian and Spanish parties; the first

headed by the Pope's legates, dreading above all

things both the reforming spirit of Constance and

Basle, and the independence either of princes or

of national churches
;
the other actuated by much

of the spirit of those councils, and tending to con-

firm that independence. The French and German

prelates usually sided with the Spanish ;
and they

were together strong enough to establish as a rule,

that in every session, a decree for reformation

should accompany the declaration of doctrine.

The Council, interrupted in 1547 by the measure

that Paul III. found it necessary for his own de-

fence against these reformers to adopt, the trans-

lation of its sittings to Bologna, with which the

Imperial prelates refused to comply, was opened
again by Julius III. in 1552

; and having been

once more suspended in the same year, resumed
its labour for the last time under Pius IV. in 1 562.

It terminated in 1564, when the court of Rome,
which, with the Italian prelates, had struggled
hard to obstruct the redress of every grievance,

compelled the more upright members of the coun-

cil to let it close, after having effected such a

reformation of discipline as they could obtain.

That court was certainly successful in the contest,
so far as it might be called one, of prerogative

against liberty ;
and partially successful in the pre-

servation of its lesser interests and means of in-
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fluence. Yet it seems impossible to deny that the CHAP.

effects of the council of Trent were on the whole _

highly favourable to the church, for whose benefit

it was summoned. The Reformation would never

have roused the whole north of Europe, had the

people seen nothing in it but the technical problems
of theology. It was against ambition and cupidity,

sluggish ignorance and haughty pomp, that they
took up arms. Hence the abolition of many long
established abuses by the honest zeal of the Spanish
and Cisalpine fathers in that council took away
much of the ground on which the prevalent dis-

affection rested.

18. We should be inclined to infer from the Ian- Nocom-

guage of some contemporaries, that the council doctrine.

1

might have proceeded farther with more advantage
than danger to their church, by complying with

the earnest and repeated solicitations of the Em-

peror, the Duke of Bavaria, and even the court of

France, that the sacramental cup should be re-

stored to the laity, and that the clergy should not

be restrained from marriage. Upon this, however,

it is not here for us to dilate. The policy of both

concessions, but especially of the latter, was always

questionable, and has not been demonstrated by
the event. In its determinations of doctrine, the

council was generally cautious to avoid extremes,

and left, in many momentous questions of the con-

troversy, such as the invocation of saints, no small

latitude for private opinion. It has been thought

by some that they lost sight of this prudence in

defining transubstantiation so rigidly as they did in

1551, and thus opposed an obstacle to the con-

VOL. II, H
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version of those who would have acquiesced in a

more equivocal form of words. But, in truth, no

alternative was left upon this point. Transub-

stantiation had been asserted by a prior council,

the Fourth Lateran in 1215, so positively,
that to

recede would have surrendered the main principle

of the Catholic church. And it is also to be re-

membered, when we judge of what might have

been done, as we fancy, with more prudence, that,

if there was a good deal of policy in the decisions

of the council of Trent, there was no want also of

conscientious sincerity j
and that, whatever we

may think of this doctrine, it was one which

seemed of fundamental importance to the serious

and obedient sons of the church.*

* A strange notion has been

started of late years in England,
that the council of Trent made

important innovations in the pre-

viously established doctrines of the

Western Church ; an hypothesis
so paradoxical in respect to public

opinion, and, it must be added,
so prodigiously at variance with

the known facts of ecclesiastical

history, that we cannot but admire

the facility with which it has been

taken up. It will appear, by read-

ing the accounts of the sessions

of the council either in Father

Paul, or in any more favourable

historian, that, even in certain

points, such as justification, which
had not been clearly laid down
before, the Tridentine decrees were

mostly conformable with the sense
of the majority of those doctors

who had obtained the highest re-

putation ; and that upon what are

more usually reckoned the distinc-

tive characteristics of the Church of

Rome, namely, transubstantiation,

purgatory, and invocation of the

saints and the Virgin, they assert

nothing but what had been so in-

grafted into the faith of this part
of Europe, as to have been rejected

by no one without suspicion or

imputation of heresy. Perhaps
Erasmus would not have acqui-
esced with goodwill in all the

decrees of the council; but was
Erasmus deemed orthodox ? It is

not impossible that the great hurry
with which some controversies of

considerable importance were dis-

patched in the last sessions, may
have had as much to do with the

short and vague phrases employed
in respect to them, as the prudence
I have attributed to the fathers ;

but the facts will remain the same
on either supposition.
No general council ever con-

tained so many persons of eminent

learning and ability as that of

Trent; nor is there ground for

believing that any other ever in-

vestigated the questions before it

with so much patience, acuteness,

temper, and desire of truth. The
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19. There is some difficulty in proving for the CHAP.

council of Trent that universality to which its
'

adherents attach an infallible authority. And this

was not held to be a matter of course by the great

European powers. Even in France the Triden-

tine decrees, in matters of faith, have not been

formally received, though the Gallican church has

never called any of them in question ;
those re-

lating to matters of discipline are distinctly held

not obligatory. The Emperor Ferdinand seems

to have hesitated about acknowledging the decisions

of a council, which had at least failed in the object
for which it was professedly summoned the con-

ciliation of all parties to the church. For we find

that, even after its close, he referred the chief

points in controversy to George Cassander, a Ger-

man theologian of very moderate sentiments and

temper. Cassander wrote, at the emperor's re-

quest, his famous Consultation, wherein he passes
in review every article in the Confession of Augs-

burg, so as to give, if possible, an interpretation

consonant to that of the Catholic church. Certain

it is that, between Melanchthon's desire of con-

early councils, unless they are church, as handed down to their

greatly belied, would not bear com- own age. This one point of autho-

farison

in these characteristics, rity conceded, I am not aware that

mpartiality and freedom from pre- they can be proved to have decided

judice no Protestant will attribute wrong, or at least against all rea-

to the fathers of Trent
;
but where sonable evidence. Let those who

will he produce these qualities in have imbibed a different opinion
an ecclesiastical synod ? But it may ask themselves whether they have
be said that they had only one read Sarpi through with any atten-

leading prejudice, that of determin- tion, especially as to those sessions

ing theological faith according to of the Tridentinc council which
the tradition of the Catholic preceded its suspension in 1547.

H 2
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CHAP, cord in drawing up the Confession, and that of

Cassander in judging of it, no great number of

points seem to be left for dispute. In another

treatise of Cassander, De Officio Pii Viri in hoc

Dissidio Religionis (1561), he holds the same

course that Erasmus had done before, blaming

those who, on account of the stains in the church,

would wholly subvert it, as well as those who erect

the pope into a sort of deity, by setting up his

authority as an infallible rule of faith. The rule

of controversy laid down by Cassander is, Scrip-

ture explained by the tradition of the ancient

church, which is best to be learnedfrom the writings

of those who lived from the age of Constantine to

that of Gregory I., because, during that period, the

principal articles of faith were most discussed.

Dupin observes that the zeal of Cassander for the

reunion and peace of the church made him yield

too much to the Protestants, and advance some

propositions that were too bold. But they were

by no means satisfied with his concessions. This

treatise was virulently attacked by Calvin, to whom
Cassander replied. No one should hesitate to

prefer the spirit of Cassander to that of Calvin
;
but

it must be owned that the practical consequence of

his advice would have been to check the profession
of the reformed religion, leaving amendment to

those who had little disposition to amend any thing.
Nor is it by any means unlikely that this concili-

atory scheme, by extenuating disagreements, had
a considerable influence in that cessation of the

advance of Protestantism, or rather that reaction
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to which we have lately adverted, and of which CHAP.

more proofs were long afterwards given.
'

20. We ought to reckon also among the prin- Bigotry of

cipal causes of this change those perpetual dis- churches!

putes, those irreconcileable animosities, that bigotry,

above all, and persecuting spirit, which were ex-

hibited in the Lutheran and Calvinistic churches.

Each began with a common principle the neces-

sity of an orthodox faith. But this orthodoxy
meant evidently nothing more than their own

belief, as opposed to that of their adversaries ;
a

belief acknowledged to be fallible, yet maintained

as certain, rejecting authority in one breath, and

appealing to it in the next, and claiming to rest

on sure proofs of reason and Scripture, which their

opponents were ready with just as much confidence

to invalidate.

21. The principle of several controversies which Tenets of

agitated the two great divisions of the Protestant

name was still that of the real presence. The Cal-

vinists, as far as their meaning could be divined

through a dense mist of nonsense which they pur-

posely collected*, were little, if at all, less removed

from the Romish and Lutheran parties than the

disciples of Zuingle himself, who spoke out more

perspicuously. Nor did the orthodox Lutherans fail

to perceive this essential discrepancy. Melanchthon,

incontestably the most eminent man of their church

after the death of Luther, had obtained a great

influence over the younger students of theology.

* See some of this in Bossuct, fiossuet ; but it would be too easy
Variations ties Eglises Protestan- to find similar evidence from our

tes, 1. ix. I do not much trust to own writers.

H 3
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CHAP. But his opinions, half concealed as they were, and
n '

perhaps unsettled, had long been tending to a very
different line from those of Luther. The deference

exacted by the latter, and never withheld, kept
them from any open dissension. But some, whose

admiration for the founder of their church was not

checked by any scruples at his doctrine, soon be-

gan to inveigh against the sacrifice of his favourite

tenets which Melanchthon seemed ready to make

through timidity, as they believed, or false judg-
ment. To the Romanists he was willing to con-

cede the primacy of the Pope and the jurisdiction

of bishops ;
to the Helvetians he was suspected of

leaning on the great controversy of the real pre-

sence ; while, on the still more important questions
of faith and works, he not only rejected the Anti-

nomian exaggerations of the high Lutherans, but

introduced a doctrine, said to be nearly similar to

that called Semi-Pelagian ; according to which the

grace communicated to adult persons so as to draw
them to God required a correspondent action of

their own free-will in order to become effectual.

Those who held this tenet were called Synergists.*
It appears to be the same, or nearly so, as that

adopted by the Arminians in the next century,
but was not perhaps maintained by any of the

schoolmen
; nor does it seem consonant to the

decisions of the council of Trent, nor probably to

the intention of those who compiled the Articles of
the English Church. It is easy, however, to be
mistaken as to these theological subtleties, which
those who write of them with most confidence do

* Mosheim. Bayle, art. Synergistes.
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not really discriminate by any consistent or intelli- CHAP.

gible language.
22. There seems good reason to suspect that the A party

bitterness manifested by the rigid Lutherans against hi'm!

e

the new school was aggravated by some political

events ofthis period ;
the university of Wittenberg,

in which Melanchthon long resided, being sub-

ject to the elector Maurice, whose desertion of the

Protestant confederacy and unjust acquisition of the

electorate at the expense of the best friends of the

Reformation, though partly expiated by his subse-

quent conduct, could never be forgiven by the adhe-

rents and subjects of the Ernestine line. Those first

protectors ofthe reformed faith, now become the vic-

tims of his ambition, were reduced to the duchies of

Weimar and Gotha, within the former of which the

university of Jena, founded in 1559, was soon filled

with the sternest zealots of Luther's school. Fla-

cius Illyricus, most advantageously known as the

chiefcompiler of the Centuriae Magdeburgenses, was

at the head of this university, and distinguished by
his animosity against Melanchthon, whose gentle

spirit was released by death from the contentions

he abhorred in 1560. Bossuet exaggerates the in-

decision of Melanchthon on many disputable ques-

tions, which, as far as it existed, is rather perhaps a

matter of praise ;
but his want of firmness makes

it not always easy to determine his real sentiments,,

especially in his letters, and somewhat impaired the

dignity and sincerity of his mind.

23. After the death of Melanchthon, a contro- Fbrm of

versy, began by one Brentius, relating to the

ubiquity, as it was called, of Christ's body, pro-
H 4
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CHAP, ceeded with much heat. It is sufficient to mention
IL

that it led to what is denominated the Formula

Concordiae, a declaration of faith on several matters

of controversy, drawn up at Torgau in 1576, and

subscribed by the Saxon and most other Lutheran

churches of Germany, though not by those of

Brunswick, or of the northern kingdoms. It was

justly considered as a complete victory of the

rigid over the moderate party. The strict enforce-

ment of subscription to this creed gave rise to a

good deal of persecution against those who were

called Crypto-Calvinists, or suspected of a secret

bias towards the proscribed doctrine. Peucer, son-

in-law of Melancthon and editor of his works, was

kept for eleven years in prison. And a very narrow

spirit of orthodoxy prevailed for a century and a

half afterwards in Lutheran theology. But in con-

sequence of this spirit, that theology has been

almost entirely neglected and contemned in the

rest of Europe, and scarce any of its books are

remembered by name.*
Contro- 24. Though it may be reckoned doubtful

whether the council of Trent did not repel some

wavering Protestants by its unqualified re-enact-

ment of the doctrine of transubstantiation, it pre-
vented, at least, those controversies on the real

presence which agitated the Protestant com-
munions. But in another more extensive and im-

portant province of theology, the decisions of the

council, though cautiously drawn up, were far

*Hospinian,ConcorcliaDiscors, But Mosheim does not vindicate
is my chief authority. He was a very strongly his own church. See
Swiss Calvinist, and of course also several articles in-Bayle ; and
very hostile to the Lutheran party. Eichhorn, vi. part i. 234.
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from precluding such differences of opinion as ulti- CHAP.

mately gave rise to a schism in the church of
IL

Rome, and have had no small share in the decline

of its power. It is said that some of the Dominican

order, who could not but find in their most revered

authority, Thomas Aquinas, a strong assertion ofAu-

gustin's scheme of divinity, were hardlycontent with

some of the decrees at Trent, as leaving a door open
to Semi-Pelagianism.* The controversy, however,
was first raised by Baius, professor of divinity at

Louvain, now chiefly remarkable as the precursor of

Jansenius. Many propositions attributed to Baius

were censured by the Sorbonne in 1560, and by a

bull of Pius V. in 1567. He submitted to the

latter
;

but his tenets, which are hardly distin-

guishable from those of Calvin, struck root, espe-

cially in the Low Countries, and seem to have passed
from the disciples of Baius to the famous bishop of

Ypres in the next century, The bull of Pius ap-

parently goes much farther from the Calvinistic

hypothesis than the council of Trent had done.

The Jansenist party, in later times, maintained

that it was not binding upon the church.t

25. These disputes, after a few years, were re- Treatise of

vived and inflamed by the treatise of Molina, a
Molinaon
Freewill.

* Du Chesne, Histoire du Baia- f Some of the tenets asserted

nisme, vol. i. p. 8. This opinion is in the Articles of the Church of
ascribed to Peter Soto, confessor England are condemned in this

to Charles V., who took a part in bull, especially the 13th. Du
the re-conversion of England under Chesne, p. 78. et post. See Biogr.

Mary. He is not to be confounded Univ., art. Baius and Bayle. Du
with the more celebrated Dominic Chesne is reckoned an unfair his-

Soto. Both these divines were torian by those who favour Baius.

distinguished ornaments of the

Council of Trent.
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CHAP. Spanish Jesuit, in 1588, on free-will. In this he
'

was charged with swerving as much from the right

line on one side as Baius had been supposed to do

on the other. His tenets, indeed, as usually re-

presented, do not appear to differ from those main-

tained afterwards by the Arminians in Holland

and England. But it has not been deemed ortho-

dox in the Church of Rome to deviate ostensibly

from the doctrine of Augustin in this controversy ;

and Thomas Aquinas, though not quite of equal

authority in the church at large, was held almost

infallible by the Dominicans, a powerful order, well

stored with learning and logic, and already jealous
of the rising influence of the Jesuits. Some of the

latter did not adhere to the Semi-Pelagian theories

of Molina
;
but the spirit of the order was roused,

and they all exerted themselves successfully to

screen his book from the condemnation which Cle-

ment VIII. was much inclined to pronounce upon
it. They had before this time been accused of

Pelagianism by the Thomists, and especially by the

partisans of Baius, who procured from the univer-

sities of Louvain and Douay a censure of the te-

nets that some Jesuits had promulgated.*

* Du Chesne, Biogr. Univ., art. doctrinae articuli, p. 258. The ap-
Molina. The controversy had be-' pearance of Molina's book, which

gun^
before the publication of Mo- was thought to go much farther

Una's treatise ; and the faculty of towards Pelagianism, renewed the
Louvain censured thirty-one pro- flame. Clement VIII. was very
positions of the Jesuits in 1587. desirous to condemn Molina; but
Paris, however, refused to confirm Henry IV., who now favoured the
the censure. Bellarmin, in 1588, Jesuits, interfered for their honour,
drew up an abstract of the dispute Cardinal Perron took the same
by command of Sixtus V. In this side, and told the Pope that a
he does not decide in favour of Protestant might subscribe the Do-
either side, but the Pope declared minican doctrine. Ranke, ii. 295.
the Jesuit propositions to be sanae et post. Paul V. was also rather
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26. The Protestant theologians did not fail to

entangle themselves in this intricate wilderness.

Melanchthon drew a large portion of the Lutherans

into what was afterwards called Arminianism
;
but

the reformed churches, including the Helvetian,

which, after the middle of the century, gave up

many at least of those points of difference which

had distinguished them from that of Geneva, held

the" doctrine of Augustin on absolute predestina-

tion, on total depravity, and arbitrary irresistible

grace.

27. A third source of intestine disunion lay Trinitarian

deep in recesses beyond the soundings of human
reason. The doctrine of the Trinity, which theo-

logians agree to call inscrutable, but which they
do not fail to define and analyse with the most

confident dogmatism, had already, as we have seen

in a former passage, been investigated by some
bold spirits with little regard to the established faith.

They had soon however a terrible proof of the

danger that still was to wait on such momentous
aberrations from the prescribed line. Servetus

having, in 1553, published at Vienne in Dauphine,
a new treatise, called Christianismi Restitutio, and

escaping from thence, as he vainly hoped, to the

protestant city of Geneva, became a victim to

the bigotry of the magistrates, instigated by Calvin,

who had acquired an immense ascendancy over

inclined against the Jesuits ;
but it the decision tine die. The Jesuits

would have been hard to mortify deemed themselves victorious, as

uch good friends, and in 1607 he in fact they were. Id. p. 353.

issued a declaration postponing
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CHAP.
II.

that republic.* He did not leave, as far as we

know, any peculiar disciples. Many however,

* This book is among the

scarcest in the world, ipsa raritate

rarior, as it is called by Schelhorn.

II est reconnu, says De Bure, pour
le plus rare de tous les livres. It

was long supposed that no copy
existed except that belonging to

Dr. Mead, afterwards to the Duke
de la Valiere, and now in the

royal library at Paris. But a se-

cond is said to be in the Imperial

library at Vienna ; and Brunet

observes, on connoit a peine trois

exemplaires, which seems to hint

that there may be a third. All-

woerden, in his Life of Servetus,

published in 1727, did not know
where any printed copy could be

found, several libraries having been
named by mistake. But there

were at that time several manu-

script copies, one of which he
used himself. It had belonged to

Samuel Crellius, and afterwards to

La Croze, from whom he had bor-

rowed it, and was transcribed from
a printed copy, belonging to an
Unitarian minister in Transylvania,
who had obtained it in England
between 1660 and 1670.

This celebrated book is a collec-

tion of several treatises, with the

general title, Christianismi Resti-

tutio. But that of the first and
most remarkable part has been dif-

ferently given. According to a
letter from the Abbe Rive, libra-

rian to the Duke de la Valiere, to

Dutens, which the latter has pub-
lished in the second edition of his

Origines des Decouvertes attri-

buees aux Modernes, vol. ii. p. 359,
all former writers on the subject
have been incorrect. The differ-

ence, however, is but in one word.
In Sandius, Niceron, Allwoerden,
and, I suppose, others, the title

runs ; De Trinitate Divina,quod in

ea non sit indivisibUium trium rerum

illusio, sed vera substantial Dei
manifestatio in verbo, et communi-
catio in spiritu, libri vii. The Abbe
Rive gives the word invisibilium,

and this I find also in the additions

of Simler to the Bibliotheca Uni-

versalis of Gesner, to which M.
Rive did not advert. In Allwoer-

den, however, a distinct heading is

given to the 6th and 7th dialogues,
wherein the same title is repeated,
with the word invmbilium instead

of indivisibilium. It is remarked in

a note, by Rive or Dutens, that it

was a gross error to put indivisibi-

lium, as it makes Servetus say the

contrary of what his system re-

quires. I am not entirely of this

opinion ; and if I understand the

system of Servetus at all, the word
indivisibilium is very intelligible.
De Bure, who seems to write from

personal inspection of the same

copy, which he supposed to be

unique, gives the title with indivisi-

bilium. The Christianismi Resti-

tutio was reprinted at Nuremburg,
about 17 9C, in the same form as

the original edition, but I am not
aware which word is used in the

title-page ; nor would the evidence
of a modern reprint, possibly not
taken immediately from a printed
copy, be conclusive.

The life of Servetus by Allwoer-

den, Helmstadt, 1727, is partly
founded on materials collected by
Mosheim, who put them into the
author's hands. Barbier is much
mistaken in placing it among pseu-
donymous works, as if Allwoerden
had been a fictitious denomination
of Mosheim. Dictionnaire des

Anonymes (1824.) iii. 555. The
book contains, even in the title-

page, all possible vouchers for its

authenticity. Mosheim himself

says in a letter to Allwoerden, non
dubitavi negotium hoc tibi com-
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among the German Anabaptists held tenets not

unlike those of the ancient Arians. Several per-

CHAP.
ii.

mittere, atque Historiam Serveti

concinnandam et apte construen-

dam tradere. But it appears that

Allwoerden added much from other

sources, so that it cannot reason-

ably be called the work of any one
else. The Biographic Universelle

ascribes to Mosheim a Latin His-

tory of Servetus, Helmstadt, 1737.;

but, as I believe, by confusion

with the former. They also men-
tion a German work by Mosheim
on the same subject in 1748. See

Biogr. Univ., arts. Mosheim and
Servetus.

The analysis of the Christianismi

Restitutio given by Allwoerden
is very meagre, but he promises a

fuller account which never ap-

peared. It is a far more extensive

scheme of theology than had been

promulgated in his first treatises ;

the most interesting of his opinions

being, of course, those which

brought him to the stake. Serve-

tus distinctly held the divinity of

Christ. Dialogus secundus modum
gcnerationis Christi docet, quod
ipse non sit creatus nee finitas po-
tentize, sed vere adorandus, verus-

Sie
Deus. Allwoerden, p. 214.

e probably ascribed this divinity
to the presence of the Logos, as a

manifestation of God by that name,
but denied its distinct personality
in the sense of an intelligent being
different from the Father. Many
others may have said something of

the same kind, but in more cautious

language, and respecting more the

conventional phraseology of theo-

logians. Ille crucem, hie diadema.

Servetus ,in fact was burned, not

so much for his heresies, as for

some personal offence he had seve-

ral years before given to Calvin.

The latter wrote to Bolsec in 1546,
Servetus cupit hue venire, sed a

me acccrsitus. Ego autem nun-

quam committam, ut fidem meam
eatenus obstrictam habeat. Jam
enim constitutum habeo, si veniat,

nunquam pati ut salvus exeat.

Allwoerden, p. 43. A similar let-

ter to Farel differs in some phrases,
and especially by the word vivus

for salvus. The latter was pub-
lished by Witenbogart, in an
ecclesiastical history written in

Dutch. Servetus had, in some

printed letters, charged Calvin with

many errors, which seems to have

exasperated the great reformer's

temper, so as to make him resolve
on what he afterwards executed.
The death of Servetus has per-

haps as many circumstances of

aggravation as any execution for

heresy that ever took place. One
of these, and among the most

striking is, that he was not the

subject of Geneva, nor domiciled
in the city, nor had the Christia-

nismi Restitutio been published
there, but at Vienne. According
to our laws, and those, I believe,
of most civilised nations, he was
not amenable to the tribunals of
the republic.

The tenets of Servetus are not

easily ascertained in all respects,
nor very interesting to the reader.

Some of them were considered in-

fidel and even pantheistical ; but
there can be little ground for such

imputations, when we consider the
tenor of his writings, and the fate

which he might have escaped by a
retractation. It should be said in

justice to Calvin, that he declares

himself to have endeavoured to

obtain a commutation of the sen-

tence for a milder kind of death.

Genus mortis conati sumus imi-

tare, sed frustra. Allwoerden,

p. IOC. But he has never re-

covered, in the eyes of posterity,
the blow this gave to his moral re-
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CHAP, sons, chiefly foreigners, were burned for such he-
'

resies in England under Edward VI., Elizabeth, and

James. These Anabaptists were not very learned

or conspicuous advocates of their opinions ;
but

some of the Italian confessors of Protestantism

were of more importance. Several of these were

reputed to be Arians. None however became so

celebrated as Laelius Socinus, a young man ofconsi-

derable ability, who is reckoned the proper founder

of that sect which takes its name from his family.

Prudently shunning the fate of Servetus, he neither

published any thing, nor permitted his tenets to be

openly known. He was however in Poland not

long after the commencement of this period ;
and

there seems reason to believe that he left writings,

which, coming into the hands of some persons in

that country who had already adopted the Arian

hypothesis, induced them to diverge still farther

from the orthodox line. The Anti-Trinitarians

became numerous among the Polish Protestants
;

and in 1,565, having separated from the rest, they

began to appear as a distinct society. Faustus,

nephew of Laelius Socinus, joined them about

1578 ;
and acquiring a great ascendancy by his

talents, gave a name to the sect, though their

creed was already conformable to his own. An
university, or rather academy, for it never obtained ,

putation, which the Arminians, as inique et virulente idem ille Cal-
well as Socinians, were always vinus tractaverit viros multo se
anxious to depreciate. De Ser- meliores, Cassandrum, Balduinum,
veto, says Grotius, ideo certi ali- Castellionem. Grot. Op. Theolog.
quid pronuntiare ausus non sura, iv. 639. Of Servetus and his

quia causam ejus non bene didici; opinions he says in another place
neque Calvino ejus hosti capitali very fairly, Est in illo negotio dif-
credere audeo, cum sciarn quam ficillimo facilis error, p. 655.
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a legal foundation, established at Racow, a small CHAP.

town belonging to a Polish nobleman of their per-
'

suasion, about 1570, sent forth men of considerable

eminence and great zeal in the propagation of

their tenets. These, indeed, chiefly belong to the

ensuing century ; but, before the termination of

the present, they had begun to circulate books in

Holland.*

28. As this is a literary, rather than an eccle-

siastical history, we shall neither advert to the less

learned sectaries, nor speak of controversies which

had chiefly a local importance, such as those of the

English Puritans with the established church.

Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity will claim attention

in a subsequent chapter.

29. Thus, in the second period of the Reform- Religious
, . , , , , intolerance.

ation, those ominous symptoms which had appeared
in its earlier stage, disunion, virulence, bigotry, in-

tolerance, far from yielding to any benignant in-

fluence, grew more inveterate and incurable. Yet

some there were, even in this century, who laid

the foundations of a more charitable and rational

indulgence to diversities of judgment, which the

principle of the Reformation itself had in some

measure sanctioned. It may be said that this

tolerant spirit rose out of the ashes of Servetus.

The right of civil magistrates to punish heresy
with death had been already impugned by some

Protestant theologians, as well as by Erasmus.

Luther had declared against it; and though Zuingle,

* Lubienccius, Hist. Reformat. Socinus. Mosheim. Dupin. Eich-
Polonicae. Ilees, History of Ra- horn,

covian Catechism. Bayle, art.
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CHAP, who had maintained the same principle as Lu-

ther, has been charged with having afterwards ap-

proved the drowning of some Anabaptists in the

lake of Zurich, it does not appear that his lan-

guage requires such an interpretation. The early

Anabaptists, indeed, having been seditious and un-

manageable to the greatest degree, it is not easy to

show that they were put to death simply on ac-

count of their religion. But the execution of

Servetus, with circumstances of so much cruelty,

and with no possible pretext but the error of his

opinions, brought home to the minds of serious men
the importance of considering, whether a mere per-

suasion of the truth of our own doctrines can justify

the infliction of capital punishment on those who dis-

sent from them
;
and how far we can consistently

reprobate the persecutions of the church of Rome,
while acting so closely after her example. But it

was dangerous to withstand openly the rancour

of the ecclesiastics domineering in the Protestant

churches, or the usual bigotry of the multitude.

Melanchthon himself, tolerant by nature, and

knowing enough of the spirit of persecution which
disturbed his peace, was yet unfortunately led by
timidity to express, in a letter to Beza, his appro-
bation of the death of Servetus, though he admits
that some saw it in a different light. Calvin, early
in 1554, published a dissertation to vindicate the

magistrates of Geneva in their dealings with this
Castaiio heretic. But Sebastian Castalio, under the name

of Martin Bellius, ventured to reply in a little

tract, entitled " De Hereticis quomodo cum iis

agendum sit variorum sententiae." This is a col-
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lation of different passages from the fathers and CHAP.

modern authors in favour of toleration, to which

he prefixed a letter of his own to the Duke of

Wirtemburg, more valuable than the rest of the

work, and, though written in the cautious style re-

quired by the times, containing the pith of those

arguments which have ultimately triumphed ia

almost every part of Europe. The impossibility

of forcing belief, the obscurity and insignificance

of many disputed questions, the sympathy which

the fortitude of heretics produced, and other lead-

ing topics are well touched in this very short tract,

for the preface does not exceed twenty-eight pages
in iGmOf*

30. Beza answered Castalio, whom lie perfectly answered

knew under the mask of Bellius, in a much longer
by

treatise,
" De Hsereticis a Civili Magistratu Puni-

endis." It is unnecessary to say, that his tone is

that of a man who is sure of having the civil

power on his side. As to capital punishments for

heresy, he acknowledges that he has to contend,

not only with such sceptics as Castalio, but with

some pious and learned men.t He justifies their

infliction, however, by the magnitude of the

crime, and by the Mosaic law, as well as by pre-

cedents in Jewish and Christian history. Calvin,

* This little book has been seems also to have approximated
attributed by some to Lielius to the Sabellian theories of Scrvc-
Soriniis ; I think Castalio more tus on the Trinity. See p. 144.

probable. Castalio entertained very edit. 1613.

(lilfcrent sentiments from those of f Non modo cum nostris aca-

llivii on some theological poLits, dcmicis, sed ctiam cum piis alioqui
as appears by his dialogues on pre- et eruditis hominibus mihi nego-
destination and free-will, which arc tium fore prospicio, p. 208. l';u!c

opposed to the Aiignstinian tsys- has an excellent remark (Beza,
tern then generally prevalent. He note !'._)

on this controversy.

VOL. II. J
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CHAP, he positively asserts, used his influence that the

death of Servetus might not be by fire, for the truth

of which he appeals to the Senate ; but though most

lenient in general, they had deemed no less expia-

tion sufficient for such impiety.*
Aconcio. 31. A treatise written in a similar spirit to

that of Castalio, by Aconcio, one of the nu-

merous exiles from Italy,
" De Stratagematibus

Satanae, Basle, 15G5," deserves some notice in

the history of opinions, because it is, perhaps, the

first wherein the limitation of fundamental articles

of Christianity to a small number is laid down at

considerable length. He instances, among doc-

trines which he does not reckon fundamental, those

of the real presence and of the Trinity ; and, in

general, such as are not either expressed in Scrip-

ture, or deducible from it by unequivocal reasoning,t

Aconcio inveighs against capital punishments for

heresy ;
but his argument, like that of Castalio, is

good against every minor penalty.
" If the

clergy," he says,
" once get the upper hand, and

carry this point, that, as soon as one opens his mouth,
the executioner shall be called in to cut all knots

with his knife, what will become of the study of

Scripture ? They will think it very little worth
while to trouble their heads with it ; and, if I may
presume to say so, will set up every fancy of their

own for truth. O unhappy times! O wretched

posterity! if we abandon the arms, by which

* Sed tanta erat ejus hominis f The account given of this

rabies, tarn execranda tamque hor- book in the Biographic Univer-
renda impietas, ut Senatus alioqui selle is not accurate ; a better will
clementissimus solis flammis expi- be found in Bayle.
ari posse existimarit, p. 91.
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alone we can subdue our adversary." Aconcio was CHAP.

not improbably an Arian
;

this may be surmised,

not only because he was an Italian Protestant, and

because he seems to intimate it in some passages
of his treatise, but on the authority of Strype, who
mentions him as reputed to be such, while belong-

ing to a small congregation of refugees in Lon-

don. * This book attracted a good deal of notice :

it was translated both into French and English ;

and, in one language or another, went through
several editions. In the next century it became

of much authority with the Arminians of Hol-

land.

32. Mino Celso, of Siena, and another of the Minus

same class of refugees, in a long and elaborate Koorn

argument against persecution, De Hereticis Capi-
tali Supplicio non Afficiendis, quotes several autho-

rities from writers of the sixteenth century in his

favour.t We should add to these advocates of

toleration the name of Theodore Koornhert, who

courageously stood up in Holland against one of

the most encroaching and bigotted hierarchies of

that age. Koornhert, averse in other points to

the authority of Calvin and Beza, seems to have

been a precursor of Arminius ;
but he is chiefly

*
Strype's Life of Grindal, vetus. Superioribus minis, ad

p. 42. ; see also Baylc. Elizabeth haeretici cujusdam in flaminis con-

gave him a pension for a book on stantiani, ut ex fide dignis accepi,
fortification. plures ex astantibus sanae doctrinae

f Celso was formerly supposed viri, non posse id sine Dei spiritu
to be a fictitious person, but the fieri pcrsuasum habentcs, ac prop-
contrary has been established. The terea haereticum martyrem esse

book was published in 15H4-, but plane credentes, ejus ha-resin pro
without date of place. lie quotes veritate complexi, in fide naufra-

Aconcio frequently. The follow- gium fcccrunt, fol. 109.

ing passage seems to refer to Ser-

I 2
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CHAP, known by a treatise against capital punishment for

heresy, published in Latin after his death. It is

extremely scarce, and I have met with no author, ex-

cept Bayle and Brandt, who speaks of it from direct

knowledge.* Thus, at the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury, the simple proposition, that men for holding or

declaring heterodox opinions in religion ought not

to be burned alive, or otherwise put to death, was

itself little else than a sort of heterodoxy ; and,

though many privately must have been persuaded
of its truth, the Protestant churches were as far

from acknowledging it as that of Rome. No one

had yet pretended to assert the general right of

religious worship, which, in fact, was rarely or

never conceded to the Romanists in a Protestant

country, though the Huguenots shed oceans of

blood to secure the same privilege for themselves.
Decline of 33. jn t}ie concluding part of the century, the

ism. Protestant cause, though not politically unpros-

perous, but rather manifesting some additional

strength through the great energies put forth by
England and Holland, was less and less victorious

in the conflict of opinion. It might, perhaps,
seem to a spectator, that it gained more in France

by the dissolution of the League, and the esta-

blishment of a perfect toleration, sustained by ex-

*
Bayle, Biogr. Univ. Brandt, ing his answer to the magistrates

Hist, tie la Reformation des Pro- of Leyden, who, however, thought
yinces Unies, i. 435. Lipsius had, fit to publish that they did not
in his Politics, inveighed against accept the dedication, and re-
the toleration of more religions quested that those who read
than one in a commonwealth. Koornhert would read also the
Ure, seca, ut membrum potius ali- reply of Lipsius, ibid. This was
quod, quam totum corpus intereat. in 1590, and Koornhert died the
Koornhert answered this, dedioat- same year.
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traordinary securities in the edict of Nantes, than it CHAP.

lost by the conformity of Henry IV. to the Catholic

religion. But, if this is considered more deeply,
the advantage will appear far greater on the other

side
;

for this precedent, in the case of a man so

conspicuous, would easily serve all who might

fancy they had any public interest to excuse them,

from which the transition would not be long to the

care of their own. After this time, accordingly,
we find more numerous conversions of the Hu-

guenots, especially the nobler classes, than before.

They were furnished with a pretext by an unlucky
circumstance. In a public conference, held at

Fontainebleau, in 1600, before Henry IV., from

which great expectation had been raised, Du
Plessis Mornay, a man of the noblest character,

but, though very learned as a gentleman, more

fitted to maintain his religion in the field than in

the schools, was signally worsted, having been

supplied with forged or impertinent quotations from

the fathers, which his antagonist, Perron, easily

exposed. Casaubon, who was present, speaks with

shame, but without reserve, of his defeat ;
and it

was an additional mortification, that the king pre-

tended ever afterwards to have been more tho-

roughly persuaded by this conference, that he had

embraced the truth, as well as gained a crown, by

abandoning the Protestant side. *

*
Scaliger, it must be observed, before the king. Scaligerana Se-

praises very highly the book of Du ctimla, p. 461. Du Plessis him-
Plessis Mornay on the mass, and self, in a publication after the con-

says, that no one after Calvin and fercnce of Fontainchlcau, retaliated

Beza had written so well ; though the charge of falsified quotations on
he owns that he would have done Perron. I shall quote what Casau-

bctter not to dispute about religion lon has said on the subject in
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CHAP. 34. The men of letters had another example,

about the same time, in one of the most distin-

guished of their fraternity, Justus Lipsius. He
left Leyden on some pretence in 1591 for the

Spanish Low Countries, and soon afterwards em-

braced the Romish faith. Least his conversion

should be suspected, Lipsius disgraced a name,

great at least in literature, by writing in favour of

the local superstitions of those bigotted provinces.

It is true, however, that some, though the lesser,

portion of his critical works were published after

his change of religion.

jeweii's 35. The controversial divinity poured forth
Apoogy.

(jurrng this period is now little remembered. In

England it may be thought necessary to mention

Jewell's celebrated apology. This short book is

written with spirit ;
the style is terse, the argu-

ments pointed, the authorities much to the purpose;
so that its effects are not surprising. This treatise

is written in Latin
;

his Defence of the Apology,
a much more diffuse work, in English, Upon the

merits of the controversy of Jewell with the Je-

suit Harding, which this defence embraces, I am
not competent to give any opinion ;

in length and

learning it far surpasses our earlier polemical litera-

ture.

So!*
1 36 * Notwitnstanding the high reputation which

gians. Jewell obtained by his surprising memory and in-

defatigable reading, it cannot be said that many
English theologians of the reign of Elizabeth were

another volume. See the article nature seems to indicate a descen-

Mornay, in the Biographie Univer- dant or relation, the inaccuracy of
in which, though the sig- the quotations is acknowledged.
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eminent for that learning which was required for CHAP,
ecclesiastical controversy. Their writings are nei-

ther numerous nor profound. Some exceptions

ought to be made. Hooker was sufficiently versed

in the fathers, and he possessed also a far more

extensive knowledge of the philosophical writers

of antiquity than any others could pretend. The
science of morals, according to Mosheim, or rather

of casuistry, which Calvin had left in a rude and

imperfect state, is confessed to have been first

reduced into some kind of form, and explained with

some accuracy and precision by Perkins, whose

works, however, were not published before the

next century.* Hugh Broughton was deep in

Jewish erudition. Whitaker and Nowell ought
also to be mentioned. It would not be difficult to

extract a few more names from biographical col-

lections, but names so obscure that we could not

easily bring their merit as scholars to any sufficient

test. Sandys's sermons may be called perhaps good,
but certainly not very distinguished. The most

eminently learned man of the queen's reign seems

to have been Dr. John Ilainolds
;

and a foreign

author of the last century, Colomies, places him

among the first six in copiousness of erudition

whom the Protestant churches had produced.!

* Mosheim, Chalmers. of infinite reading, and of a vast

f Colomesiana. The other five memory ;

"
but laments that, after

are Usher, Gataker, Blondel, he was chosen divinity lecturer at

Petit, and Bochart. See also Oxford in 1586, the face of the

HI unit, Baillet, and Chalmers, for university was much changed
testimonies to Ilainolds, who died towards Puritanism. Hist, and
in lf>07. Scaliger regrets his death Antiq. In the Athens, ii. 14., he

as a loss to all Protestant churches, gives a very high character of

as well as that of England. Wood Kainolds, on the authority of Bis-

admits that Kainolds was " a man hop Hall and others, and a long

I 4>
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CHAP. Yet his works are, I presume, read by nobody, nor

am I aware that they are ever quoted ;
and Rai-

nolds himself is chiefly known by the anecdote,

that having been educated in the church of Rome,
as his brother was in the Protestant communion,

they mutually converted each other in the course

of disputation. Rainolds was on the Puritan side,

and took a part in the Hampton Court conference.

37. As the century drew near its close, the

church of Rome brought forward her most re-

nowned and formidable champion, Beiiarmin, a

Jesuit, and afterwards a cardinal. No one had en-

tered the field on that side with more acuteness,

no one had displayed more skill in marshalling the

various arguments of controversial theology, so as

to support each other and serve the grand purpose
of church authority.

" He does not often," says

Dupin,
"
employ reasoning, but relies on the

textual authority of Scripture, of the councils, the

fathers, and the consent of the theologians ;
seldom

quitting his subject, or omitting any passage useful

to his argument ; giving the objections fairly, and

answering them in few words. His style is not so

elegant as that of writers who have made it their

object, but clear, neat, and brief, without dryness
or barbarism. He knew well the tenets of Protes-

tants, and states them faithfully, avoiding the in-

vective so common with controversial writers." It

is nevertheless alleged by his opponents, and will

not seem incredible to those who know what pole-

list of his works. But, as he Jewell, who probably was not at
wanted a biographer, he has be- all his superior,
come obscure in comparison with
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mical theology has always been, that he attempts CHAP.

to deceive the reader, and argues only in the in-

terests of his cause.

38. Bellarmin, if we may believe Du Perron,

was not unlearned in Greek *
;
but it is positively

asserted on the other side that he could hardly
read it, and he quotes the writers in that language

only from translations. Nor has his critical judg-
ment been much esteemed. But his abilities are

best testified by Protestant theologians, not only in

their terms of eulogy, but indirectly in the peculiar
zeal with which they chose him as their worthiest

adversary. More than half a dozen books in the

next fifty years bear the title of Anti-Bellarminus :

it seemed as if the victory must remain with those

who should bear away the spolia opima of this

hostile general. The Catholic writers, on the other

hand, borrow every thing, it has been said, from

Bellarmin, as the poets do from Homer, t

39. In the hands of Bellarmin, and other stre- Topics of

nuous advocates of the church, no point of con-

troversy was neglected. But in a general view

we may justly say that the heat of battle was not

in the same part of the field as before. Luther

and his immediate disciples held nothing so vital as

the tenet of justification by faith alone
; while the

arguments of Eckius and Cajetan were chiefly de-

signed to maintain the modification of doctrine on

that subject, which had been handed down to them

by the fathers and schoolmen. The differences of

the two parties, as to the mode of corporeal pre-

* Perroniana. horn, vi. part ii. p. 30. Andres,

{ Dupin. Jiaylc. Dlount. Eich- xviii. 2-13. Niccron, vol. xxxi.
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CHAP, sence in the eucharist, though quite sufficient to

keep them asunder, could hardly bear much con-

troversy, inasmuch as the primitive writers, to

whom it was usual to appeal, have not, as is uni-

versally agreed, drawn these metaphysical distinc-

tions with much preciseness. But when the

Helvetic churches, and those bearing the general
name of Reformed, became, after the middle of

the century, as prominent, to say the least, in theo-

logical literature as the Lutheran, this controversy

acquired much greater importance ; the perse-

cutions in England and the Netherlands were prin-

cipally directed against this single heresy of denying
the real presence, and the disputes of the press

turned so generally upon no other topic,

it turns on 40. In the last part of the century, through the

influence of some political circumstances, we find

a new theme of polemical discussion, more pecu-

liarly characteristic of the age. Before the ap-

pearance of the early reformers, a republican or

aristocratic spirit in ecclesiastical polity, strength-
ened by the decrees of the councils of Constance

and Basle, by the co-operation, in some instances,

of the national church with the state in redressing-,S3 7

or demanding the redress of abuses, and certainly
also both by the vices of the court of Rome, and
its diversion to local politics, had fully counter-

balanced, or even in a great measure silenced, the

bold pretensions of the school of Hildebrand. In
such a lax notion of papal authority, prevalent in

Cisalpine Europe, the Protestant Reformation had
found one source of its success. But for this cause
the theory itselflost ground in the Catholic church.

Papal
power.
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At the council of Trent the aristocratic or epis-
CHAP.

copal party, though it seemed to display itself in
'

great strength, comprising the representatives of

the Spanish and Gallican churches, was for the

most part foiled in questions that touched the

limitations of papal supremacy. From this time

the latter power became lord of the ascendant.
" No Catholic," says Schmidt,

" dared after the

Reformation to say one hundredth part of what

Gerson, Peter d'Ailly, and many others had openly

preached." The same instinct, of which we may
observe the workings in the present day, then also

taught the subjects of the church that it was no

time to betray jealousy of their own government,
when the public enemy was at their gates.

41. In this resuscitation of the court of Rome,
that is, of the papal authority, in contradistinction

*1

to the general doctrine and discipline of the Catholic

church, much, or rather most, was due to the

Jesuits. Obedience, not to that abstraction of

theologians, the Catholic church, a shadow eluding
the touch and vanishing into emptiness before the

inquiring eye, but to its living acting centre, the

one man, was their vow, their duty, their function.

They maintained, therefore, if not quite for the

first time, yet with little countenance from the

great authorities of the schools, his personal infal-

libility in matters of faith. They asserted his

superiority to general councils, his prerogative of

dispensing with all the canons of the church, on

grounds of spiritual expediency, whereof he alone

could judge. As they grew bolder, some went on

to pronounce even the divine laws subject to this
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CHAP.
II.

Claim to

depose
princes.

Bull

against

Elizabeth.

control
;
but it cannot be said that a principle,

which seemed so paradoxical, though perhaps only
a consequence from their assumptions, was gene-

rally received.

42. But the most striking consequence of this

novel position of the papacy was the renewal of

its claims to temporal power, or, in stricter lan-

guage, to pronounce the forfeiture of it by lawful

sovereigns for offences against religion. This pre-

tension of the Holy See, though certainly not

abandoned, had in a considerable degree lain dor-

mant in that period of comparative weakness which

followed the great schism. Paul III. deprived

Henry VIII. of his dominions, as far as a bull

could have that effect; but the deposing power
was not generally asserted with much spirit against
the first princes who embraced the Reformation.

In this second part of the century, however, the

see of Rome was filled by men of stern zeal and

intrepid ambition, aided by the Jesuits and other

regulars with an energy unknown before, and fa-

voured also by the political interests of the greatest
monarch in Christendom. Two circumstances of

the utmost importance gave them occasion to scour

the rust away from their ancient weapons the

final prostration of the Romish faith in England
by Elizabeth, and the devolution of the French
crown on a Protestant heir. Incensed by the

former event, Pius V., the representative of the

most rigid party in the church, issued in 1570 his

famous bull, releasing English Catholics from their

allegiance to the queen, and depriving her of all

right and title to the throne. Elizabeth and her
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parliament retaliated, by augmented severities of CHAP.

law against these unfortunate subjects, who had .

little reason to thank .the Jesuits for announcing
maxims of rebellion it was not easy to carry into

effect. Allen and Persons, secure at St. Omer and

Douay, proclaimed the sacred duty of resisting a

prince who should break his faith with God and

the people, especially when the supreme governor
of the church, whose function it is to watch over

its welfare, and separate the leprous from the clean,

has adjudged the cause.

43. In the war of the League men became still and Henry

more familiar with this tenet. Those who fought
under that banner did not all acknowledge, or at

least would not in other circumstances have ad-

mitted, the pope's deposing power ; but no faction

will reject a false principle that adds strength to its

side. Philip II., though ready enough to treat

the See of Rome as sharply and rudely as the

Italians do their saints when refractory, found it

his interest to encourage a doctrine so dangerous
to monarchy when it was directed against Elizabeth

and Henry. For this reason we may read with less

surprise in Balthazar Ayala, a layman, a lawyer,
and judge-advocate in the armies of Spain, the

most unambiguous and unlimited assertion of the

deposing theory:
"
Kings abusing their power Deposing

may be variously compelled," he says,
"
by the i in

sovereign pontiff to act justly ;
for he is the earthly

Spain }

vicegerent of God, from whom he has received both

swords, temporal as well as spiritual, for the peace
and preservation of the Christian commonwealth.

Nor can he only control, if it is for the good of
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CHAP,

asserted by
Uc 11an n in.

doctrine.

this commonwealth, but even depose kings, as

God, whose delegate he is, deprived Saul of his

kingdom, and as pope Zachary released the Franks

from their allegiance to Childeric." *

44. Bellarmin, the brilliant advocate of whom
we have already spoken, amidst the other dis-

putes of the protestant quarrel, did not hesitate to

sustain the papal authority in its amplest extension.

His treatise
" De Summo Pontifice, Capite Totius

Militantis Ecclesiae," forms a portion, and by no

means the least important, of those entitled " The
Controversies of Bellarmin," and first appeared

separately in 1586. The pope, he asserts, has no

direct temporal authority in the dominions of

Christian princes ; he cannot interfere with their

merely civil affairs, unless they are his feudal vas-

sals, but indirectly, that is, for the sake of some

spiritual advantage, all things are submitted to his

disposal. He cannot depose these princes, even

for a just cause, as their immediate superior, unless

they are feudally his vassals
; but he can take away

and give to others their kingdoms, if the salvation

of souls require it.t We shall observe hereafter

how artfully this papal scheme was combined with

the more captivating tenets of popular sovereignty;
each designed for the special case, that of Henry
IV., whose legitimate rights, established by the

constitution of France, it was expected by this

joint effort to overthrow.

45. Two methods of delivering theological doc-

trine had prevailed in the Catholic church for

*
Ayala, De Jure et Officiis Bel-

licis (Antwerp, 1597.), p. 32.
f Ranke, ii. 182,
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many ages. The one, called positive, was dogma- CHAP.

tic rather than argumentative, deducing its tenets

from immediate authorities of scripture or of the

fathers, which it interpreted and explained for its

own purpose. It was a received principle, con-

veniently for this system of interpretation, that

most parts of scripture had a plurality of meaning;
and that the allegorical, or analogical senses were

as much to be sought as the primary and literal.

The scholastic theology, on the other hand, which

acquired its name, because it was frequently heard

in the schools of divinity and employed the wea-

pons of dialectics, was a scheme of inferences

drawn, with all the subtlety of reasoning, from the

same fundamental principles of authority, the scrip-

tures, the fathers, the councils of the church. It

must be evident upon reflection, that where many
thousand propositions, or sentences easily conver-

tible into them, had acquired the rank of indispu-

table truths, it was not difficult, withalittle ingenuity
in the invention of middle terms, to raise a specious

structure of connected syllogisms ;
and hence the

theology of the schools was a series of inferences

from the acknowledged standards of orthodoxy, as

their physics were from Aristotle, and their meta-

physics from a mixture of the two.

46. The scholastic method, affecting a complete Loci Com.

and scientific form, led to the compilation of theo-

logical systems, generally called Loci Communes.
These were very common in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, both in the church of Rome,
and, after some time, in the two protestant com-

munions. But Luther, though at first he bestowed
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CHAP, immense praise upon the Loci Communes of Me-

lanchthon, grew unfavourable to all systematic

theology. His own writings belong to that class

we call positive. They deal with the interpretation

of scripture, and the expansion of its literal mean-

ing. Luther rejected, except in a very sparing

application, the search after allegorical senses.

Melanchthon also, and in general the divines of

the Augsburg confession, adhered chiefly to the

principle of single interpretation.*
in the Pro- The Institutes of Calvin, which belong to the

preceding part of the century, though not entitled

Loci Communes, may be reckoned a full system of

deductive theology. Wolfgang Musculus published
a treatise with the usual title. It should be ob-

served that, in the Lutheran church, the ancient

method of scholastic theology revived after the

middle of this century, especially in the divines of

Melanchthon's party, one of whose characteristics

was a greater deference to ecclesiastical usage and

opinion, than the more rigid Lutherans would
endure to pay. The Loci Theologici of Chemnitz
and those of Strigelius were, in their age, of great

reputation ; the former, by one of the compilers of

the Formula Concordiae, might be read without

risk of finding those heterodoxies of Melanchthon,
which the latter was supposed to exhibit.t

and Catho- 47. In the church of Rome the scholastic theo-
lic Church. , . .

-,
-.. ,

logy retained an undisputed respect ; it was for

the heretical protestants to dread a method of keen

* Eichhorn, Gesch. der Cultur. f Eichhorn, 236. Moslieim,
vi. parti, p. 175. Mosheim, cent.

16. sect. 3. part ii.
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logic, by which their sophistry was cut through. CHAP.

The most remarkable book of this kind, which falls

within the sixteenth century, is the Loci Theolo-

gici of Melchior Canus, published at Salamanca in

1563, three years after the death of the author, a

Dominican, and professor in that university. It is

of course the theology of the reign and country of

Philip II.
;
but Canus was a man acquainted with

history, philosophy, and ancient literature. Eich-

horn, after giving several pages to an abstract of

this volume, pronounces it worthy to be still read.

It may be seen by his analysis how Canus, after

the manner of the schoolmen, incorporated philoso-

phical with theological science. Dupin, whose

abstract is rather different in substance, calls this

an excellent work, and written with all the elegance
we could desire.*

48. Catharin, one of the theologians most pro- Catharin.

minent in the council of Trent, though he seems

not to have incurred the charge of heresy, went

farther from the doctrine of Augustin and Aquinas
than was deemed strictly orthodox in the Catholic

church. He framed a theory to reconcile predesti-

nation with the universality of grace, which has

since been known in this country by the name of

Baxterianism, and is, I believe, adopted by many
divines at this day. Dupin, however, calls it a

new invention, unknown to the ancient fathers, and

never received in the schools. It has been followed,

he adds, by nobody.

49. In the critical and expository department of Critical

theological literature, much was written during this
p"sitory

writings.* Eichhorn, p. 216 227. Dupin, cent. 16. book 5.

VOL. II. K
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CHAP, period, forming no small proportion of the great

collection called Critici Sacri. In the Romish

church, we may distinguish the Jesuit Maldonat,

whose commentaries on the evangelists have been

highly praised by theologians of the Protestant

side ; and among these, we may name Calvin and

Beza, who occupy the highest place *, while below

them are ranked Bullinger, Zanchius, Musculus,

Chemnitz, and several more. But I believe that, even

in the reviving appetite for obsolete theology, few

of these writers have yet attracted much attention.

A polemical spirit, it is observed by Eichhorn, pene-
trated all theological science, not only in dogma-
tical writings, but in those of mere interpretation ;

in catechisms, in sermons, in ecclesiastical history,

we find the author armed for combat, and always

standing in imagination before an enemy.
Ecciesiasti- 50. A regular and copious history of the church,

nans!
5

from the primitive ages to the Reformation itself,

was first given by the Lutherans under the title,

Centurise Magdeburgenses, from the name of the

city where it was compiled. The principal among
several authors concerned, usually called Centuri-

atores, was Flacius Illyricus, a most inveterate

* Literas sacras, says Scaliger found in Simon, Hist. Critique du
of Calvin, tractavit ut tractandag Vieux Testament. He sets him,
sunt, vere inquam et pure ac sim- in this respect, much above Luther,

pliciter sine ullis argutationibus See also Blount, art. Calvin. Sca-

scholasticis, et divino vir praeditus liger does not esteem much the

ingenio multa divinavit quae non learning of Beza, and blames him
nisi a linguae Hebraicae peritissimis for affecting to despise Erasmus as

(cujusmodi tamen ipse non erat), a commentator. I have named
divinari possunt. Scaligerana Pri- Beza in the text as superior to
ma. A more detailed, and ap- Zanchius and others, in deference

parently a not uncandid statement to common reputation, for I am
of Calvin's character as a com- wholly ignorant of the writings of
mentator on Scripture, will be all.
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enemy of Melanchthon. This work has been more CHAP.

than once re-printed, and is still, in point of truth
'

and original research, the most considerable eccle-

siastical history on the Protestant side. Mosheim,
or his translator, calls this an immortal work *

;
and

Eichhorn speaks of it in strong terms of admira-

tion for the boldness of the enterprise, the labori-

ousness of the execution, the spirit with which it

cleared away a mass of fable, and placed ecclesias-

tical history on an authentic basis. The faults,

both those springing from the imperfect knowledge,
and from the prejudices of the compilers, are

equally conspicuous.t Nearly forty years after-

wards, between the years 1588 and 1609, the cele-

brated Annals of Cardinal Baronius, in twelve

volumes, appeared. These were brought down by
him only to the end of the twelth century ; their

continuation by Rainaldus, published from 1646 to

1663, goes down to 1566. It was the object of

protestant learning in the seventeenth century, to

repel the authority and impugn the allegations of

Baronius. Those of his own communion, in a more

advanced stage of criticism, have confessed his

mistakes
; many of them arising from a want of

acquaintance with the Greek language, indispen-

sable, as we should now justly think, for one who
undertook a general history of the church, but not

sufficiently universal in Italy, at the end of the

sixteenth century, to deprive those who did not

possess it of a high character for erudition. Eich-

* Cent. 16. sect. 3. part ii. c. 9. dence, on account of the liberties

TliU expression is probably
in the which he took with the text,

original ; but it is difficult to quote [
Vol. vi. part ii. p. 149.

Maclaine's translation with confi-

K 2
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CHAP, horn speaks far less favourably of Baronius than of
llm

the Centuriators.* But of these two voluminous

histories, written with equal prejudice on opposite

sides, an impartial and judicious scholar has thus

given his opinion.
Le cierc's 51. " An ecclesiastical historian," Le Clerc sa-

of

a

them.

r

tirically observes,
"
ought to adhere inviolably to

this maxim, that whatever can be favourable to

heretics is false, and whatever can be said against

them is true ; while, on the other hand, all that

does honour to the orthodox is unquestionable,

and every thing that can do them discredit is

surely a lie. He must suppress too with care, or at

least extenuate as far as possible, the errors and

vices of those whom the orthodox are accustomed

to respect, whether they know any thing about

them or no $ and must exaggerate, on the contrary,
the mistakes and faults of the heterodox to the ut-

most of his power. He must remember that any
orthodox writer is a competent witness against a

heretic, and is to be trusted implicitly on his word
;

while a heretic is never to be believed against the

orthodox, and has honour enough done him, in al-

lowing him to speak against his own side, or in fa-

vour of our own. It is thus that the Centuriators

of Magdeburg, and thus that Cardinal Baronius

have written ; each of their works having by this

means acquired an immortal glory with its own

party. But it must be owned that they are not
the earliest, and that they have only imitated most
of their predecessors in this plan of writing. For

many ages, men had only sought in ecclesiastical

* id. P . iso.
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antiquity, not what was really to be found there, CHAP.

but what they conceived ought to be there for the
'

good of their own party."
*

52. But in the midst of so many dissentients rustical

from each other, some resting on the tranquil
bosom of the church, some fighting the long battle

of argument, some catching at gleams of su-

pernatural light, the very truths of natural and
revealed religion were called in question by a

different party. The proofs of this before the

middle of the sixteenth century are chiefly to be

derived from Italy. Pomponatius has already been

mentioned, and some other Aristotelian philoso-

phers might be added. But these, whose scepti-

cism extended to natural theology, belong to the

class of metaphysical writers, whose place is in the

next chapter. If we limit ourselves to those who
directed their attacks against Christianity, it must

be presumed that, in an age when the tribunals of

justice visited, even with the punishment of death,

the denial of any fundamental doctrine, few books

of an openly irreligious tendency could appear. t

A short pamphlet by one Vallee, cost him his life

in 1574. Some others were clandestinely circu-

lated in France before the end of the century ;

and the list of men suspected of infidelity, if we
could trust all private anecdotes of the time, would

* Parrhasiana, vol. i. p. 168. priests and nuns. It has always
f The famous Cymbalum Mundi, been the habit of the literary world,

by Bonaventure des Periers, pub- as much as at present, to speak of
lishcd in 1538, which, while it books by hearsay.

The Cymba-
contimicd extremely scarce, had him Mundi is written in dialogue,
the character ofan irreligious work, somewhat in the manner of LuciaR,
has proved, since it was reprinted, and is rather more lively than
in 1 7 1 1 , perfectly innocuous, though books of that age generally were,

there are a few jnalidous glances at

K 3
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CHAP, be by no means short. Bodin, Montaigne, Char-
IL

ron, have been reckoned among the rejecters of

Christianity. The first I conceive to have acknow-

ledged no revelation but the Jewish ;
the second

is free, in my opinion, from all reasonable suspicion

of infidelity ; the principal work of the third

was not published till 1601. His former treatise,
" Des Trois Verites," is an elaborate vindication

of the Christian and Catholic religion.
*

wierus,pe 5%. I hardly know how to insert, in any other
Fraestigiis.

* '

i

chapter than the present, the books that relate to

sorcery and demoniacal possessions, though they
can only in a very lax sense be ranked with theo-

logical literature. The greater part are contemp-
tible in any other light than as evidences of the

state of human opinion. Those designed to rescue

the innocent from sanguinary prejudices, and chase

the real demon of superstition from the mind of

man, deserve to be commemorated. Two such

works belong to this period. Wierus, a physician
of the Netherlands, in a treatise,

" De Praestigiis,"

Basle, 1564, combats the horrible prejudice by
which those accused of witchcraft were thrown

into the flames. He shows a good deal of credulity
as to diabolical illusions, but takes these unfortu-

nate persons for the devil's victims rather than his

accomplices. Upon the whole, Wierus destroys
more superstition than he seriously intended to

leave behind.

* Des Trois Verites centre les book ; and it does not appear that
Athees, Idolatres, Juifs, Mahu- he has taken any thing from him-
metans, He>etiques, et Schis- self in his subsequent work, De la

raatiques. Bourdeaux, 1593. Char- Sagesse.
ron has not put his name to this
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54. A far superior writer is our countryman, CHAP.

Reginald Scot, whose object is the same, but whose
'

views are incomparably more extensive and en-

lightened. He denies altogether to the devil any

power of controlling the course of nature. It may
be easily supposed that this solid and learned person,
for such he was beyond almost all the English of

that age, did not escape in his own time, or long

afterwards, the censure of those who adhered to

superstition. Scot's Discovery of Witchcraft was

published in 1584i. *
Bodin, on the other hand,

endeavoured to sustain the vulgar notions of Witch-

craft in his Demonomanie des Sorciers. It is not

easy to conceive a more wretched production ; be-

sides his superstitious absurdities, he is guilty of

exciting the magistrate against Wierus, by repre-

senting him as a real confederate of Satan.

55. We may conclude this chapter, by mention- AuthenU-

ing the principal versions and editions of Scripture. JJJJ,

f

No edition of the Greek Testament, worthy to be

specified, appeared after that of Robert Stephens,
whose text was invariably followed. The council

of Trent declared the Vulgate translation of Scrip-

ture to be authentic, condemning all that should

deny its authority. It has been a common-place
with Protestants to inveigh against this decree,

even while they have virtually maintained the

principle upon which it is founded one by no

means peculiar to the church of Rome being no

other than that it is dangerous to unsettle the

* It appears by Scot's book that were practised in his time ; he
not only the common, but the shows how to perform some of
more difficult tricks of conjurers them.

K 4
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CHAP, mind of the ignorant, or partially learned in
'

religion ; a proposition not easily disputable by any
man of sense, but, when acted upon, as incompatible
as any two contraries can be, with the free and

general investigation of truth.

Latin ver- 56. Notwithstanding this decision in favour of

edSons by
tne Vulgate, there was room left for partial uncer-

Cathoiics.
tainty. The council of Trent, declaring the trans-

lation itself to be authentic, pronounced nothing in

favour of any manuscript or edition ; and as it

would be easier to put down learning altogether
than absolutely to restrain the searching spirit of

criticism, it was soon held that the council's decree

went but to the general fidelity of the version,

without warranting every passage. Many Catholic

writers, accordingly, have put a very liberal inter-

pretation on this decree, suggesting such emenda-

tions of particular texts as the original seemed to

demand. They have even given new translations
;

one by Arias Montanus is chiefly founded on
that of Pagninus, and an edition of the Vulgate, by
Isidore Clarius, is said to resemble a new transla-

tion, by his numerous corrections of the text from
the Hebrew.* Sixtus V. determined to put a stop
to a license which rendered the Tridentine pro-
visions almost nugatory. He fulfilled the inten-

tions of the council by causing to be published in

1590 the Sistine Bible
; an authoritative edition to

be used in all churches. This was, however,

superseded by another, set forth only two years
afterwards by Clement VIII., which is said to

differ more than any other from that which his

* Andres, xix. 40. Simon, 358.
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predecessor had published as authentic ; a circum- CHAP.

stance not forgotten by Protestant polemics. The '

Sistine edition is now very scarce. The same pope
had published a standard edition of the Septuagint
in 1587.*

57. The Latin translations made by Protestants By Protest-

in this period were that by Sebastian Castalio,

which, in search of more elegance of style, de-

viates from the simplicity, as well as sense, of

the original, and fails therefore of obtaining that

praise at the hands of men of taste for which more

essential requisites have been sacrificed t; and that

by Tremellius and Junius, published at Frankfort

in 1575, and subsequent years. It was retouched

some time afterwards by Junius, after the death of

his coadjutor. This translation was better esteemed

in Protestant countries, especially at first, than by
the Catholic critics. Simon speaks of it with little

respect. It professedly adheres closely to the

Hebrew idiom. Beza gave a Latin version of the

New Testament. It is doubtful whether any of

these translations have much improved upon the

Vulgate.
58. The new translations of the Scriptures into Versions

modern languages were naturally not so numerous
as at an earlier period. Two in English are well

known ;
the Geneva bible of 1560, published in

* Andres, xix. 44. Schclhorn, as these in his translation of the

Amoenit. Literar. vol. ii. 359., and Canticles: Mea coluinbula, os-

vol. iv. 439. tcnde mihi tuum vulticulum
; fac

f Andres, xix. 166. Castalio, ut audiam ttiam voculam, &c. He
according to Simon ( Hist. Critique was, however, Simon says, toler-

du V. T. p. 363.), affects polite- ably acquainted with Hebrew, and
ness to an inconceivable degree of spoke modestly of his own trans-

bad taste, especially in such phrases lation.
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CHAP, that city by Coverdale, Whittingham, and other

. ! refugees, and the Bishop's Bible of 1568. Both of

these, or at least the latter, were professedly

founded upon the prior versions, but certainly not

without a close comparison with the original text.

The English Catholics published a translation of

the New Testament from the Vulgate at Rheims
in 1582. The Polish translation, commonly as-

cribed to the Socinians, was printed under the

patronage of Prince Radzivil in 1563, before that

sect could be said to exist, though Lismanin and

Blandrata, both of heterodox tenets, were con-

cerned in it.* This edition is of the greatest

rarity. The Spanish bible of Ferrara, 1553, and

the Sclavonian of 1581, are also very scarce. The
curious in bibliography are conversant with other

versions and editions of the sixteenth century,

chiefly of rare occurrence.t

*
Bayle, art. Radzivil. f Brunei, &c.
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CHAP. III.

HISTORY OF SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY FROM

1550 TO 1COO.

Aristotelian Philosophers Cesalpin Opposite Schools of Philosophy

Telesio Jordano Bruno Sanchez Aconcio NizoKus Logic

of Ramus.

1. THE authority of Aristotle, as the great master CHAP.

of dogmatic philosophy, continued generally pre- '-

dominant through the sixteenth century. It has SSrf"
been already observed that, besides the strenuous

1

Aristo
t

t

.^
. .

nan phi lo-

support of the Catholic clergy, and especially of sophy.

the Sorbonne, who regarded all innovation with

abhorrence, the Aristotelian philosophy had been

received, through the influence ofMelanchthon, in

the Lutheran universities. The reader must be

reminded that, under the name of speculative phi-

losophy we comprehend not only the logic and

what was called ontology of the schools, but those

physical theories ofancient or modern date, which,

appealing less to experience than to assumed hy-

potheses, cannot be mingled, in a literary classi-

fication, with the researches of true science, such

as we shall hereafter have to place under the head

of natural philosophy.
2. Brucker has made a distinction between the Scholastic

scholastic and the genuine Aristotelians
; the f

former being chiefly conversant with the doctors telian9-
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CHAP.
III.

The former

class little

remem-
bered.

The others

not much
better

known.

of the middle ages, adopting their terminology,

their distinctions, their dogmas, and relying with

implicit deference on Scotus or Aquinas, though,
in the progress of learning, they might make some

use of the original master j
while the latter, throw-

ing off the yoke of the schoolmen, prided them-

selves on an equally complete submission to Aris-

totle himself. These were chiefly philosophers
and physicians, as the former were theologians ;

and the difference of their objects suffices to

account for the different lines in which they

pursued them, and the lights by which they were

guided.*
3. Of the former class, or successors and adhe-

rents of the old schoolmen, it might be far from

easy, were it worth while, to furnish any distinct

account. Their works are mostly of extreme

scarcity ;
and none of the historians of philosophy,

except perhaps Morhof, profess much acquaint-
ance with them. It is sufficient to repeat that,

among the Dominicans, Franciscans, and Jesuits,

especially in Spain and Italy, the scholastic mode
of argumentation was retained in their seminaries,

and employed in prolix volumes, both upon theo-

logy and upon such parts of metaphysics and
natural law as are allied to it. The reader may
find some more information in Brucker, whom
Buhle, saying the same things in the same order,

may be presumed to have silently copied.t

4. The second class of Aristotelian philosophers,

devoting themselves to physical science, though

* Brucker, Hist. Philos. iv. 117.

et post.

f Brucker, ibid. Buhle, ii. 448.
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investigating it with a very unhappy deference to CHAP.

mistaken dogmas, might seem to offer a better hope
of materials for history ;

and in fact we meet .here

with a very few names of men once celebrated and

of some influence over the opinions of their age.

But even here their writings prove to be not only

forgotten, but incapable as we may say, on account

of their rare occurrence, and the improbability of

their republication, of being ever again known.'

5. The Italian schools, and especially those of Schools of

Pisa and Padua, had long been celebrated for their

adherence to Aristotelian principles, not always
such as could justly be deduced from the writings
of the Stagyrite himself, but opposing a bulwark

against novel speculation, as well as against the

revival of the Platonic, or any other ancient philo-

sophy. Simon Porta of the former university,

and Caesar Cremonini of the latter, stood at the

head of the rigid Aristotelians
j
the one near the

commencement of this period, the other about

its close. Both these philosophers have been re-

proached with the tendency to atheism, so common
in the Italians of this period. A similar imputa-
tion has fallen on another professor of the uni-

versity of Pisa, Cesalpini, who is said to have

deviated from the strict system of Aristotle towards

that of Averroes, though he did not altogether

coincide even with the latter. The real merits of

Cesalpin, in very different pursuits, it was reserved

for a later age to admire. His "
Quaestiones Peri-

patetica?," published in 1575, is a treatise on meta-

physics, or the first philosophy, founded professedly

upon Aristotelian principles, but with considerable
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CHAP, deviation. This work is so scarce that Brucker
JIL

had never seen it, but Buhle has taken much pains

to analyse its very obscure contents. Paradoxical

and unintelligible as they now appear, Cesalpin

obtained a high reputation in his own age, and

was denominated by excellence, the philosopher.

Nicolas Taurellus, a professor at Altdorf, de-

nounced the "
Quaestiones Peripateticse

"
in a book

to which, in allusion to his adversary's name, he

gave the puerile title of Alpes Csesa?.

sketch of Q t The system of Cesalpin is one modification
his system. j .,.,,. ., n

of that ancient hypothesis which, losing sight of

all truth and experience in the love of abstraction,

substitutes the barren unity of pantheism for re-

ligion, and a few incomprehensible paradoxes for

the variety of science. Nothing, according to

him, was substance which was not animated
; but

the particular souls which animate bodies are

themselves only substances, because they are parts
of the first substance, a simple, speculative, but not

active intelligence, perfect and immovable, which is

God. The reasonable soul, however, in mankind is

not numerically one ;
for matter being the sole prin-

ciple of plurality, and human intelligences being
combined with matter, they are plural in number.
He differed also from Averroes in maintaining the

separate immortality of human souls
; and while the

philosopher of Cordova distinguished the one soul

he ascribed to mankind from the Deity, Cesalpin
considered the individual soul as a portion, not
of this common human intelligence, which he did

not admit, but of the first substance, or Deity.
His system was therefore more incompatible with
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theism, in any proper sense, than that of Averroes CHAP.

himself, and anticipated in some measure that of
'

Spinoza, who gave a greater extension to his one

substance, by comprehending all matter as well as

spirit within it. Cesalpin also denied, and in this

he went far from his Aristotelian creed, any other

than a logical difference between substances and

accidents. I have no knowledge of the writings

ofCesalpin except through Buhle
;
for though I con-

fess that the "
Quaestiones Peripateticae" maybe

found in the British Museum *, it would scarce

repay the labour to examine what is both erroneous

and obscure.

7 The name of Cremonini, professor of philo-

sophy for above forty years at Padua, is better

known than his writings. These have become of

the greatest scarcity. Brucker tells us he had not

been able to see any of them, and Buhle had met
with but two or three.t Those at which I have

looked are treatises on the Aristotelian physics ;

they contain little of any interest
;
nor did I per-

ceive that they countenance, though they may not

repel, the charge of atheism sometimes brought

against Cremonini, but which, if at all well-founded,

seems rather to rest on external evidence. Cre-

monini, according to Buhle, refutes the Aver-

roistic notion of an universal human intelligence.

Gabriel Naude, both in his letters, and in the

* Buhle, ii. 525. Brucker (iv. he makes the same complaint. He
222.), laments that he had never had, however, seen a copy of the

seen this book. It seems that AlnesCsesaeof Taurellus, and gives
there were few pood libraries in ratner a long account both of the

Germany in Brucker's age, or at man and of the book. Ibid, and
least that he had no access to p. 300.

them, for it is surprising how often f Buhle, ii. 519.
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CHAP.
III.

Opponents

Patrizzi.

records of his conversation called Naudasana,

speaks with great admiration of Cremonini.* He
had himself passed some years at Padua, and was

at that time a disciple of the Aristotelian school in

physics, which he abandoned after his intimacy

with Gassendi.

8. Meantime the authority of Aristotle, great in
*'

name and respected in the schools, began to lose

more and more of its influence over speculative

minds. Cesalpin, an Aristotelian by profession,

had gone wide in some points from his master.

But others waged an open war as philosophical re-

formers. Francis Patrizzi, in his " Discussiones

Peripateticae" (1571 and 1581), appealed to preju-

dice with the arms of calumny, raking up the most

unwarranted aspersions against the private life of

Aristotle, to prepare the way for assailing his phi-

losophy j a warfare not the less unworthy, that it

is often successful. In the case of Patrizzi it was

otherwise
;

his book was little read ;
and his own

notions of philosophy, borrowed from the later

Platonists, and that rabble of spurious writers

who had misled Ficinus and Picus of Mirandola,

dressed up by Patrizzi with a fantastic terminology,
had little chance of subverting so well-established

and acute a system as that of Aristotle, t

9. Bernard Telesio, a native of Cosenza, had

greater success, andattained a more celebrated name.
The first two books of his treatise,

" De Natura

Rerumj uxta PropriaPrincipia," appeared at Rome in

* Some passages in the Nau- respect to Cremonini and Naude
daeana tend to confirm the sus- himself,

picion of irreligion, both with f Buhle, ii. 348. Brucker, iv. 422.

System of

Telesio.
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1565 ; the rest was published in 1586. These CHAP.

contain an hypothesis more intelligible than that
'

of Patrizzi, and less destitute of a certain apparent

correspondence with the phenomena of nature.

Two active incorporeal principles, heat and cold,

contend with perpetual opposition for the dominion

over a third, which is passive matter. Of these

three all nature consists. The region of pure
heat is in the heavens, in the sun and stars, where
it is united with the most subtle matter

;
that of

cold in the centre of the earth, where matter is

most condensed
;

all between is their battle-field,

in which they continually struggle, and alternately

conquer. These principles are not only active,

but intelligent, so far at least as to perceive their

own acts and mutual impressions. Heat is the

cause of motion
;
cold is by nature immovable, and

tends to keep all things in repose.
*

10. Telesio has been generally supposed to have

borrowed this theory from that of Parmenides, in

which the antagonist principles of heat and cold

had been employed in a similar manner. Buhle de-

nies the identity of the two systems, and considers

that of Telesio as more nearly allied to the A ristote-

lian, except in substituting heat and cold for the

more abstract notions of form and privation. Heat

and cold, it might rather perhaps be said, seem to be

merely ill-chosen names for the hypothetical causes

of motion and rest
;
and the real laws of nature, with

respect to both of these, are as little discoverable

in the Telesian as in the more established theory.

Yet its author perceived that the one possessed an

Brucker, iv. 449. Buhle, ii. 563. Ginguenl, vii. 501.

VOL. II. L
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CHAP, expansive, the other a condensing power; and his
IIL

principles of heat and cold bear a partial analogy

to repulsion and attraction, the antagonist forces

which modern philosophy employs. Lord Bacon

was sufficiently struck with the system of Telesio

to illustrate it in a separate fragment of the Instau-

ratio Magna, though sensible of its inadequacy to

solve the mysteries of nature ;
and a man of ec-

centric genius, Campanella, to whom we shall

come hereafter, adopted it as the basis of his

own wilder speculations. Telesio seems to have

ascribed a sort of intelligence to plants, which his

last-mentioned disciple carried to a strange excess

of paradox.
jordano n. The name of Telesio is perhaps hardly so

well-known at present as that of Jordano Bruno.

It was far otherwise formerly; and we do not

find that the philosophy of this singular and un-

fortunate man attracted much further notice than

to cost him his life. It may be doubted, indeed,

whether the Inquisition at Rome did not rather

attend to his former profession of protestantism
and invectives against the church, than to the

latent atheism it pretended to detect in his writings,

which are at least as innocent as those of Cesalpin.
The self-conceit of Bruno, his contemptuous lan-

guage about Aristotle and his followers, the para-
doxical strain, the obscurity and confusion, in many
places, of his writings, we may add, his poverty
and frequent change of place, had rendered him of

little estimation in the eyes of the world. But in

the last century the fate of Bruno excited some

degree of interest about his opinions. Whether
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his hypotheses were truly atheistical became the CHAP.

subject of controversy ;
his works, by which it

should have been decided, were so scarce that few

could speak with knowledge of their contents
; and

Brucker, who inclines to think there was no suffi-

cient ground for the imputation, admits that he had

only seen one of Bruno's minor treatises. The
later German philosophers, however, have paid
more attention to these obscure books, from a

similarity they sometimes found in Bruno's theories

to their own. Buhle has devoted above a hundred

pages to this subject.* The Italian treatises have

within a few years been reprinted in Germany,
and it is not uncommon in modern books to find

an eulogy on the philosopher of Nola. I have not

made myself acquainted with his Latin writings,

except through the means of Buhle, who has taken

a great deal of pains with the subject. The prin- His Italian

cipal Italian treatises are entitled, La Cena de li
orks-

Cena de h

Ceneri, Delia Causa, Principio ed Uno, and Dell* Ceneri.

Infinite Universe. Each of these is in five dialogues.
The Cena de li Ceneri contains a physical theory
of the world, in which the author makes some show

of geometrical diagrams, but deviates so often into

rhapsodies of vanity and nonsense, that it is difficult

to pronounce whether he had much knowledge of

the science. Copernicus, to whose theory of the

terrestrial motion Bruno entirely adheres, he praises

as superior to any former astronomer
; but intimates

that he did not go far beyond vulgar prejudices,

being more of a mathematician than a philosopher.
The gravity of bodies he treats as a most absurd

* Vol. u. p. 604 730.

L 2
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CHAP, hypothesis, all natural motion, as he fancies, being
11L

circular. Yet he seems to have had some dim

glimpse of what is meant by the composition of

motions, asserting that the earth has four simple

motions, out of which one is compounded.*
Delia 12. The second, and much more important trea-

Stodpio
tise > Delia Causa, Principio ed Uno, professes to reveal

ed Uno. ^e metaphysical philosophy of Bruno, a system

which, at least in pretext, brought him to the stake at

Rome, and the purport of which has been the theme

of much controversy. The extreme scarcity of his

writings has, no doubt, contributed to this variety

ofjudgment ;
but though his style, strictly speak-

ing, is not obscure, and he seems by no means

inclined to conceal his meaning, I am not able

to resolve with certainty the problem that Brucker

and those whom he quotes have discussed.t But
the system of Bruno, so far as I understand it from

what I have read of his writings, and from Buhle's

analysis of them, may be said to contain a sort of

double pantheism. The world is animated by an

omnipresent intelligent soul, the first cause of

every form that matter can assume, but not of

matter itself. This soul of the universe is the only

physical agent, the interior artist that works in the

vast whole, that calls out the plant from the seed

and matures the fruit, that lives in all things, though
they may not seem to live, and in fact do not,

when unorganised, live separately considered,

though they all partake of the universal life, and in

* Dial. v. p. 120. (1830.) These He extols Leicester, Walsingham,
dialogues were written, or purport and especially Sidney.
to have been written, in England. f Brucker, vol. v. 52.
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their component parts may be rendered living. CHAP.

A table as a table, a coat as a coat, are not alive,

but inasmuch as they derive their substance from

nature, they are composed of living particles.*

There is nothing so small or so unimportant, but that

a portion of spirit dwells in it, and this spiritual

substance requires but a proper subject to become
a plant or an animal. Forms particular are in con-

stant change ;
but the first form, being the source

of all others, as well as the first matter, are eternal.

The soul of the world is the constituent principle
of the universe and of all its parts. And thus we
have an intrinsic, eternal, self-subsistent principle
of form, far better than that which the sophists

feigned, whose substances are compounded and cor-

ruptible, and, therefore, nothing else than acci-

dents.t Forms in particular are the accidents of

* Thus Buhle, or at least his generation, held by some philoso-
French translator

; but the original phers, more on the continent than
words are different. Dico dunque in England, according to which all

che la tavola come tavola non e matter, or at least all matter sus-

animata, ne la veste, ne il cuojo ceptible of organisation by its ele-

come cuojo, ne il vetro come vetro, ments, may become organised
ma come cose naturali e composte and living under peculiar circura-

hanno in se la materia e la forma, stances, seem not very dissimilar

Sia pur cosa quanto piccola e to this system of Bruno,
minima si voglia, ha in se parte di f Or, quanto a la causa effet-

sustanza spirituale, la quale, se trice, dico 1' efficiente fisico univer-

trova il soggetto disposto, si stende sale esser 1' intelletto universal)*,

ad esser pianta, ad esser animate, ch' e la prima e principial facultk

e riceve raembri de qual si voglia dell' aniina del mondo, la qual e

corpo, che comunemente si dice forma universale di quello
animate) ; per che spirto si trova L' intelletto universale 1* intima

in tutte le cose, e non e minimo piu reale e propria faculta, e parte

corpusculo, che non contegna cotal potenziale dell anima del mondo.

porzione in se, che non inanimi, Questo e uno medcsimo ch' empie
p. 241. Buhle seems not to have il tutto, illuinina 1' universo, e in-

understood the words in italics, drizza la natura ii produrre le sue

which certainly are not remarkably specie,
come si conviene, e cosi ha

plain, and to have substituted what rispetto a la produzione di cose

he thought might pass for mean- naturali, come il nostro intelletto

ing. e la congrua produzione di
specie

The recent theories of equivocal razionali. . . . Questo e nominate

L 3
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CHAP.
III.

Pantheism
of Bruno.

matter, and we should make a divinity of matter

like some Arabian peripatetics, if we did not recur

to the living fountain of form the eternal soul of

the world. The first matter is neither corporeal

nor sensible, it is eternal and unchangeable, the

fruitful mother of forms and their grave. Form
and matter, says Bruno, pursuing this fanciful ana-

logy, may be compared to male and female. Form
never errs, is never imperfect, but through its con-

junction with matter ;
it might adopt the words of

the father of the human race : Mulier quam mihi

dedisti, (la materia, la quale mi hai dato consorte,)

me decepit, (lei e cagione d' ogni mio peccato.)

The speculations of Bruno now become more and

more subtle, and he admits, that our understandings
cannot grasp what he pretends to demonstrate the

identity of a simply active and simply passive prin-

ciple : but the question really is, whether we can

see any meaning in his propositions.

13. We have said that the system of Bruno

seems to involve a double pantheism. The first is

of a simple kind, the hylozoism, which has been

exhibited in the preceding paragraph ;
it excludes

a creative deity, in the strict sense of creation, but

leaving an active provident intelligence, does not

seem by any means chargeable with positive atheism.

But to this soul of the world Bruno appears not

da Platonici fabbro del mondo,
p. 235.

Dunque abbiamo un principio
intrinseco formale eterno e sussis-

tente incomparabilmente migliore
di quello, che ban finto li sophisti,
che versano circa gl' accidenti,

ignorant! de la sustanza de le cose,

e che vengono a ponere le sustanze

corrottibili, per che quello chia-

mano massimamente, primamente
e principalmente sustanza, che ri-

sulta da la composizione ; il che
non e altro, ch' uno accidente, che
non contiene in se nulla stabilita e

verita, e si risolve in nulla, p. 242.
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to have ascribed the name of divinity.* The first

form, and the first matter, and all the forms gene-
rated by the two, make, in his theory, but one

being, the infinite unchangeable universe, in which

is every thing, both in power and in act, and which,

being all things collectively, is no one thing sepa-

rately ;
it is form and not form, matter and not mat-

ter, soul and not soul. He expands this mysterious

language much further, resolving the whole nature

of the deity into an abstract, barren, all embracing

unity, t

CHAP.
in.

* Son tre sorti d' intelletto ;
il

divino, ch' e tutto ; questo mon-

dano, che fa tutto ; gli altri parti-

culari, che si fanno tutte Ev

vera causa efficiente (!' intelletto

mondano) non tanto estrinseca,

come anco intrinseca di tutte cose

naturali. ... Mi par, che detra-

hano a la divina bonta e a 1' eccel-

lenza di questo grande animale e

simulacro del primo principio

quelli, che non vogliano intendere,
ne affirmare, il mondo con li suoi

merabri essere animate, p. 239.

f E x

dunque 1' universe uno,

infinite, immobile. Uno dico e la

possibilita assoluta, uno 1' atto,

una la forma o anima, una la ma-
teria o corpo, una la cosa, uno lo

ente, uno il massimo e ottimo, il

quale non deve posser essere com-

preso, e pero infinibile e intermin-

abile, e per tanto infinite e inter-

minato, e per conseguenza immo-
bile. Questo non si muove local-

mente ; per che non ha cosa fuor

di se, eve si trasporte, atteso che

sia il tutto. Non si genera ; per
che non e altro essere, che lui

possa desiderare o aspettare, atteso

che abbia tutto lo essere. Non si

corrompe ; perche non e altra cosa,
in cui si cangi, atteso che lui sia

ogni cosa. Non pud sininuirc o

crescere, atteso ch' e infinito, a cui

come non si puo aggiungere, cosi e

da cui non si pud sottrarre, per cid

che lo infinito non ha parti propor-
zionali. Non e alterabile in altra

disposizione, per che non ha ester-

no, da cui patisca, e per cui venga
in qualche affezione. Oltre che

per comprender tutte contrarietadi

nell' esser suo, in unit a e conveni-

enza, e nessuna inclinazione pos-
ser avere ad altro e novo essere, o

pur ad altro e altro modo d' essere,
non puo esser soggetto di muta-
zione secundo qualita alcuna, ne

Pud
aver contrario o diverse, che

alteri, per che in lui e ogni cosa
concorde. Non e materia, per che
non e figurato, ne figurabile, non
e terminato, ne terminable. Non
e forma, per che non informa, ne

figura altro, atteso che e tutto, e

massimo, e uno, e universe. Non
e misurabile, ne misura. Non si

comprende ; per che non e maggior
di se. Non si e compreso ; per-
che non e minor di se. Non si

agguaglia ; per che non e altro e

altro, ma uno e medesimo. Es-
sendo medesimo ed uno, non ha
essere ed esscre ; et per che non
ha essere ed essere, non ha parti
e parti ; e per cid che non ha partc
e parte, non e composto. Questo
e tcrmine di sorte, che non e ter-

mine ; e talmente forma, che non

4-
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CHAP.
III.

Bruno's
other

writings.

14. These bold theories of Jordano Bruno are

chiefly contained in the treatise Delia Causa, Prin-

cipio ed Uno. In another entitled DelP Infinite

Universe e Mondi, which, like the former, is

written in dialogue, he asserts the infinity of the

universe, and the plurality of worlds. That the

stars are suns, shining by their own light, that each

has its revolving planets, now become the familiar

creed of children, were then among the enormous

e forma ; e talmente materia, che

non e materia ; e talmente anima,
che non e anima ; per che e il

tutto indifferentemente, e pero e

uno, 1' universe e uno, p. 280.

Ecco, come non e possibile, ma
necessario, che 1' ottimo, massimo

incomprensibile e tutto, e par tutto,

e in tutto, per che come simplice
ed indivisibile puo esser tutto, esser

per tutto, essere in tutto. E cosi

non e stato vanamente detto, che

Giove empie tutte le cose, inabita

tutte le parti dell' universo, e cen-

tro di cio, che ha 1' essere uno in

tutto, e per cui uno e tutto. II

quale, essendo tutte le cose, e

comprendendo tutto 1' essere in se,

viene a far, che ogni cosa sia in

ogni cosa. Ma mi direste, per
che dunque le cose si cangiano,
la materia particolare si forza ad
altre forme ? vi rispondo, che non
e mutazione, che cerca altro essere,
ma altro modo di essere. E questa
e la differenza tra 1' universo e le

cose dell' universo ; per che nullo

comprende tutto 1' essere e tutti

modi di essere ; di queste ciascuna
ha tutto 1' essere, ma non tutti i

modi di essere, p. 282.
The following sonnet by Brun6

is characteristic of his mystical

imagination ; but we must not con-
found the personification of an
abstract idea with theism :

Causa, Principle, ed Uno sempiterno,
Onde 1' esser, la vita, il moto pende,
E a lungo, a largo, e profondo si stende

Quanto si dice in ciel, terra ed inferno;
Con senso, con ragion, con mente scerno

Ch' atto, misura e conto non comprende,
Quel vigor, mole e numero, che tende
Oltre ogni inferior, mezzo e superno.

Cieco error, tempo avaro, ria fortuna,
Sorda invidia, vil rabbia, iniquo zelo,
Crudo cor, empio ingegno, strano ardire,
Non basteranno a farmi 1' aria bruna,

Non mi porrann' avanti gP occhi il velo,
Non faran mai, ch' il mio bel Sol non mire.

If I have quoted too much from some late writers have not fully
Jordano Bruno it may be excused seen the character of his specula-
by the great rarity of his works, tions.

which has been the cause that
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paradoxes and capital offences of Bruno. His strong CHAP.

assertion of the Copernican theory was, doubtless,
'

not quite so singular, yet this had but few proselytes
in the sixteenth century. His other writings, of all

which Buhle has furnished us with an account, are

numerous
;
some of them relate to the art of Ray-

mond Lully, which Bruno professed to esteem

very highly ;
and in these mnemonical treatises

he introduced much of his own theoretical philo-

sophy. Others are more exclusively metaphysical,
and designed to make his leading principles, as to

unity, number, and form, more intelligible to the

common reader. They are full, according to what

we find in Brucker and Buhle, of strange and non-

sensical propositions, such as men, unable to master

their own crude fancies on subjects above their reach,

are wont to put forth. None, however, of his pro-

ductions, has been more often mentioned than the

Spaccio della Bestia Trionfante, alleged by some

to be full of his atheistical impieties, while others

have taken it for a mere satire on the Roman
church. This diversity was very natural in those

who wrote of a book they had never seen. It now

appears that this famous work is a general moral

satire in an allegorical form, with little that could

excite attention, and less that could give such

offence as to provoke the author's death.*

15. Upon the whole, we may probably place General

Bruno in this province of speculative philosophy,

though not high, yet above Cesalpin, or any of the

school of Averroes. He has fallen into great

errors, but they seem to have perceived no truth.

* Gmguent1

, vol. vii., has given an analysis of the Spaccio della Bestia.
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CHAP. His doctrine was not original ;
it came from the

'

Eleatic philosophers, from Plotinus and the Neo-

Platonists *, and in some measure from Plato him-

self; and it is ultimately, beyond doubt, of oriental

origin. What seems most his own, and I must

speak very doubtfully as to this, is the syncretism of

the tenet of a pervading spirit, an Anima Mundi,
which in itself is an imperfect theism, with the

more pernicious hypothesis of an universal Monad,
to which every distinct attribute, except unity, was

to be denied. Yet it is just to observe that, in one

passage already quoted in a note, Bruno expressly

says,
" there are three kinds of intelligence, the

divine, which is every thing ; the mundane, which

does every thing ;
and the particular intelligences,

which are all made by the second." The incon-

ceivableness of ascribing intelligence to Bruno's

universe, and yet thus distinguishing it as he does

from the mundane intelligence, may not perhaps be

a sufficient reason for denying him a place among
theistic philosophers. But it must be confessed,

that the general tone of these dialogues conveys
no other impression than that of a pantheism, in

which every vestige of a supreme intelligence,

beyond his soul of the world, is effaced, t

* See a valuable analysis of the first names among the saints of the

philosophy of Plotinus in Degeran- church. It is probable that his

do's Histoire Comparee des Sys- influence, as it is, has not been
temes, iii. 357. (edit. 1823.). It small in modelling the mystic
will be found that his language theology. Scotus Erigena was of
with respect to the mystic supre- the same school, and his language
macy of unity, is that of Bruno about the first Monad is similar
himself. Plotin, however, was not to that of Bruno. Degerando,
only theistic, but intensely reli- vol. iv. p. 372.

gious, and if he had come a century f I can hardly agree with Mr.
later would, instead of a heathen Whewell in supposing that Jordano

philosopher, have been one of the Bruno "
probably had a consider-
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16. The system, if so it may be called, of Bruno, CHAP.

was essentially dogmatic, reducing the most subtle
'

and incomprehensible mysteries into positive aphor- t̂

c

e

ep
r

tic

*J

isms of science. Sanchez, a Portuguese physician, Sanchez.

settled as a public instructor at Toulouse, took a

different course ; the preface of his treatise, Quod
Nihil Scitur, is dated from that city in 1576 ;

but

no edition is known to have existed before 1581.*

This work is a mere tissue of sceptical fallacies,

propounded, however, with a confident tone not

unusual in that class of sophists. He begins ab-

ruptly with these words : Nee unum hoc scio, me
nihil scire, conjector tamen nee me nee alios. Haec

mihi vexillum propositio sit, haec sequenda venit,

Nihil Scitur. Hanc si probare scivero, merito

concludam nihil sciri
;

si nescivero, hoc ipso melius ;

id enim asserebam. A good deal more follows in

the same sophistical style of cavillation. Hoc
unum semper maxime ab aliquo expetivi, quod
modo facio, ut vere diceret an aliquid perfecte

sciret ; nusquam tamen inveni, praeterquam in

sapiente illo proboque viro Socrate (licet et Pyr-

rhonii, Academici et Sceptici vocati, cum Favorino

id etiam assererent) quod hoc unum sciebat quod
nihil sciret. Quo solo dicto mihi doctissimus indi-

able share in introducing the new * Brucker, iv. 54 1., with this

opinions (of Copernicus) into fact before his eyes, strangely

England." Hist, of Inductive asserts Sanchez to have been born

Sciences, i. 385. Very few in in 1562. Buhle and Cousin copy
England seem to have embraced him without hesitation. Antonio
these opinions; and those who is ignorant of any edition of "

Quod
did so, like Wright and Gilbert, Nihil Scitur," except that of Rot-
were men who had somewhat terdam in 1649.

; and ignorant also

better reasons than the iptc dint that the book contains any thing
of a wandering Italian. remarkable.
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CHAP, catur ; quanquam nee adhuc omnino mihi explerit
'

mentem
;
cum et illud unum, sicut alia, ignoraret.*

17. Sanchez puts a few things well ; but his

scepticism, as we perceive, is extravagant. After

descanting on Montaigne's favourite topic, the

various manners and opinions of mankind, he says,

Non finem faceremus si omnes omnium mores

recensere vellemus. An tu his eandem rationem,

quam nobis, omnino putes ? Mihi non verisimile

videtur. Nihil tamen ambo scimus. Negabis
forsan tales aliquos esse homines. Non contendam ;

sic ab aliis accepi.t Yet, notwithstanding his

sweeping denunciation of all science in the boldest

tone of Pyrrhonism, Sanchez comes at length to

admit the possibility of a limited or probable know-

ledge of truth
j and, as might perhaps be expected,

conceives that he had himself attained it.
" There

are two modes," he observes,
" of discovering truth,

by neither of which do men learn the real nature

of things, but yet obtain some kind of insight into

them. These are experiment and reason, neither

being sufficient alone
;
but experiments, however

well conducted, do not show us the nature of things,
and reason can only conjecture them. Hence
there can be no such thing as perfect science

; and
books have been employed to eke out the defi-

ciencies ofour own experience ;
but their confusion,

prolixity, multitude, and want of trust-worthiness

prevents this resource from being ofmuch value, nor

is life long enough for so much study. Besides, this

perfect knowledge requires a perfect recipient of

it, and a right disposition of the subject of know-

*
P. 10. f p. 39.
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ledge, which two I have never seen. Reader, if CHAP.

you have met with them, write me word." He
'

concludes this treatise by promising another,
" in

which we shall explain the method of knowing
truth, as far as human weakness will permit ;

"
and,

as his self-complacency rises above his affected

scepticism, adds, mihi in animo est firmam et facilem

quantum possim scientiam fundare.

18. This treatise of Sanchez bears witness to a

deep sense of the imperfections of the received

systems in science and reasoning, and to a restless

longing for truth, which strikes us in other writers of

this latter period of the sixteenth century. Lord

Bacon, I believe, has never alluded to Sanchez,

and such paradoxical scepticism was likely to dis-

gust his strong mind ; yet we may sometimes

discern signs of a Baconian spirit in the attacks of

our Spanish philosopher on the syllogistic logic, as

being built on abstract, and not significant terms,

and in his clear perception of the difference be-

tween a knowledge of words and one of things.

19. What Sanchez promised and Bacon gave, a Logic of

new method of reasoning, by which truth might
be better determined than through the common

dialectics, had been partially attempted already by
Aconcio, mentioned in the last chapter as one of

those highly-gifted Italians who fled for religion

to a Protestant country. Without openly assailing

the authority of Aristotle, he endeavoured to

frame a new discipline of the faculties for the

discovery of truth. His treatise, De Methodo,
sive Recta Investigandarum Tradendarumque Sci-

entiarum Ratione, was published at Basle in 1558,
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CHAP, and was several times reprinted, till later works,

__^Ll_ those especially of Bacon and Des Cartes, caused it

to be forgotten. Aconcio defines logic, the right

method of thinking and teaching, rectacontemplandi

docendique ratio. Of the importance of method,

or right order in prosecuting our inquiries, he

thinks so highly, that if thirty years were to be

destined to intellectual labour, he would allot two-

thirds of the time to acquiring dexterity in this art,

which seems to imply that he did not consider it

very easy. To know any thing, he tells us, is to

know what it is, or what are its causes and effects.

All men have the germs of knowledge latent in

them, as to matters cognizable by human faculties
;

it is the business of logic to excite and develope
them : Notiones illas seu scintillas sub cinere la-

tentes detegere apteque ad res obscuras illustrandas

applicare.*

20. Aconcio next gives rules at length for con-

structing definitions, by attending to the genus
and differentia. These rules are good, and

might very properly find a place in a book of

logic ;
but whether they contain much that would

vainly be sought in other writers, we do not deter-

mine. He comes afterwards to the methods of

distributing a subject. The analytic method is by
all means to be preferred for the investigation of

truth, and, contrary to what Galen and others have

advised, even for communicating it to others
;

since a man can learn that of which he is ignorant,

only by means of what is better known, whether
he does this himself, or with help of a teacher

;

the only process being, a notioribus ad minus nota.

*
p. so.
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In this little treatise of Aconcio, there seem to CHAP.

be the elements of a sounder philosophy, and a
'

more steady direction of the mind to discover the

reality of things than belonged to the logic of the

age, whether as taught by the Aristotelians or by
Ramus. It has not however been quoted by Lord

Bacon, nor are we sure that he has profited by it.

21. A more celebrated work than this by
Aconcio is one by the distinguished scholar, Marius d

Nizolius,
" De Veris Principiis et Vera Ratione PhilosoPby-

Philosophandi contra Pseudo-Philosophies." (Par-

ma, 1553.) It owes however, what reputation it

possesses to Leibnitz, who reprinted it in 1670,

with a very able preface, one of his first contribu-

tions to philosophy. The treatise itself, he says,

was almost strangled in the birth
;
and certainly

the invectives of Nizolius against the logic and

metaphysics of Aristotle could have had little

chance of success in a country like Italy, where

that authority was more undoubted and durable

than in any other. The aim of Nizolius was to

set up the best authors of Greece and Rome and

the study of philology against the scholastic ter-

minology. But certainly this polite literature was

not sufficient for the discovery of truth ; nor does

the book keep up to the promise of its title,

though, by endeavouring to eradicate barbarous

sophistry, he may be said to have laboured in the

interests of real philosophy. The preface of Leib-

nitz animadverts on what appeared to him some

metaphysical errors of Nizolius, especially an ex-

cess of nominalism, which tended to undermine

the foundations of certainty, and his presumptuous
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CHAP.
III.

scorn of Aristotle. * His own object was rather

to recommend the treatise as a model of philoso-

phical language without barbarism, than to be-

stow much praise on its philosophy. Brucker has

spoken of it rather slightingly, and Buhle with

much contempt. I am not prepared by a sufficient

study of its contents to pass any judgment ;
but

Buhle's censure has appeared to me somewhat un-

fair. Dugald Stewart, who was not acquainted
with what the latter has said, thinks Nizolius

deserving of more commendation than Brucker

has assigned to him.t He argues against all dia-

lectics, and therefore differs from Ramus
;
con-

* Nizolius maintained that uni-

versal terras were only particulars
collective sumpta. Leibnitz replies,
that they are particulars dis-

tributive sumpta j as, omnis homo
est animal means, that every one
man is an animal ; not that the

genus man, taken collectively, is

an animal. Nee vero Nizolii error

hie levis est ; habet enim magnum
aliquid in recessu. Nam si uni-

versalia nihil aliud sunt quam sin-

gularium collectiones, sequitur,
scientiam nullam haberi per demon-

strationem, quod et infra colligit

Nizolius, sed collectionem singula-
rium seu inductionem. Sed ea

ratione prorsus evertuntur scientiae,

ac Sceptici vicere. Nam nunquam
constitui possunt ea ratione pro-

positiones perfecte universales,

quia inductione nunquam certus

es, omnia individue a te tentata

ease ; sed semper intra hanc pro-

positionem subsistes ; omnia ilia

quae expertus sum sunt talia ; cum
vero non possit esse ulla ratio

universalis, semper manebit possi-
bile innumera quae tu non sis ex-

pertus esse diversa. Hinc jam
patet inductionem per se nihil

producere, ne certitudinem qui-

dem moralem, sine adminiculo

propositionum non ab inductione,
sed ratione universali prudentium ;

nam si essent et adminicula ab in-

ductione, indigerent novis admini-

culis, nee haberetur certitudo mo-
ralis in infinitum. Sed certitudo

moralis ab inductione sperari plane
non potest, additis quibuscunque
adminiculis, et propositionem hanc,
totum magis esse sua parte, sola

inductione nunquam perfecte scie-

mus. Mox enim prodibit, qui ne-

gabit ob peculiarem quondam ra-

tionem in aliis nondum tentatis

veram esse, quemadmodum ex fac-

to scimus Gregorium a Sancto
Vincentio negasse totum esse majus
sua parte, in angulis saltern con-

tactus, alios in infinite ; et Tho-
mam Hobbes (at quern virum !)

crepisse dubitare de propositione
ilia geometrica a Pythagora de-

monstrata, et hecatombae sacrificio

digna habita; quod ego non sine

stupore legi. This extract is not

very much to the purpose of
the text, but it may please some
of those who take an interest in

such speculations.

f-
Dissertation on Progress of

Philosophy, p. 38.
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eluding with two propositions as the result of his CHAP.

whole book : That as many logicians and metaphy-
'

sicians as are any where found, so many capital

enemies of truth will then and there exist
;
and that,

so long as Aristotle shall be supreme in the logic

and metaphysics of the schools, so long will error

and barbarism reign over the mind. There is no-

thing very deep or pointed in this summary of his

reasoning.
22. The Margarita Antoniana, by Gomez Pe- Margarita

reira, published at Medina del Campo in 1554, has

been chiefly remembered as the ground of one of

the many charges against Des Cartes, for appropri-

ating unacknowledged opinions of his predecessors.
The book is exceedingly scarce, which has been

strangely ascribed to the efforts of Des Cartes to

suppress it.* There is however a copy of the

original edition in the British Museum, and it has

been reprinted in Spain. It was an unhappy theft,

if theft it were ; for what Pereira maintained was

precisely the most untenable proposition of the

great French philosopher the absence of sensation

in brutes. Pereira argues against this with an ex-

traordinary disregard of common phenomena, on

the assumption of certain maxims which cannot

be true, if they contradict inferences from our ob-

servation far more convincing than themselves.

We find him give a curious reason for denying that

we can infer the sensibility of brutes from their

*
Biogr. Univ. Brunei, Manuel According to Brunet, several

du Libraire. Bayle has a long copies have been sold in France,
article on Pereira, but though he some of them at no great price.

says the book had been shown to The later edition, of 1749, is of

him, he wanted probably the oppor- course cheaper.
t unit \ to read much of it.

VOL. II. M
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CHAP, outward actions
; namely, that this would prove too

_^ much, and lead us to believe them rational beings ;

instancing among other stories, true or false, of

apparent sagacity, the dog in pursuit of a hare,

who, coming where two roads meet, if he traces

no scent on the first, takes the other without trial.
*

Pereira is a rejecter of Aristotelian despotism ;
and

observes that in matters of speculation and not

of faith, no authority is to be respected, t Not-

withstanding this assertion of freedom, he seems to

be wholly enchained by the metaphysics of the

schools ;
nor should I have thought the book

worthy of notice, but for its scarcity and the cir-

cumstance above-mentioned about Des Cartes.

23. These are, as far as I know, the only works

deserving of commemoration in the history of

speculative philosophy. A few might easily be

inserted from the catalogues of libraries, or from

biographical collections, as well as from the learned

labours ofMorhof, Brucker, Tennemann,andBuhle.
It is also not to be doubted, that in treatises of a dif-

ferent character, theological, moral, or medical, very

many passages, worthy of remembrance for their

truth, their ingenuity, or originality, might be dis-

covered, that bear upon the best methods of rea-

soning, the philosophy of the human mind, the

theory of natural religion, or the general system of

the material world.

Logic of 24. We should not however conclude this chap-
ter without adverting to the dialectical method of

* Fol. 18. This is continually experience? I ask for information
told of dogs ; but does any sensible only,
sportsman confirm it by his own

(
Fol. 4.
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Ramus, whom we left at the middle of the century, CHAP.

struggling against all the arms of orthodox logic
in the university of Paris. The reign of Henry
II. was more propitious to him than that of Francis.

In 1551, through the patronage of the Cardinal of

Lorraine, Ramus became royal professor of rhetoric

and philosophy ;
and his new system which, as

has been mentioned, comprehended much that was

important in the art of rhetoric, began to make
numerous proselytes. Omer Talon, known for a

treatise on eloquence, was among the most ardent

of these
;
and to him we owe our most authentic

account of the contest of Ramus with the Sorbonne.

The latter were not conciliated, of course, by the suc-

cess of their adversary ;
and Ramus having adhered

to the Huguenot party in the civil feuds of France,

it has been ascribed to the malignity of one of his

philosophical opponents, that he perished in the

massacre of St. Bartholomew. He had however

already, by personally travelling and teaching in

Germany, spread the knowledge of his system over

that country. It was received in some of the

German universities with great favour, notwith-

standing the influence which Melanchthon's name

retained, and which had been entirely thrown into

the scale of Aristotle. The Ramists and Anti-

Ramists battled it in books of logic through the

rest of this century, as well as afterwards
;
but this

was the principal period of Ramus's glory. In

Italy he had few disciples ;
but France, England,

and still more Scotland and Germany were full of

them. Andrew Melville introduced the logic of

Ramus at Glasgow. It was resisted for some time at

M 2
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CHAP. St. Andrew's, but ultimately became popular in all

_____ the Scottish universities.* Scarce any eminent

public school, says Brucker, can be named, in which

the Ramists were not teachers. They encountered

an equally zealous militia under the Aristotelian

standard; while some, with the spirit of compromise,
which always takes possession ofa few minds, though
it is rarely very successful, endeavoured to unite the

two methods, which in fact do not seem essentially

exclusive of each other. It cannot be required of

me to give an account of books so totally forgotten,

and so uninteresting in their subjects as these

dialectical treatises on either side. The importance
of Ramus in philosophical history is not so much
founded on his own deserts, as on the effect he pro-
duced in loosening the fetters of inveterate pre-

judice, and thus preparing the way, like many
others of his generation, for those who were to be

the restorers of genuine philosophy.t

* Mac Crie's Life of Melville, f Brucker, v. 576. Buhle, ii.

ii. 306. 601.
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CHAP. IV.

HISTORY OF MORAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

AND OF JURISPRUDENCE, FROM 1550 TO 1600.

SECT. I. ON MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Soto Hooker Essays of Montaigne Their Influence on the Public

Italian and English Moralists.

1. IT must naturally be supposed that by far the CHAP.

greater part ofwhat was written on moral obligations

in the sixteenth century will be found in the theolo-

gical quarter of ancient libraries. The practice of

auricular confession broughtwith it an entire science

of casuistry, which had gradually been wrought into

a complicated system. Many, once conspicuous
writers in this province, belong to the present

period ;
but we shall defer the subject till we

arrive at the next, when it had acquired a more

prominent importance.
2. The first original work of any reputation in Soto, DC

ethical philosophy since the revival of letters, and

which, being apparently designed in great measure

for the chair of the confessional, serves as a sort of

link between the class of mere casuistry and the

philosophical systems of morals which were to fol-

low, is by Dominic Soto, a Spanish Dominican,

who played an eminent part in the deliberations of

the council of Trent, in opposition both to the

papal court and to the theologians of the Scotist,

or, as it was then reckoned by its adversaries, the

M 3
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CHAP. Semi-Pelagian schooL This folio volume, entitled

De Justitia et Jure, was first published, according

to the Biographie Universelle, at Antwerp, in

1568. It appears to be founded on the writings

of Thomas Aquinas, the polar star of every true

Dominican. Every question is discussed with that

remarkable observation of distinctions, and that

unremitting desire, both to comprehend and to

distribute a subject, which is displayed in many of

these forgotten folios, and ought to inspire us with

reverence for the zealous energy of their authors,

even when we find it impossible, as must generally

be the case, to read so much as a few pages con-

secutively, or when we light upon trifling and

insufficient arguments in the course of our casual

glances over the volume.

Hooker. 3. Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity might seem

more properly to fall under the head of theology ;

but the first book of this work being by much the

best, Hooker ought rather to be reckoned among
those who have weighed the principles, and de-

lineated the boundaries of moral and political

science. I have, on another occasion *, done full

justice to the wisdom and eloquence of this earliest

among the great writers of England, who, having
drunk at the streams of ancient philosophy, has ac-

quired from Plato and Tully somewhat of their re-

dundancy and want of precision, with their compre-
hensiveness of observation and their dignity of soul.

The reasonings of Hooker, though he bore in the

ensuing century the surname of judicious, are not

always safe or satisfactory, nor, perhaps, can they
* Constitut. Hist. Engl. chap. iv.
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be reckoned wholly clear or consistent ; his learn- CHAP.

ing, though beyond that of most English writers
'

in that age, is necessarily uncritical
;
and his fun-

damental theory, the mutability of ecclesiastical

government, has as little pleased those for whom
he wrote as those whom he repelled by its means.

But he stood out at a vast height above his prede-
cessors and contemporaries in the English church,

and was, perhaps, the first of our writers who had

any considerable acquaintance with the philo-

sophers of Greece, not merely displayed in quo-

tation, of which others may have sometimes set

an example, but in a spirit of reflection and com-

prehensiveness which the study of antiquity alone

could have infused. The absence of minute rami-

fications of argument, in which the schoolmen

loved to spread out, distinguishes Hooker from the

writers who had been trained in those arid dia-

lectics, such as Soto or Suarez : but, as I have

hinted, considering the depth and difficulty of

several questions that he deals with in the first

book of the Polity, we might wish for a little less

of the expanded palm of rhetoric, and somewhat

of more dialectical precision in the reasoning.
*

It has been shown with irre- very book, but by the remarkable
sistible proof by the last editor of fact, that a series of remarks by
Hooker, that the sixth book of the two friends of Hooker on the

Ecclesiastical Polity has been lost j
sixth book are extant, and pub-

that which we read as such being, lished in the last edition, which
with the exception of a few para- were obviously designed for a

graphs at the beginning, altogether totally different treatise from that

a different production, though bear- which has always passed for the

ing marks of the same author, sixth book of the Ecclesiastical

This is proved, not only by its Polity. This can only be explained
want of relation to the general by the confusion in which Hooker's

object of the work, and to the sub- manuscripts were left at his death,

jcct announced in the title of this and upon which suspicions of inter-

M 4-
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CHAP. 4. Hooker, like most great moral writers both
'

of antiquity and of modern ages, rests his posi-
His theory tions On one solid basis, the eternal obligation of
of natural c>

> .

law. natural law. A small number had been inclined

to maintain an arbitrary power of the Deity, even

over the fundamental principles of right and wrong ;

but the sounder theologians seem to have held

that, however the will of God may be the proper
source of moral obligation in mankind, concerning
which they were not more agreed then than they
have been since, it was impossible for him to de-

viate from his immutable rectitude and holiness.

They were unanimous also in asserting the capa-

city of the human faculties to discern right from

wrong, little regarding what they deemed the pre-

judices or errors that had misled many nations,

and more or less influenced the majority of man-

kind.

Doubts felt 5. But there had never been wanting those who,
by others.

struck by the diversity of moral judgments and be-

haviour among men, and especially under circum-

polation have been founded. Such

suspicions are not reasonable ; and,

notwithstanding the exaggerated

language which has sometimes been

used, I think it very questionable
whether any more perfect manu-

script was ever in existence. The
reasoning in the seventh and eighth
books appears as elaborate, the

proofs as full, the grammatical
structure as perfect as in the earlier

books; and the absence of those

passages of eloquence, which we
occasionally find in the former,
cannot afford even a presumption
that the latter were designed to

be written over again. The eighth

book is manifestly incomplete,
wanting some discussions which
the author had announced ; but
this seems rather adverse to the

hypothesis of a more elaborate

copy. The more probable infer-

ence is, that Hooker was inter-

rupted by death before he had

completed his plan. It is possible
also that the conclusion of the

eighth book has been lost like the
sixth. All the stories on this sub-

ject in Walton's Life of Hooker,
who seems to have been a man
always too credulous of anecdote,
are unsatisfactory to any one who
exacts real proof.
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stances of climate, manners, or religion, different CHAP.

from our own, had found it hard to perceive how
reason could be an unerring arbiter, when there

was so much discrepancy in what she professed
to have determined. The relations of travellers,

continually pressing upon the notice of Europe in

the sixteenth century, and perhaps rather more

exaggerated than at present, in describing barbarous

tribes, afforded continual aliment to the suspicion.

It was at least evident, without any thing that

could be called unreasonable scepticism, that these

diversities ought to be well explained and sifted

before we acquiesced in the pleasant conviction

that we alone could be in the right.

6. The Essays of Montaigne, the first edition of Essays of

which appeared at Bordeaux in 1580 *, make in
Montai ne-

several respects an epoch in literature, less on

account of their real importance, or the novel

truths they contain, than of their influence upon
the taste and the opinions of Europe. They are

the first provocatio ad populum, the first appeal
from the porch and the academy to the haunts of

busy and of idle men, the first book that taught
the unlearned reader to observe and reflect for

himself on questions of moral philosophy. In an

age when every topic of this nature was treated sys-

tematically and in a didactic form, he broke out with-

out connexion of chapters, with all the digressions

that levityand garrulous egotism could suggest, with

a very delightful, but at that time, most unusual

rapidity of transition from seriousness to gaiety.

* This edition contains only the Essays ; the third was published
first and second books of the in that of Paris, 1588.
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CHAP. It would be to anticipate much of what will de-
IV'

mand attention in the ensuing century, were we to

mention here the conspicuous writers who, more or

less directly, and with more or less of close imita-

tion, may be classed in the school of Montaigne ;

it embraces, in fact, a large proportion of French

and English literature, and especially of that which

has borrowed his title of Essays. No prose writer

of the sixteenth century has been so generally read,

nor probably given so much delight. Whatever

may be our estimate of Montaigne as a philosopher,

a name which he was far from arrogating, there

will be but one opinion of the felicity and brightness

of his genius.
Their cha- 7. It is SL striking proof of these qualities, that

we cannot help believing him to have struck out all

his thoughts by a spontaneous effort of his mind,

and to have fallen afterwards upon his quotations
and examples by happy accident. I have little doubt

but that the process was different ; and that, either

by dint of memory, though he absolutely disclaims

the possessing a good one, or by the usual method
of common-placing, he had made his reading instru-

mental to excite his own ingenious and fearless

understanding. His extent of learning was by no

means great for that age, but the whole of it was

brought to bear on his object ;
and it is a proof of

Montaigne's independence of mind that, while a

vast mass of erudition was the only regular passport
to fame, he read no authors but such as were most
fitted to his own habits of thinking. Hence he dis-

plays an unity, a self-existence, which we seldom find

so complete in other writers. His quotations, though
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they perhaps make more than one halfof his Essays, CHAP.

seem parts of himself, and are like limbs of his own
IV'

mind, which could not be separated without lace-

ration. But over all is spread a charm of a fascinat-

ing simplicity, and an apparent abandonment of the

whole man to the easy inspiration of genius, com-

bined with a good-nature, though rather too epi-

curean and destitute of moral energy, which, for

that very reason, made him a favourite with men
of similar dispositions, for whom courts, and camps,
and country mansions were the proper soil.

8. Montaigne is superior to any of the ancients

in liveliness, in that careless and rapid style, where

one thought springs naturally, but not consecu-

tively, from another, by analogical rather than

deductive connexion ;
so that, while the reader

seems to be following a train of arguments, he is

imperceptibly hurried to a distance by some con-

tingent association. This may be observed in half

his essays, the titles of which often give us little

insight into their general scope. Thus the apology
for Raimond de Sebonde is soon forgotten in the

long defence of moral Pyrrhonism, which occupies
the twelfth chapter of the second book. He some-

times makes a show of coming back from his ex-

cursions ; but he has generally exhausted himself

before he does so. This is what men love to prac-

tise (not advantageously for their severer studies)

in their own thoughts; they love to follow the

casual associations that lead them through pleasant

labyrinths as one riding along the high road is

glad to deviate a little into the woods, though it

may sometimes happen that he will lose his way, and
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CHAP, find himself far remote from his inn. And such is
'

the conversational style of lively and eloquent old

men. We converse with Montaigne, or rather hear

him talk
;

it is almost impossible to read his essays

without thinking that he speaks to us ; we see his

cheerful brow, his sparkling eye, his negligent, but

gentlemanly demeanour
; we picture him in his

armchair, with his few books round the room, and

Plutarch on the table.

9. The independence of his mind produces

great part of the charm of his writing ; it redeems

his vanity, without which it could not have been

so fully displayed, or perhaps, so powerfully "felt.

In an age of literary servitude, when every pro-

vince into which reflection could wander was

occupied by some despot ; when, to say nothing of

theology, men found Aristotle, or Ulpian, or Hip-

pocrates, at every turning to dictate their road, it

was gratifying to fall in company with a simple

gentleman who, with much more reading than ge-

nerally belonged to his class, had the spirit to ask

a reason for every rule.

10. Montaigne has borrowed much, besides his

quotations, from the few ancient authors he loved to

study. In one passage he even says that his book is

wholly compiled from Plutarch and Seneca; but this

is evidently intended to throw the critics off their

scent.
" I purposely conceal the authors from

whom I borrow," he says in another place,
" to

check the presumption of those who are apt to

censure what they find in a modern. I am con-

tent that they should lash Seneca and Plutarch
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through my sides." * These were his two favourite CHAP.

authors
;
and in order to judge of the originality

'

of Montaigne in any passage, it may often be ne-

cessary to have a considerable acquaintance with

their works. " When I write," he says,
" I care

not to have books about me ; but I can hardly be

without a Plutarch." t He knew little Greek, but

most editions at that time had a Latin translation :

he needed not for Plutarch to go beyond his own

language. Cicero he did not much admire, except
the epistles to Atticus. He esteemed the moderns

very slightly in comparison with antiquity, though

praising Guicciardini and Philip de Comines.

Dugald Stewart observes, that Montaigne cannot

be suspected of affectation, and therefore must

himself have believed what he says of the badness

of his memory, forgetting, as he tells us, the names

of the commonest things, and even of those he

constantly saw. But his vanity led him to talk

perpetually of himself; and, as often happens to

vain men, he would rather talk of his own failings

than of any foreign subject. He could not have

had a very defective memory so far as it had been

exercised, though he might fall into the common
mistake of confounding his inattention to ordinary

objects with weakness of the faculty.

11. Montaigne seldom defines or discriminates;

his mind had great quickness, but little subtlety ;

his carelessness and impatience of labour rendered

his views practically one-sided
;

for though he was

sufficiently free from prejudice to place the objects

of consideration in different lights, he wanted the

* l.ii. c.32. f l.ii. c. 10.
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CHAP, power, or did not use the diligence, to make thatcom-
'

parative appreciation of facts which is necessary to

distinguish the truth. He appears to most advantage
in matters requiring good sense and calm observa-

tion, as in the education of children. The twenty-

fourth and twenty-eighth chapters of the first book,

which relate to this subject, are among the best in

the collection. His excellent temper made him an

enemy to the harshness and tyranny so frequent at

that time in the management of children, as his clear

understanding did to the pedantic methods of over-

loading and misdirecting their faculties. It re-

quired some courage to argue against the gramma-
rians who had almost monopolized the admiration

of the world. Of these men Montaigne observes,

that though they have strong memories, their

judgment is usually very shallow, making only an

exception for Turnebus, who, though in his opinion,
the greatest scholar that had existed for a thou-

sand years, had nothing of the pedant about him

but his dress. In all the remarks of Montaigne
on human character and manners, we find a liveli-

ness, simplicity, and truth. They are such as his

ordinary opportunities of observation, or his reading

suggested ;
and though several writers have given

proofs of deeper reflection or more watchful dis-

cernment, few are so well calculated to fall in with

the apprehension of the general reader.

12. The scepticism of Montaigne, concerning
which so much has been said, is not displayed in

religion, for he was a steady Catholic, though his

faith seems tohave been rather that of acquiescence
than conviction, nor in such subtleties of metaphy-
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sical Pyrrhonism as we find in Sanchez, which had CHAP.

no attraction for his careless nature. But he had
'

read much of Sextus Empiricus, and might perhaps
have derived something from his favourite Plutarch.

He had also been forcibly struck by the recent narra-

tives of travellers, which he sometimes received with

a credulity as to evidence, not rarely combined with

theoretical scepticism, and which is too much the

fault of his age to bring censure on an individual.

It was then assumed that all travellers were trust-

worthy, and still more that none of the Greek and

Roman authors have recorded falsehoods. Hence he

was at a loss to discover a general rule of moral law,

as an implanted instinct, or necessary deduction of

common reason, in the varying usages and opinions
of mankind. But his scepticism was less extrava-

gant and unreasonable at that time than it would be

now. Things then really doubtful have been proved,
and positions, entrenched by authority which

he dared not to scruple, have been overthrown *
;

truth, in retiring from her outposts, has become
more unassailable in her citadel.

13. It may be deemed a symptom of wanting a

thorough love oftruth when a man overrates, as much
as when he overlooks the difficulties he deals with.

Montaigne is perhaps not exempt from this failing.

Though sincere and candid in his general temper,
he is sometimes more ambitious of setting forth his

own ingenuity than desirous to come to the bottom

of his subject. Hence he is apt to run into the

Montaigne's scepticism
was had probably some weight in dis-

rightly exercised on witchcraft and crediting those superstitions. See
other supernatural stories; and he 1. iii. c. 11.
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CHAP, fallacy common to this class of writers, and which
'

La Mothele Vayer employed much more that of

confounding the variations of the customs of man-

kind in things morally indifferent with those which

affect the principles of duty ;
and hence the

serious writers on philosophy in the next age,

Pascal, Arnauld, Malebranche, animadvert with

much severity on Montaigne. They considered

him, not perhaps unjustly, as an enemy to the

candid and honest investigation of truth, both by
his bias towards Pyrrhonism, and by the great in-

difference of his temperament ; scarcely acknow-

ledging so much as was due the service he had

done by chasing the servile pedantry of the schools,

and preparing the way for closer reasoners than

himself. But the very tone of their censures is

sufficient to prove the vast influence he had exerted

over the world.

14. Montaigne is the earliest classical writer in

the French language, the first whom a gentleman is

ashamed not to have read. So long as an unaffected

style and an appearance of the utmost simplicity
and good nature shall charm, so long as the lovers

of desultory and cheerful conversation shall be more

numerous than thosewho prefer alectureorasermon,

so long as reading is sought by the many as an amuse-

ment in idleness, or a resource in pain, so long will

Montaigne be among the favourite authors of man-

kind. I know not whether the greatest blemish of his

Essays has much impeded their popularity ; they
led the way to the indecency so characteristic of

French literature, but in no writer on serious

topics, except Bayle, more habitual than in Mon-
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taigne. It may be observed, that a larger portion CHAP.

of this quality distinguishes the third book, pub-
'

lished after he had attained a reputation, than the

two former. It is also more overspread by egotism j

and it is not agreeable to perceive that the two

leading faults of his disposition became more un-

restrained and absorbing as he advanced in life.

15. The Italians have a few moral treatises of writers on

this period, but chiefly scarce and little read. The
Instituzioni Morali of Alexander Piccolomini, the

Instituzioni di Tutta la Vita dell' Uomo Nato Nobile

e in citta Libera, by the same author, the Latin

treatise of Mazzoni de Triplici Vita, which, though
we mention it here as partly ethical, seems to be

rather an attempt to give a general survey of all

science, are among the least obscure, though they
have never been of much reputation in Europe.*
But a more celebrated work, relating indeed to a

minor department of ethics, the rules of polite and
decorous behaviour, is the Galateo of Casa, bishop
of Benevento, and an elegant writer of consider-

able reputation. This little treatise is not only ac-

counted superior in style to most Italian prose,
but serves to illustrate the manners of society in

the middle of the sixteenth century. Some of the

improprieties which he censures are such as we
should hardly have expected to find in Italy, and

almost remind us of a strange but graphic poem
of one Dedekind, on the manners of Germany in

* For these books see Tirabos- moral philosophy. This must,
chi, Corniani, and Gingn^ne. Ni- however, be taken very strictly,

ceron, vol. xxiii., observes of Pic- for in a general sense of the word,
colomini, that he was the first who we have seen earlier instances than

employed the Italian language in his Instituzioni Morali in 1575.

VOL. II. N
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CHAP, the sixteenth century, called Grobianus. But
'

his own precepts in other places, though hardly

striking us as novel, are more refined, and relate to

the essential principles of social intercourse, rather

than to its conventional forms.* Casa wrote also

a little book on the duties to be observed between

friends of unequal ranks. The inferior, he advises,

should never permit himself to jest upon his

patron j but, if he is himselfstung by any unpleasing
wit or sharp word, ought to receive it with a smiling

countenance, and to answer so as to conceal his

resentment. It is probable that this art was under-

stood in an Italian palace without the help of

books.

in Eng- 16. There was never a generation in England
which, for worldly prudence and wise observation

of mankind, stood higher than the subjects of

Elizabeth. Rich in men of strong mind, that age
had given them a discipline unknown to ourselves

;

the strictness of the Tudor government, the sus-

picious temper of the queen, the spirit not only
of intolerance, but of inquisitiveness as to religious

dissent, the uncertainties of the future, produced
a caution rather foreign to the English character,

accompanied by a closer attention to the workings
of other men's minds, and their exterior signs.

This, for similar reasons, had long distinguished
the Italians

; but it is chiefly displayed, perhaps, in

their political writings. We find it, in a larger and

* Casa inveighs against the ranks of nobility. One of these

punctilious and troublesome cere- innovations was the use of the
monies, introduced, as he supposes, third person for the second in
from Spain, making distinctions in letters,

the mode of addressing different
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more philosophical sense, near the end of Eliza- CHAP.

beth's reign, when our literature made its first

strong shoot, prompting the short condensed re-

flections of Burleigh and Raleigh, or saturating
with moral observation the mighty soul of Shaks-

peare.

17. The first in time, and we may justly say, the Bacon's

first in excellence of English writings on moral

prudence are the Essays of Bacon. But these, as

we now read them, though not very bulky, are

greatly enlarged since their first publication in 1597-

They then were but ten in number : entitled, 1.

Of Studies ;
2. Of Discourse ;

3. Of Ceremonies

and Respects; 4. Of Followers and Friends; 5. Of
Suitors ; 6. Of Expence ; 7- Of Regiment of

Health ; 8. Of Honour and Reputation ; 9. Of
Faction

; 10. Of Negociating. And even these few

have been expanded in later editions to nearly
double their extent. The rest were added chiefly

in 1612, and the whole were enlarged in 1625.

The pith indeed of these ten essays will be found

in the edition of 1597 ; the additions being merely
to explain, correct, or illustrate. But, as a much

greater number were incorporated with them in

the next century, we shall say no more of Bacon's

Essays for the present.

N 2
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CHAP.
IV.

SECT. II. ON POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY.

Freedom of Writing on Government at this Time Its Games Hotto-

man Languet La Boetie Buchanan Rose Mariana The

Jesuits Botero and Paruta Bodin Analysis of his Republic.

Number of 18. THE present period, especially after 1570, is

far more fruitful than the preceding in the annals

of political science. It produced several works both

of temporary and permanent importance. Before

we come to Bodin, who is its most conspicuous

ornament, it may be fit to mention some less con-

siderable books, which, though belonging partly to

the temporary class, have in several instances sur-

vived the occasion which drew them forth, and

indicate a state of public opinion not unworthy of

notice.

Oppression 19. A constant progress towards absolute mon-

archy, sometimes silent, at other times attended with

violence, had been observable in the principal king-
doms of Europe for the last hundred years. This had

been brought about by various circumstances which

belong to civil history ;
but among others, by a

more skilful management, and a more systematic
attention to the maxims of state-craft, which had

sometimes assumed a sort of scientific form, as in

the Prince of Machiavel, but were more frequently
inculcated in current rulesfamiliar tothe counsellors

of kings. The consequence had been, not only

many flagrant instances of violated public right,
but in some countries, especially France, an habitual

contempt for every moral as well as political re-
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straint on the ruler's will. But oppression is CHAP.

always felt to be such, and the breach of known
'

laws cannot be borne without resentment, though it
and S

P'"J
generated

may without resistance
j

and there were several by it.

causes that tended to generate a spirit of indigna-
tion against the predominant despotism. Inde-

pendent of those of a political nature, which varied

according to the circumstances of kingdoms, there

were three that belonged to the sixteenth century
as a learned and reflecting age, which, if they did

not all exercise a great influence over the multitude,

were sufficient to affect the complexion of litera-

ture, and to indicate a somewhat novel state of

opinion in the public mind.

20. I. From the Greek and Roman poets, ora- Derived

tors, or historians, the scholar derived the prin-

ciples, not only of equal justice, but of equal

privileges ; he learned to reverence free republics,

to abhor tyranny, to sympathize with a Timoleon
ora Brutus. A late English historian, who carried

to a morbid excess his jealousy of democratic

prejudices, fancied that these are perceptible in

the versions of Greek authors by the learned

of the sixteenth century, and that Xylander or

Rhodomann gratified their spite against the sove-

reigns of their own time, by mistranslating their

text in order to throw odium on Philip or Alexan-

der. This is probably unfounded ; but it may
still be true that men, who had imbibed notions,

perhaps as indefinite as exaggerated, of the blessings

of freedom in ancient Rome and Greece, would

draw no advantageous contrast with the palpable
N 3
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CHAP, outrages of arbitrary power before their eyes. We
1V'

have seen, fifty years before, a striking proof of

almost mutinous indignation in the Adages of

Erasmus ; and I have little doubt that further evi-

dence of it might be gleaned from the letters and

From their writings of the learned.

21. II. In proportion as the antiquities of the

existing European monarchies came to be studied,

it could not but appear that the royal authority
had outgrown many limitations that primitive usage
or established law had imposed upon it

;
and the

farther back these researches extended, the more

they seemed, according to some inquirers, to fa-

vour a popular theory of constitutional polity.

III. Neither of these considerations, which af-

fected only the patient scholar, struck so powerfully
on the public mind as the free spirit engendered

by the Reformation, and especially the Judaizing
turn of the early Protestants, those at least of the

Calvinistic school, which sought for precedents and

models in the Old Testament, and delighted to

recount how the tribes of Israel had fallen away
from Rehoboam, how the Maccabees had repelled
the Syrian, how Eglon had been smitten by the

dagger of Ehud. For many years the Protestants

of France had made choice of the sword, when
their alternative was the stake

; and amidst defeat,

treachery, and massacre, sustained an unequal com-
bat with extraordinary heroism, and a constancy
that only a persuasion of acting according to con-

science could impart. That persuasion it was the

business of their ministers and scholars to encourage
by argument. Each of these three principles of
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liberty was asserted by means of the press in the CHAP.

short period between 1570 and 1580.
IV'

22. First in order of publication is the Franco- Fra"c -

Gallia of

Gallia of Francis Hottoman, one of the most emi- Hottoman.

nent lawyers of that age. This is chiefly a col-

lection of passages from the early French historians,

to prove the share of the people in government,
and especially their right of electing the kings of

the first two races. No one, in such inquiries,

would now have recourse to the Franco-Gallia,

which has certainly the defect of great partiality, and

an unwarrantable extension of the author's hypo-
thesis. But it is also true that Hottoman revealed

some facts as to the ancient monarchy of France,

which neither the later historians, flatterers of the

court, nor the lawyers of the parliament of Paris,

against whom he is prone to inveigh, had suffered

to transpire.

23. An anonymous treatise, Vindicise contra Vindid*

Tyrannos, Auctore Stephano Junio Bruto Celta,
anguc

1579, commonly ascribed to Hubert Languet,
the friend of Sir Philip Sydney, breathes the

stern spirit of Judaical Huguenotism. Kings, that

lay waste the church of God, and support idolatry,

kings, that trample upon their subjects' privileges,

may be deposed by the states of their kingdom, who
indeed are bound in duty to do so, though it is not

lawful for private men to take up arms without

authority. As kings derive their pre-eminence
from the will of the people, they may be considered

as feudally vassals of their subjects, so far that they

may forfeit their crown by felony against them.

Though Languet speaks honourably of ancient
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CHAP, tyrannicides, it seems as if he could not mean to
'

justify assassination, since he refuses the right of

resistance to private men.
Un 24,. Hottoman and Languet were both ProteSt-

of Boetie.
-, i -, n i i

ants
; and the latter especially may have been

greatly influenced by the perilous fortunes of their

religion. A short treatise, however, came out in

1578, written probably near thirty years before,

by Stephen de la Boetie, best known to posterity

by the ardent praises of his friend Montaigne, and

an adherent to the church, This is called Le Contr'

Un, ou Discours de la Servitude Volontaire. It

well deserves its title. Roused by the flagitious

tyranny of many contemporary rulers, and none

were worse than Henry II., under whose reign it

was probably written, La Boetie pours forth the

vehement indignation of a youthful heart, full of

the love of virtue and of the brilliant illusions

which a superficial knowledge of ancient history

creates, against the voluntary abjectness of man-

kind, who submit as slaves to one no wiser, no

braver, no stronger than any of themselves. " He
who so plays the master over you has but two

eyes, has but two hands, has but one body, has

nothing more than the least among the vast number
who dwell in our cities

; nothing has he better

than you, save the advantage that you give him,
that he may ruin you. Whence has he so many
eyes to watch you, but that you give them to him ?

How has he so many hands to strike you, but that

he employs your own ? How does he come by
the feet which trample on your cities, but by your
means ? How can he have any power over you,
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but what you give him ? How could he venture to CHAP.

persecute you, if he had not an understanding
'

with yourselves? What harm could he do you,
if you were not receivers of the robber that

plunders you, accomplices of the murderer who
kills you, and traitors to your own selves ? You,

you sow the fruits of the earth, that he may waste

them
; you furnish your houses, that he may pillage

them ; you rear your daughters, that they may glut
his wantonness, and your sons, that he may lead

them at the best to his wars, or that he may send

them to execution, or make them the instruments

of his concupiscence, the ministers of his revenge.
You exhaust your bodies with labour, that he may
revel in luxury, or wallow in base and vile plea-

sures ; you weaken yourselves, that he may become
more strong, and better able to hold you in check.

And yet from so many indignities, that the beasts

themselves, could they be conscious of them, would

not endure, you may deliver yourselves, if you
but make an effort, not to deliver yourselves, but

to show the will to do it. Once resolve to be no

longer slaves, and you are already free. I do not

say that you should assail him, or shake his seat j

merely support him no longer, and you will see

that, like a great Colossus, whose basis has been

removed from beneath him, he will fall by his own

weight, and break to pieces."
*

25. These bursts of a noble patriotism, which no
one who is in the least familiar with the history of

that period will think inexcusable, are much unlike

* Lc Contr'Un of Lu Boetie is published at the end of some editions
of Montaigne.
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CHAP, what we generally expect from the French writers.
' La Boetie, in fact, is almost a single instance of a

thoroughly republican character till nearly the

period ofthe Revolution. Montaigne, the staunchest

supporter of church and state, excuses his friend,
" le plus grand homme, a mon avis, de notre

siecle," assuring us that he was always a loyal sub-

ject, though, if he had been permitted his own

choice,
" he would rather have been born at Venice

than at Sarlat." La Boetie died young in 1561 ;

and his Discourse was written some years before
;
he

might have lived to perceive how much more easy
it is to inveigh against the abuses of government,
than to bring about any thing better by rebellion.

Buchanan, 2g. The three great sources of a free spirit in
De Jure ... ,.. ,-, .. , ,, ..

politics, admiration or antiquity, zeal for reli-

gion, and persuasion of positive right, which

separately had animated La Boetie, Languet, and

Hottoman, united their streams to produce, in

another country, the treatise of George Buchanan

(DeJure Regni apudScotos), a scholar, a Protestant,

and the subject of a very limited monarchy. This

is a dialogue elegantly written, and designed first,

to show the origin of royal government from po-

pular election ; then, the right of putting tyranni-
cal kings to death, according to Scripture, and the

conditional allegiance due to the crown of Scotland,

as proved by the coronation oath, which implies,

that it is received in trust from the people. The

following is a specimen of Buchanan's reasoning,
which goes very materially farther than Languet
had presumed to do :

" Is there then," says
one of the interlocutors,

" a mutual compact be-
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tween the king and the people? M. Thus it CHAP.

seems. B. Does not he, who first violates the
'

compact, and does any thing against his own sti-

pulations, break his agreement ? M. He does.

B. If then, the bond which attached the king to the

people is broken, all rights he derived from the

agreement are forfeited. M. They are forfeited.

B. And he who was mutually bound becomes

as free as before the agreement? M. He has the

same rights and the same freedom as he had before.

B. But if a king should do things tending to

the dissolution of human society, for the preserva-

tion of which he has been made, what name should

we give him ? M. We should call him a tyrant.

B. But a tyrant not only possesses no just au-

thority over his people, but is their enemy ? M.
He is surely their enemy. B. Is there not a just

cause of war against an enemy who has inflicted

heavy and intolerable injuries upon us ? M. There

is. B. What is the nature of a war against the

enemy of all mankind, that is, against a tyrant ?

M. None can be more just. B. Is it not lawful

in a war justly commenced, not only for the whole

people, but for any single person to kill an enemy ?

M. It must be confessed. B. What, then, shall

we say of a tyrant, a public enemy, with whom all

good men are in eternal warfare ? may not any
one of all mankind inflict on him every penalty of

war ? M. I observe that all nations have been of

that opinion, for Theba is extolled for having killed

her husband, and Timoleon for his brother's, and

Cassius for his son's, death." *

*
p. 90,
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27. We may include among political treatises of

this class some published by the English and

Scotish exiles during the persecution of their reli-

gion by the two Maries. They are, indeed,

prompted by circumstances, and in some instances

have too much of a temporary character to deserve

a place in literary history. I will, however, give
an account of one, more theoretical than the rest,

and characteristic of the bold spirit of these early

Protestants, especially as it is almost wholly un-

known except by name. This is in the titlepage,
" A Short Treatise of Politique Power, and of

the true obedience which subjects owe to kings
and other civil governors, being an answer to seven

questions :
'
1. Whereof politique power grow-

eth, wherefore it was ordained, and the right use

and duty of the same ? 3. Whether kings, princes,

and other governors have an absolute power and

authority over their subjects ? 3. Whether kings,

princes, and other politique governors be subject
to God's laws, or the positive laws of their countries ?

4. In what things and how far subjects are bound
to obey their princes and governors ? 5. Whether
all the subject's goods be the emperor's or king's

own, and that they may lawfully take them for

their own ? 6. Whether it be lawful to depose
an evil governor and kill a tyrant ? 7. What
confidence is to be given to princes and poten-
tates?'"

its liberal 28. The author of this treatise was John Pov-
theory*

net, or Ponnet, as it is spelled in the last edition,

bishop of Winchester under Edward VI., and who
is said to have had a considerable share in the
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Reformation.* It was first published in 1558, and CHAP.

reprinted in 1642,
" to serve," says Strype,

" the
'

turn of those times." " This book," observes

truly the same industrious person,
" was not over

favourable to princes." Poynet died very soon

afterwards, so that we cannot determine whether

he would have thought it expedient to speak as

fiercely under the reign that was to come. The

place of publication of the first edition I do not

know, but I presume it was at Geneva or Frank-

fort. It is closely and vigorously written, deserving,

in many parts, a high place among the English

prose of that age, though not entirely free from

the usual fault vulgar and ribaldrous invective.

He determines all the questions stated in the title-

page on principles adverse to royal power, con-

tending, in the sixth chapter, that " the manifold

and continual examples that have been, from time to

time, of the deposing of kings and killing of tyrants,

do most certainly confirm it to be most true, just,

and consonant to God's judgment. The history of

kings in the Old Testament is full of it ; and, as

Cardinal Pole truly citeth, England lacketh not

the practice and experience of the same
;

for they

deprived King Edward II., because, without law,

he killed the subjects, spoiled them of their goods,
and wasted the treasures of the realm. And upon
what just causes Richard II. was thrust out, and

Henry IV. put in his place, I refer it to their own

judgment. Denmark also now, in our days, did

nobly the like act, when they deprived Christiern

the tyrant, and committed him to perpetual prison.

* Chalmers. Strypc's Memorials.
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CHAP. 29 " The reasons, arguments, and laws, that
'

serve for the deposing and displacing of an evil

governor Will do as much for the proof that it is

lawful to kill a tyrant, if they may be indifferently

heard. As God hath ordained magistrates to hear

and determine private men's matters, and to punish
their vices, so also willeth he that the magistrates'

doings be called to account and reckoning, and their

vices corrected and punished by the body of the

whole congregation or commonwealth ; as it is

manifest by the memory of the ancient office of

the High Constable of England, unto whose au-

thority it pertained, not only to summon the king

personally before the parliament, or other courts

of judgment, to answer and receive according
to justice, but also upon just occasion to commit
him unto ward.* Kings, princes, and governors
have their authority of the people, as all laws,

usages, and policies, do declare and testify. For

in some places and countries they have more and

greater authority ;
in some places, less

;
and in

some the people have not given this authority to

any other, but retain and exercise it themselves.

And is any man so unreasonable to deny that the

whole may do as much as they have permitted one

member to do, or those that have appointed an

office upon trust have not authority upon just oc-

casion (as the abuse of it) to take away what they

gave ? All laws do agree, that men may revoke

their proxies and letters ofattorney when it pleaseth

them, much more when they see their proctors and

attorneys abuse it.

* It is scarcely necessary to observe that this is an impudent false-

hood.
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30. "But now, to prove the latter part of this CHAP.

question affirmatively, that it islawful to kill a tyrant,
'

there is no man can deny, but that the Ethnics,

albeit they had not the right and perfect true know-

ledge of God, were endued with the knowledge of

the law ofnature for it is no private law to a few or

certain people, but common to all not written in

books, but grafted in the hearts of men, not made

by men, but ordained of God, which we have not

learned, received, or read, but have taken, sucked,

and drawn it out of nature, whereunto we are not

taught, but made, not instructed, but seasoned *
;

and, as St. Paul saith,
" Man's conscience bearing

witness of it, &c." He proceeds in a strain of

some eloquence (and this last passage is not ill-

translated from Cicero), to extol the ancient

tyrannicides, accounting the first nobility to have

been " those who had revenged, and delivered

the oppressed people out of the hands of their

governors. Of this kind of nobility was Hercules,

Theseus, and such like." t It must be owned, the

worthy bishop is a bold man in assertions of fact.

Instances from the Old Testament, of course,

follow, wherein Jezebel and Athalia are not for-

gotten, for the sake of our bloody queen.
31. If too much space has been allowed to so ob- The tenets

scure a production, it must be excused on account
swiyeTby

of the illustration it gives to our civil and ecclesias- circum -

.
stances.

tical history, though oflittle importance in literature.

It is also well to exhibit an additional proof that

the tenets of all parties, however general and

speculative they may appear, are espoused on ac-

* Sic. The Latin in Cic. pro Mil. is imbuti. f p. 49.
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CHAP, count of the position of those who hold them, and

the momentary consequences that they may pro-

duce. In a few years time the Church of England,

strong in the protection of that royalty which Poy-
net thus assailed in his own exile, enacted the

celebrated homily against rebel lion, which denounces

every pretext of resistance to governors. Churches,

even the best, are but factions in the strife to retain

or recover their ascendancy ; and, like other fac-

tions, will never weaken themselves by a scrupulous
examination of the reasoning or the testimony
which is to serve their purpose. Those have lived

and read to little advantage who have not dis-

covered this.

similar 32. It might appear that there was some peculiar

among the association between these popular theories ofresist-
eaguers. ance an(j ^he Protestant faith. Perhaps, in truth,

they had a degree of natural connexion
;

but cir-

cumstances, more than general principles, affect the

opinions of mankind. The rebellion of the League

against Henry III., their determination not to ac-

knowledge Henry IV., reversed the state of parties,

and displayed, in an opposite quarter, the republican
notions of Languet and Buchanan as fierce and as

unlimited as any Protestants had maintained them.

Henry of Bourbon could only rely upon his le-

gitimate descent, upon the indefeasible rights of

inheritance. If France was to choose for herself,

France demanded a Catholic king ; all the topics
of democracy were thrown into that scale

; and, in

fact, it is well-known that Henry had no prospect
whatever of success but by means of a conversion,

which, though not bearing much semblance of
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sincerity, the nation thought fit to accept. But CHAP.

during that struggle of a few years we find, among
IV'

other writings of less moment, one ascribed by
some to Rose, bishop of Senlis, a strenuous par-

tisan of the League, which may perhaps deserve

to arrest our attention.*

33. This book, De Justa lleipublicse Christianse Rose, on

in Reges Potestate, published in 1590, must have rityof

been partly written before the death of Henry III.

in the preceding year. He begins with the origin
Kings -

of human society, which he treats with some elo-

quence, and on the principle of an election of

magistrates by the community, that they might
live peaceably, and in enjoyment of their pos-
sessions. The different forms and limitations of

government have sprung from the choice of the

people, except where they have been imposed by
conquest. He exhibits many instances of this

variety : but there are two dangers, one of limiting
too much the power of kings, and letting the

populace change the dynasty at their pleasure ;
the

other, that of ascribing a sort of divinity to kings,

and taking from the nation all the power of re-

straining them in whatever crimes they may commit.

The Scotish Calvinists are an instance of the first

* The author calls himself Ros- grounds for it are alleged. From
saeus, and not, as has been asserted, internal evidence it seems rather

bishop of Senlis. But Pitts attri- the work of a Frenchman than a

butes this hook to Rainolds (hro- foreigner ; but I have not paid
ther of the more celebrated Dr. much attention to so unimportant
John Rainolds), who is said to a question. Jugler, in his Ilistoria

have called himself ROSSJCUS. The Literaria, c. 9., does not even

Biographic Univcrsellc (art. Rose) name Rose. By a passage in

says this opinion has not gained Schclhorn, viii. 465., the book

ground; but it is certainly favoured seems to have been sometimes

by M. Barbier in the Diction- ascribed to (ienebrard.

naire des Anonymes, and some

VOL. II. O
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CHAP, error ; the modern advocates of the house of Valois
'

of the other. The servile language of those who

preach passive obedience has encouraged not only
the worst Roman emperors, but such tyrants

as Henry VIIL, Edward VI., and Elizabeth of

England.
34. The author goes, in the second chapter,

more fully into a refutation of this doctrine, as

contrary to the practice of ancient nations, who

always deposed tyrants, to the principles of Chris-

tianity, and to the constitution of European com-

munities, whose kings are admitted under an oath

to keep the laws and to reign justly. The sub-

ject's oath of allegiance does not bind him, unless

the king observe what is stipulated from him
;
and

this right of withdrawing obedience from wicked

kings is at the bottom of all the public law of

Europe. It is also sanctioned by the church.

Still more has the nation a right to impose laws

and limitations on kings, who have certainly no

superiority to the law, so that they can transgress

it at pleasure.

35. In the third chapter he inquires who is a

tyrant ; and, after a long discussion comes to this

result, that a tyrant is one who despoils his subjects

of their possessions, or offends public decency by
immoral life, but above all, who assails the Christian

faith, and uses his authority to render his subjects

heretical. All these characters are found in Henry
of Valois. He then urges, in the two following

chapters, that all Protestantism is worse than

Paganism, inasmuch as it holds out less inducement

to a virtuous life, but that Calvinism is much the
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worst form of the Protestant heresy. The Hugue- CHAP.

nots, he proceeds to prove, are neither parts of
'

the French church nor commonwealth. He infers,

in the seventh chapter, that the king of Navarre,

being a heretic of this description, is not fit to rule

over Christians. The remainder of the book is

designed to show that every king, being schismatic

or heretical, may be deposed by the pope, of which

he brings many examples ;
nor has any one de-

served this sentence more than Henry of Navarre.

It has always been held lawful that an heretical

king should be warred upon by his own subjects

and by all Christian sovereigns ;
and he main-

tains that a real tyrant, who, after being deposed

by the wiser part of his subjects, attempts to pre-

serve his power by force, may be put to death by

any private person. He adds that Julian was pro-

bably killed by a Christian soldier, and quotes
several fathers and ecclesiastical historians who

justify and commend the act. He concludes by

exhorting the nobility and other orders of France,

since Henry is a relapsed heretic, who is not to be

believed for any oaths he may make, to rally round

their Catholic king, Charles of Bourbon.

36. The principles of Rose, if he were truly the Treatise of

author, both as to rebellion and tyrannicide, be- the same

longed naturally to those who took up arms against
81>int>

Henry III., and who applauded his assassin. They
were adopted, and perhaps extended, by Boucher,

a leaguer still more furious, if possible, than Rose

himself, in a book published in 1589, De Justa

Henrici III. Abdicatione a Francorum Regno. This

book is written in the spirit of Languet, asserting
o 2
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CHAP, the general right of the people to depose tyrants,
'

rather than confining it to the case of heresy.

The deposing power of the pope, consequently,

does not come much into question. He was an-

swered, as well as other writers of the same tenets,

by a Scotish Catholic residing at Paris, William

Answered
Barclay, father of the more celebrated author of

ay'

the Argenis, in a treatise
" De Regno et Regali

Potestate adversus Buchananum, Brutum, Bouche-

rum et Reliquos Monarcbomachos," 1600. Bar-

clay argues on the principles current in France,

that the king has no superior in temporals ; that

the people are bound in all cases to obey him
;
that

the laws owe their validity to his will. The settle-

ment of France by the submission of the League
on the one hand, and by the edict of Nantes on

the other, naturally put a stop to the discussion of

questions which, theoretical and universal as they

might seem, would never have been brought for-

ward but through the stimulating influence of im-

mediate circumstances.

The Jesuits 37. But while the war was yet raging, and the
1 e

fate of the Catholic religion seemed to hang upon
its success, many of the Jesuits had been strenuous

advocates of the tyrannicidal doctrine
;

and the

strong spirit of party attachment in that order

renders it hardly uncandid to reckon among its

general tenets whatever was taught by its most

conspicuous members. The boldest and most
celebrated assertion of these maxims was by Ma-
riana, in a book, De Rege et Regis Institutione.

The first edition of this remarkable book, and
which is of considerable scarcity, was published at
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Toledo in 1599, dedicated to Philip III., and CHAP.

sanctioned with more than an approbation, with a
'

warm eulogy by the censor (one of the same order,

it may be observed), who by the king's authority

had perused the manuscript. It is, however, not

such as in an absolute monarchy we should expect
to find countenance. Mariana, after inquiring

what is the best form of government, and deciding
for hereditary monarchy, but only on condition that

the prince shall call the best citizens to his councils,

and administer all affairs according to the advice of

a senate, comes to show the difference betv/een a

king and a tyrant. His invectives against the

latter prepare us for the sixth chapter, which is

entitled, Whether it be lawful to overthrow a

tyrant? He begins by a short sketch of the op-

pression of France under Henry III., which had

provoked his assassination. Whether the act of

James Clement,
" the eternal glory of France, as

most reckon him *," were in itself warrantable, he

admits to be a controverted question, stating the

arguments on both sides, but placing last those in

favour of the murder, to which he evidently leans.

All philosophers and theologians, he says, agree
that an usurper may be put to death by any one.

But in the case of a lawful king, governing to the

great injury of the commonwealth or of religion

(for we ought to endure his vices so long as they
do not reach an intolerable height), he thinks

that the states of the realm should admonish him,

* These words, acternum Galliae compared them there is very little

dccus, are omitted in the subse- other alteration
; yet the first alone

qucnt editions, but us fur us I have is in request.

o 3
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CHAP, and on his neglect to reform his life, may take up
[^! arms, and put to death a prince whom they have

declared to be a public enemy ;
and any private

man may do the same. He concludes, therefore,

that it is only a question of fact who is a tyrant,

but not one of right, whether a tyrant may be

killed. Nor does this maxim give a license to

attempts on the lives of good princes ; since it can

never be applied till wise and experienced men
have conspired with the public voice in declaring

the prince's tyranny.
"

It is a wholesome thing,"

he proceeds,
" that sovereigns should be con-

vinced that, if they oppress the state, and be-

come intolerable by their wickedness, their assas-

sination will not only be lawful but glorious to the

perpetrator."* This language, whatever indigna-
tion it might excite against Mariana and his order,

is merely what we have seen in Buchanan.

38. Mariana discusses afterwards the question,

whether the power of the king or of the common-
wealth be the greater ;

and after intimating the

danger of giving offence, and the difficulty of re-

moving the blemishes which have become inveterate

by time (with allusion, doubtless, to the change of

the Spanish constitution under Charles and Philip),
declares in strong terms for limiting the royal

power by laws. In Spain, he asserts, the king
cannot impose taxes against the will of the people.
" He may use his influence, he may offer rewards,

* Est salutaris cognitio, ut sit tione vivere, ut non jure tantum
principibus persuasum, si rempub- seel cum laude et gloria perire pos-
licam oppresserint, si vitiis et foedi- sint. p. 77.

tate intolerandi erunt, ea condi-
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sometimes he may threaten, he may solicit with CHAP.

promises and bribes (we will not say whether he 1_

may do this rightly), but if they refuse he must

give way ;
and it is the same with new laws, which

require the sanction of the people. Nor could

they preserve their right of deposing and putting to

death a tyrant, if they had not retained the superior

power to themselves when they delegated a part
to the king. It may be the case in some nations,

who have no public assemblies of the states, that

of necessity the royal prerogative must compel
obedience a power too great, and approaching to

tyranny but we speak (says Mariana) not of

barbarians, but of the monarchy which exists, and

ought to exist among us, and of that form of polity
which of itself is the best." Whether any nation

has a right to surrender its liberties to a king, he

declines to inquire, observing only that it would

act rashly in making such a surrender, and the

king almost as much so in accepting it.

39. In the second book Mariana treats of the

proper education of a prince ;
and in the third on

the due administration of his government, in-

veighing vehemently against excessive taxation,

and against debasement of the coin, which he thinks

ought to be the last remedy in a public crisis.

The whole work, even in its reprehensible exagger-

ations, breathes a spirit of liberty and regard to

the common good. Nor does Mariana, though a

Jesuit, lay any stress on the papal power to depose

princes, which, I believe, he has never once inti-

mated through the whole volume. It is absolutely

on political principles that he reasons, unless we
o 4
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Popular
theories in

England.

CHAP, except that be considers impiety as one of the

vices which constitute a tyrant.*

40. Neither of the conflicting parties in Great

Britain had neglected the weapons of their con-

temporaries ;
the English Protestants under Mary,

the Scots under her unfortunate namesake, the

Jesuits and Catholic priests under Elizabeth, ap-

pealed to the natural rights of men, or to those of

British citizens. Poynet, Goodman, Knox are of

the first description ; Allen and Persons of the

second. Yet this was not done, by the latter at

least, so boldly and so much on broad principles as

it was on the continent ;
and Persons in his cele-

brated Conference, under the name of Doleman,
tried the different and rather inconsistent path of

hereditary right. The throne of Elizabeth seemed

to stand in need of a strongly monarchical senti-

ment in the nation. Yet we find that the popular

origin of government, and the necessity of popular
consent to its due exercise, are laid down by
Hooker in the first and eighth books of the Eccle-

siastical Polity, with a boldness not very usual in

her reign, and, it must be owned, with a latitude

of expression that leads us forward to the most

unalloyed democracy. This theory of Hooker,
which he endeavoured in some places to qualify
with little success or consistency, though it excited

not much attention at the time, became the basis

of Locke's more celebrated Essay on Government,
and, through other stages, of the political creed

*
Bayle, art. Mariana, notes G, Jesuits infinite mischief, though

H, and I, has expatiated upon they took pains to disclaim any
this notable treatise, which did the participation in the doctrine.

Hooker.
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which actuates at present, as a possessing spirit,
CHAP.

the great mass of the civilized world.*
'

41. The bold and sometimes passionate writers, Political

who perhaps will be thought to have detained us

too long, may be contrasted with another class

more cool and prudent, who sought rather to make
the most of what they found established in civil

polity, than to amend or subvert it. The condition

of France was such as to force men into thinking,

where nature had given them the capacity of it.

In some of the memoirs of the age, such as those

of Castelnau or Tavannes, we find an habitual

tendency to reflect, to observe the chain of causes,

and to bring history to bear on the passing time. De
Comines had set a precedent j

and the fashion of

studying his writings and those of Machiavel con-

spired with the force of circumstances to make a

thoughtful generation. The political and military

discourses of La Noue, being thrown into the form La Noue.

of dissertation, come more closely to our purpose
than merely historical works. They are full of

good sense, in a high moral tone, without pedantry
or pretension, and throw much light on the first

period of the civil wars. The earliest edition is

referred by the Biographic Universelle to 1587,

* Bilson, afterwards bishop of commonwealth from impery to

Winchester, in his
" Difference tyranny,

or neglect the laws estab-

between Christian Subjection and hshed by common consent of
Unchristian Rebellion," published prince and people to execute his

in 1585, argues against the Jesuits, own pleasure, in these and other
that Christian subjects may not cases which might be named, if the
bear arms against their princes for nobles and commons join together
any religious quarrel, but admits, to defend their ancient and accus-
"

if a prince should go about to tomed liberty, regiment, and laws,

subject nis kingdom to a foreign they may not well be counted

realm, or change the form of the rebels," p. 520.
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CHAP, which I believe should be 1588
;
but the book

seems to have been finished long before.

Lipsius. 42. It would carry us beyond the due propor-
tions of this chapter were I to seek out every book

belonging to the class of political philosophy, and

we are yet far from its termination. The Politica

of Justus Lipsius deserve little regard ; they are

chiefly a digest of Aristotle, Tacitus, and other

ancient writers. Charron has incorporated or

abridged the greater part of this work in his own.

In one passage Lipsius gave great and just offence

to the best of the Protestant party, whom he was

about to desert, by recommending the extirpation
of heresy by fire and sword. A political writer of

Botero. the Jesuit school was Giovanni Botero, whose long

treatise, Ragione di Stato, 1.589, while deserving
of considerable praise for acuteness, has been ex-

tolled by Ginguene, who had never read it, for

some merits it is far from possessing.* The tole-

rant spirit, the maxims of good faith, the enlarged

philosophy, which, on the credit of a Piedmontese

panegyrist, he ascribes to Botero will be sought in

vain. This Jesuit justifies the massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew, and all other atrocities of that age ;

observing that the duke of Alba made a mistake in

the public execution of Horn and Egmont, instead

of getting rid of them privately, t Conservation

is with him, as with Machiavel, the great end of

government, which is to act so as neither to deserve

nor permit opposition. The immediate punish-

* Vol. viii. p. 210. is in another treatise by Botero,

-j-
Potera contentanti di sbrigar- Relazioni Universali de Capitani

sene con ar morte quanto si pud Illustri.

segretamente fosse possibile. This
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ment of the leaders of sedition, with as much CHAP.

silence and secrecy as possible, is the best remedy
'

where the sovereign is sufficiently powerful. In

cases of danger, it is necessary to conquer by giving

way, and to wait for the cooling of men's tempers,
and the disunion that will infallibly impair their

force
;

least of all should he absent himself, like

Henry III., from the scene of tumult, and thus

give courage to the seditious, while he diminishes

their respect for himself.

43. Botero had thought and observed much ; His re.

he is, in extent of reading, second only to Bodin,

and his views are sometimes luminous. The most

remarkable passage that has occurred to me is on

the subject of population. No encouragement to

matrimony, he observes, will increase the numbers

of the people without providing also the means of

subsistence, and without due care for breeding
children up. If this be wanting, they either die

prematurely, or grow up of little service to their

country.* Why else, he asks, did the human race

reach, three thousand years ago, as great a popu-
lation as exists at present? Cities begin with a

few inhabitants, increase to a certain point, but do

not pass it, as we see at Rome, at Naples, and in

other places. Even if all the monks and nuns

were to marry, there would not, he thinks, be

more people in the world than there are ; two

things being requisite for their increase genera-
* Concio sia cosa che se benc zione ; si ricerca oltre <li ci6, la

senza il congiungimento dell' uomo cura d' allovarli, c la commodita di

e della donna non si puo il genere sustentarli ; senza la quale o muo-
umano moltiplicarsi, non diiiicno jono innanzi tempo, o riescono

la moltitudine di congiunpinienti inutili, e di poco gioviniento alia

non c sola causa dclla moltiplica- patria, lib. viii. p. 284.
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CHAP, tion and education (or what we should perhaps
'

rather call rearing), and if the multiplication of

marriages may promote the one, it certainly hinders

the other.* Botero must here have meant, though
he does not fully express it, that the poverty

attending upon improvident marriages is the great

impediment to rearing their progeny.
Paruta. 44. Paolo Paruta, in his Discorsi Politici,Venice,

1599, is perhaps less vigorous and acute than

Botero
; yet he may be reckoned among judicious

writers on general politics. The first book of these

discourses relates to Roman, the second chiefly to

modern history." His turn of thinking is inde-

pendent and unprejudiced by the current tide of

opinion, as when he declares against the conduct of

Hannibal in invading Italy. Paruta generally states

both sides of a political problem very fairly, as in

one of the most remarkable of his discourses,

where he puts the famous question on the useful-

ness of fortified towns. His final conclusion is

favourable to them. He was a subject of Venice,

and after holding considerable offices, was one of

those historians employed by the Senate, whose

writings form the series entitled Istorici Veneziani.

Bodm. 45. John Bodin, author of several other less

valuable works, acquired so distinguished a reputa-
tion by his Republic, published in French in 1577,

and by himself in Latin, with many additions in

1586 1, and has in fact so far outstripped the

* Ibid. Ricercandosi due cose
-J-

This treatise, in its first edi-

per la propagazione de popoli, la tion, made so great an impression,
generazione et 1' educazione, se that when Bodin came to England
bene la moltitudine de matrimonj in the service of the Duke of Alen-

ajuta forte 1' una, impedisce pero fon, he found it explained by lee-

del sicuro F altro. turers both in London and Cam-
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political writers of his own period, that I shall CHAP.

endeavour to do justice to his memory by some-
'

thing like an analysis of this treatise, which is far

more known by name than generally read. Many
have borne testimony to his extraordinary reach of

learning and reflection.
" I know of no political

writer of the same period," says Stewart,
" whose

extensive, and various, and discriminating reading

appear to me to have contributed more to facilitate

and guide the researches of his successors, or whose

references to ancient learning have been more fre-

quently transcribed without acknowledgment."
*

46. What is the object of political society? Analysis of

Bodin begins by inquiring. The greatest good, he

answers, of every citizen, which is that of the whole RePubllc<

state. And this he places in the exercise of the

virtues proper to man, and in the knowledge of

things natural, human, and divine. But as all have

not agreed as to the chief good of a single man,
nor whether the good of individuals be also that of

the state, this has caused a variety of laws and

bridge, but not, as has sometimes
been said, in the public schools of

the university. This put
him upon

translating it into Latin himself, to

render its fame more European.
See Bayle, who has a good article

on Bodin. I am much inclined to

believe that the perusal of Bodin
had a great effect in England. He
is not perhaps very often quoted,
and yet he is named with honour

by the chief writers of the next

age ; but he furnished a store, both

of arguments and of examples,
which were not lost on the thought-
ful minds of our countrymen.

Grotius, who is not very favour-

able to Bodin, though of neces-

sity he often quotes the Republic,
imputes to him incorrectness as to

facts, which in some cases raises a

suspicion of ill-faith. Epist. cccliii.

It would require a more close study
of Bodin than I have made, to

judge of the weight of this charge.
* Dissertation on Progress of

Philosophy, p. -10. Stewart, how-
ever, thinks Bodin become so ob-
scure that he makes an apology for

the space he has allotted to the

Republic, though not exceeding
four pages. He was better known
in the seventeenth century than at

present.
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CHAP.
IV.

Authority
of heads of

families.

customs according to the humours and passions of

rulers. This first chapter is in a more metaphysical
tone than we usually find in Bodin. He proceeds
in the next to the rights of families (jus familiare),

and to the distinction between a family and a com-

monwealth. A family is the right government of

many persons under one head, as a commonwealth

is that of many families.* Patriarchal authority he

raises high, both martial and paternal, on each

subject pouring out a vast stream of knowledge :

nothing that sacred and profane history, the ac-

counts of travellers, or the Roman lawyers could

supply, ever escapes the comprehensive researches

of Bodin. t He intimates his opinion in favour of

the right of repudiation, one of the many proofs
that he paid more regard to the Jewish than the

Christian law t, and vindicates the full extent of

* Familia est plurium sub unius

ac ejusdem patris familias imperium
subditorum, earumque rerum quae

ipsius propria sunt, recta modera-
tio. He has an odd theory, that a

family must consist of five persons,
in which he seems to have been
influenced by some notions of the

jurists, that three families may
constitute a republic, and that fif-

teen persons are also the minimum
of a community.

j- Cap. iii. 34. Bodin here pro-
tests against the stipulation some-
times made before marriage, that

the wife shall not be in the power
of the husband ;

"
agreements so

contrary to divine and human laws,
that they cannot be endured, nor
are they to be observed even when
ratified by oath, since no oath in

such circumstances can be bind-

ing."

J Tt has always been surmised
that Bodin, though not a Jew by
nativity, was such by conviction.

This is strongly confirmed by his

Republic, wherein he quotes the
Old Testament continually, and
with great deference, but seldom
or never the New. Several pas-

sages might be alleged in proof,
but 1 have not noted them all

down. In one place, lib. i. c. 6.

he says, Paulus, Christianorum
saeculi sui facile princeps, which is

at least a singular mode of expres-
sion. In another he mentions the
test of true religion so as to ex-

clude all but the Mosaic. An un-

published work of Bodin, called

the Heptaplomeres, is said to exist

in many manuscripts, both in

France and Germany ; in which,
after debating different religions in

a series of dialogues, he gives the
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the paternal power in the Roman republic, deducing CHAP.

the decline of the empire from its relaxation.
'

47. The patriarchal government includes the Domestic

relation of master to servant, and leads to the

question whether slavery should be admitted into

a well-constituted commonwealth. Bodin, discuss-

ing this with many arguments on both sides, seems

to think that the Jewish law, with its limitations

as to time of servitude, ought to prevail, since the

divine rules were not laid down for the boundaries

of Palestine, but being so wise, so salutary, and

of such authority, ought to be preferred above the

constitutions of men. Slavery, therefore, is not to

be permanently established
;
but where it already

exists, it will be expedient that emancipations
should be gradual.*

48. These last are the rights of persons in a state Origin of

of nature, to be regulated, but not created by the wealths.

law. " Before there was either city or citizen, or

any form of a commonwealth amongst men (I

make use in this place of Knolles's very good trans-

lation), every master of a family was master in his

own house, having power of life and death over his

wife and children
; but, after that force, violence,

ambition, covetousness, and desire of revenge had

armed one against another, the issues of wars and

combats giving victory unto the one side, made the

advantage to Deism or Judaism, A posthumous work of Bodin,
for those who have seen it seem published in Io96, Universal Na-
not to have determined which. No turie Thcatrum, has been called by
one lias thought it worth while to some a disguised Pantheism. This

print this production. Jugler, Hist, did not appear, from what I have

Literaria, p. 1740. Biogr. Univ. read of it, to be the case.

Niceron, xvii. 264. * c. 5.
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CHAP.
IV.

Privileges
of citizens.

other to become unto them slaves ;
and amongst

them that overcame he that was chosen chief and

captain, under whose conduct and leading they had

obtained the victory, kept them also in his power
and command as his faithful and obedient servants,

and the other as his slaves. Then that full and

entire liberty by nature, given to every man to live

as himself best pleased, was altogether taken from

the vanquished, and in the vanquishers themselves

in some measure also diminished in regard of the

conqueror ; for that now it concerned every man
in private to yield his obedience unto his chief

sovereign ;
and he that would not abate any thing

of his liberty, to live under the laws and command-

ments of another, lost all. So the words of lord

and servant, of prince and subject, before unknown
to the world, were first brought into use. Yea

reason, and the very light of nature leadeth us to

believe very force and violence to have given
cause and beginning unto commonwealths." *

49. Thus, then, the patriarchal simplicity of

government was overthrown by conquest, of which

Nimrod seems to have been the earliest instance ;

and now fathers of families, once sovereign, are

become citizens. A citizen is a free man under

the supreme government of another.t Those who

enjoy more privileges than others are not citizens

more than they.
"

It is the acknowledgment of the

sovereign by his free subject, and the protection of

the sovereign towards him that makes the citizen."

This is one of the fundamental principles, it may

* c. 6. liber homo, qui summa alterius

f Est civis nihil aliud quara potestate obligatur.
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be observed by us in passing, which distinguish a CHAP.

monarchical from a republican spirit in constitutional
'

jurisprudence. Wherever mere subjection, or even

mere nativity, are held to give a claim to citizen-

ship, there is an abandonment of the republican

principle. This, always reposing on a real or ima-

ginary contract, distinguishes the nation, the suc-

cessors of the first community, from alien settlers,

and, above all, from those who are evidently of a

different race. Length of time must, of course,

ingraft many of foreign origin upon the native tree
;

but to throw open civil privileges at random to

new-comers is to convert a people into a casual

aggregation of men. In a monarchy the here-

ditary principle maintains an unity of the common-
wealth

; which, though not entirely without danger,

may better permit an equality of privileges among
all its subjects. Thus under Caracalla, but in a

period in which we should not look for good pre-

cedents, the great name, as once it had been, of

Roman citizen was extended, east and west, to

all the provinces of the empire.
50. Bodin comes next to the relation between Nature of

patron and client, and to those alliances among states

which bear an analogy to it. But he is careful to

distinguish patronage or protection from vassalage.

Even in unequal alliances, the inferior is still sove-

reign j and, if this be not reserved, the alliance

must become subjection.* Sovereignty, of which

he treats in the following chapter, he defines a su-

preme and perpetual power, absolute and subject

c. 7.

VOL. II. P
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CHAP, to no law. * A limited prince, except so far as
IV"

the limitation is confined to the laws of nature, is

not sovereign. A sovereign cannot bind his suc-

cessor, nor can he be bound by his own laws, unless

confirmed by oath ; for we must not confound

the laws and contracts of princes, the former de-

pend upon his will, but the latter oblige his con-

science. It is convenient to call parliaments or

meetings of states-general for advice and consent,

but the king is not bound by them
;

the contrary
notion has done much harm. Even in England,
where laws made in parliament cannot be repealed
without its consent, the king, as he conceives, does

not hesitate to dispose of them at his pleasure.t

And though no taxes are imposed in England
without consent of parliament, this is the case also

in other countries, if necessity does not prevent the

meeting of the states. He concludes, that the

English parliament may have a certain authority,

but that the sovereignty and legislative power is

solely in the king. Whoever legislates is sovereign,
for this power includes all other. Whether a vas-

sal or tributary prince is to be called sovereign, is

a question that leads Bodin into a great quantity of

feudal law and history ;
he determines it according

to his own theory.^

*
Majestas est summa in cives legem probari aut respui consue-

ac subditos legibusque soluta po- visse contra populi voluntatem
testas. utcunque principi placuerit. He
f Hoc tamen singulare videri is evidently perplexed by the case

possit, quod, quae leges populi ro- of England ; and having been in

gatione ac principis jussu feruntur, this country before the publication
non aliter quam populi comitiis of his Latin edition, he might have
abrogari possunt. Id enim Dellus satisfied himself on the subject.
Anglorum in Gallia legatus mihi J c. 9. and 10.
confirmavit ; idem tamen confitetur
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51. The second book of the Republic treats of CHAP.

the different species of civil government. These,
'

according to Bodin, are but three, no mixed form Forms of... . . . govern-

being possible, since sovereignty or the legislative ment.

power is indivisible. A democracy he defines to be

a government where the majority of the citizens

possess the sovereignty. Rome he holds to have

been a democratic republic, in which, however, he

is not exactly right ;
and he is certainly mistaken in

his general theory, by arguing as if the separate
definition of each of the three forms must be appli-

cable after their combination.* In his chapter on Despotism

despotic monarchy, he again denies that govern- arch

"

ments were founded on original contract. The

power of one man, in the origin of political society,

was absolute ; and Aristotle was wrong in sup-

posing a fabulous golden age, in which kings were

chosen by suffrage.t Despotism is distinguished
from monarchy by the subjects being truly slaves,

without a right over their properties ; but as the

despot may use them well, even this is not neces-

sarily a tyranny, t Monarchy, on the other hand,
is the rule of one man according to the law of

nature, who maintains the liberties and properties of

others as much as his own. As this definition does

not imply any other restraint than the will of the

prince imposes on himself, Bodin labours under the

* lib. ii. c.l. ipsa illustrius, reges hcroas suffragio

f In the beginning of states, quo creasse prodiclit; cum omnibus per-
societas hominum coalescere coepit, suasum sit ac perspicuum monar-

ac reipublicae forma quaeclam con- chiam omnium primam in Assyria
stitui, unius imperio ac dominatu fuisse constitutaoi Nimrodo prin-
< mini. i tenebantur. Fallit mini cipe, &c.

Aristoteles, qui aureum illud genus c. 2.

hominum fabulis poeticis quam re- c. 3.
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CHAP, same difficulty as Montesquieu. Every English
'

reader of the Esprit des Loix has been struck by
the want of a precise distinction between despotism
and monarchy. Tyranny differs, Bodin says,

from despotism, merely by the personal character

of the prince ;
but severity towards a seditious

populace is not tyranny ;
and here he censures

the lax government of Henry II. Tyrannicide he

justifies in respect of an usurper who has no title

except force, but not as to lawful princes, or

such as have become so by prescription.
*

Aristo- 52. An aristocracy he conceives always to exist
cracy.

where a smaller body of the citizens governs the

greater.t This definition, which has been adopted

by some late writers, appears to lead to conse-

quences hardly compatible with the common use

of language. The electors of the House of Com-
mons in England are not a majority of the people.

Are they, therefore, an aristocratical body ? The
same is still more strongly the case in France, and

in most representative governments of Europe. We
might better say, that the distinguishing character-

istic of an aristocracy is the enjoyment of privi-

leges, which are not communicable to other citizens

simply by any thing they can themselves do to

obtain them. Thus no government would be pro-

perly aristocratical where a pecuniary qualification

is alone sufficient to confer political power ; nor

did the ancients ever use the word in such a sense.

Yet the question might be asked, under what

category we would place the timocracy, or govern-
ment of the rich,

* c. 4*. ticum esse judico, si minor pars
} Ego statum semper aristocra- civium caeteris imperat, c. 1.
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53. Sovereignty resides in the supreme legis- CHAP.

lative authority ;
but this requires the aid of other

IV'

inferior and delegated ministers, to the consider- Se"ates

. ... a"d coun-

ation of which the third book of Bodin is directed, ciis ofstate.

A senate he defines,
" a lawful assembly of coun-

sellors of state, to give advice to them who have

the sovereignty in every commonwealth ; we say, to

give advice, that We may not ascribe any power of

command to such a senate." A council is neces-

sary in a monarchy ; for much knowledge is gene-

rally mischievous in a king. It is rarely united

with a good disposition, and with a moral discipline

of mind. None of the emperors were so illiterate

as Trajan, none more learned than Nero. The
counsellors should not be too numerous, and he

advises that they should retain their offices for life.

It would be dangerous as well as ridiculous, to

choose young men for such a post, even if they
could have wisdom and experience, since neither

older persons, nor those of their own age, would

place confidence in them. He then expatiates, in

his usual manner, upon all the councils that have

existed in ancient or modern states.*

54. A magistrate is an officer of the sovereign, Duties of

possessing public authority.t Bodin censures the Date's!"

usual definitions of magistracy, distinguishing from

magistrates both those officers who possess no

right of command, and such commissioners as have

only a temporary delegation. In treating of the

duty of magistrates towards the sovereign, he

praises the rule of the law of France, that the

judge is not to regard private letters of the king

c. i. t c-3.

p 3
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CHAP, against the justice of a civil suit.* But after
'

stating the doubt, whether this applies to matters

affecting the public, he concludes that the judge
must obey any direction he receives, unless con-

trary to the law of nature, in which case he is

bound not to forfeit his integrity. It is however

better, as far as we can, to obey all the commands
of the sovereign, than to set a bad example of re-

sistance to the people. This has probably a regard
to the frequent opposition ofthe Parliament of Paris,

to what it deemed the unjust or illegal ordinances

of the court. Several questions, discussed in these

chapters on magistracy, are rather subtle and

verbal
; and, in general, the argumentative part of

Bodin is almost drowned in his erudition.

Corpora- 55. A state cannot subsist without colleges and

corporations, for mutual affection and friendship
is the necessary bond of human life. It is true

that mischiefs have sprung from these institu-

tions, and they are to be regulated by good
laws

; but as a family is a community natural, so a

college is a community civil, and a commonwealth
is but a community governed by a sovereign power ;

and thus the word community is common unto all

three, t In this chapter we have a full discussion

of the subject ; and, adverting to the Spanish
Cortes and English Commons as a sort of colleges
in the state, he praises them as useful institutions,

observing, with somewhat more boldness than is

ordinary to him, that in several provinces in France

there had been assemblies of the states, which had

* c. *. f c . 7.
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been abolished by those who feared to see their CHAP.
IVown crimes and peculations brought to light.

56. In the last chapter of the third book, on slaves, pan

the degrees and orders of citizens, Bodin seems to

think that slaves, being subjects, ought to be

reckoned parts of the state.* This is, as has

been intimated, in conformity with his monar-

chical notions. He then enters upon the different

modes of acquiring nobility, and inveighs against

making wealth a passport to it ; discussing also

the derogation to nobility by plebeian occupation.
The division into three orders is useful in every
form of government.

57. Perhaps the best chapter in the Republic of Rise and

Bodin is the first in the fourth book, on the rise,

progress, stationary condition, revolutions, decline,

and fall of states. A commonwealth is said to be

changed when its form of polity is altered ; for its

identity is not to be determined by the long stand-

ing of the city walls ;
but when popular govern-

ment becomes monarchy, or aristocracy is turned

to democracy, the commonwealth is at an end.

He thus uses the word respublica in the sense of

polity or constitution, which is not, I think, cor-

rect, though sanctioned by some degree of usage,

and leaves his proposition a tautological truism.

The extinction of states may be natural or violent,

but in one way or the other it must happen, since

there is a determinate period to all things, and a

natural season in which it seems desirable that

* Si milii tabellsenc jurasuffragi- civitate donari cupiam. By this

orum in hac disputationc tribuantur, he may only mean that he would
servos aeque ac liberos homines desire to emancipate them.

P 4>
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CHAP, they should come to an end. The best revolution
'

is that which takes place by a voluntary cession of

power.
Causes of 58. As the forms of government are three, it

follows that the possible revolutions from one to

another are six. For anarchy is the extinction of

a government, not a revolution in it. He pro-

ceeds to develope the causes of revolutions with

great extent of historical learning and with judg-

ment, if not with so much acuteness or so much

vigour of style as Machiavel. Great misfortunes

in war, he observes, have a tendency to change

popular rule to aristocracy, and success has an

opposite effect
;

the same seems applicable to all

public adversity and prosperity. Democracy, how-

ever, more commonly ends in monarchy, as mon-

archy does in democracy, especially when it has

become tyrannical ;
and such changes are usually

accompanied by civil war or tumult. Nor can

aristocracy, he thinks, be changed into democracy
without violence, though the converse revolution

sometimes happens quietly, as when the labouring
classes and traders give up public affairs to look

after their own
;

in this manner Venice, Lucca,

Ragusa, and other cities have become aristocracies.

The great danger for an aristocracy is, that some
ambitious person, either of their own body or of

the people, may arm the latter against them : and
this is most likely to occur, when honours and ma-

gistracy are conferred on unworthy men, which

affords the best topic to demagogues, especially
where the plebeians are wholly excluded : which,

though always grievous to them, is yet tolerable
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so long as power is intrusted to deserving per-
CHAP.

sons
;
but when bad men are promoted, it becomes

'

easy to excite the minds of the people against
the nobility, above all, if there are already fac-

tions among the latter, a condition dangerous to

all states, but mostly to an aristocracy. Revo-
lutions are more frequent in small states, because

a small number of citizens is easily split into parties ;

hence we shall find in one age more revolutions

among the cities of Greece or Italy than have

taken place during many in the kingdoms of France

or Spain. He thinks the ostracism of dangerous
citizens itself dangerous, and recommends rather

to put them to death, or to render them friends.

Monarchy, he observes, has this peculiar to it, that

if the king be a prisoner, the constitution is not

lost
; whereas, if the seat of government in a

republic be taken, it is at an end, the subordinate

cities never making resistance. It is evident that

this can only be applicable to the case, hitherto

the more common one, of a republic, in which the

capital city entirely predominates.
" There is no

kingdom which shall not, in continuance of time,

be changed, and at length also be overthrown. But

it is best for them who least feel their changes by
little and little made, whether from evil to good,
or from good to evil."

59. If this is the best, the next is the worst

chapter in Bodin. It professes to inquire, whether

the revolutions of states can be foreseen. Here he

considers, whether the stars have such an influence

on human affairs, that political changes can be fore-

told by their means, and declares entirely against
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CHAP, it, with such expressions as would seem to indicate
IV'

his disbelief in astrology. If it were true, he says,

that the conditions of commonwealths depended
on the heavenly bodies, there could be yet no cer-

tain prediction of them ;
since the astrologers lay

down their observations with such inconsistency,

that one will place the same star in direct course

at the moment that another makes it retrograde.

It is obvious that any one who could employ this ar-

gument, must have perceived that it destroys the

whole science of astrology. But, after giving in-

stances of the blunders and contradictions of these

pretended philosophers, he so far gives way as to

admit that, if all the events from the beginning of

the world could be duly compared with the pla-

netary motions, some inferences might be deduced

from them ;
and thus, giving up his better reason

to the prejudices of his age, he acknowledges astro-

logy as a theoretical truth. The hypothesis of

Copernicus he mentions as too absurd to deserve

refutation
; since, being contrary to the tenets of

all theologians and philosophers and to common
sense, it subverts the foundations of every science.

We now plunge deeper into nonsense
;
Bodin pro-

ceeding to along arithmetical disquisition, founded

on a passage in Plato, ascribing the fall of states to

want of proportion.*
Danger of 60. The next chapter, on the danger of sudden
sudden , . .

changes. revolutions in the entire government, asserts that

even the most determined astrologers agree in

denying that a wise man is subjugated by the starry

influences, though they may govern those who are

* c.2.
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led by passion like wild beasts. Therefore a wise CHAP.

ruler may foresee revolutions and provide femedies.

It is doubtful whether an established law ought
to be changed, though not good in itself, lest it

should bring others into contempt, especially such

as affect the form of polity. These, if possible,

should be held immutable
; yet it is to be remem-

bered, that laws are only made for the sake of the

community, and public safety is the supreme law of

laws. There is therefore no law so sacred that it

may not be changed through necessity. But, as a

general rule, whatever change is to be made should

be effected gradually.*
61 . It is a disputed question whether magistrates judicial

should be temporary or perpetual. Bodin thinks

it essential that the council of state should be per-
reign*

manent, but high civil commands ought to be

temporary, t It is in general important that magis-
trates shall accord in their opinions ; yet there are

circumstances in which their emulation or jealousy

may be beneficial to a state, t Whether the sove-

reign ought to exercise judicial functions may
seem, he says, no difficult question to those who
are agreed that kings were established for the sake

of doing justice. This, however, is not his theory
of the origin of government ;

and after giving all

the reasons that can be urged in favour ofa monarch-

judge, including as usual all historical precedents,
he decides that it is inexpedient for the ruler to pro-

nounce the law himself. His reasons are suffici-

ently bold, and grounded on an intimate knowledge

c. 3. f c. 4. t c. 5.
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CHAP, of the vices of courts, which he does not hesitate

to pour out.*

Toleration 62. In treating of the part to be taken by the

prince, or by a good citizen, in civil factions, after

a long detail from history of conspiracies and sedi-

tions, he comes to disputes about religion, and con-

tends against the permission ofreasonings on matters

of faith. What can be more impious, he says, than

to suffer the eternal laws of God, which ought to

be implanted in men's minds with the utmost cer-

tainty, to be called in question by probable reason-

ings ? For there is nothing so demonstrable, which

men will not undermine by argument. But the

principles of religion do not depend on demonstra-

tions and arguments, but on faith alone
;
and who-

ever attempts to prove them by a train of reason-

ing, tends to subvert the foundations of the whole

fabric. Bodin in this sophistry was undoubtedly
insincere. He goes on, however, having purposely
sacrificed this cock to ^sculapius, to contend that,

if several religions exist in a state, the prince should

avoid violence and persecution ; the natural ten-

dency of man being to give his assent voluntarily,
but never by force.t

influence 63. The first chapter of the fifth book, on the
of climate

on govern- adaptation or government to the varieties of race

and climate, has excited more attention than most

others, from its being supposed to have given rise

to a theory of Montesquieu. In fact, however, the

general principle is more ancient
;
but no one had

developed it so fully as Bodin. Of this he seems

to be aware. No one, he says, has hitherto

* c. 6. f c. 7.
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treated on this important subject, which should CHAP.

always be kept in mind, lest we establish institu-
'

tions not suitable to the people, forgetting that the

laws of nature will not bend to the fancy of man.

He then investigates the peculiar characteristics of

the northern, middle, and southern nations, as to

physical and moral qualities. Some positions he

has laid down erroneously ; but, on the whole, he

shows a penetrating judgment and comprehensive

generalisation of views. He concludes that bodily

strength prevails towards the poles, mental power
towards the tropics ;

and that the nations lying
between partake in a mixed ratio of both. This is

not very just ; but he argues from the great armies

that have come from the north, while arts and

sciences have been derived from the south. There

is certainly a considerable resemblance to Montes-

quieu in this chapter ;
and like him, with better

excuse, Bodin accumulates inaccurate stories.

Force prevails most with the northerns, reason with

the inhabitants of a temperate or middle climate,

superstition with the southerns
;

thus astrology,

magic, and all mysterious sciences have come from

the Chaldeans and Egyptians. Mechanical arts

and inventions, on the other hand, flourish best in

northern countries, and the southerns hardly know
how to imitate them, their genius being wholly

speculative, nor have they so much industry,

quickness in perceiving what is to be done, or

worldly prudence. The stars appear to exert some

influence over national peculiarities : but even in

the same latitudes great variety of character is

found, which arises from a mountainous or level
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CHAP, soil, and from other physical circumstances. We
learn by experience, that the inhabitants of hilly

countries and the northern nations generally love

freedom, but having less intellect than strength,

submit readily to the wisest among them. Even

winds are not without some effect on national cha-

racter. But the barrenness or fertility of the soil

is more important; the latter producing indolence

and effeminacy, while one effect of a barren soil is

to drive the people into cities, and to the exercise

of handicrafts for the sake of commerce, as we see

at Athens and Nuremberg, the former of which

may be contrasted with Boeotia.

64. Bodin concludes, after a profusion of evi-

dence drawn from the whole world, that it is

necessary not only to consider the general cha-

racter of the climate as affecting an entire region,

but even the peculiarities of single districts, and to

inquire what effects may be wrought on the dis-

positions of the inhabitants by the air, the water,

the mountains and valleys, or prevalent winds, as

well as those which depend on their religion, their

customs, their education, their form ofgovernment ;

for whoever should conclude alike as to all who live

in the same climate would be frequently deceived ;

since, in the same parallel of latitude, we may find

remarkable differences even of countenance and

complexion. This chapter abounds with proofs
of the comprehension as well as patient research

which distinguishes Bodin from every political

writer who had preceded him.

Means of 65. In the second chapter, which inquires how
we may avoid the revolutions which an excessive
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inequality of possessions tends to produce, he in- CHAP.

veighs against a partition of property, as incon-
'

sistent with civil society, and against an abolition

of debts, because there can be no justice where

contracts are not held inviolable ; and observes,

that it is absurd to expect a division of all posses-
sions to bring about tranquillity. He objects also

to any endeavour to limit the number of the citi-

zens, except by colonisation. In deference to the

authority of the Mosaic law, he is friendly to a

limited right of primogeniture, but disapproves
the power of testamentary dispositions, as tending
to inequality, and the admission of women to

equal shares in the inheritance, least the same con-

sequence should come through marriage. Usury
he would absolutely abolish, to save the poorer
classes from ruin.

66. Whether the property of condemned per-

sons shall be confiscated is a problem, as to which,

having given the arguments on both sides, he in-

clines to a middle course, that the criminal's own

acquisitions should be forfeited, but what has de-

scended from his ancestors should pass to his

posterity. He speaks with great freedom against

unjust prosecutions, and points out the dangers of

the law of forfeiture.* In the next, being the

fourth chapter of this book, he treats of rewards

and punishments. All states depend on the due

distribution of these
; but, while many books are

full of the latter, few have discussed the former,

to which he here confines himself. Triumphs,

statues, public thanks, offices of trust and com-

c.s.
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CHAP.
IV.

Fortresses.

mand, are the most honourable
; exemptions from

service or tribute, privileges, and the like, the

most beneficial. In a popular government, the

former are more readily conceded than the latter ;

in a monarchy, the reverse. The Roman triumph

gave a splendour to the republic itself. In modern

times the sale of nobility, and of public offices,

renders them no longer so honourable as they
should be. He is here again very free-spoken as

to the conduct of the French, and of other govern-
ments. *

67. The advantage of warlike habits to a nation,

and the utility of fortresses, are then investigated.

Some have objected to the latter, as injurious to

the courage of the people, and of little service

against an invader
;
and also, as furnishing oppor-

tunities to tyrants and usurpers, or occasionally to

rebels. Bodin, however, inclines in their favour,

especially as to those on the frontier, which may be

granted as feudal benefices, but not in inheritance.

The question of cultivating a military spirit in the

people depends on the form of polity : in popular
states it is necessary ;

in an aristocracy, unsafe.

In monarchies, the position of the state with re-

spect to its neighbours is to be considered. The

capital city ought to be strong in a republic, be-

cause its occupation is apt to carry with it an

entire change in the commonwealth. But a citadel

is dangerous in such a state. It is better not to

suffer castles, or strongholds of private men, as is

the policy of England ;
unless when the custom is

so established, that they cannot be dismantled

without danger to the state, t

* c.4. c.5.
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68. Treaties of peace and alliance come next CHAP.

under review. He points out with his usual
'

prolixity the difference between equal and un-

equal compacts of this kind. Bodin contends

strongly for the rigorous maintenance of good
faith, and reprobates the civilians and canonists

who induced the council of Constance to break

their promise towards John Huss. No one yet,
he exclaims, has been so consummately impudent,
as to assert the right of violating a fair promise ;

but one alleges the deceit of the enemy j another,

his own mistake
;
a third, the change of circum-

stances, which has rendered it impossible to keep
his word ; a fourth, the ruin of the state which it

would entail. But no excuse, according to Bodin,

can be sufficient, save the unlawfulness of the pro-

mise, or the impossibility of fulfilling it. The
most difficult terms to keep are between princes

and their subjects, which generally require the

guarantee of other states. Faith, however, ought
to be kept in such cases

;
and he censures, though

under an erroneous impression of the fact, as a

breach of engagement, the execution of the Duke
of York in the reign of Henry VI.

; adding, that

he prefers to select foreign instances, rather than

those at home, which he would wish to be buried

in everlasting oblivion. In this he probably al-

ludes to the day of St. Bartholomew.*

69. The first chapter of the sixth book relates Census of

to a periodical census of property, which he re-
p

commends as too much neglected. The Roman

* c. 6. Externa libcntius
(juain scmpitcrna oblivionc scpulta jace-

domcstica recorder, qua; uttnam rent.

VOL. II. Q
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CHAP.
IV.

Public

revenues.

Taxation.

censorship of manners he extols, and thinks it pe-

culiarly required, when all domestic coercion is

come to an end. But he would give no coercive

jurisdiction to his censors, and plainly intimates

his dislike to a similar authority in the church. *

A more important disquisition follows on public

revenues. These may be derived from seven

sources : namely, national domains ; confiscation

of enemies' property ; gifts of friendly powers ; tri-

butes from dependent allies ; foreign trade carried

on by the state ;
tolls and customs on exports and

imports ; or, lastly, taxes directly levied on the

people. The first of these is the most secure and

honourable; and here we have abundance ofancient

and modern learning, while of course the French

principle of inalienability is brought forward. The
second source of revenue is justified by the rights

of war and practice of nations
; the third has

sometimes occurred ;
and the fourth is very fre-

quent. It is dishonourable for a prince to be a

merchant, and thus gain a revenue in the fifth

mode, yet the kings of Portugal do not disdain

this
;
and the mischievous usage of selling offices

in some other countries seems to fall under this

head. The different taxes on merchandise, or, in

our language, of customs and excise, come in the

sixth place. Here Bodin advises to lower the im-

port duties on articles with which the people can-

not well dispense, but to lay them heavily on

manufactured goods, that they may learn to prac-
tise these arts themselves.

70. The last species of revenue, obtained from
* lib. vi. c. 1.
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direct taxation, is never to be chosen but from ne- CHAP.

cessity ; and as taxes are apt to be kept up when
the necessity is passed, it is better that the king
should borrow money of subjects than impose taxes

upon them. He then enters on the history of tax-

ation in different countries, remarking it as peculiar
to France, that the burthen is thrown on the people
to the ease of the nobles and clergy, which is the

case no where except with the French, among
whom, as Caasar truly wrote, nothing is more

despised than the common people. Taxes on lux-

uries, which serve only to corrupt men, are the

best of all ; those also are good which are imposed
on proceedings at law, so as to restrain unnecessary

litigation. Borrowing at interest, or by way of

annuity, as they do at Venice, is ruinous. It

seems, therefore, that Bodin recommends loans

without interest, which must be compulsory. In

the remainder of this chapter he treats of the

best mode of expending the public revenue, and

advises that royal grants should be closely examined,

and, if excessive, be rescinded, at least after the

death of the reigning king.
*

71. Every adulteration of coin, to which Bodin Aduitera-

proceeds, and every change in its value is dangerous, coh,.

as it affects the certainty of contracts, and renders

every man's property insecure. The different

modes of alloying coin are then explained accord-

ing to practical metallurgy, and, assuming the

constant ratio of gold to silver as twelve to one, he

advises that coins of both metals should be of the

same weight. The alloy should not be above one

* c.2.

Q 2
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CHAP, in twenty-four : and the same standard should be
IV'

used for plate. Many curious facts in monetary

history will be found collected in this chapter.
*

Superiority J%. Bodin next states fully and with apparent

arc."" fairness, the advantages and disadvantages both

of democracy and aristocracy, and, admitting
that some evils belong to monarchy, contends

that they are all much less than in the two

other forms. It must be remembered, that he

does not acknowledge the possibility of a mixed

government ;
a singular error, which, of course,

vitiates his reasonings in this chapter. But it con-

tains many excellent observations on democratical

violence and ignorance, which history had led him

duly to appreciate.t The best form of polity, he

holds to be a monarchy by agnatic succession,

such as, in contradiction to Hottoman, he maintains

to have been always established in France, pointing
out also the mischiefs that have ensued in other

countries for want of a Salic law.t

Conclusion
73. jn the concluding chapter ofthe work, Bodin,

of the work.
*

.

with too much parade or mathematical language,
descants on what he calls arithmetical, geometrical,
and harmonic proportions, as applied to political

regimen. As the substance of all this appears

only to be, that laws ought sometimes to be made

according to the circumstances and conditions of

different ranks in society, sometimes to be abso-

lutely equal, it will probably be thought by most

rather incumbered by this philosophy, which,

however, he borrowed from the ancients, and found

conformable to the spirit of learned men in his

* c.3.
-f-

c.4. J c. 5.
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own time. Several interesting questions in the CHAP.

theory of j urisprudence are incidentally discussed
'

in this chapter, such as that of the due limits of

judicial discretion.

74. It must appear, even from this imperfect Bodin com-

analysis, in which much has been curtailed of its 5TStotie

h

fair proportion, and many both curious and judi-
cious observations omitted, that Bodin possessed a

highly philosophical mind, united with the most

ample stores of history and jurisprudence. No
former writer on political philosophy had been

either so comprehensive in his scheme, or so

copious in his knowledge ; none, perhaps, more

original, more independent and fearless in his

inquiries. Two names alone, indeed, could be com-

pared with his ; Aristotle and Machiavel. Without,

however, pretending that Bodin was equal to the

former in acuteness and sagacity, we may say that the

experience of two thousand years, and the maxims
of reason and justice, suggested or corrected by
the gospel and its ministers, by the philosophers of

Greece and Rome, and by the civil law, gave him

advantages, of which his judgment and industry

fully enabled him to avail himself, Machiavel,

again, has discussed so few, comparatively, of the

important questions in political theory, and has

seen many things so partially, according to the

narrow experience of Italian republics, that, with

all his superiority in genius, and still more in

effective eloquence, we can hardly say that his

Discourses on Livy are a more useful study than

the Republic of Bodin.

75. It has been often alleged, as we have men-

Q 3
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CHAP, tioned above, that Montesquieu owed something,
'

and especially his theory of the influence of cli-

mate> t Bodin. But, though he had unquestion-

ably read the Republic with that advantage which

the most fertile minds derive from others, this

ought not to detract in our eyes from his real

originality. The Republic, and the Spirit of Laws

bear, however, a more close comparison than any
other political systems of celebrity. Bodin and

Montesquieu are, in this province of political

theory, the most philosophical of those who have

read so deeply, the most learned of those who
have thought so much. Both acute, ingenious,
little respecting authority in matters of opinion,
but deferring to it in established power, and

hence apt to praise the fountain of waters whose

bitterness they exposed ;
both in advance of their

age, but one so much that his genius neither

kindled a fire in the public mind, nor gained its

own due praise, the other more fortunate in being
the immediate herald of a generation which he

stimulated, and which repaid him by its admiration ;

both conversant with ancient and mediaeval history,

and with the Roman as well as national law ; both

just, benevolent, and sensible of the great object of

civil society, but displaying this with some variation

according to their times
;
both sometimes seduced

by false analogies, but the one father through

respect to an erroneous philosophy, the other

through personal thirst of praise and affectation of

originality ;
both aware that the basis of the phi-

losophy of man is to be laid in the records of his

past existence >
but the one prone to accumulate
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historical examples without sufficient discrimination,

and to overwhelm, instead of convincing the

reader by their redundancy, the other aiming at

an induction from select experience, but hence

appearing sometimes to reason generally from par-

ticular premises, or dazzling the student by a proof
that does not satisfy his reason. *

CHAP.
IV.

SECT. III. ON JURISPRUDENCE.

Golden Age ofJurisprudence Cujacius Other Civilians Anti-Tribo-

nianus of Hottoman Law of Nations Francucut a Victoria

Balthazar Ayala Albericus Genlilis.

76. THE latter part of the sixteenth century, de- Golden age

nominated by Andres the golden age of jurispru-

dence, produced the men who completed what

Alciat and Augustinus had begun in the preceding

generation, by elucidating and reducing to order

the dark chaos which the Roman law, enveloped

* This account of Bodin's Re-

public will be found too long by
many readers ;

and I ought, per-

haps, to apologise for it on the

score that M. Lerminier, in his

brilliant and agreeable Introduction

A 1'Histoire Oenerale du Droit

(Paris, 1829), has pre-occupied
the same ground. This, how-

ever, had escaped my recollection

(though I was acquainted with the

work of M. L.) when I made my
own analysis, which has not been

borrowed in a single line from his.

The labours of M. Lerminier are

not so commonly known in Eng-
land as to render it unnecessary to

do justice to a great French writer

of the sixteenth century.
As I have mentioned M. Ler-

minier, I would ask whether the

following is a fair translation of
the Latin of Bodin : Eo nos ipsa
ratio deducit, imperia scilicet ac

respublicas vi primum coaluisse,
t-linm si ab hutoria dcscramitr ;

quamquam pleni stint libri, plenao

leges, plena antiquitas. En etablis-

sant la theorie de 1'origine des

surirtr>, il declare qu'il y persiste,

quand memc let faitt iraicnt a /Vn-
contre. Hist, du Droit. p. 62.

and 67.
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HAF. in its own obscurities and those of its earlier com-
. mentators, had presented to the student. The
Cujadus. most distinguished of these, Cujacius, became pro-

fessor at Bourges, the chief scene of his renown,

and the principal seminary of the Roman law in

France, about the year 1555. His works, of which

many had been separately published, were collected

in 1577 arj|d they make an epoch in the annals of

jurisprudence. This greatest of all civil lawyers

pursued the track that Alciat had so successfully

opened, avoiding all scholastic subtleties of inter-

pretation, for which he substituted a general eru-

dition that rendered the science at once more

intelligible and more attractive. Though his works

are voluminous, Cujacius has not the reputation of

diffuseness
;
on the contrary, the art of lucid ex-

planation with brevity is said to have been one

of his great characteristics. Thus, in the Paratitla

on the Digest, a little book which Hottoman, his

rival and enemy, advised his own son to carry

constantly about with him, we find a brief expo-

sition, in very good Latin, of every title in order,

but with little additional matter. And it is said

that he thought nothing requisite for the Institutes

but short clear notes, which his thorough admirers

afterwards contrasted with the celebrated but

rather verbose commentaries of Vinnius.

Eulogies 77- Notwithstanding this conciseness, his works

upon him. extend to a formidable length. For the civil law

itself is, for the most part, very concisely written,

and stretches to such an extent, that his indefati-

gable diligence in illustrating every portion of it

could not be satisfied within narrow bounds.
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" Had Cujacius been born sooner," in the words CHAP.
TV

of the most elegant of his successors,
" he would

'

have sufficed instead of every other interpreter.

For neither does he permit us to remain ignorant

of any thing, nor to know any thing which he has

not taught. He alone instructs us on every sub-

ject, and what he teaches is always his own.

Hence, though the learned style of jurisprudence

began with Alciat, we shall call it Cujacian."*
"
Though the writings of Cujacius are so volu-

minous," says Heineccius,
" that scarce any one

seems likely to read them all, it is almost peculiar

to him, that the longer any of his books is, the

more it is esteemed. Nothing in them is trivial,

nothing such as might be found in any other
; every

thing so well chosen that the reader can feel no

satiety ;
and the truth is seen of what he answered

to his disciples, when they asked for more diffuse

commentaries, that his lectures were for the igno-

rant, his writings for the learned." t A later

writer, Gennari, has given a more fully elaborate

character of this illustrious lawyer, who might
seem to have united every excellence without a

failing, t But without listening to the enemies

*
Gravina, Origincs Juris Civi- non tarn ex aliis excerpta, qtiani a

lis, p. 219. se invcnta, sane fatcntur omnes;
f Heineccii Opera xiv. 203. ita oninin suo loco posita, non

He prefers the Observationes at- niinis protracta, qiiac nauseam cre-

que Emendationes of Cujacius to ant, non arete ac jejune tractate,

all his other works. These con-
quap cxplicationis paullo diftiisioria

tain twenty-eight books, published, pariunt dcsiderium. Candida per-
at intervals, from the year 1556. spicuitate brevis, elegans sub ama-

They were designed to extend to bili simplicitate, caute eruditus,

forty books. quantum patitur occasio, ubiquc
J Rcspublica Jurisconsultorum, docens, ne aliqun parte arguatur

p. 237. Intacturn in jurisprudcn- otiosus, tarn nihil habct inane,

tia rcliquit nihil, ct qua? scribit, nihil inconditum, nihil curtum,
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CHAP, whom his own eminence, or the polemical fierce-
'

ness of some disputes in which he was engaged,
created among the jurists of that age, it has since

been observed, that in his writings may be detected

some inconsistencies, of which whole books have

been invidiously compiled, and that he was too

prone to abuse his acuteness by conjectural emend-

ations of the text ;
a dangerous practice, as Byn-

kershoek truly remarks, when it may depend upon
a single particle whether the claim of Titius or of

Marius shall prevail.
*

Cujacius, 78. Such was the renown of Cujacius that, in

pretefof
the public schools of Germany, when his name was

law rather
mentioned, every one took off his hat.t The con-

than a

lawyer. tinual bickerings of his contemporaries, not only
of the old Accursian school, among whom Albericus

Gentilis was prominent in disparaging him, but of

those who had been trained in the steps of Alciat

like himself, did not affect this honest admiration

of the general student.^ But we must not con-

sider Cujacius exactly in the light of what we now
call a great lawyer. He rejected all modern foren-

sic experience with scorn, declaring that he had

misspent his youth in such studies. We have,

indeed, fifty of his consultations which appear to be

actual cases. But, in general, it is observed by
Gravina that both he and the greatest of his dis-

nihil claudicans, nihil redundans, ac succi plenus, rectus prudensque
amoenus in Observationibus, sub- in Consultationibus.

tilis in Tractatibus, uber ac planus
* Heinecc. xiv. 209. Gennari,

in Commentariis, generosus in re- p. 199.

fellendis objectis, accuratus in con-
-f- Gennari, p. 246. Biogr. Univ.

fingendis notis, in Paratitlis brevis J Heineccius, ibid. Gennari,

p. 242.
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ciples "are but ministers of ancient jurisprudence, CHAP.

hardly deigning to notice the emergent questions .

of modern practice. Hence, while the elder jurists

of the school of Bartolus, deficient as they are in

expounding the Roman laws, yet apply them

judiciously to new cases, these excellent inter-

preters hardly regard any thing modern, and leave

to the others the whole honour of advising and

deciding rightly." Therefore he recommends that

the student who has imbibed the elements of

Roman jurisprudence in all their purity from the

school of Cujacius, should not neglect the interpre-

tations of Accursius in obscure passages j and,

above all, should have recourse to Bartolus and his

disciples for the arguments, authorities, and illus-

trations which ordinary forensic questions will

require.*

79. At some distance below Cujacius, but in French

places of honour, we find among the great French below

interpreters of the civil law in this age, Duaren, as

devoted to ancient learning as Cujacius, but differ- other *

ing from him by inculcating the necessity of

forensic practice to form a perfect lawyer t ; Govea,

who, though a Portuguese, was always resident in

France, whom some have set even above Cujacius
for ability, and of whom it has been said that he is

the only jurist who ought to have written moret;
Brisson, a man of various learning, who became in

* Oravina, p. 222. 230. uno dcsideretur, plura scripsisse,

f-
Duarenus . . . sine forcnsis dc cfetcris vero, pauciora ....

excrcitationis praefiidio ncc satis quia felix ingenio, nuturce viribus

pcrcipi, nee recte commodeque do- tantum confideret, ut diligentia:
ceri jus civile existimat. Oennari, laudem sibi non neccssariam, minus

p. 179. etiatn
hpnorificnin putare videatur.

% Goveanus . . . vir, de quo Gcnnari, p. 281.
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CHAP, the seditions of Paris an unfortunate victim of his
'

own weak ambition ; Balduin, a strenuous advocate

for uniting the study of ancient history with that

of law ; Godefroi, whose Corpus Juris Civilis

makes an epoch in jurisprudence, being the text-

book universally received ;
and Connan, who is at

least much quoted by the principal writers on the

law of nature and nations. The boast of Germany
was Gifanius.

Opponents 80. These " ministers of ancient jurisprudence
"

man law. seemed to have no other office than to display the

excellencies of the old masters in their original

purity. Ulpian and Papinian were to them what

Aristotle and Aquinas were to another class of

worshippers. But the jurists of the age of Severus

have come down to us through a compilation in

that of Justinian ;
and Alciat himself had begun

to discover the interpolations of Tribonian, and

the corruption which, through ignorance or design,
had penetrated the vast reservoir of the Pandects.

Augustinus, Cujacius, and other French lawyers
of the school of Bourges followed in this track,

and endeavoured not only to restore the text from

errors introduced by the carelessness of transcribers,

a necessary and arduous labour, but from those

springing out of the presumptuousness of the law-

giver himself, or of those whom he had employed.
This excited a vehement opposition, led by some
of the chief lawyers of France, jealous of the fame

of Cujacius. But while they pretended to rescue

the orthodox vulgate from the innovations of its

great interpreter, another sect rose up, far bolder
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than either, which assailed the law itself. Of these CHAP.

the most determined were Faber and Hottoman.
Iv '

81. Antony Faber, or Fabre, a lawyer of Savoy, Faber of

who became president of the court of Chamberi in

1610, acquired his reputation in the sixteenth cen-

tury. He waged war against the whole body of com-

mentators, and even treated the civil law itself as so

mutilated and corrupt, so inapplicable to modern

times, that it would be better to lay it altogether aside.

Gennari says, that he would have been the greatest

of lawyers, if he had not been too desirous to ap-

pear such
*

; his temerity and self-confidence dimi-

nished the effect of his ability. His mind was

ardent and unappalled by difficulties
;
no one had

more enlarged views of jurisprudence, but in his

interpretations he was prone to make the laws

rather what they ought to have been than what

they were. His love of paradox is hardly a greater

fault than the perpetual carping at his own master

Cujacius, as if he thought the reform of jurispru-

dence should have been reserved for himself.t

82. But the most celebrated production of this Anti-Tri-

party is the Anti-Tribonianus of Hottoman. This

was written in 1567, and though not published in

French till 1609, nor in the original till 1647, seems

properly to belong to the sixteenth century. He

begins by acknowledging the merit of the Romans

*
p. 97. plus grandes difficulties. Mais on

f- Heincccius, p. 236. Fabre, I'accuse avcc raison d'avoir decide

says Ferriere, as quoted by Terras- nn pen trop hardiment centre les

son, Hist, de la Jurisprudence, cst opinions communes, et de s'etrc

celui des jurisconsultes modcrnes donnc souvcnt trop de liberle de

qui a porte le plus loin les idees retranchcr ou d'ajoutcr dans les

sur le droit. C'etoit un esprit loix. See too the article Favrc, in

vnste que nc sc rebutoit par de Biographic Universellc.
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CHAP, in jurisprudence, but denies that the compilation
'

of Justinian is to be confounded with the Roman
law. He divides his inquiry into two questions :

first, whether the study of these laws is useful in

France ; and secondly, what are their deficiencies.

These laws, he observes by the way, contain very
little instruction about Roman history or anti-

quities, so that in books on those subjects we rarely

find them cited. He then adverts to particular

branches of the civil law, and shows that number-

less doctrines are now obsolete, such as the state of

servitude, the right of arrogation, the ceremonies

of marriage, the peculiar law of guardianship, while

for matters of daily occurrence they give us no as-

sistance. He points out the useless distinctions

between things mancipi and non mancipi, be-

tween the dominium quiritarium and bonitarium ;

the modes of acquiring property by mancipation,
cessio in jure, usucapio, and the like, the unprofit-

able doctrines about fidei commissa and the jus
accrescendi. He dwells on the folly of keeping up
the old forms of stipulation in contracts, and those

of legal process, from which no one can depart a

syllable without losing his suit. And on the whole

he concludes, that not a twentieth part of the

Roman law survives, and of that not one tenth

can be of any utility. In the second part, Hotto-

man attacks Tribonian himself, for suppressing the

genuine works of great lawyers, for barbarous lan-

guage, for perpetually mutilating, transposing and

interpolating the passages which he inserts, so that

no cohesion or consistency is to be found in these

fragments of materials, nor is it possible to restore
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them. The evil has been increased by the herd of CHAP.
IV

commentators and interpreters since the twelfth cen-
'

tury ;
those who have lately appeared and applied

more erudition rarely agreeing in their conjectural

emendations of the text, which yet frequently
varies in different manuscripts, so as to give rise to

endless disputes. He ends by recommending that

some jurisconsults and advocates should be called

together, in order to compile a good code of laws ;

taking whatever is valuable in the Roman system,
and adding whatever from other sources may seem

worthy of reception, drawing them up in plain

language, without too much subtlety, and attend-

ing chiefly to the principles of equity. He thinks

that a year or two would suffice for the instruction

of students in such a code of laws, which would be

completed afterwards, as was the case at Rome, by
forensic practice.

83. These opinions of Hottoman, so reason- civil law-

able in themselves, as to the inapplicability of
"

much of the Roman law to the actual state of so-
France*

ciety, were congenial to the prejudices of many
lawyers in France. That law had in fact to struggle

against a system already received, the feudal customs

which had governed the greater part of the king-
dom. And this party so much prevailed, that by
the ordinance of Blois, in 1579, the university of

Paris was forbidden to give lectures or degrees in

civil law. This was not wholly regarded ;
but it

was not till a century afterwards, that public lec-

tures in that science were re-established in the uni-

versity, on account of the uncertainty, which the
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CHAP.
IV.

Turamiiii.

Canon law.

Law of

nations.

Its early
state.

neglect of the civil law was alleged to have pro-

duced.

84. France now stood far pre-eminent in her

lawyers. But Italy was not wanting in men once

conspicuous, whom we cannot afford time to men-

tion. One of them, Turamini, professor at Fer-

rara, though his name is not found in Tiraboschi,

or even in Gravina, seems to have had a more lumi-

nous conception of the relation which should sub-

sist between positive laws and those of nature, as

well as of their distinctive provinces, than was

common in the great jurists of that generation.
His commentary on the titleDe Legibus, in the first

book of the Pandects, gave him an opportunity for

philosophical illustration. An account of his writ-

ings will be found in Corniani.*

85. The canon law, though by no means a pro-

vince sterile in the quantity of its produce, has not

deserved to arrest our attention. It was studied

conjointly with that of Rome, from which it bor-

rows many of its principles and rules of proceeding,

though not servilely, nor without such variations as

the independence of its tribunals and the different

nature of its authorities might be expected to pro-

duce. Covarruvias and other Spaniards were the

most eminent canonists ; Spain was distinguished

in this line of jurisprudence.

86. But it is of more importance to observe,

that in this period we find a foundation laid for the

great science of international law, the determining

authority in questions of right between independ-
ent states. Whatever had been delivered in books

* vol.vi. p. 197.
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on this subject, had rested too much on theological
CHAP.

casuistry, or on the analogies of positive arid local
'

law, or on the loose practice of nations, and

precedents rather of arms than of reason. The
fecial law, or rights of ambassadors, was that which

had been most respected. The customary code of

Europe, in military and maritime questions, as well

as in some others, to which no state could apply its

particular jurisprudence with any hope of recipro-

city, grew up by degrees to be administered, if not

upon solid principles, yet with some uniformity.
The civil jurists, as being conversant with a system
more widely diffused, and of which the equity was

more generally recognized than any other, took

into their hands the adjudication of all these cases.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the progress
of international relations, and, we may add, the fre-

quency of wars, though it did not at once create a

common standard, showed how much it was re-

quired. War itself, it was perceived, even for the

advantage of the belligerents, had its rules ; an

enemy had his rights ;
the study of ancient history

furnished precedents of magnanimity and justice,

which put the more recent examples of Christen-

dom to shame
;
the spirit of the gospel could not

be wholly suppressed, at least in theory ; the strict-

ness of casuistry was applied to the duties of sove-

reigns ; and perhaps the scandal given by the

writings of Machiavel was not without its influence

in dictating a nobler tone to the morality of inter-

national law.

87. Before we come to works strictly belonging Francis

to this kind of jurisprudence, one may be men-

VOL. n. R
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CHAP, tioned which connects it with theological casu-
'

istry. The Relectiones Theologicse of Francis a

Victoria, a professor in Salamanca, and one on whom
Nicolas Antonio and many other Spanish writers

bestow the highest eulogy, as the restorer of theo-

logical studies in their country, is a book of re-

markable scarcity, though it has been published at

least in four editions. Grotius has been supposed
to have made use of it in his own great work ;

but

some of those who since his time have mentioned

Victoria's writings on this subject, lament that they
are not to be met with. Dupin, however, has given
a short account of the Relectiones ; and there are

at least two copies in England one in the Bodleian

Library, and another in that of Dr. Williams in

Redcross-street. The edition I have used is of

Venice, 1626, being probably the latest
;

it was

published first at Lyons in 1557, a^ Salamanca in

1565, and again at Lyons in 1587 ;
but had become

scarce before its republication at Venice.* It con-

sists of thirteen relections, as Victoria calls them,

or dissertations on different subjects, related in

some measure to theology, at least by the mode in

which he treats them. The fifth, entitled De Indis,

and the sixth, De Jure Belli, are the most important.
His opi- 88. The third is entitled, De Potestate Civili. In
nions on

, . 1
_ .

public law. this he derives government and monarchy from

* This is said on the authority book, but he does not advert to

of the Venetian edition. But its scarcity. Morhof, who calls

Nicolas Antonio mentions an it Prcelectiones, names the two
edition at Ingoldstadt in 1580, and editions of Lyons, and those of
another at Antwerp in 1604. He is Ingoldstadt and Antwerp. Bru-
silent about those of 1587 and net, Watts, and the Biographic
1626. He also says that the Re- Universelle do not mention Vic-
lectiones are twelve in number, toria at all.

Perhaps he had never seen the
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divine institution, and holds that, as the majority of CHAP.

a state may choose a king whom the minority are
'

bound to obey, so the majority of Christians may
bind the minority by the choice of an universal

monarch. In the chapter concerning the Indians, he

strongly asserts the natural right of those nations to

dominion over theirown propertyand to sovereignty,

denying the allegations founded on their infidelity

or vices. He treats this question methodically, in

a scholastic manner, giving the arguments on both

sides. He denies that the emperor, or the pope,
is lord of the whole world, or that the pope has

any power over the barbarian Indians or other

infidels. The right of sovereignty in the king of

Spain over these people he rests on such grounds
as he can find ; namely, the refusal of permission

to trade, which he holds to be a just cause of war,

and the cessions made to him by allies among
the native powers. In the sixth relection, on the

right of war, he goes over most of the leading

questions, discussed afterwards by Albericus Gen-

tilis and Grotius. His dissertation is exceedingly

condensed, comprising sixty sections in twenty-

eight pages ;
wherein he treats of the general right

of war, the difference between public war and re-

prisal,
the just and unjust causes of war, its proper

ends, the right of subjects to examine its grounds,

and many more of a similar kind. He determines

that a war cannot be just on both sides, except

through ignorance ;
and also that subjects ought

not to serve their prince in a war which they
reckon unjust. Grotius has adopted both these

tenets. The whole relection, as well as that on
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CHAP, the Indians, displays an intrepid spirit of justice_!_ and humanity, which seems to have been rather a

general characteristic of the Spanish theologians.

Dominic Soto, always inflexibly on the side of right,

had already sustained by his authority the noble

enthusiasm of Las Casas.
on gQ t jjut the first book, so far as I am aware, that

the rights . .

*

of war.
systematically reduced the practice of nations in the

conduct of war to legitimate rules, is a treatise by
Balthazar Ayala, judge-advocate (as we use the

word), to the Spanish army in the Netherlands,

under the Prince of Parma, to whom it is dedicated.

The dedication bears date 1581, and the first edition

is said to have appeared the next year. I have only
seen that of 1597> a d I apprehend every edition to

be very scarce, For this reason, and because it is

the opening of a great subject, I shall give the titles

of his chapters in a note.* It will appear, that the

* Balth. Ayalae, J. C. et exer- Lib. ii.

citus regii apud Belgas supremi c. 1. De Officiis Bellicis.

juridici, de jure et officiis bellicis 2. De Imperatore vel Duce
et disciplina militari, libri tres. Exercitus.

Antw. 1597. 12mo. pp. 405. 3. Unum non Piures Exerci-
Lib. i. tui Praefici debere.

c.l. De Ratione Belli Indicendi, 4. Utrum Lenitate et Bene-

Aliisque Caeremoniis Bel- volentia, an Severitate et

licis. SaBvitia plus proficiet
2. De Bello Justo. Imperator.
3. De Duello, sive Singulari 5. Temporum Rationem pra-

Certamine. cipue in Bello Haben-
4. De Pignerationibus, quas dam.

vulgo Represalias vo- 6. Contentiosas et Lentas de
cant, Rebus Bellicis Deliber-

5. De Bello Captis et Jure ationes admodura Nox-
Postliminii. ias esse.

6. De Fide Hosti Servanda. 7. Dum Res sunt Integra ne
7. DC Foederibus et Induciis. minimum quidem Regi
8. De Insidiis et Fraude Hos- vel Reipublicse de Majes-

tili- tate sua Concedendum
9. De Jure Legatorum. esse ; et errare eos qui
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second book of Ayala, relates more to politics and
to strategy than to international jurisprudence ;

and

that in the third he treats entirely of what we call

martial law. But in the first he aspires to lay down

great principles of public ethics; and Grotius, who
refers to Ayala with commendation, is surely mis-

taken in saying that he has not touched the grounds
of justice and injustice in war.* His second

chapter is on this subject, in thirty-four pages; and

though he neither sifts the matter so exactly, nor

CHAP.
IV.

Lib. ii.

Arrogantiam Hostiurn

ModestiaetPatientia vin-

ci posse existimant.

c. 8. An praestet Bellum Domi
excipere, an vero in

Hostilem Agrum inferre.

9. An praestet Initio Proelii

Magno Clamore et Con-
citato Cursu in Hostes

pergere, an vero Loco
manere.

10. Non esse Consilii invicem

Infensos Civilibus Dis-

sensionibus Hostes Sola

Discordia Fretum inva-

dere.

1 1 . Necessitatem Pugnandi
Magno Studio Imponen-
dam esse Militibus et

Hostibus Remittendam.
12. In Victoria potissimum de

Pace Cogitandum.
13. Devictis Hostibus qua po-

tissinuim Ratione Per-

petua Pace Quieti obti-

neri possint [sic.]

Lib. iii.

c. 1. De Disciplina Militari.

2. De Officio Legati et Alio-

rum qui Militibus prae-
sunt.

3. De Metatoribus sive Men-
soribus.

Lib. iii.

c. 4. De Militibus, et qui Mili-

tare possunt.
5. De Sacramento Militari.

6. De Missione.

7. De Privilegiis Militum.

8. De Judiciis Militaribus.

9. De Poenis Militum.

10. De Contumacious et Du-
cum Dicto non Parenti-

bus.

11. De Emansoribus.
12. De Desertoribus.

13. De Transfugis et Prodi-

toribus.

14. De Seditiosis.

15. De lis qui in Acie Loco
cedunt aut Victi Se de-

dunt.

16. De lis qui Anna alienant

vel amittunt.

17. De lis qui Excubias dese-

nint vel minus recte

agunt.
18. De Eo qui Arcem vel Oppi-

dum cujus Prasidio im-

positus est, amittit vel

Hostibus dedit.

19. De Furtis et Aliis Delictis

Militaribus.

20. DC Praemiis Militum.

* Causas unde bcllum justum
aut injustum dicitur Ayala non

tetigit. De Jure B. and P. Pro-

legom. 38.

u 3
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limits the right of hostility so much as Grotius,

he deserves the praise of laying down the general

principle without subtlety or chicanery. Ayala posi-

tively denies, with Victoria, the right of levying
war against infidels, even by authority of the pope,
on the mere ground of their religion; for their

infidelity does not deprive them of their right of

dominion
;
nor was that sovereignty over the earth

given originally to the faithful alone, but to every
reasonable creature. And this, he says, has been

shown by Covarruvias to be the sentiment of the

majority of doctors.* Ayala deals abundantly in

examples from ancient history, and in authorities

from the jurists.

90. We find next in order of chronology a treatise

on Embas- by Albericus Gentilis, De Legationibus, published
in 1583. Gentilis was an Italian Protestant who,

through the Earl of Leicester, obtained the chair of

civil law at Oxford in 1582. His writings on Roman

jurisprudence are numerous, but not very highly
esteemed. This work, on the Law of Embassy, is

dedicated to Sir Philip Sydney, the patron of so

many distinguished strangers. The first book con-

tains an explanation of the different kinds of em-

bassies, and of the ceremonies anciently connected

with them. His aim, as he professes, is to elevate

the importance and sanctity of ambassadors, by
showing the practice offormer times. In the second

Albericus

Gentilis,

* Bellum adversus infideles ex nara non fidelibus tantum rerun)

eo solum quod infideles sunt,ne qui- dominia, sed omni rationabili crea-

dem auctoritate imperatoris vel turae data sunt . . . Et haec sen-

summi pontificis indici potest ; in- tentia plerisque probatur, ut os-

fidelitas enim non privat infideles tendit Covarruvias.

dominio quod habent jure gentium;
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book he enters more on their peculiar rights. The CHAP.

envoys of rebels and pirates are not protected. But
IV '

difference of religion does not take away the right
of sending ambassadors. He thinks that civil suits

against public ministers may be brought before the

ordinary tribunals. On the delicate problem as to

the criminal jurisdiction of these tribunals over

ambassadors conspiring against the life of the sove-

reign, Gentilis holds, that they can only be sent out

of the country, as the Spanish ambassador was by
Elizabeth. The civil law, he maintains, is no con-

clusive authority in the case of ambassadors, who

depend on that of nations, which in many respects

is different from the other. This second "book is

the most interesting, for the third chiefly relates to

the qualifications required in a good ambassador.

His instances are more frequently taken from

ancient than modern history.

91. A more remarkable work by Albericus Gentilis His treatise

is his treatise, De Jure Belli, first published at Lyons,
1589. Grotius acknowledges his obligations to

War'

Gentilis, as well as to Ayala, but in a greater de-

gree to the former. And that this comparatively
obscure writer was of some use to the eminent

founder, as he has been deemed, of international

jurisprudence, were it only for mapping his subject,

will be evident from the titles of his chapters,

which run almost parallel to those of the first and

third book of Grotius.* They embrace, as the

* Lib. i Lib. i.

c.l. De Jure Gentium Bellico. c. 5. Bellu juste geruntur.
2. Belli Definitio. G. I'M limn juste geri utrinquc.
3. Principes Bellum gcrunt. 7. De Caussis Bcllorum
4. Latrones Bellum uon ge- 8. De Caussis Divinis Belli

runt. Facieiuli.

R 4
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reader will perceive, the whole field of public faith,

and of the rights both of war and victory. But I

Lib. i.
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doubt whether the obligation has been so extensive CHAP.

as has sometimes been insinuated. Grotius does
'

not, as far as I have compared them, borrow many
quotations from Gentilis, though he cannot but

sometimes allege the same historical examples. It

will also be found in almost every chapter, that

he goes deeper into the subject, reasons much more

from ethical principles, relies less on the authority
of precedent, and is in fact a philosopher where

the other is a compiler.

92. Much that bears on the subject of inter-

national law may probably be latent in the writings

of the jurists, Baldus, Covarruvias, Vasquez, espe-

cially the two latter, who seem to have combined

the science of casuistry with that of the civil law.

Gentilis, and even Grotius, refer much to them;
and the former, who is no great philosopher, appears
to have borrowed from that source some of his

general principles. It is honourable to these men,
as we have already seen in Soto, Victoria, and Ayala,
that they strenuously defended the maxims of poli-

tical justice.

Lib. iii. Lib. iii.

c. 17. DC Agris et Postliminio. c. 22. Si Successores Foederato-

18. De Amicitia et Societate. rum tenentur.

19. Si Foedus recte contrahi- 23. De Ratihabitione, Privatis,

tur cum Diversae Reli- Piratis, Exulibus, Adha>

gionis Hominibus. rentibus.

20. De Armis et Classibus. 24>. Quando Foedus violatur.

21. De Arcibus et Prsesidiis.
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CHAP. V.

HISTORY OF POETRY FROM 1550 TO 1600.

SECT. I. ON ITALIAN POETRY.

Character of the Italian Poets of this Age Some of the best enumerated

Bernardino Rota Gaspara Stampa Bernardo Tasso Gieru-

salemme Liberala of Torquato Tasso,

CHAP. i. THE school of Petrarch, restored by Bembo,
'. was prevalent in Italy at the beginning of this

Sarocterof period. It would demand the use of a library,
Italian formed peculiarly for this purpose, as well as a

this age. great expenditure of time, to read the original

volumes which this immensely numerous class of

poets, the Italians of the sixteenth century, filled

with their sonnets. In the lists of Crescimbeni,

they reach the number of 661. We must, there-

fore, judge of them chiefly through selections,

which, though they may not always have done

justice to every poet, cannot but present to us an

adequate picture of the general style of poetry.
Their usual The majority are feeble copyists of Petrarch.

Even in most ofthosewho have been preferred to the

rest, an affected intensity of passion, a monotonous

repetition of customary metaphors, of hyperboles
reduced to commonplaces by familiarity, of mytho-

logical allusions, pedantic without novelty, cannot

be denied incessantly to recur. But, in observing
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how much they generally want of that which is CHAP.

essentially the best, we might be in danger of for-
v'

getting that there is a praise due to selection of

words, to harmony of sound, and to skill in over-

coming metrical impediments, which it is for

natives alone to award. The authority of Italian

critics should, therefore, be respected, though not

without keeping in mind both their national preju-

dice, and that which the habit of admiring a very
artificial style must always generate.

2. It is perhaps hardly fair to read a number of Their beau-

these compositions in succession. Every sonnet
ties '

has its own unity, and is not, it might be pleaded,

to be charged with tediousness or monotony, be-

cause the same structure of verse, or even the

same general sentiment, may recur in an equally

independent production. Even collectively taken,

the minor Italian poetry of the sixteenth century

may be deemed a great repertory of beautiful lan-

guage, of sentiments and images, that none but

minds finely tuned by nature produce, and that

will ever be dear to congenial readers, presented
to us with exquisite felicity and grace, and

sometimes with an original and impressive vigour.

The sweetness of the Italian versification goes
far towards their charm ;

but are poets forbidden

to avail themselves of this felicity of their native

tongue, or do we invidiously detract, as we might
on the same ground, from the praise of Theocritus

and Bion ?

3. " The poets of this age," says one of their Character

best critics,
"

had, in general, a just taste, wrote

with elegance, employed deep, noble, and natural
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CHAP, sentiments, and filled their compositions with well-
v '

chosen ornaments. There may be observed, how-

ever, some difference between the authors who
lived before the middle of the century and those

who followed them. The former were more atten-

tive to imitate Petrarch, and unequal to reach the

fertility and imagination of this great master,

seemed rather dry, with the exception, always,

of Casa and Costanzo, whom, in their style of com-

position, I greatly admire. The later writers, in

order to gain more applause, deviated in some

measure from the spirit of Petrarch, seeking in-

genious thoughts, florid conceits, splendid orna-

ments, of which they became so forid, that they fell

sometimes into the vicious extreme of saying too

much." *

Poetry of 4. Casa and Costanzo, whom Muratori seems to

place in the earlier part of the century, belong,

by the date of publication at least, to this latter

period. The former was the first to quit the style

of Petrarch, which Bembo had rendered so popular.
Its smoothness evidently wanted vigour, and it was

the aim of Casa to inspire a more masculine tone

into the sonnet, at the expense of a harsher versifi-

cation. He occasionally ventured to carry on

the sense without pause from the first to the

second tercet
;
an innovation praised by many, but

which, at that time, few attempted to imitate,

though, in later ages, it has become common, not

much perhaps to the advantage of the sonnet.

The poetry of Casa speaks less to the imagination,
the heart, or the ear, than to the understanding, t

* Muratori, della Perfetta Poesia, f Casa ... per poco deviando
i. 22. dalla dolcezza del Petrarca, a un
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5. Angelo di Costanzo, a Neapolitan, and au- CHAP.

thor of a well-known history of his country, is
'

highly extolled by Crescimbeni and Muratori
;

perhaps no one of these lyric poets of the six-

teenth century is so much in favour with the

critics. Costanzo is so regular in his versification,

and so strict in adhering to the unity of subject,
that the Society of Arcadians, when, towards the

close of the seventeenth century, they endeavoured

to rescue Italian poetry from the school of Marini,

selected him as the best model of imitation. He
is ingenious, but perhaps a little too refined

;
and

by no means free from that coldly hyperbolical
tone in addressing his mistress, which most of

these sonnetteers assume. Costanzo is not to me,
in general, a pleasing writer

; though sometimes

he is very beautiful, as in the sonnet on Virgil,

Quella cetra gen til, justly praised by Muratori,

and which will be found in most collections ;

remarkable, among higher merits, for being
contained in a single sentence. Another, on the

same subject, Cigni felici, is still better. The

poetry of Camillo Pellegrini much resembles that

of Costanzo.* The sonnets of Baldi, especially a

novello stile dieilc principle, col chiunque coltivo in qucsti tempi la

quale le sue rime compose, inten- toscana poesia. Ma perche si fatto

ili-iuli > sopra il tutto allagravita; stile era proprio, c adattato all' in-

pt-r conseguir Li quale, si valse gegno del suo invcntore, molto

spezialmentc del caratterc aspro, difficile riusci il segnitarlo. Cres-

e de' raggirati periodi e rotondi, cimbcni della volgar poesia, ii. 410.

insino a condurre uno stcsso senti- See also tiingue'iic, ix. 329. Tiru-

mcnto d' uno in altro quadernario, boschi, x. 22. CVa is generally,
e d' uno in altro terzetto ; cosa in to my apprehension, very harsli

prima da alcuno non piii tentata ; and prosaic,

periodic somma lode ritrasse dc * Crescimbeni, vol. iv. p. 25.
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CHAP, series on the ruins and antiquities of Rome, ap-
'

pear to me deserving of a high place among those

of the age. They may be read among his poems ;

but few have found their way into the collections

by Gobbi and Rubbi, which are not made with
Caro - the best taste. Caro, says Crescimbeni, is less

rough than Casa, and more original than Bembo.
Salfi extols the felicity of his style, and the har-

mony of his versification ; while he owns that his

thoughts are often forced and obscure.*

odes of 6. Among the canzoni of this period, one by

aiagno.
Celio Magno on the Deity stands in the eyes of

foreigners, and I believe of many Italians, pro-

minent above the rest. It is certainly a noble

ode.t Rubbi, editor of the Parnaso Italiano, says

that he would call Celio the greatest lyric poet of

his age, if he did not dread the clamour of the

Petrarchists. The poetry of Celio Magno, more

than one hundred pages extracted from which will

be found in the thirty-second volume of that col-

lection, is not in general amatory, and displays

much of that sonorous rhythm and copious expres-
sion which afterwards made Chiabrera and Guidi

famous. Some of his odes, like those of Pindar,

seem to have been written for pay, and have some-

* Crescimbeni, ii. 429. Gin- yet not perhaps the best that might
guene (continuation par Salfi), ix. have been made ; nor had the

12. Caro's sonnets on Castelve- editor at that time so extensive an

tro, written during their quarrel, acquaintance with Italian poetry
are full of furious abuse with no as he afterwards acquired. Cres-
wit. They have the ridiculous cimbeni reckons Celio the last of

particularity that the last line of the good age in poetry ; he died

each is repeated so as to begin the in 1612. He praises also Scipio
next. Gaetano (not the painter of that

f-
This will be found in the name) whose poems were pub-

Componimenti Lirici of Mathias ; lished, but posthumously, in the
a collection good on the whole, same year.
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what of that frigid exaggeration which such con- CHAP.

ditions produce. Crescimbeni thinks that Tansillo,
v'

in the ode, has no rival but Petrarch.* The

poetry in general of Tansillo, especially La Balia,

which contains good advice to mothers about

nursing their infants very prosaically delivered,

seems deficient in spirit.t

7. The amatory sonnets of this age, forming the Coldness of

greater number, are very frequently cold and af- Sonn.
ry

fected. This might possibly be ascribed in some

measure to the state of manners in Italy, where,

with abundant licentiousness, there was still much
of jealousy, and public sentiment applauded alike

the successful lover and the vindictive husband.

A respect for the honour of families, if not for

virtue, would impose on the poet who felt or as-

sumed a passion for any distinguished lady, the

conditions of Tasso's Olindo, to desire much, to

hope for little, and to ask nothing. It is also at

least very doubtful, whether much of the amorous

sorrow of the sonnetteers were not purely ideal.

8. Lines and phrases from Petrarch are as stu- studied

diously introduced as we find those of classical

writers in modern Latin poetry. It cannot be

said that this is unpleasing ;
and to the Italians,

who knew every passage of their favourite poet, it

* Delia Volgar Poesia, ii. 436. the following is an average speci-
+ Roscoe republished La Balia, men :

winch was very little worth while ;

Questo degencrar, ch' ognor si vede,

Sendo voi caste, donne mie, vi dico,

Che d* altro chc dul latte non precede.
L' altrui latte oscurar fa'l pregio antico

Dcgli avi illustri e udultcrar le ruz/e,

E s' infctta talor sangue pudico.
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CHAP, must have seemed at once a grateful homage of
'

respect, and an ingenious artifice to bespeak at-

tention. They might well look up to him as their

master, but could not hope that even a foreigner

would ever mistake the hand through a single

sonnet. He is to his disciples, especially those

towards the latter part of the century, as Guido is

to Franceschini or Elisabetta Serena ;
an effeminate

and mannered touch enfeebles the beauty which

still lingers round the pencil of the imitator. If

they produce any effect upon us beyond sweetness

of sound and delicacy of expression, it is from some

natural feeling, some real sorrow, or from some

occasional originality of thought, in which they
cease for a moment to pace the banks of their

favourite Sorga. It would be easy to point out

not a few sonnets of this higher character, among
those especially of Francesco Coppetta, of Claudio

Tolomei, of Ludovico Paterno, or of Bernardo

Tasso.

Their fond. Q. A school of poets, that has little vigour
ness for ,, . n 11 1*1 i

description, or sentiment, falls readily into description, as

painters of history or portrait that want expression
of character endeavour to please by their landscape.
The Italians, especially in this part of the sixteenth

century, are profuse in the song of birds, the

murmur of waters, the shade of woods ; and, as

these images are always delightful, they shed a

charm over much of their poetry, which only the

critical reader, who knows its secret, is apt to resist,

and that to his own loss ofgratification. The pastoral

character, which it became customary to assume,

gives much opportunity for these secondary, yet
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very seducing beauties of style. They belong to CHAP.

the decline of the art, and have something of the
'

voluptuous charm of evening. Unfortunately they

generally presage a dull twilight, or a thick darkness

of creative poetry, The Greeks had much of this

in the Ptolemaic age, and again in that of the

first Byzantine emperors. It is conspicuous in

Tansillo, Paterno, and both the Tassos.

10. The Italian critics, Crescimbeni, Muratori, Judgment

and Quadrio, have given minute attention to the critics.'

3*

beauties of particular sonnets culled from the vast

stores of the sixteenth century. But as the deve-

lopment of the thought, the management of the

four constituent clauses of the sonnet, especially

the last, the propriety of every line, for nothing

digressive or merely ornamental should be admitted,

constitute in their eyes the chief merit of these

short compositions, they extol some which in our

eyes are not so pleasing, as what a less regular

taste might select. Without presuming to rely pn

my own judgment, defective both as that of a

foreigner, and of one not so extensively acquainted
with the minor poetry of this age, I will mention

two writers, well-known indeed, but less prominent
in the critical treatises than some others, as possess-

ing a more natural sensibility and a greater truth

of sorrow than most of their contemporaries, Ber-

nardino Rota and Gaspara Stampa.
11. Bernardino Rota, a Neapolitan of ancient Bernardino

lineage and considerable wealth, left poems in

Latin as well as Italian
;
and among the latter his

eclogues are highly praised by his editor. But he

is chiefly known by a series of sonnets intermixed

VOL. n. s
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CHAP, with canzoni, upon a single subject, Portia Capece,
'

his wife, whom, " what is unusual among our

Tuscan poets (says his editor), he loved with an

exclusive affection." But be it understood, lest

the reader should be discouraged, that the poetry
addressed to Portia Capece is all written before

their marriage, or after her death. The earlier

division of the series,
" Rime in Vita," seems

not to rise much above the level of amorous poetry.

He wooed, was delayed; complained, and won
the natural history of an equal and reasonable love.

Sixteen years intervened of that tranquil bliss

which contents the heart without moving it, and

seldom affords much to the poet in which the

reader can find interest. Her death in 1559 gave
rise to poetical sorrows, as real, and certainly full

as rational as those of Petrarch, to whom some of

his contemporaries gave him the second place ;

rather probably from the similarity of their subject,

than from the graces of his language. Rota is by
no means free from conceits, and uses sometimes

affected and unpleasing expressions, as mia dolce

guerra, speaking of his wife, even after her death
;

but his images are often striking
*

; and, above all,

he resembles Petrarch, with whatever inferiority,

in combining the ideality of a poetical mind with

the naturalness of real grief. It has never again
been given to man, nor will it probably be given,

to dip his pen in those streams of ethereal purity

* Muratori blames a line of Ro- limits of poetry, nor more hyper-
ta as too bold, and containing a bolical than many others which
false thought. have been much admired. It is,

Feano i begl' occhi a se medesmi giorno. at least, Pctrarchcsqnc in a high
\t seems to me not beyond the degree.
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which have made the name of Laura immortal ;
CHAP.

but a sonnet of Rota may be not disadvantageously/ O J

compared with one of Milton, which we justly
admire for its general feeling, though it begins in

pedantry and ends in conceit.* For my own part,

I would much rather read again the collection of

Rota's sonnets than those of Costanzo.

* This sonnet is in Mathias, iii. 25G. That of Milton will be re-

membered by most readers.

In lieto e pien di riverenza aspetto,
Con veste di color bianco e vermiglio,
Di doppia luce serenato il ciglio,

Mi viene in sonno il mio dolce diletto.

lo me P inchino, e con cortese affetto

Seco ragiono e seco mi consiglio,
Com' abbia a governarmi in quest' esiglio,

E piango intanto, e la risposta aspetto.
Ella m' ascolta fiso, e dice cose

Veramente celesti, ed io 1' apprendo,
E serbo ancor nella memoria ascose.

Mi lascia alfine e parte, e va spargendo
Per 1' aria nel partir viole e rose ;

Io le porgo la man ; poi mi reprendo.

In one of Rota's sonnets we have the thought of Pope's epitaph
on Gay.

Questo cor, questa mente e questo petto
Sia 'I tuo sepolcro, e non la tomba o '1 sasso,

Ch' io t' apparecchio qui doglioso e lasso ;

Non si deve a te, donna, altro ricetto.

He proceeds very beautifully :

Ricca sia la memoria e 1' intelletto,

Del ben per cui tutt' altro a dietro io lasso ;

E mentrc questo mar di nianto passo,
Vadami sempre innanzi il caro objetto.
Alma gentil, dove bitar solei

Donna e reina, in terren fascio avvolta,

Ivi regnar celeste immortal dei.

Vantisi pur la morte averti tolta

Al mondo, a me non gia ; ch' a pensier miei

Una sempre sarai viva e scpolta.

The poems of Rota are sepa- Methought isawmv ia8t cSpoused
rately published m two volumes.

saint
"

Naples, 1726. They contain a

mixture of Latin. Whether Mil- from that above quoted, I cannot

ton intentionally borrowed the son- pretend to say ; certainly his re-

nct on his wife's death, semblances to the Italian pocU

s 2
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CHAP. 12. The sorrows of Gaspara Stampa were of a

. different kind, but not less genuine than those of

Rota. She was a lady of the Paduan territory,

H^rTve living near the small river Anaso, from which she
for coiiaito

a(jOpted the poetical name of Anasilla. This stream

bathes the foot of certain lofty hills, from which a

distinguished family, the Counts of Collalto, took

their appellation. The representative of this house,

himself a poet as well as soldier, and, if we believe

his fond admirer, endowed with every virtue ex-

cept constancy, was loved by Gaspara with enthu-

siastic passion. Unhappily she learned only by
sad experience the want of generosity too common
to man, and sacrificing, not the honour, but the

pride of her sex, by submissive affection, and finally

by querulous importunity, she estranged a heart

never so susceptible as her own. Her sonnets,

which seem arranged nearly in order, begin with

the delirium of sanguine love ; they are extrava-

gant effusions of admiration, mingled with joy and

hope ;
but soon the sense of Collalto's coldness

glides in and overpowers her bliss.* After three

years' expectation of seeing his promise of marriage

fulfilled, and when he had already caused alarm by

often seem more than accidental, iii. 329.) are exactly like one of
Thus two lines in an indifferent the sublimest flights in the Para-

writer, Girolamo Preti (Mathias, dise Lost.

Tu per soffrir della cui luce i rai

Si fan con 1' ale i serafini un velo.

Dark with excessive light thy skirts appear :

Yet dazzle Heaven, that brightest seraphim
Approach not, but with both wings veil their eyes.

* In an early sonnet she already descriptive enough of the state in
calls Collalto, "il Signor, cK io amo, which poor Gaspara seems to have
e ch' io pavento ;

"
an expression lived several years.
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his indifference, she was compelled to endure the CHAP

pangs of absence by his entering the service of .

France. This does not seem to have been of long
continuance

;
but his letters were infrequent, and

her complaints, always vented in a sonnet, become
more fretful. He returned, and Anasilla exults

with tenderness, yet still timid in the midst of her

Osero io, con queste fide braccia,

Cingerli il caro collo, ed accostare

La mia tremante alia sua viva faccia ?

But jealousy, not groundless, soon intruded, and isjii-re-

we find her doubly miserable. Collalto became
more harsh, avowed his indifference, forbade her to

importune him with her complaints ; and in a few

months espoused another woman. It is said by
the historians of Italian literature, that the broken

heart of Gaspara sunk very soon under these accu-

mulated sorrows into the grave.* And such, no

doubt, is what my readers expect, and (at least the

gentler of them), wish to find. But inexorable

truth, to whom I am the sworn vassal, compels me
to say that the poems of the lady herself contain

unequivocal proofs that she avenged herself better

on Collalto, by falling in love again. We find Her second

the acknowledgment of another incipient passion,

which speedily comes to maturity ; and, while

* She anticipated her epitaph, on this hypothesis of a broken heart,

which did not occur.

Per amar molto, ed esser poco amata
Visse e mori infelice; ed or ijiu giace
La

|

'in fedcl amantc die sia stata.

Pregale, viator, riposo e pace,
Ed impara da lei si nial trattata

A non scguire un cor crndo e fugace.

s 3
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CHAP, declaring that her present flame is much stronger
'

than the last, she dismisses her faithless lover with

the handsome compliment, that it was her destiny

always to fix her affections on a noble object.

The name of her second choice does not appear in

her poems ;
nor has any one hitherto, it would

seem, made the very easy discovery of his existence.

It is true that she died young ;

" but not of

love."*

style of 13. The style of Gaspara Stampa is clear, simple,

stamp graceful ;
the Italian critics find something to cen-

sure in the versification. In purity of taste, I

should incline to set her above Bernardino Rota,

though she has less vigour of imagination. Corniani

has applied to her the well-known lines of Horace

upon Sappho.t But the fires of guilt and shame,

* It is impossible to dispute and all the rest, must have read
the evidence of Gaspara herself in her very inattentively. What can
several sonnets, so that Corniani, we say to these lines ?

Perche mi par vedere a certi segni
Ch' ordisci (Amor) nuovi lacci e nuove faci,

E di ritrarme al giogo tuo t' ingegni.

And afterwards more fully :

Qual darai fine, Amor, alle mie pene,
Se dal cinere estinto d' uno ardore
Rinasce 1' altro, tua merce, maggiore,
E si vivace a consumar mi viene ?

Qual nelle piu felici e calde arene

Nel nido acceso sol di vario odore
D' una fenice estinta esce poi fuore

Un verme, che fenice altra diviene.

In questo io debbo a tuoi cortesi strali

Che sempre e degno, ed onorato oggetto
Quello, onde mi ferisci, onde m' assali.

Ed ora e tale, e tanto, e si perfetto,
Ha tante doti alia bellezza eguali,
Ch' ardor per lui m' e sommo alto diletto.

f . . . spirat adhuc amor, Corniani, v. 212., and Salfi in

Vivuntque commissi calores Ginguene, ix. 406., have done some
jEoliae fidibus puellae. justice to the poetry of Gaspara
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that glow along the strings of the ^olian lyre, ill CHAP.

resemble the pure sorrows of the tender Anasilla.
V'

Her passion for Collalto, ardent and undisguised,
was ever virtuous

;
the sense of gentle birth,

though so inferior to his, as perhaps to make a

proud man fear disparagement, sustained her against

dishonourable submission.

E ben ver, che '1 desio, con che amo voi,

E tutto d' onestii pieno, e d' amore
;
*

Perche altrimente non convien tra noi.-f-

But not less in elevation of genius than in dignity
of character, she is very far inferior to Vittoria

Colonna, or even to Veronica Gambara, a poetess,

who, without equalling Vittoria, had much of her

nobleness and purity. We pity the Gasparas ;
we

should worship, if we could find them, the Vit-

torias.

14. Among the longer poems which Italy pro- LaNamica,

duced in this period two may be selected. The
Art of Navigation, La Nautica, published by Ber-

nardino Baldi in 1590, is a didactic poem in blank

verse, too minute sometimes and prosaic in its

details, like most of that class, but neither low, nor

turgid, nor obscure, as many others have been.

Stampa, though by no means more I must own that they do not ap-
than it deserves. Bouterwek, ii. pear in the two editions of the

150., observes only, viel Poesic Rime della (Jaspara Stampa whicli

zeigt sich nicht in diesen Sonet- I have searched. I must also add
ten ; which, I humbly conceive, that, willing as I am to believe all

shows, that either he had not read things in favour of a lady's honoi. ,

them, or was an indifferent judge ; there is one very awkward sonnet

and from his general taste I prefer among those of poor Gaspara,
the former hypothesis. upon which it is by no means easy

* Sic. leg. onore ? to put such a construction as we

f I quote these lines on the should wish,

authority of Corniani, v. 215. But
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CHAP. The descriptions, though never very animated, are
v'

sometimes poetical and pleasing. Baldi is diffuse ;

and this conspires with the triteness of his matter

to render the poem somewhat uninteresting. He

by no means wants the power to adorn his subject,

but does not always trouble himself to exert it, and

is tame where he might be spirited. Few poems
bear more evident marks that their substance had

been previously written down in prose.

Amadigi of 15. Bernardo Tasso, whose memory has almost

been effaced with the majority of mankind by the

splendour of his son, was not only the most con-

spicuous poet of the age wherein he lived, but was

placed by its critics, in some points of view, above

Ariosto himself. His minor poetry is of consider-

able merit.* But that to which he owed most of

his reputation is an heroic romance on the story of

Amadis, written about 1540, and first published in

1560. LJ

Amadigi is of prodigious length, con-

taining 100 cantos, and about 57,000 lines. The

praise of facility, in the best sense, is fully due to

Bernardo. His narration is fluent, rapid, and clear
;

his style not in general feeble or low, though I am
not aware that many brilliant passages will be

* " The character of his lyric the Orlando Innamorato, vol. i.

poetry is 'a sweetness and abun- p. 376., with a translation by a lady
dance of expressions and images, well known for the skill with which

by which he becomes more flowing she has transferred the grace and
and full (piu morbido e piii pastoso, feeling of Petrarch into our Ian-

metaphors not translatable by sin- guage. The sonnet, which begins,

gle English words) than his con- Poiche la parte men perfetta e

temporaries of the school of Pe- bella, is not found in Gobbi or
trarch." Corniani, v. 127. Mathias. It is distinguished from
A sonnet of Bernardo Tasso, the common crowd of Italian son-

so much admired at the time, that nets in the sixteenth century by a
almost every one, it is said, of a novelty, truth, and delicacy of sen-

refined taste had it by heart, will timent, which is comparatively rare

be found in Panizzi's edition of in them.
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found. He followed Ariosto in his tone of relating CHAP.

the story : his lines perpetually remind us of the

Orlando
;
and I believe it would appear on close

examination that much has been borrowed with

slight change. My own acquaintance, however,
with the Amadigi is not sufficient to warrant more
than a general judgment. Ginguen6, who rates

this poem very highly, praises the skill with which
the disposition of the original romance has been

altered and its canvas enriched by new insertions,

the beauty of the images and sentiments, the

variety of the descriptions, the sweetness, though
not always free from languor, of the style, and

finally recommends its perusal to all lovers of ro-

mantic poetry, and to all who would appreciate
that of Italy.* It is evident, however, that the

choice of a subject become frivolous in the eyes of

mankind, not less than the extreme length of

Bernardo Tasso's poem, must render it almost im-

possible to follow this advice.

16. The satires of Bentivoglio, it is agreed, fall Satirical

short of those by Ariosto, though some have placed
'

them above those of Alamanni.t But all these

are satires on the regular model, assuming at least

a half-serious tone. A style more congenial to the

Italians was that of burlesque poetry, sometimes

poignantly satirical, but as destitute of any grave

* Vol.v. p. 61 108. Bouter- diffuse and flowery. Sec also Pa-

wek, (vol. ii. 159.), speaks much nizzi, p. 393., who observes that

less favourably of the Amadigi, the Amadigi wants interest, but

and, as far as I can judge, in too praises its imaginative descriptions

disparaging a tone. (Jorniani, a as well as its delicacy and softness,

great admirer of Bernardo, owns f Uingulne*, ix. 198. Biogr.
that his morbidczza and fertility Univ. Tiruboschi, x. 66.

have rendered him too frequently
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CHAP, aim, as it was light and familiar, even to popular
'

vulgarity, in its expression, though capable of grace
in the midst of its gaiety, and worthy to employ
the best masters of Tuscan language.* But it was

disgraced by some of its cultivators, and by none

more than Peter Aretin. The character of this profli-

gate and impudent person is well known ; it appears

extraordinary that, in an age so little scrupulous as

to political or private revenge, some great princes,

who had never spared a worthy adversary, thought
it not unbecoming to purchase the silence of an

odious libeller, who called himself their scourge.
In a literary sense, the writings of Aretin are

unequal ;
the serious are for the most part reckoned

wearisome and prosaic ; in his satires a poignancy
and spirit, it is said, frequently breaks out

; and

though his popularity, like that of most satirists,

was chiefly founded on the ill-nature of mankind,
he gratified this with a neatness and point of ex-

pression, which those who cared nothing for the

satire might admire.t

other bur- IJ. Among the writers of satirical, burlesque, or

licentious poetry, after Aretin, the most remarkable

are Firenzuola, Casa (one of whose compositions

passed so much all bounds as to have excluded

him from the purple, and has become the subject

of a sort of literary controversy, to which I can

* A canzon by Coppetta on his and Ginguene, ix. 212., gives a

cat, in the twenty-seventh volume worse character of the style of
of the Parnaso Italiano, is rather Aretin. But Muratori (della Per-

amusing. fetta Poesia, ii. 284.), extols one

f Bouterwek, ii. 207. His au- of his sonnets as deserving a verj

thority does not seem sufficient ; high place in Italian poetry.
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only allude) *, Franco, and Grazzini, sumamed II CHAP.

Lasca. I must refer to the regular historians of
'

Italian literature for accounts of these, as well as A emPte.at Latin

for the styles of poetry called macaronica and pe- metres.

dantesca, which appear wholly contemptible, and

the attempts to introduce Latin metres, a folly

with which every nation has been inoculated in its

turn.t Claudio Tolomei, and Angelo Costanzo

himself, by writing sapphics and hexameters, did

more honour to so strange a pedantry than it

deserved.

18. The translation of the Metamorphoses of Poetical

Ovid by Anguillara, seems to have acquired the

highest name with the critics t ;
but that of the

j^Eneid by Caro is certainly the best known in

Europe. It is not, however, very faithful, though
written in blank verse, which leaves a translator

no good excuse for deviating from his original ;

* A more innocent and diverting capitolo of Casa turns on the ill

luck of being named John.

S' io avessi manco quindici o vent' anni,
Messer Gandolfo, io mi sbattezzcrei,

Per non aver mai piu nome Giovanni.

Perch' io non posso andar pe' fatti miei,

Ne partirmi di qui per ir si presso
Ch' io nol senta chiamar da cinque e sei.

He ends by lamenting that no alteration mends the name.

Mutalo, o sminuiscil, se tu sai,

O Nanni, o Gianni, o Giannino, o Giannozzo,
Come piii tu Io tocchi, peggio fai,

Che gli e cattivo intero, e peggior mozzo.

f Macaronic verse was invented he had equalled Virgil. Folengo,

by one Folengo, in the first part of in a rage, threw his poem into the

the century. This worthy had fire, and sat down for the rest of

written an epic poem, which he his life to write Macaronics. Jour-

thought superior to the JEncid. nal dcs Savans, Dec. 1831.

A friend, to whom he showed the Salfi (continuation de Gin-

manuscript, paid him the comnli- guene), x. 180. Corniani, vi. 113.

ment, as nc thought, of saying that
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CHAP, the style is diffuse, and, upon the whole, it is better
'

that those who read it should not remember Virgil.

Many more Italian poets ought, possibly, to be

commemorated ; but we must hasten forward to

the greatest of them all.

Torquato iQ. The life of Tasso is excluded from these

pages by the rule I have adopted ;
but I cannot

suppose any reader to be ignorant of one of the

most interesting and affecting stories that literary

biography presents. It was in the first stages of a

morbid melancholy, almost of intellectual derange-

ment, that the Gierusalemme Liberata was finished
;

it was during a confinement, harsh in all its cir-

cumstances, though perhaps necessary, that it was

given to the world. Several portions had been

clandestinely published, in consequence of the

author's inability to protect his rights ; and even

the first complete edition in 1581 seems to have

been without his previous consent. In the later

editions of the same year he is said to have been

consulted ;
but his disorder was then at a height,

from which it afterwards receded, leaving his genius

undiminished, and his reason somewhat more sound,

though always unsteady. Tasso died at Rome in

1595, already the object of the world's enthusiastic

admiration, rather than of its kindness and sym-

pathy.
TheJem- 20. The Jerusalem is the great epic poem, in

excellent the strict sense, of modern times. It was justly
observed by Voltaire, that in the choice of his

subject Tasso is superior to Homer. Whatever
interest tradition might have attached among the

Greeks to the wrath of Achilles and the death of
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Hector, was slight to those genuine recollections CHAP.

which were associated with the first crusade. It
'

was not the theme of a single people, but of

Europe ; not a fluctuating tradition, but certain

history ; yet history so far remote from the poet's

time, as to adapt itself to his purpose with almost

the flexibility of fable. Nor could the subject

have been chosen so welt in another age or country ;

it was still the holy war, and the sympathies of

his readers wrere easily excited for religious chivalry ;

but, in Italy, this was no longer an absorbing senti-

ment
;
and the stern tone of bigotry, which per-

haps might still have been required from a Cas-

tilian poet, would have been dissonant amidst the

soft notes that charmed the court of Ferrara.

21. In the variety of occurrences, the change of Superior to

scenes and images, and of the trains of sentiment

connected with them in the reader's mind, we
cannot place the Iliad on a level with the Jerusalem.

And again, by the manifest unity of subject, and

by the continuance of the crusading army before

the walls of Jerusalem, the poem of Tasso has a

coherence and singleness, which is wanting to that

of Virgil. Every circumstance is in its place ; we

expect the victory of the Christians, but acknow-

ledge the probability and adequacy of the events

that delay it. The episodes, properly so to be

called, are few and short ; for the expedition of

those who recall Rinaldo from the arms of Armida,

though occupying too large a portion of the poem,
unlike the fifth and sixth, or even the second and

third books of the ^neid, is an indispensable link

in the chain of its narrative.
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22. In the delineation of character, at once

natural, distinct, and original, Tasso must give way
to Homer, perhaps to some other epic and roman-

tic poets. There are some indications of the age in

which he wrote, some want of that truth to nature,

by which the poet, like the painter, must give

reality to the conceptions of his fancy. Yet here

also the sweetness and nobleness of his mind, and

his fine sense of moral beauty are displayed. The
female warrior had been an old invention, and few,

except Homer, had missed the opportunity of

diversifying their battles with such a character.

But it is of difficult management ;
we know not

how to draw the line between the savage virago,

from whom the imagination revolts, and the gentler
fair one, whose feats in arms are ridiculously in-

congruous to her person and disposition. Virgil
first threw a romantic charm over his Camilla ; but

he did not render her the object of love. In mo-
dern poetry, this seemed the necessary compliment
to every lady ;

but we hardly envy Rogero the

possession of Bradamante, or Arthegal that of

Britomart. Tasso alone, with little sacrifice of

poetical probability, has made his readers sympa-
thize with the enthusiastic devotion of Tancred for

Clorinda. She is so bright an ideality, so heroic,

and yet, by the enchantment of verse, so lovely,

that no one follows her through the combat without

delight, or reads her death without sorrow. And
how beautiful is the contrast of this character with

the tender and modest Erminia ! The heroes, as

has been hinted, are drawn with less power. God-

frey is a noble example of calm and faultless virtue,
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but we find little distinctive character in Rinaldo. CHAP.

Tancred has seemed to some rather too much en-
'

feebled by his passion, but this may be justly con-

sidered as part of the moral of the poem.
3. The Jerusalem is read with pleasure in almost Excellence

every canto. No poem, perhaps, if we except the
' style '

JEneid, has so few weak or tedious pages ;
the

worst passages are the speeches, which are too

diffuse. The native melancholy of Tasso tinges all

his poem ; we meet with no lighter strain, no comic

sally, no effort to relieve for an instant the tone of

seriousness that pervades every stanza. But it is

probable, that some become wearied by this uni-

formity which his metre serves to augment. The
ottava rima has its inconveniences

; even its in-

tricacy, when once mastered, renders it more mono-

tonous, and the recurrence of marked rhymes, the

breaking of the sense into equal divisions, while

they communicate to it a regularity that secures

the humblest verse from sinking to the level of

prose, deprive it of that variety which the hex-

ameter most eminently possesses. Ariosto lessened

this effect by the rapid flow of his language, and per-

haps by its negligence and inequality ;
in Tasso,

who is more sustained at a high pitch of elaborate

expression than any great poet except Virgil, and

in whom a prosaic or feeble stanza will rarely be

found, the uniformity of cadence may conspire with

the lusciousness of style to produce a sense of

satiety in the reader. This is said rather to account

for the injustice, as it seems to me, with which

some speak of Tasso, than to express my own sen-

timents
j

for there are few poems of great length
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CHAP, which I so little wish to lay aside as the Jeru-
'

salem.

24. The diction of Tasso excites perpetual ad-

miration
;

it is rarely turgid or harsh
;
and though

more figurative than that of Ariosto, it is so much
less than that of most of our own or the ancient

poets, that it appears simple in our eyes. Virgil,

to whom we most readily compare him, is far su-

perior in energy, but not in grace. Yet his grace
is often too artificial, and the marks of the file are

too evident in the exquisiteness of his language.
Lines of superior beauty occur in almost every
stanza ; pages after pages may be found, in which,

not pretending to weigh the style in the scales of

the Florentine academy, I do not perceive one

feeble verse or improper expression.
Some faults 25. The conceits so often censured in Tasso,

though they bespeak the false taste that had begun
to prevail, do not seem quite so numerous as his

critics have been apt to insinuate ; but we find

sometimes a trivial or affected phrase, or, according
to the usage of the times, an idle allusion to my-

thology, when the verse or stanza requires to be

filled up. A striking instance may be given from

the admirable passage where Tancred discovers

Clorinda in the warrior on whom he has just in-

flicted a mortal blow

La vide, e la conobbe
;
e resto senza

E moto e senso

The effect is here complete, and here he would

have desired to stop. But the necessity of the

verse induced him to finish it with feebleness and

affectation. Ahi vista ! Ahi conoscenza ! Such
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difficult metres as the ottava rima demand these CHAP.

sacrifices too frequently. Ariosto has innumerable
'

lines of necessity.

26. It is easy to censure the faults of this ad- Defects of

mirable poem. The supernatural machinery is

perhaps somewhat in excess ; yet this had been

characteristic of the romantic school of poetry,
which had moulded the taste of Europe, and is

seldom displeasing to the reader. A still more

unequivocal blemish is the disproportionate in-

fluence of love upon the heroic crusaders, giving
a tinge of effeminacy to the whole poem, and

exciting something like contempt in the austere

critics, who have no standard of excellence in epic

song but what the ancients have erected for us.

But while we must acknowledge that Tasso has in-

dulged too far the inspirations of his own tempera-

ment, it may be candid to ask ourselves, whether

a subject so grave, and by necessity so full of

carnage, did not require many of the softer touches

which he has given it. His battles are as spirited

and picturesque as those of Ariosto, and perhaps
more so than those of Virgil ;

but to the taste of

our times he has a little too much of promiscuous

slaughter. The Iliad had here set an unfortunate

precedent, which epic poets thought themselves

bound to copy. If Erminia and Armida had not

been introduced, the classical critic might have

censured less in the Jerusalem ; but it would have

been far less also the delight of mankind.

27. Whatever may be the laws of criticism, it indicates

every poet will best obey the dictates of his own ge

C

nfus of"

genius. The skill and imagination of Tasso made Tass0'

VOL. 11. T
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CHAP, him equal to descriptions of war ; but his heart
'

was formed for that sort of pensive voluptuousness
which most distinguishes his poetry, and which is

very unlike the coarser sensuality of Ariosto. He
lingers around the gardens of Armida, as though
he had been himself her thrall. The Florentine

critics vehemently attacked her final reconciliation

with Rinaldo in the twentieth canto, and the re-

newal of their loves
;

for the reader is left with no

other expectation. Nor was their censure unjust;
since it is a sacrifice of what should be the pre-

dominant sentiment in the conclusion of the poem.
But Tasso seems to have become fond of Armida,
and could not endure to leave in sorrow and des-

pair the creature of his ethereal fancy, whom he

had made so fair and so winning. It is probable
that the majority of readers are pleased with this

passage, but it can never escape the condemnation

of severe judges.
Tasso com- gg. Tasso, doubtless, bears a considerable re-

semblance to Virgil. But, independently of the

vast advantages which the Latin language possesses
in majesty and vigour, and which render exact

"

comparison difficult as well as unfair, it maybe said

that Virgil displays more justness of taste, a more

extensive observation, and, if we may speak thus

in the absence of so much poetry which he might
have imitated, a more genuine originality. Tasso

did not possess much of the self-springing invention

which we find in a few great poets, and which, in

this higher sense, I cannot concede to Ariosto ;

he not only borrows freely, and perhaps studiously,
from the ancients, but introduces frequent lines
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from earlier Italian poets, and especially from CHAP.

Petrarch. He has also some favourite turns of
'

phrase, which serve to give a certain mannerism to

his stanzas.

29. The Jerusalem was no sooner published,
than it was weighed against the Orlando Furioso,

and neither Italy nor Europe have yet agreed
which scale inclines. It is indeed one of those

critical problems, that admit of no certain solution,

whether we look to the suffrage of those who feel

acutely and justly, or to the general sense of man-

kind. We cannot determine one poet to be su-

perior to the other, without assuming premises
which no one is bound to grant. Those who read

for a stimulating variety of circumstances, and the

enlivening of a leisure hour, must prefer Ariosto j

and he is probably, on this account, a poet of more
universal popularity. It might be said perhaps by
some, that he is more a favourite of men, and

Tasso of women. And yet, in Italy, the sympathy
with tender and graceful poetry is so general, that

the Jerusalem has hardly been less in favour with

the people than its livelier rival ; and its fine

stanzas may still be heard by moonlight from the

lips of a gondolier, floating along the calm bosom

of the Giudecca. *

* The following passages may I do not think the lines in the

perhaps be naturally compared, Jerusalem, though very famous,
l)oth as being celebrated, and as are altogether what I should select

descriptive of sound. Ariosto has as a specimen of Tasso.

however much the advantage, and

Aspri concenti, orribile armonia
I )' alte querelc, d* ululi, c di strida

Delhi misera gente, che peria
Nel ti meld per cagion della sua gtiida,

Istranamcnte concordar s'udia

Col fiero suon della fiamma omicida. Orland. Fur. c. 14.
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CHAP. 30. Ariosto must be placed much more below
v- Homer, than Tasso falls short of Virgil. The

Orlando has not the impetuosity of the Iliad
;
each

is prodigiously rapid, but Homer has more mo-

mentum by his weight ;
the one is a hunter, the

other a war-horse. The finest stanzas in Ariosto

are fully equal to any in Tasso, but the latter has

by no means so many feeble lines. Yet his lan-

guage, though never affectedly obscure, is not so

pellucid, and has a certain refinement which makes

us sometimes pause to perceive the meaning.
Whoever reads Ariosto slowly, will probably be

offended by his negligence ; whoever reads Tasso

quickly, will lose something of the elaborate finish

of his style.

to the 31. It is not easy to find a counterpart among
painters for Ariosto. His brilliancy and fertile in-

vention might remind us of Tintoret ; but he is

more natural, and less solicitous of effect. If in-

deed poetical diction be the correlative of colour-

ing in our comparison of the arts, none of the

Venetian school can represent the simplicity and

averseness to ornament of language which belong
to the Orlando Furioso

;
and it would be impos-

Chiama gli abitator dell' ombre eterne

II rauco suon della tartarea tromba ;

Treman le spaziose atre caverne,
E F aer cieco a quel rumor rimbomba.
Ne si stridendo mai dalle superne
Regioni del cielo il folgor piomba ;

Ne si scossa giammai trema la terra

Quando i vapori in sen gravida serra. Gierus. Lib. c. 4.

In the latter of these stanzas like those of Ariosto.. In his there

there is rather too studied an ef- is little attempt at vocal imitation,
fort at imitative sound; the lines yet we seem to hear the cries of
are grand and nobly expressed, but the suffering, and the crackling of

they do not hurry along the reader the flames.
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sible, for other reasons, to look for a parallel in a CHAP.

Roman or Tuscan pencil. But with Tasso the
'

case is different ; and though it would be an af-

fected expression to call him the founder of the

Bolognese school, it is evident that he had a great
influence on its chief painters, who came but a

little after him. They imbued themselves with

the spirit of a poem so congenial to their age,
and so much admired in it. No one, I think, can

consider their works without perceiving both the

analogy of the place each hold in their respective

arts, and the traces of a feeling, caught directly

from Tasso as their prototype and model. We
recognise his spirit in the sylvan shades and vo-

luptuous forms of Albano and Domenichino, in the

pure beauty that radiates from the ideal heads of

Guido, in the skilful composition, exact design,
and noble expression of the Caracci. Yet the

school of Bologna seems to furnish no parallel to

the enchanting grace and diffused harmony of

Tasso
; and we must, in this respect, look back to

Correggio as his representative.

SECT. II. ON SPANISH POETRY.

Luis dc Leon Hcrrera Ercilla Camoctu Sjianish Ballad*.

32. THE reigns of Charles and his son have long Poetry cui-

been reckoned the golden age of Spanish poetry ; J^J^
and if the art of verse was not cultivated in the chariesnmi

. n Philip.

latter period by any quite so successful as Garcilasso

T 3
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CHAP, and Mendoza, who belonged to the earlier part of
v'

the century, the vast number of names that have

been collected by diligent inquiry show, at least, a

national taste which deserves some attention. The

means of exhibiting a full account of even the

most select names in this crowd are not readily at

hand. In Spain itself, the poets of the age of

Philip II., like those who lived under his great

enemy in England, were, with very few exceptions,

little regarded till after the middle of the eighteenth

century. The Parnaso Espaiiol of Sedano, the

first volumes of which were published in 1768,

made them better known ;
but Bouterwek observes,

that it would have been easy to make a better col-

lection, as we do not find several poems of the

chief writers, with which the editor seems to have

fancied the public to be sufficiently acquainted.
An imperfect knowledge of the language, and a

cursory view of these volumes, must disable me
from speaking confidently of Castilian poetry ;

so

far as I feel myself competent to judge, the speci-

mens chosen by Bouterwek do no injustice to the

compilation.*
Luis de 33. The best lyric poet of Spain in the opinion

.of many, with whom I venture to concur, was Fra

* " The merit of Spanish rally voluminous :
"

it was not

poems," says a critic equally candid uncommon even for the nobility of
and well-informed,

"
independently Philip IV.'s time (later of course

of those intended for represent- than the period we are consider-

ation, consists chiefly in smooth- ing) to converse for some minutes
ness of versification and purity of in extemporaneous poetry ; and in

language, and in facility rather than carelessness of metre, as well as in

strength of imagination." Lord commonplace images, the verses of
Holland's Lope de Vega, vol. i. that time often remind us of the

p. 107. He had previously ob- improvisator} of Italy," p. 106.

served that these poets were gene-
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Luis Ponce de Leon, born in 1527, and whose CHAP

poems were probably written not very long after
v'

the middle of the century. The greater part
are translations, but his original productions are

chiefly religious, and full of that soft mysticism
which allies itself so well to the emotions of a

poetical mind. One of his odes, De la Vida del

Cielo, which will be found entire in Bouterwek,
is an exquisite piece of lyric poetry, which, in its

peculiar line of devout aspiration, has perhaps
never been excelled.* But the warmth of his

piety was tempered by a classical taste, which he

had matured by the habitual imitation of Horace.
" At an early age," says Bouterwek,

" he became

intimately acquainted with the odes of Horace,

and the elegance and purity of style which dis-

tinguish those compositions made a deep impres-
sion on his imagination. Classical simplicity and

dignity were the models constantly present to his

creative fancy. He, however, appropriated to

himself the character of Horace's poetry too na-

turally ever to incur the danger of servile imitation.

He discarded the prolix style of the canzone, and

imitated the brevity of the strophes of Horace in

romantic measures of syllables and rhymes ;
more

just feeling for the imitation of the ancients was

never evinced by any modern poet. His odes

have, however, a character totally different from

those of Horace, though the sententious air which

marks the style of both authors imparts to them a

deceptive resemblance. The religious austerity of

Luis de Leon's life was not to be reconciled with

*
p. 248.

T 4>
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CHAP, the epicurism of the Latin poet; but notwith-

standing this very different disposition of the mind,

it is not surprising that they should have adopted
the same form of poetic expression, for each pos-

sessed a fine imagination, subordinate to the con-

trol of a sound understanding. Which of the two

is the superior poet, in the most extended sense of

the word, it would be difficult to determine, as

each formed his style by free imitation, and neither

overstepped the boundaries of a certain sphere of

practical observation. Horace's odes exhibit a

superior style of art
;
and from the relationship be-

tween the thoughts and images, possess a degree
of attraction which is wanting in those of Luis de

Leon ; but, on the other hand, the latter are

the more rich in that natural kind of poetry,

which may be regarded as the overflowing of a

pure soul, elevated to the loftiest regions of moral

and religious idealism." *
Among the fruits of

these Horatian studies of Luis de Leon, we must

place an admirable ode suggested by the pro-

phecy of Nereus, wherein the genius of the Tagus,

rising from its waters to Rodrigo, the last of the

Goths, as he lay encircled in the arms of Cava,

denounces the ruin which their guilty loves were

to entail upon Spain, t

Herrera. 34. Next to Luis de Leon in merit, and perhaps
above him in European renown, we find Herrera

*
p. 243. by some Spanish critics to have

f This ode I first knew many suggested the famous vision of the

years since by a translation in the Spirit of the Cape to Camoens ;

poems of Russell, which are too but the resemblance is not suf-

little remembered, except by a few ficient, and the dates rather incom-

good judges. It has been surmised patible.
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surnamed the divine. He died in 1578 ; and his CHAP.

poems seem to have been first collectively published
'

in 1582. He was an innovator in poetical language,
whose boldness was sustained by popularity, though
it may have diminished his fame. " Herrera was a

poet," says Bouterwek,"
" of powerful talent, and

one who evinced undaunted resolution in pursuing
the new path which he had struck out for himself.

The novel style, however, which he wished to in-

troduce into Spanish poetry, was not the result of

a spontaneous essay, flowing from immediate inspi-

ration, but was theoretically constructed on artifi-

cial principles. Thus, amidst traits of real beauty,

his poetry every where presents marks of affecta-

tion. The great fault of his language is too much

singularity ;
and his expression, where it ought to

be elevated, is merely far fetched." *
Velasquez

observes that, notwithstanding the genius and spirit

of Herrera, his extreme care to polish his versifica-

tion has rendered it sometimes unpleasing to those

who require harmony and ease.t

35. Of these defects in the style of Herrera I

cannot judge ;
his odes appear to possess a lyric

elevation and richness of phrase, derived in some

measure from the study of Pindar, or still more,

perhaps, of the Old Testament, and worthy of

comparison with Chiabrera. Those on the battle

of Lepanto are most celebrated ; they pour forth

a torrent of resounding song, in those rich tones

which the Castilian language so abundantly supplies.

I cannot so thoroughly admire the ode addressed to

sleep, which Bouterwek as well as Sedano extol.

p. 229. f Oeschichte der Spanischen Dichtkunst, p. 207.
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CHAP. The images are in themselves pleasing and appro-

priate, the lines steal with a graceful flow on the

ear ;
but we should desire to find something more

raised above the commonplaces of poetry.
General 36. The poets of this age belong generally, more

cSian or less, to the Italian school. Many of them were
poetry. ajgo trans]ators from Latin. In their odes, epistles,

and sonnets, the resemblance of style, as well as

that of the languages, make us sometimes almost

believe that we are reading the Italian instead of

the Spanish Parnaso. There seem however to be

some shades of difference even in those who trod

the same path. The Castilian amatory verse is

more hyperbolical, more full of extravagant meta-

phors, but less subtle, less prone to ingenious trifling,

less blemished by verbal conceits than the Italian.

Such at least is what has struck me in the slight

acquaintance I have with the former. The Spanish

poets are also more redundant in descriptions of

nature, and more sensible to her beauties. I dare

not assert that they have less grace and less power
of exciting emotion

;
it may be my misfortune to

have fallen rarely on such passages.

Castiiiejo. 37. It is at least evident that the imitation of

Italy, propagated by Boscan and his followers, was

not the indigenous style of Castile. And of this

some of her most distinguished poets were always
sensible. In the Diana of Montemayor, a romance

which, as such, we shall have to mention hereafter,

the poetry, largely interspersed, bears partly the

character of the new, partly that of the old or

native school. The latter is esteemed superior.

Castiiiejo endeavoured to restore the gay rhythm
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of the redondilla, and turned into ridicule the imi- CHAP.

tators of Petrarch. Bouterwek speaks rather slight.

ingly of his general poetic powers ; though some of

his canciones have a considerable share of elegance.
His genius, playful and witty, rather than elegant,

seemed not ill-fitted to revive the popular poetry.*
But those who claimed the praise of superior ta-

lents did not cease to cultivate the polished style

of Italy. The most conspicuous, perhaps, before

the end of the centurywere Gil Polo, Espinel, Lope
de Vega, Barahona de Soto, and Figueroa.t Seve-

ral other names, not without extracts, will be found

in Bouterwek.

38. Voltaire, in his early and very defective

essay on epic poetry, made known to Europe the

Araucana of Ercilla, which has ever since en-

joyed a certain share of reputation, though con-

demned by many critics as tedious and prosaic.

Bouterwek depreciates it in rather more sweeping
a manner than seems consistent with the admissions

he afterwards makes.! A talent for lively descrip-

tion and for painting situations, a natural and

correct diction, which he ascribes to Ercilla, if they
do not constitute a claim to a high rank among

*
p. 267. esteemed one of the best poems in

f Lord Holland has given a the Spanish language," vol. i. p. 33.

fuller account of the poetry of Bouterwek
says

he has never met

Lope de Vega than either Bouter- with the book. It is praised by
wek or Velasquez and Dieze ; and Cervantes in Don Quixote.
the extracts in his

" Lives of Lope The translation of Tasso's Amin-
de Vega and Guillen de Castro," ta, by Jauregui, has been preferred
will not, I believe, be found in the by Menage as well as Cervantes to

Parnaso Espanol, which is con- the original. But there is no ex-

trivcd on a happy plan of excluding traordinarv merit in turning Italian

what is best. Las Lagrimas de into Spanish, even with some im-

Angelica, by Barahona de Soto, provement of the diction.

Lord H. says,
" has always been ; p. 407.
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CHAP.
V.

Many epic

poems in

Spain.

poets, are at least as much as many have possessed.

An English writer of good taste has placed him in

a triumvirate with Homer and Ariosto for power
of narration.* Raynouard observes, that Ercillahas

taken Ariosto as his model, especially in the open-

ing of his cantos. But the long digressions and

episodes of the Araucana, which the poet has not

had the art to connect with his subject, render it

fatiguing. The first edition, in 1569, contains but

fifteen books ; the second part was published in

1578, the whole together in 1590.t

39. The Araucana is so far from standing alone

in this class of poetry, that not less than twenty-five

epic poems appeared in Spain within little more

than half a century. These will be found enume-

rated, and, as far as possible, described and charac-

terised, in Velasquez's History of Spanish Poetry,
which I always quote in the German translation

with the valuable notes of Dieze. t Bouterwek men-

tions but a part of the number, and a few of them

may be conjectured by the titles not to be properly

epic. It is denied by these writers, that Ercilla

excelled all his contemporaries in heroic song. I

find, however, a different sentence in a Spanish poet
of that age, who names him as superior to the rest.

* Pursuits of Literature. p. 376 407. Bouterwek,
J-

Journal des Savans, Sept. 1824. p. 413.

Oye el estilo grave, el blando acento,
Y altos concentos del varon famoso

Que en el heroyco verso fue el primero
Que honro a su patria, y aun quiza el postrero.
Del fuerte Arauco el pecho altivo espanta

Don Alonso de Ercilla con el mano,
Con ella lo derriba y lo levanta,
Vence y honra venciendo al Araucano ;
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40. But in Portugal there had arisen a poet, in CHAP.

comparison of whose glory that of Ercilla is as
v '

nothing. The name of Camoens has truly an

European reputation, but the Lusiad is written in

a language not generally familiar. From Portuguese
critics it would be unreasonable to demand want

of prejudice in favour of a poet so illustrious, and

of a poem so peculiarly national. The .^Eneid

reflects the glory of Rome as from a mirror ; the

Lusiad is directly and exclusively what its name
" The Portuguese" (Os Lusiados) denotes, the

praise of the Lusitanian people. Their past history

chimes in, by means of episodes, with the great
event of Gama's voyage to India. The faults of

Camoens, in the management of his fable and the

choice of machinery, are sufficiently obvious
;

it is,

nevertheless, the first successful attempt in modern

Europe to construct an epic poem on the ancient

model ; for the Gierusalemme Liberata, though

incomparably superior, was not written or published
so soon. In consequence, perhaps, of this epic

form, which, even when imperfectly delineated,

long obtained, from the general veneration for anti-

quity, a greater respect at the hands of critics than

perhaps it deserved, the celebrity of Camoens has

('alia sus hechos, los agcnos canta,

Con tal estil.) que eclips6 al Toscano :

Virtud que el cielo para si reserva

Que en el furor de Marte est6 Minerva.

La Casa de la Memoria, nor snicuity. Ad hunc usque diem ob
Vicente Espinel, in Parnaso Es- iis omnibus avidissimc Icgitur, <jui

panel, viii. 352. facile diccndi genus atque perspi-

Antonio, near the end of the ctium admittere vim suam et ner-

seventeenth century, extols Ercillu vos, nativaquc sublimitate quadam
very highly, but intimates that attolli posse, cothurnatumque ire

some did not relish his simple per- non ignorant.
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CHAP, always been considerable. In point of fame he

ranks among the poets of the south, immediately
Defects of after the first names of Italy ;

nor is the distinctive
'

character that belongs to the poetry of the southern

languages any where more fully perceived than in

the Lusiad. In a general estimate of its merits it

must appear rather feeble and prosaic ;
the geogra-

phical and historical details are insipid and tedious;

a skilful use of poetical artifice is never exhibited;

we are little detained to admire an ornamented

diction, or glowing thoughts, or brilliant imagery ;

a certain negligence disappoints us in the most

beautiful passages ;
and it is not till a second perusal,

that their sweetness has time to glide into the heart.

The celebrated stanzas on Inez De Castro are a

proof of this.

its excel- 41 1 These deficiencies, as a taste formed in the
lencies.

English school, or in that of classical antiquity, is

apt to account them, are greatly compensated, and

doubtless far more to a native than they can be to

us, by a freedom from all that offends, for he is

never turgid, nor affected, nor obscure, by a perfect

ease and transparency of narration, by scenes and

descriptions, possessing a certain charm ofcolouring,
and perhaps not less pleasing from the apparent

negligence of the pencil, by a style kept up at a

level just above common language, by a mellifluous

versification, and, above all, by a kind ofsoft languor
which tones, as it were, the whole poem, and brings

perpetually home to our minds the poetical charac-

ter and interesting fortunes of its author. As the

mirror ofa heart so full of love, courage, generosity,
and patriotism, as that of Camoens, the Lusiad can
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never fail to please us, whatever place we may assign CHAP.

to it in the records of poetical genius.*
42. The Lusiad is best known in England by

the translation of Mickle, who has been thought to

have done something more than justice to his author,

both by the unmeasured eulogies he bestows upon
him, and by the more substantial service of excelling
the original in his unfaithful delineation. The style

of Mickle is certainly more poetical, according to

our standard, than that of Camoens, that is, more

figurative and emphatic ; but it seems to me replen-
ished with commonplace phrases, and wanting in

the facility and sweetness of the original ; in which

it is well known that he has interpolated a greatdeal
without a pretence.

43. The most celebrated passage in the Lusiad Celebrated

is that wherein the Spirit of the Cape, rising in

the midst of his stormy seas, threatens the daring
adventurer that violates their unploughed waters.

In order to judge fairly of this conception, we
should endeavour to forget all that has been written

in imitation of it. Nothing has become more

commonplace in poetry than one of its highest

flights, supernatural personification; and, as chil-

dren draw notable monsters when they cannot

come near the human form, so every poetaster,

* " In every langinjje," says mother tongue, hardly indeed upon
Mr. Southey, probably,in the Quar- any hut those to whom it is really

terly Review, xxvii. 38.,
" there is such. Camoens possesses it in

a magic of words as untranslatable
perfection,

it is his peculiar excel-

as the Sesame in the Arabian tale, fence."

you may retain the meaning, -f Several specimens of Mickie's

but if the words be changed the infidelity in translation, which ex-

spell is lost. The magic ha* its ceed all liberties ever taken in this

effect only upon those to whom way, are mentioned in the Quar-
thc language is as familiar as their terly Review.
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CHAP, who knows not how to describe one object in nature,

is quite at home with a goblin. Considered by itself,

the idea is impressive and even sublime. Nor am
I aware of any evidence to impeach its originality,

in the only sense which originality of poetical

invention can bear
;

it is a combination which strikes

us with the force of novelty, and which we cannot

instantly resolve into any constituent elements.

The prophecy of Nereus, to which we have lately

alluded, is much removed in grandeur and appro-

priateness of circumstance from this passage of

Camoens, though it may contain the germ of his

conception. It is, however, one that seems much
above the genius of its author. Mild, graceful,

melancholy, he has never given in any other place

signs of such vigorous imagination. And when we
read these lines on the Spirit of the Cape, it is

impossible not to perceive that, like Frankenstein,

he is unable to deal with the monster he has created.

The formidable Adamastor is rendered mean by

particularity of description, descending even to

yellow teeth. The speech put into his mouth is

feeble and prolix ;
and it is a serious objection to

the whole, that the awful vision answers no purpose
but that of ornament, and is impotent against the

success and glory of the navigators. A spirit of

whatever dimensions, that can neither overwhelm

a ship, nor even raise a tempest, is incomparably
less terrible than a real hurricane.

Minor 44. Camoens is still, in his shorter poems, es-

teemed the chief of Portuguese poets in this age,

and possibly in every other
j

his countrymen deem
.him their model, and judge of later verse by com-
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parison with his. In every kind of composition CHAP.

then used in Portugal, he has left proofs of excel-
'

lence. " Most of his sonnets," says Bouterwek,
" have love for their theme, and they are of very

unequal merit
;
some are full of Petrarchic tender-

ness and grace, and moulded with classic cor-

rectness, others are impetuous and romantic, or

disfigured by false learning, or full of tedious

pictures of the conflicts of passion with reason.

Upon the whole, however, no Portuguese poet
has so correctly seized the character of the sonnet

as Camoens. Without apparent effort, merely by
the ingenious contrast of the first eight with the

last six lines, he knew how to make these little

effusions convey a poetic unity of ideas and im-

pressions, after the model of the best Italian sonnets,

in so natural a manner, that the first lines or quartets

of the sonnet excite a soft expectation, which is

harmoniously fulfilled by the tercets or last six

lines.*'
* The same writer praises several other of

the miscellaneous compositions of Camoens.

45. But, though no Portuguese of the sixteenth

century has come near to this illustrious poet,

Ferreira endeavoured with much good sense, if not

with great elevation, to emulate the didactic tone

of Horace, both in lyric poems and epistles, of

which the latter have been most esteemed.t The
classical school formed by Ferreira produced other

poets in the sixteenth century ; but it seems to

have been little in unison with the national cha-

racter. The reader will find as full an account of

these as, if he is unacquainted witli the Portuguese
* Hist, of Portuguese Literature, p. 187. f Id. p. Ill,

VOL. IT. V
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CHAP, language, he is likely to desire, in the author on
v- whom I have chiefly relied.

Spanish 46. The Spanish ballads or romances are of

very different ages. Some of them, as has been

observed in another place, belong to the fifteenth

century ;
and there seems sufficient ground for

referring a small number to even an earlier date.

But by far the greater portion is of the reign of

Philip II., or even that of his successor. The
Moorish romances, in general, and all those on the

Cid, are reckoned by Spanish critics among the

most modern. Those published by Depping and

Duran have rarely an air of the raciness and sim-

plicity which usually distinguish the poetry of the

people, and seem to have been written by poets of

Valladolid or Madrid, the contemporaries of Cer-

vantes, with a good deal of elegance, though not

much vigour. The Moors of romance, the chival-

rous gentlemen of Granada, were displayed by these

Castilian poets in attractive colours*
; and much

more did the traditions of their own heroes, es-

pecially of the Cid, the bravest and most noble-

minded of them all, furnish materials for their

popular songs. Their character, it is observed by
the latest editor, is unlike that of the older ro-

mances of chivalry, which had been preserved

* Bouterwek, Sismondi, and porary poets, than a serious re-

others, have quoted a romance, proof. It is much more lively

beginning Tanta Zayda y Adalifa, than the answer, which these mo-
as the effusion of an orthodox zeal, dern critics also quote. Both these

which had taken offence at these poems are of the end of the six-

encomiums on infidels. Whoever teenth century. Neither Bouter-
reads this little poem, which may wek nor Sismondi have kept in

be found in Depping's collection, mind the recent date of the Moor-
will see that it is written more as ish ballads.

a humorous ridicule on contem-
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orally, as he conceives, down to the middle of the

sixteenth century, when they were inserted in the

Cancionero de Romances at Antwerp, 1555.* I

have been informed that an earlier edition printed
in Spain has lately been discovered. In these

there is a certain prolixity and hardness of style,

a want of connection, a habit of repeating verses

or entire passages from others. They have no-

thing of the marvellous, nor borrow any thing from

Arabian sources. In some others of the more
ancient poetry there are traces of the oriental

manner, and a peculiar tone of wild melancholy.

* Duran in preface to his Ko-
mancero of 1832. These Spanish
collections of songs and ballads,

called Cancioneros and Romance-

ros, are very scarce, and there is

some uncertainty among bibliogra-

phers as to their editions. Accord-

ing to Duran, this of Antwerp con-

tains many romances unpublished
before and far older than those of

the fifteenth century, collected in

the Cancionero General of 1516. It

does not appear, perhaps, that the

number which can be referred with

probability to a period anterior to

1400 is considerable, but they are

very interesting. Among these

are LosFrontenzos,or songs which

the Castilians used in their incur-

sions on the Moorish frontier.

These were preserved orally, like

other popular poetry. We find in

these early pieces, he
says,

some

traces of the Arabian style, rather

in the melancholy of its tone than

in any splendour of imagery, giving

as an instance some lines quoted

by Sismondi, beginning,
" Fonte

frida, fonte frida, Fonte frida y con

amor," which are evidently very
ancient. Sismondi says (LittcYa-

ture du Midi, iii. 244). ) that it is

difficult to explain the charm of

CHAP.
V.

this little poem, but "
by the tone

of truth and the absence of all

object ;

" and Bouterwek calls it

very nonsensical. It seems to me
that some real story is shadowed
in it under images in themselves
of very little meaning, which may
account for the tone of truth and

pathos it breathes.

The older romances are usually
in alternate verses of eight and
seven syllables, and the rhymes are

consonant, or real rhymes. The
assonance is however older than
Lord Holland supposes, who says,

(Life of Lope de Vega, vol. ii.

p. 12.) that it was not introduced
till the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury. It occurs in several that
Duran reckons ancient.

The romance of the Conde Alar-
cos is probably of the fifteenth

century. This is written in octo-

syllable consonant rhymes, without
division of strophes. The Moorish
ballads, with a very few exceptions,
belong to the reigns of

Philip II.

and Philip III., and those of the

Cid, about which so much interest

has been taken, are the latest, and

among the least valuable of all.

All these are, I believe, written on
the principle of assonances.

u
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CHAP. The little poems scattered through the prose
'

romance, entitled, Las Guerras de Granada, are

rarely, as I should conceive, older than the reign

of Philip II. These Spanish ballads are known to

our public, but generally with inconceivable ad-

vantage, by the very fine and animated translations

of Mr. Lockhart.*

French

SECT. III. ON FRENCH AND GERMAN POETRY.

French Poetry Ronsard His Followers German Poets.

47- THIS was an age of verse in France
;
and per-

naps in no subsequent period do we find so long a

catalogue of her poets. Goujet has recorded not

merely the names, but the lives, in some mea-

sure, of nearly two hundred, whose works were

published in this half century. Of this number

scarcely more than five or six are much remem-

bered in their own country. It is possible indeed

that the fastidiousness of French criticism, or their

idolatry of the age of Louis XIV., and of that of

Voltaire, may have led to a little injustice in their

estimate of these early versifiers. Our own pre-

judices are apt of late to take an opposite direction.

* An admirable romance on a much more at length in another

bull-fight, in Mr. Lockhart's vo- collection. It is still, however, far

lume, is faintly to be traced in one less poetical than the English imi-
introduced in Las Guerras de Gra- tation.

nadaj but I have since found it
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48. A change in the character of French poetry, CHAP.

about the commencement of this period, is refer-

rible to the general revolution of literature. The change in

11 -i -^ />
the tone of

allegorical personifications which, from the sera of French

the Roman de la Rose, had been the common field
p

of verse, became far less usual, and gave place to

an inundation of mythology and classical allusion.

The Desir and Heine d' Amour of the older

school became Cupid with his arrows and Venus
with her doves; the theological and cardinal virtues,

which had gained so many victories over Sensualite

and Faux Semblant, vanished themselves from a

poetry which had generally enlisted itself under

the enemy's banner. This cutting off of an old

resource rendered it necessary to explore other

mines. All antiquity was ransacked for analogies j

and, where the images were not wearisomely com-

monplace, they were absurdly far-fetched. This

revolution was certainly not instantaneous
;
but it

followed the rapid steps of philological learning,

which had been nothing at the accession of Fran-

cis I., and was every thing at his death. In his court,

and in that of his son, if business or gallantry ren-

dered learning impracticable, it was at least the

mode to affect an esteem for it. Many names in

the list of French poets are conspicuous for high

rank, and a greater number are among the famous

scholars of the age. These, accustomed to writing

in Latin, sometimes in verse, and yielding a super-

stitious homage to the mighty dead of antiquity,

thought they ennobled their native language by

destroying her idiomatic purity.

49. The prevalence however of this pedantry,
u 3
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CHAP, was chiefly owing to one poet, of great though
'

short-lived renown, Pierre Ronsard. He was the

first of seven contemporaries in song under Henry
II., then denominated the French Pleiad

;
the

others were Jodelle, Bellay, Baif, Thyard, Dorat,

and Belleau. Ronsard, well acquainted with the

ancient languages, and full of the most presump-
tuous vanity, fancied that he was born to mould the

speech of his fathers into new forms more adequate
to his genius.

Je fis des nouveaux mots,

J'en condamnai les vieux.*

His style, therefore, is as barbarous, if the con-

tinual adoption of Latin and Greek derivatives ren-

ders a modern language barbarous, as his allusions

are pedantic. They are more ridiculously such in

his amatory sonnets ;
in his odes these faults are

rather less intolerable, and there is a spirit and

grandeurwhich show him to have possessed a poeti-

cal mind.t The popularity of Ronsard was ex-

tensive ; and, though he sometimes complained of

the neglect of the great, he wanted not the appro-
bation of those whom poets are most ambitious to

please. Charles IX. addressed some lines to Ron-

sard, which are really elegant, and at least do more

honour to that prince than any thing else recorded

of him ;
and the verses of this poet are said to

have lightened the weary hours of Mary Stuart's

imprisonment. On his death in 1586 a funeral

service was performed in Paris with the best music

that the king could command
; it was attended by

*
Goujet, Bibliotheque Fran^aise, xii. 199. f Id. 216.
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the Cardinal de Bourbon and an immense con- CHAP.

course ; eulogies in prose and verse were recited
'

in the university ; and in those anxious moments,
when the crown of France was almost in its agony,
there was leisure to lament that Ronsard had been

withdrawn. How differently attended was the

grave of Spenser !
*

50. Ronsard was capable of conceiving strongly,

and bringing his conceptions in clear and forcible,

though seldom in pure or well-chosen language
before the mind. The poem, entitled Promesse,

which will be found in Auguis's Recueil des An-

ciens Poetes, is a proof of this, and excels what

little besides I have read of this poet.t Bouterwek,
whose criticism on Ronsard appears fair and just,

and who gives him, and those who belonged to his

school, credit for perceiving the necessity of eleva-

ting the tone of French verse above the creeping
manner of the allegorical rhymers, observes that,

even in his errors, we discover a spirit striving

upwards, disdaining what is trivial, and restless in

the pursuit of excellence, t But such a spirit may
produce very bad and tasteless poetry. La Harpe,
who admits Ronsard's occasional beauties and his

poetic fire, is repelled by his scheme of versification,

full of enjambemens, as disgusting to a correct

French ear as they are, in a moderate use, pleasing
to our own. After the appearance of Malherbe,

the poetry of Ronsard fell into contempt, and the

pure correctness of Louis XIV.'s age was not likely

to endure his barbarous innovations and false taste.

* Id. 207. Goujet, 245. Malherbe
f Vol. iv. p. 135. scratched out about half from his

j;
Geschichte der Pocsie, v. 214. copy of Ronsard, giving his rca^

u 4
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CHAP.
V.

Other
French

poets.

Balzac not long afterwards turns bis pedantry into

ridicule,and admitting the abundance of the stream,

adds that it was turbid. * In later times more

justice has been done to the spirit and imagination
of this poet, without repealing the sentence against

his style, t
,

51. The remaining stars of the Pleiad, except

perhaps Bellay, sometimes called the French Ovid,

and whose "
Regrets," or lamentations for his ab-

sence from France during a residence at Rome,
are almost as querulous, if not quite so reasonable,

as those of his prototype on the Ister$, seem

scarce worthy of particular notice
;

for Jodelle,

the founder of the stage in France, has deserved

much less credit as a poet, and fell into the fashion-

able absurdity of making French out of Greek.

Raynouard bestows some eulogy on Baif. Those

who came afterwards were sometimes imitators of

Ronsard, and, like most imitators of a faulty man-

ner, far more pedantic and far-fetched than himself.

An unintelligible refinement, that every nation in

sons in the margin. Racan one

clay looking over this, asked whe-
ther he approved what he had not

effaced, Not a bit more, replied

Malherbe, than the rest.

* Encore aujourd'hui il est ad-

mire par les trois quarts du parle-
ment de Paris, et geneValement

par les autres parlemens de France.

L'universite et les Jesuites tiennent

encore son part contre la cour, et

contre Pacademie. . . . Ce n'est

pas un poete bien entier, c'est le

commencement et la matiere d'un

poete. On voit, dans ses O3tivres,

des parties naissantes, et a demi

animees, d'un corps qui se forme,

et qui se fait, mais qui n'a garde
d'estre achev. C'est une grande
source, il faut 1'avouer ; mais c'este

une source troublee et boueuse ;

une source, ou non seulement il y
a moins d'eau que de limon, mais
ou 1'ordure empeche de couler
1'eau. CEuvres de Balzac, i. 670.
and Goujet, ubi supra.
+ La Harpe. Biogr. Univ.
T Goujet, xii. 128. Auguis.
5

" Baif is one of the poets
who, in my opinion, have happily
contributed by their example to
fix the rules of our versification.'*

Journal des Savans, Feb. 1825.
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Europe seems in succession to have admitted into CHAP.

its poetry, has consigned much then written in

France to oblivion. As large a proportion of the

French verse in this period seems to be amatory as

of the Italian
; and the Italian style is sometimes

followed. But a simpler and more lively turn of

language, though without the naivete of Marot,
often distinguishes these compositions. These

pass the bounds of decency not seldom
;
a privi-

lege which seems in Italy to have been reserved

for certain Fescennine metres, and is not indulged
to the solemnity of the sonnet or canzone. The
Italian language is ill-adapted to the epigram, in

which the French succeed so well. *

52. A few may be selected from the numerous DU Bartas.

versifiers under the sons of Henry II. Amadis

Jamyn, the pupil of Ronsard, was reckoned by
his contemporaries almost a rival, and is more

natural, less inflated and emphatic than his master, t

This praise is by no means due to a more cele-

brated poet, Du Bartas. His productions, which

are numerous, unlike those of his contemporaries,

turn mostly upon sacred history ; but his poem on

the Creation, called La Semaine, is that which

obtained most reputation, and by which alone he

is now known. The translation by Silvester has

rendered it in some measure familiar to the readers

of our old poetry ; and attempts have been made,

not without success, to show that Milton had been

* Goujet devotes three volumes, names. In the Recucil des An-

the twelfth, thirteenth, and four- ciens Poe'tes, the extracts from

teenth, of his Bibliotheque Fran- them occupy about a volume and

(jni&e, to the poets of these fifty a half.

years.
Bouterwek and La Harpe f Ooujet, xiii. 229. Biogr.

have touched only on a very few Univ.
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CHAP, diligent in picking jewels from this mass of bad
v'

taste and bad writing. Du Bartas, in his style,

was a disciple of Ronsard
;
he affects words de-

rived from the ancient languages, or, if founded

on analogy, yet without precedent, and has as

little naturalness or dignity in his images as purity
in his idiom. But his imagination, though extrava-

gant, is vigorous and original.
*

53. Pibrac, a magistrate of great integrity, ob-

tained an extraordinary reputation by his quatrains ;

a series of moral tetrastichs in the style of Theognis.
These first appeared in 1574, fifty in number, and

were augmented to 126 in later editions. They
were continually republished in the seventeenth

century, and translated into many European and

even oriental languages. It cannot be wonder-

ful that, in the change of taste and manners,

they have ceased to be read.t An imitation of

the sixth satire of Horace, by Nicolas Rapin,

printed in the collection of Auguis is good and in

very pure style.t Philippe Desportes somewhat

later chose a better school than that of Ronsard
;

he rejected its pedantry and affectation, and by
the study of Tibullus, as well as by his natural

* Goujet, xiii. 304. The Se- description de cheval ou il a si bien

raaine of Du Bartas was printed rencontre, s'enfermoit quelquefois

thirty times within six years, and dans une chambre, et se mettant a

translated into Latin, Italian, Ger- quatre pattes, souffloit, hennissoit,

man, and Spanish, as well as Eng- gambadoit, tiroit des ruades, alloit

lish. Id. 312. on the authority of 1'amble, le trot, le galop, a cour-

La Croix du Maine. bette, et tachoit par toutes sortes

Du Bartas, according to a de moyens a bien contrefaire le

French writer of the next century, cheval. Naude's Considerations

used methods of exciting his ima- sur les Coups d'Estat. p. 47.

gination which I recommend to f Goujet, xii. 266. Biogr.
the attention of young poets. L'on Univ.
dit en France, que Du Bartas au- J Recueil des Poetes, v. 361,

paravant que de faire cette belle
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genius, gave a tenderness and grace to the poetry CHAP.

of love which those pompous versifiers had never
v'

sought. He has been esteemed the precursor of a

better aera
;

and his versification is rather less

lawless *, according to La Harpe, than that of his

predecessors.

54. The rules of metre became gradually es- French

tablished. Few writers of this period neglect the

alternation of masculine and feminine rhymest;
don -

but the open vowel will be found in several of the

earlier. Du Bartas almost affects the enjambement,
or continuation of the sense beyond the couplet ;

and even Desportes does not avoid it. Their

metres are various
;
the Alexandrine, if so we may

call it, or verse of twelve syllables, was occasionally

adopted by Ronsard, and in time displaced the old

verse of ten syllables, which became appropriated
to the lighter style. The sonnets, as far as I have

observed, are regular ;
and this form, which had

been very little known in France, after being in-

troduced by Jodelle and Ronsard, became one of

the most popular modes of composition.! Several

attempts were made to naturalise the Latin metres
;

but this pedantic innovation could not long have

success. Specimens of it may be found in Pas-

quier.

*
Goujet, xiv. 63. La Harpe. per Marchand ascribes a translation

Auguis, v. 343 377. of the Iliad and Odyssey into re-

f Grevin, about 1558, is an ex- giilar French hexameters to one

ception. Goujet, xii. 159. Mousset, of whom nothing is

| Bouterwek, v. 212. known; on no better authority,
Recherches de la France, however, than a vague passage of

1. vii. c. 11. Baif has passed
for D'Aubigne, who "remembered to

the inventor of this foolish art in have seen such a book sixty years

France, which was more common ago." Though Mousset may be

there than in England. But Pros- imaginary, he furnishes an article
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CHAP. 55. It may be said, perhaps, of French poetry in

general, but at least in this period, that it deviates
General

jess from a certain standard than any other. It is
character of ^

French not often low, as may be imputed to the earlier

writers, because a peculiar style, removed from

common speech, and supposed to be classical, was

a condition of satisfying the critics ; it is not often

obscure, at least in syntax, as the Italian sonnet is

apt to be, because the genius of the language and

the habits of society demanded perspicuity. But

it seldom delights us by a natural sentiment or

unaffected grace of diction, because both one and

the other were fettered by conventional rules.

The monotony of amorous song is more wearisome,

if that be possible, than among the Italians.

German 56. The characteristics of German verse im-

pressed upon it by the meister- singers still remained,

though the songs of those fraternities seem to have

ceased. It was chiefly didactic or religious, often

to Marchand, who brings together pin, and Pasquier, tried their hands
a good deal of learning as to the in this style. Rapin improved
Latinized French metres of the upon it by rhyming in Sapphics,
sixteenth century. Dictionnaire The following stanzas are from his

Historique. ode on the death of Ronsard :

Passerat, Ronsard, Nicolas Ra-

Vous que les ruisseaux d'Helicon frequentez,
Vous que les jardins solitaires hantez,
Et le fonds des bois, curieux de choisir

L'ombre et le loisir.

Qui vivant bien loin de la fange et du bruit,

Et de ces grandeurs que le peuple poursuit,
Estimez les vers que la muse apres vous

Trempe de miel doux.

Notre grand Ronsard, de ce monde sorti,

Les efforts derniers de la Parque a senti ;

Ses faveurs n'ont pu le garantir enfin

Centre le destin, &c. &c.

Pasquier, ubi supra.
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satirical, and employing the veil of apologue. CHAP.

Luther, Hans Sachs, and other more obscure names
are counted among the fabulists

; but the most

successful was Burcard Waldis, whose fables, partly
from ^Esop, partly original, were first published in

1548. The Froschmauseler of Rollenhagen, in

1545, is in a similar style of political and moral

apologue with some liveliness of description. Fis-

chart is another of the moral satirists, but extra-

vagant in style and humour, resembling Rabelais,

of whose romance he gave a free translation.

One of his poems, Die Gluckhafte Schiff, is praised

by Bouterwek for beautiful descriptions and happy
inventions; but in general he seems to betheSkelton

of Germany. Many German ballads belong to

this period, partly taken from the old tales of

chivalry : in these the style is humble, with no

poetry except that of invention, which is not their

own ; yet they are true-hearted and unaffected,

and better than what the next age produced.*

SECT. IV. ON ENGLISH POETRY.

Paradite of Dainty Devicct Sackvtilf Gascoyne Spenser's Shep-
herd's Kalendar Improvement in Poetry England's Helicon

Sydney SAaJftptorc't Poems Poets near the Close of the Century

Translations Scots and English Ballads Spenser's Faery Queen.

57. THE poems of Wyatt and Surrey with several

more first appeared in 1557, and were published
in a little book, entitled Tottel's Miscellanies. But

* Bouterwek, vol. ix. Hcinsius, vol. iv.
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V.
CHAP. as both of these belonged to the reign of Henry

VIII. their poetry has come already under our

review. It is probable that Lord Vaux's short

pieces, which are next to those of Surrey and

Wyatt in merit, were written before the middle of

the century. Some of these are published in Tottel,

and others in a scarce collection, the first edition

of which was in 1576, quaintly named, The Para-

dise of Dainty Devices. The poems in this

volume, as in that of Tottel, are not coeval with

its publication ;
it has been supposed to represent

the age of Mary, full as much as that of Elizabeth,

and one of the chief contributors, if not framers of

the collection, Richard Edwards, died in 1566.

Thirteen poems are by Lord Vaux, who certainly

did not survive the reign of Mary.
58. We are indebted to Sir Egerton Brydges for

the republication, in his British Bibliographer, of the

Paradise of Dainty Devices, of which, though there

had been eight editions, it is said that not above six

copies existed.* The poems are almost all short,

and by more nearly thirty than twenty different

authors. "
They do not, it must be admitted," says

their editor,
"
belong to the higher classes; they

are of the moral and didactic kind. In their sub-

ject there is too little variety, as they deal very

generally in the commonplaces of ethics, such as

the fickleness and caprices of love, the falsehood

and instability of friendship, and the vanity of all

human pleasures. But many of these are often

expressed with a vigour which would do credit to

any sera If my partiality does not mislead

* Beloe's Anecdotes of Literature, vol. v.

Character

of this col-

lection.
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me, there is in most of these short pieces some of CHAP.

that indescribable attraction which springs from

the colouring of the heart. The charm of imagery
is wanting, but the precepts inculcated seem to

flow from the feelings of an overloaded bosom."

Edwards he considers, probably with justice, as the

best of the contributors, and Lord Vaux the next.

We should be inclined to give as high a place to

William Hunnis, were his productions all equal to

one little poem
*

; but too often he falls into trivial

morality and a ridiculous excess of alliteration.

The amorous poetry is the best in this Paradise
;

it

is not imaginative or very graceful, or exempt
from the false taste of antithetical conceits, but

sometimes natural and pleasing ; the serious pieces

are in general very heavy, yet there is a dignity

and strength in some of the devotional strains.

They display the religious earnestness of that age
with a kind of austere philosophy in their views of

life. Whatever indeed be the subject, a tone of

sadness reigns through this misnamed Paradise of

Daintiness, as it does through all the English

poetry of this particular age. It seems as if the con-

fluence of the poetic melancholy ofthe Petrarchists

with the reflective seriousness of the Reform-

ation overpowered the lighter sentiments of the

* This song is printe.! in Camp- of this early period is superior to

bell's Specimens of English Poets, some lines addressed to Isabella

vol. i. p. 1 17. It begins, Markham by Sir John Harrington,
" When flrU mine eyet did view and mark." of the date of 1564. If these are

The little poem of Edwards, genuine, and I know not how to

called Amantium Ira , has often dispute it, they are as polished as

been reprinted in modern collec- any written at the close of the

tions, and is reckoned by Brydges Queen's reign. These are not in

one of the most beautiful in the the Paradise of Dainty Devices,

language. But hardly any light poem
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CHAP.
V.

Sackville's

Induction.

soul ; and some have imagined, I know not how

justly, that the persecutions of Mary's reign con-

tributed to this effect.

59. But at the close of that dark period, while

bigotry might be expected to render the human
heart torpid, and the English nation seemed too

fully absorbed in religious and political discontent

to take much relish in literary amusements, one

man shone out for an instant in the higher walks of

poetry. This was Thomas Sackville, many years
afterwards Lord Buckhurst, and High Treasurer of

England, thus withdrawn from the haunts of the

muses to a long and honourable career of active

life. The Mirrour of Magistrates, published in

1559, is a collection of stories by different authors,

on the plan of Boccaccio's prose work, De Casibus

virorum illustrium, recounting the misfortunes and

reverses of men eminent in English history. It

was designed to form a series of dramatic soliloquies

united in one interlude.* Sackville, who seems to

have planned the scheme, wrote an Induction, or

prologue, and also one of the stories, that of the first

Duke of Buckingham. The Induction displays

best his poetical genius ;
it is, like much earlier

poetry, a representation of allegorical personages,
but with a fertility of imagination, vividness of de-

scription, and strength of language, which not only
leave his predecessors far behind, but may fairly

* Warton, iv. 40. A copious a long analysis of the Inferno of
account of the Mirrour for Magis- Dante, which he seems to have
trates occupies the forty-eighth and thought little known to the Eng-
three following sections of the His- lish public, as in that age, I believe,

tory of Poetry, p. 33 105. In was the case,

this Warton has introduced rather
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be compared with some of the most poetical CHAP.

passages in Spenser. Sackville's Induction forms
V'

a link which unites the school of Chaucer and

Lydgate to the Faery Queen. It would certainly
be vain to look in Chaucer, wherever Chaucer
is original, for the grand creations of Sackville's

fancy, yet we should never find any one who would
rate Sackville above Chaucer. The strength of an

eagle is not to be measured only by the height of

his place, but by the time that he continues on the

wing. Sackville's Induction consists of a few

hundred lines
;
and even in these there is a mo-

notony of gloom and sorrow, which prevents us

from wishing it to be longer. It is truly styled by

Campbell a landscape on which the sun never

shines. Chaucer is various, flexible, and observant

of all things in outward nature, or in the heart of

man. But Sackville is far above the frigid elegance

of Surrey ; and, in the first days of the virgin

reign, is the herald of that splendour in which it

was to close.

60. English poetry was not speedily animated inferiority

by the example of Sackville. His genius stands

absolutely alone in the age to which as a poet he

belongs. Not that there was any deficiency in the

number of versifiers ; the muses were honoured

by the frequency, if not by the dignity, of their

worshippers. A different sentence will be found

in some books
;
and it has become common to

elevate the Elizabethan age in one undiscriminating

panegyric. For wise counsellors, indeed, and

acute politicians, we could not perhaps extol one

part of that famous reign at the expense of another.

VOL. n. x
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CHAP. Cecil and Bacon, Walsingham, Smith, and Sadler,
'

belong to the earlier days of the queen. But in a

literary point of view, the contrast is great between

the first and second moiety of her four and forty

years. We have seen this already in other sub-

jects than poetry ; and in that we may appeal to

such parts of the Mirrour of Magistrates as are

not written by Sackville, to the writings of Church-

yard, or to those of Gouge and Turberville. These

writers scarcely venture to leave the ground, or

wander in the fields of fancy. They even abstain

from the ordinary commonplaces of verse, as if

afraid that the reader should distrust or misinter-

pret their images. The first who deserves to be

mentioned as an exception is George Gascoyne,
whose Steel Glass, published in 1576, is the earliest

instance of English satire, and has strength and

sense enough to deserve respect. Chalmers has

praised it highly.
" There is a vein of sly sarcasm

in this piece which appears to me to be original ;

and his intimate knowledge of mankind enabled

him to give a more curious picture of the dress,

manners, amusements, and follies of the times,

than we meet with in almost any other author.

His Steel Glass is among the first specimens of

blank verse in our language." This blank verse,

however, is but indifferently constructed. Gas-

coyne's long poem, called The Fruits of War, is in

the doggrel style of his age ;
and the general

commendations of Chalmers on this poet seem
rather hyperbolical. But his minor poems, espe-

cially one called The Arraignment of a Lover,
have much spirit and gaiety

*
; and we may leave

* Ellis's Specimens. Campbell's Specimens, ii. 146.
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him a respectable place among the Elizabethan CHAP.

versifiers.

61. An epoch was made, if we may draw an Spenser's

inference from the language of contemporaries, by
the publication of Spenser's Shepherd's Kalendar

in 1579.* His primary idea, that of adapting a

pastoral to every month of the year, was pleasing
and original, though he has frequently neglected
to observe the season, even when it was most

abundant in appropriate imagery. But his Kalen-

dar is, in another respect, original, at least when

compared with the pastoral writings of that age.

This species of composition had become so much
the favourite of courts, that no language was

thought to suit it but that of courtiers, which,

with all its false beauties of thought and expres-

sion, was transferred to the mouths of shepherds.

A striking instance of this had lately been shown

in the Aminta ; and it was a proof of Spenser's

judgment, as well as genius, that he struck out a

new line of pastoral, far more natural, and there-

fore more pleasing, so far as imitation of nature is

the source of poetical pleasure, instead of vieing, in

our more harsh and uncultivated language, with

the consummate elegance of Tasso. It must be

admitted, however, that he fell too much into the

opposite extreme, and gave a Doric rudeness to his

dialogue, which is a little repulsive to our taste.

The dialect of Theocritus is musical to our ears,

and free from vulgarity ; praises which we cannot

* The Shepherd's Kulendar was But Webbe, in his Discourse on

printed anonymously. It is as- English I'oesie, published the same

cribed to Sydney by Whetstone in year, mentions Spenser by name,

a monody on his death in 1580.

x 2
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CHAP, bestow on the uncouth provincial rusticity of
'

Spenser. He has been less justly censured on

another account, for intermingling allusions to the

political history and religious differences of his

own times ; and an ingenious critic has asserted

that the description of the grand and beautiful ob-

jects of nature, with well-selected scenes of rural

life, real but not coarse, constitute the only proper
materials of pastoral poetry. These limitations,

however, seem little conformable to the practice of

poets or the taste of mankind
; and if Spenser

has erred in the allegorical part of his pastorals, he

has done so in company with most of those who
have tuned the shepherd's pipe. Several of Virgil's

Eclogues, and certainly the best, have a meaning

beyond the simple songs of the hamlet
;
and it was

notorious that the Portuguese and Spanish pastoral

romances, so popular in Spenser's age, teemed

with delineations of real character, and sometimes

were the mirrors of real story. In fact, mere pas-

toral must soon become insipid, unless it borrows

something from active life or elevated philosophy.
The most interesting parts of the Shepherd's Ka-

lendar are of this description ;
for Spenser has not

displayed the powers of his own imagination so

strongly as we might expect in pictures of natural

scenery. This poem has spirit and beauty in many
passages ; but is not much read in the present day,

nor does it seem to be approved by modern critics.

It was otherwise formerly. Webbe, in his Dis-

course of English Poetry, 1586, calls Spenser
" the lightest English poet he ever read," and

thinks he would have surpassed Theocritus and
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Virgil,
"

if the coarseness of our speech had been CHAP.

no greater impediment to him, than their pure
v'

native tongues were to them." And Drayton

says,
" Master Edmund Spenser had done enough,

for the immortality of his name, had he only

given us his Shepherd's Kalendar, a master-piece,
if any."*

62. Sir Philip Sydney, in his Defence of Poesie, Sydney's

which may have been written at any time between contSp

1581 and his death in 1586, laments that "
poesy

raryp ets-

thus embraced in all other places, should only find

in our time a bad welcome in England ;

"
and,

after praising Sackville, Surrey, and Spenser for

the Shepherd's Kalendar, does not " remember to

have seen many more that have poetical sinews in

them. For proof whereof, let but most of the

verses be put into prose, and then ask the meaning,
and it will be found that one verse did but beget

another, without ordering at the first what should

be at the last
;
which becomes a confused mass of

words, with a tinkling sound of rhyme, barely ac-

companied with reason Truly many of

such writings as come under the banner of irre-

sistible love, if I were a mistress, would never

persuade me they were in love; so coldly they apply

fiery speeches as men that had rather read lovers'

writings, and so caught up certain swelling phrases,

than that in truth they feel those passions."

63. It cannot be denied that some of these improve-

blemishes are by no means unusual in the writers
"

of the Elizabethan age, as in truth they are found

also in much other poetry of many countries. But

* Preface to Draj ton's Pastorals.

x 3
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CHAP, a change seems to have come over the spirit of
'

English poetry soon after 1580. Sydney, Raleigh,

Lodge, Breton, Marlowe, Greene, Watson, are the

chief contributors to a collection called England's

Helicon, published in 1600, and comprising many
of the fugitive pieces of the last twenty years.

Davison's Poetical Rhapsody, in 1602, is a miscel-

lany of the same class. A few other collections

are known to have existed, but are still more scarce

than these. England's Helicon, by far the most

important, has been reprinted in the same volume

of the British Bibliographer as the Paradise of

Dainty Devices. In this juxta-position the differ-

ence of their tone is very perceptible. Love

occupies by far the chief portion of the later mis-

cellany j
and love no longer pining and melancholy,

but sportive and boastful. Every one is familiar

with the beautiful song of Marlowe,
" Come live

with me and be my love ;

" and with the hardly
less beautiful answer ascribed to Raleigh. Lodge
has ten pieces in this collection, and Breton eight.

These are generally full of beauty, grace, and

simplicity ; and, while in reading the productions
of Edwards and his coadjutors every sort of allow-

ance is to be made, and we can only praise a little

at intervals, these lyrics, twenty or thirty years

later, are among the best in our language. The
conventional tone is that of pastoral ;

and thus, if

they have less of the depth sometimes shown in

serious poetry, they have less also of obscurity and

false refinement.*

*
Ellis, in the second volume of has taken largely from this collec-

his Specimens of English Poets, tion. It must be owned that his
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64. We may easily perceive in the literature of CHAP.
the later period of the queen, what our biogra-

phical knowledge confirms, that much of the Relaxat''n

. . r- T of moral

austerity characteristic of her earlier years had austerity,

vanished away. The course of time, the progress
of vanity, the prevalent dislike, above all, of the

Puritans, avowed enemies of gaiety, concurred to

this change. The most distinguished courtiers,

Raleigh, Essex, Blount, and we must add Sydney,
were men of brilliant virtues, but not without

license of morals
; while many of the wits and

poets, such as Nash, Greene, Peele, Marlowe,
were notoriously of very dissolute lives.

65. The graver strains, however, of religion and Serious

philosophy were still heard in verse. The Soul's poetry '

Errand, printed anonymously in Davison's Rhap-
sody, and ascribed by Ellis, probably without rea-

son, to Silvester, is characterised by strength,

condensation, and simplicity.* And we might
rank in a respectable place among these English

poets, though I think he has been lately overrated,

one whom the jealous law too prematurely deprived
of life, Robert Southwell, executed as a seminary

priest in 1591, under one of those persecuting

good taste in selection gives a out evidence, and we may add,

higher notion of the poetry of this without probability. It is found

age than, on the whole, it would in manuscripts, according to Mr.
be found to deserve ; yet there is Campbell, of the date of 1 593.

so much of excellence in England's Such poems as this could only be

Helicon, that he has been com- written by a man who had seen

pelled to omit many pieces of great and thought much; while the

merit. ordinary Latin and Italian verses
*

Campbell reckons this, and of this age might be written by any
I think justly, among the best one who had a knack of imitation

pieces of the Kli/.alu-t lism age. and a good car.

Brydges gives it to Raleigh with-

x 4-
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CHAP.
V.

Poetry of

Sydney.

statutes which even the traitorous restlessness of

the English Jesuits cannot excuse. Southwell's

poetry wears a deep tinge of gloom, which seems

to presage a catastrophe too usual to have been

unexpected. It is, as may be supposed, almost

wholly religious ;
the shorter pieces are the best.*

66. Astrophel and Stella, a series of amatory

poems by Sir Philip Sydney, though written nearly

ten years before, was published in 1591. These

songs and sonnets recount the loves of Sydney and

Lady Rich, sister of Lord Essex
;
and it is rather

a singular circumstance that, in her own and her

husband's lifetime, this ardent courtship of a married

woman should have been deemed fit for publi-

cation. Sydney's passion seems indeed to have

been unsuccessful, but far enough from being

platonic.t Astrophel and Stella is too much dis-

figured by conceits, but is in some places very
beautiful ; and it is strange that Chalmers, who

reprinted Turberville and Warner, should have left

Sydney out of his collection of British poets. A
poem by the writer just mentioned, Warner, with

the quaint title, Albion's England, 1586, has at

least the equivocal merit of great length. It is

rather legendary than historical
j some passages are

* I am not aware that South-
well has gained any thing by a

republication of his entire poems
in 1817. Headley and Ellis had
culled the best specimens. St.

Peter's Complaint, the longest of
his poems, is wordy and tedious ;

and in reading the volume I found
scarce any thing of merit which I

had not seen before.

f-
Godwin having several years

since made some observations on

Sydney's amour with Lady Rich,
a circumstance which such bio-

graphers as Dr. Zouch take good
care to suppress, a gentleman who
published an edition of Sydney's
Defence of Poetry thought fit to

indulge in recriminating attacks on
Godwin himself. It is singular
that men of sense and education

should persist in fancying that such

arguments are likely to convince

any dispassionate reader.
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pleasing, but it is not a work of genius, and the CHAP.

style, though natural, seldom rises above that of
'

prose.

67. Spenser's Epithalamium on his own mar-

riage, written perhaps in 1594-, is of a far higher
mood than any thing we have named. It is a

strain redolent of a bridegroom's joy, and of a

poet's fancy. The English language seems to ex-

pand itself with a copiousness unknown before,

while he pours forth the varied imagery of this

splendid little poem. I do not know any other

nuptial song, ancient or modern, of equal beauty.
It is an intoxication of ecstasy, ardent, noble, and

pure. But it pleased not heaven that these day-
dreams of genius and virtue should be undisturbed.

68. Shakspeare's Venus and Adonis appears to Poems of

have been published in 1593, and his Rape of
*

Lucrece the following year. The redundance of

blossoms in these juvenile effusions of his un-

bounded fertility obstructs the reader's attention,

and sometimes almost leads us to give him credit

for less reflection and sentiment than he will be

found to display. The style is flowing, and, in

general, more perspicuous than the Elizabethan

poets are wont to be. But I am not. sure that

they would betray themselves for the works of

Shakspeare, had they been anonymously published.

69. In the last decad of this century several new n,nieUnd

poets came forward. Samuel Daniel is one of these.
Dra>rton -

His Complaint of Rosamond, and probably many of

his minor poems, belong to this period ;
and it was

also that of his greatest popularity. On the deatli of

Spenser in 1598, he was thought worthy to succeed
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CHAP, him as poet laureate ;
and some of his contempo-v'

raries ranked him in the second place ;
an eminence

due rather to the purity of his language than to

its vigour.* Michael Drayton, who first tried his

shepherd's pipe with some success in the usual

style, published his Baron's Wars in 1598. They
relate to the last years of Edward II., and conclude

with the execution of Mortimer under his son.

This poem, therefore, seems to possess a sufficient

unity, and, tried by rules of criticism, might be

thought not far removed from the class of epic

a dignity, however, to which it has never pre-

tended. But in its conduct Drayton follows his-

tory very closely, and we are kept too much in

mind of a common chronicle. Though not very

pleasing, however, in its general effect, this poem,
The Barons' Wars, contains several passages of

considerable beauty, which men of greater renown,

especially Milton, who availed himself largely of

all the poetry of the preceding age, have been

willing to imitate.

Nosce 70. A more remarkable poem is that of Sir John
Teipsum, TN r i !/ ^ T i t i i

of Davies. Davies, afterwards chiei-justice or Ireland, entitled

Nosce Teipsum, published in 1600, usually, though
rather inaccurately, called, his poem on the Im-

mortality of the Soul. Perhaps no language can

produce a poem, extending to so great a length, of

more condensation of thought, or in which fewer

languid verses will be found. Yet, according to

some definitions, the Nosce Teipsum is wholly un-

* British Bibliographer, vol. ii. as the polisher and purifier of the

Headley remarks that Daniel was English language,

spoken of by contemporary critics
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poetical, inasmuch as it shows no passion and little CHAP.

fancy. If it reaches the heart at all, it is through
'

the reason. But since strong argument in terse

and correct style fails not to give us pleasure in

prose, it seems strange that it should lose its effect

when it gains the aid of regular metre to gratify

the ear and assist the memory. Lines there are in

Davies which far outweigh much of the descriptive
and imaginative poetry of the last two centuries,

whether we estimate them by the pleasure they

impart to us, or by the intellectual vigour they

display. Experience has shown that the faculties

peculiarly deemed poetical are frequently exhibited

in a considerable degree, but very few have been

able to preserve a perspicuous brevity without

stiffness or pedantry (allowance made for the

subject and the times), in metaphysical reasoning,

so successfully as Sir John Davies.

71. Hall's Satires are tolerably known, partly on satires or

account of the subsequent celebrity of the author M*"',oni

in a very different province, and partly from a andD nne.

notion, to which he gave birth by announcing the

claim, that he was the first English satirist. In a

general sense of satire, we have seen that he had

been anticipated by Gascoyne ;
but Hall has more

of the direct Juvenalian invective, which he may
have reckoned essential to that species of poetry.

They are deserving of regard in themselves. War-

ton has made many extracts from Hall's Satires
;

he praises in them " a classical precision, to which

English poetry had yet rarely attained
;

" and calls

the versification
"
equally energetic and elegant."*

* Hist, of English Poetry, iv. 338.
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CHAP. The former epithet may be admitted ; but ele-
v'

gance is hardly compatible with what Warton owns

to be the chief fault of Hall,
" his obscurity,

arising from a remote phraseology, constrained

combinations, unfamiliar allusions, elliptical apo-

strophes, and abruptness of expression." Hall is

in fact not only so harsh and rugged, that he can-

not be read with much pleasure, but so obscure

in very many places that he cannot be understood

at all, his lines frequently bearing no visible con-

nection in sense or grammar with their neighbours.
The stream is powerful, but turbid and often

choked.* Marston and Donne may be added to

Hall in this style of poetry, as belonging to the

sixteenth century, though the satires of the latter

were not published till long afterwards. With as

much obscurity as Hall, he has a still more inhar-

monious versification, and not nearly equal vigour.
Moduia- 72. The roughness of these satirical poets was

English perhaps studiously affected
;

for it was not much
verse-

in unison with the general tone of the age. It re-

quires a good deal of care to avoid entirely the com-

binations of consonants that clog our language ;
nor

have Drayton or Spenser always escaped this embar-

rassment. But in the lighter poetry of the queen's
last years, a remarkable sweetness of modulation

has always been recognised. This has sometimes

been attributed to the general fondness for music.

* Hall's Satires are praised by exact, and elaborate." More so

Campbell, as well as Warton, full than his rival he may by possibility
as much, in my opinion, as they be esteemed ; but these three epi-
deserve. Warton has compared thets cannot be predicated of his

Marston with Hall, and concludes satires in any but a relative sense,

that the latter is more "
elegant,
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It is at least certain, that some of our old madrigals CHAP.

are as beautiful in language as they are in melody.
Several collections were published in the reign of

Elizabeth. * And it is evident that the regard to

the capacity of his verse for marriage with music,

that was before the poet's mind, would not only

polish his metre, but give it grace and sentiment,

while it banished also the pedantry, the antithesis,

the prolixity, which had disfigured the earlier lyric

poems. Their measures became more various :

though the quatrain, alternating by eight and

six syllables, was still very popular, we find the

trochaic verse of seven, sometimes ending with

a double rhyme, usual towards the end of the

queen's reign. Many of these occur in England's

Helicon, and in the poems of Sydney.

73. The translations of ancient poets by Phaier, Translation

Golding, Stanyhurst, and several more, do not

challenge our attention ; most of them, in fact,
man ;

being very wretched performances, t Marlowe, a

more celebrated name, did not, as has commonly
been said, translate the poem of Hero and Leander

ascribed to Musaeus, but expanded it into what he

calls six Sestiads on the same subject ;
a para-

phrase, in every sense of the epithet, of the most

licentious kind. This he left incomplete, and it

was finished by Chapman, t But the most re-

markable productions of this kind are the Iliad

*
Motley's Musical Airs, 1594-, f Warton, chap, liv., has gone

and another collection in 1597, very laboriously into this subject,

contain some pretty songs. British J Marlowe's poem is rcpublishcd

Bibliographer, i. 342. A few of in the Itcstituta of Sir Egerton
these madrigals will also be found Brydges. It is singular that War-
in Mr. Campbell's Specimens. ton should have taken it for a

translation of M u>a-u>.
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CHAP, of Chapman, and the Jerusalem of Fairfax, both
'

printed in 1600 ;
the former, however, containing

in that edition but fifteen books, to which the rest

was subsequently added. Pope, after censuring
the haste, negligence, and fustian language of

Chapman, observes " that which is to be allowed

him, and which very much contributed to cover

his defects, is a free daring spirit that animates his

translation, which is something like what one might

imagine Homer himself would have written before

he arrived at years of discretion." He might have

added, that Chapman's translation, with all its

defects, is often exceedingly Homeric
;

a praise

which Pope himself seldom attained. Chapman
deals abundantly in compound epithets, some of

which have retained their place ; his verse is

rhymed, of fourteen syllables, which corresponds

to the hexameter better than the decasyllabic

couplet ;
he is often uncouth, often unmusical,

and often low ; but the spirited and rapid flow

of his metre makes him respectable to lovers of

poetry. Waller, it is said, could not read him

without transport. It must be added, that he is

an unfaithful translator, and interpolated much,
besides the general redundancy of his style.

*

Tasso, 74. Fairfax's Tasso has been more praised, and

is better known. Campbell has called it, in rather

strong terms, "one of the glories of Elizabeth's

reign." It is not the first version of the Jerusalem,

one very literal and prosaic having been made by

* Warton, iv. 269. Retrospec- Blackwood's Magazine for 1831

live Review, vol. iii. See also a and 1832, where Chapman comes

very good comparison of the dif- in for his due.

ferent translations of Homer, in
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Carew, in 1594. * That of Fairfax, if it does CHAP.

not represent the grace of its original, and de-
v'

viates also too much from its sense, is by no means
deficient in spirit and vigour. It has been con-

sidered as one of the earliest works, in which the

obsolete English, which had not been laid aside in

the days of Sackville, and which Spenser affected

to preserve, gave way to a style not much dif-

fering, at least in point of single words and phrases,
from that of the present age. But this praise is

equally due to Daniel, to Drayton, and to others

of the later Elizabethan poets. The translation of

Ariosto by Sir John Harrington, in 1591, is much
inferior.

75. An injudicious endeavour to substitute the Employ.

Latin metres for those congenial to our language, "fdent

met with no more success than it deserved
; unless

measures-

it may be called success, that Sydney, and even

Spenser, were for a moment seduced into approba-
tion of it. Gabriel Harvey, best now remembered

as the latter's friend, recommended the adoption
of hexameters in some letters which passed between

them, and Spenser appears to have concurred.

Webbe, a few years afterwards, a writer of little taste

or ear for poetry, supported the same scheme, but

may be said to have avenged the wrong of English

verse upon our great poet, by travestying the

Shepherd's Kalendar into Sapphics, t Campion, in

,
still harps upon this foolish pedantry; many

* In the third volume of the creat liberties with his original.

Retrospective Review, these trans- Extracts from Carew will also be

lations are compared, and it is found in the British Bibliographer,
8hown that Carew is far more lite- i. 30. They are miserably bad.

ral than Fairfax, who has taken f Wcbbe's success was not in-
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CHAP, instances of which may be found during the Eliza-
'

bethan period. It is well-known that in German
the practice has been in some measure successful,

through the example of a distinguished poet, and

through translations from the ancients in measures

closely corresponding with their own. In this

there is doubtless the advantage of presenting a

truer mirror of the original. But as most imi-

tations of Latin measures, in German or English,

begin by violating their first principle, which as-

signs an invariable value in time to the syllables of

every word, and produce a chaos of false quantities,

it seems as if they could only disgust any one ac-

quainted with classical versification. In the early

English hexameters of the period before us, we
sometimes perceive an intention to arrange long
and short syllables according to the analogies of

the Latin tongue. But this would soon be found

impracticable in our own, which, abounding in

harsh terminations, cannot long observe the law of

position.
Number of 76. It was said by Ellis, that nearly one hundred

names of poets belonging to the reign of Elizabeth

might be enumerated, besides many that have left

no memorial except their songs. This however

was but a moderate computation. Drake has made

viting to the Latinists. Thus in the second Eclogue of Virgil, for the

beautiful lines

At mecum raucis, tua dum vestigia lustro,
Sole sub ardenti resonant arbusta cicadis.

we have this delectable hexametric version :

But by the scorched bank-sides i' thy footsteps still I go plodding :

Hedge-rows hot do resound with grasshops mournfully squeaking.
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a list of more than two hundred, some few of CHAP.

whom, perhaps, do not strictly belong to the Eliza-
v'

bethan period.* But many of these are only
known by short pieces in such miscellaneous col-

lections as have been mentioned. Yet in the en-

tire bulk of poetry, England could not, perhaps,
bear comparison with Spain or France, to say

nothing of Italy. She had come in fact much
later to cultivate poetry as a general accomplish-
ment. And, consequently, we find much less of

the mechanism of style, than in the contempora-
neous verse of other languages. The English
sonnetteers deal less in customary epithets and

conventional modes of expression. Every thought
was to be worked out in new terms, since the scanty

precedents of earlier versifiers did not supply them.

This was evidently the cause of many blemishes

in the Elizabethan poetry ;
of much that was false

in taste, much that was either too harsh and extra-

vagant, or too humble, and of more that was so

obscure as to defy all interpretation. But it saved

also that monotonous equability that often wearies

us in more polished poetry. There is more plea-

sure, more sense of sympathy with another mind,

in the perusal even of Gascoyne or Edwards, than

in that of many French and Italian versifiers whom
their contemporaries extolled. This is all that we
can justly say in their favour; for any comparison
of the Elizabethan poetry, save Spenser's alone,

with that of the nineteenth century would show

*
Shakspeare and his Times, i. bably incomplete ; it includes, of

674. Even this catalogue is pro- course, translators.

VOL. II. Y
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CHAP, an extravagant predilection for the mere name of

dress of antiquity.

Scots and 77- It would be a great omission to neglect in

atly review of the Elizabethan poetry, that ex-

tensive, though anonymous class, the Scots and

English ballads. The very earliest of these have

been adverted to in our account of the fifteenth

century. They became much more numerous in

the present. The age of many may be determined

by historical or other allusions ; and from these,

availing ourselves of similarity of style, we may
fix, with some probability, the date of such as

furnish no distinct evidence. This however is

precarious, because the language has often been

modernised, and passing for some time by oral tra-

dition, they are frequently not exempt from marks

of interpolation. But, upon the whole, the reigns

of Mary and James VI., from the middle to the

close of the sixteenth century, must be reckoned

the golden age of the Scottish ballad j and there

are many of the corresponding period in England.

78. There can be, I conceive, no question as to

the superiority of Scotland in her ballads. Those

of an historic or legendary character, especially

the former, are ardently poetical; the nameless

minstrel is often inspired with an Homeric power
of rapid narration, bold description, lively or pa-
thetic touches of sentiment. They are familiar

to us through several publications, and chiefly

through the Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, by
one whose genius these indigenous lays had first

excited, and whose own writings, when the whole

civilised world did homage to his name, never
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ceased to bear the indelible impress of the as- CHAP.

sociations that had thus been generated. The
v'

English ballads of the northern border, or perhaps,
of the northern counties, come near in their gene-
ral character and cast of manners to the Scottish,

but, as far as I have seen, with a manifest inferiority.

Those again which belong to the south, and bear

no trace either of the rude manners, or of the wild

superstitions which the bards of Ettrick and Che-

viot display, fall generally into a creeping style,

which has exposed the common ballad to contempt.

They are sometimes, nevertheless, not devoid of

elegance, and often pathetic. The best are known

through Percy's Reliques of Ancient Poetry ; a

collection singularly heterogeneous, and very un-

equal in merit, but from the publication of which

in 1774, some of high name have dated the revival

of a genuine feeling for, true poetry in the public

mind.

79. We have reserved to the last the chief boast The Faery

of this period, the Faery Queen. Spenser, as is

well known, composed the greater part of his poem
in Ireland, on the banks of his favourite Mulla.

The first three books were published in 1590;

the last three did not appear till 1596. It is a

perfectly improbable supposition, that the remain-

ing part, or six books required for the completion

of his design, have been lost. The short interval

before the death of this great poet was filled up by

calamities sufficient to wither the fertility of any

mind.

80. The first book of the Faery Queen is a com- Superiority

pletc poem, and far from requiring any continuation, book.

Y 2
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CHAP, is rather injured by the useless re-appearance of its
'

hero in the second. It is generally admitted to be

the finest of the six. In no other is the allegory
so clearly conceived by the poet, or so steadily

preserved, yet with a disguise so delicate, that no

one is offended by that servile setting forth of a

moral meaning we frequently meet with in alle-

gorical poems ;
and the reader has the gratification

that good writing in works of fiction always pro-

duces, that of exercising his own ingenuity without

perplexing it. That the red cross knight desig-

nates the militant Christian, whom Una, the true

church, loves, whom Duessa, the type of popery,

seduces, who is reduced almost to despair, but

rescued by the intervention of Una, and the assist-

ance of Faith, Hope, and Charity, is what no one

feels any difficulty in acknowledging, but what every
one may easily read the poem without perceiving
or remembering. In an allegory conducted with

such propriety, and concealed or revealed with so

much art, there can surely be nothing to repel our

taste ;
and those who read the first book of the

Faery Queen without pleasure, must seek (what
others perhaps will be at no less to discover for

them), a different cause for their indifference, than

the tediousness or insipidity of allegorical poetry.

Every canto of this book teems with the choicest

beauties of imagination ; he came to it in the

freshness of his genius, which shines throughout
with an uniformity it does not always afterwards

maintain, unsullied by flattery, unobstructed by

pedantry, and unquenched by languor.

81. In the following books, we have much less
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allegory; for the personification of abstract qualities, CHAP.

though often confounded with it, does not properly
'

belong to that class of composition : it requires a

covert sense beneath an apparent fable, such as the

first book contains. But of this I do not discover

many proofs in the second or third, the legends of

Temperance and Chastity ; they are contrived to

exhibit these virtues and their opposite vices, but

with little that is not obvious upon the surface. In

the fourth and sixth books, there is still less
j
but

a different species of allegory, the historical, which

the commentators have, with more or less success,

endeavoured to trace in other portions of the poem,
breaks out unequivocally in the legend of Justice,

which occupies the fifth. The friend and patron of

Spenser, Sir Arthur Grey, Lord Deputy of Ireland,

is evidently pourtrayed in Arthegal ; and the latter

cantos of this book represent, not always with great

felicity, much of the foreign and domestic history

of the times. It is sufficiently intimated by the

poet himself, that his Gloriana, or Faery Queen,

is the type of Elizabeth ; and he has given her

another representative in the fair huntress Belphcebe.

Spenser's adulation of her beauty (at some fifty or

sixty years of age), may be extenuated, we can say

no more, by the practice of wise and great men,

and by his natural tendency to clothe the objects

of his admiration in the hues of fancy j
but its

exaggeration leaves the servility of the Italians far

behind.

82. It has been justly observed by a living writer

of the most ardent and enthusiastic genius, whose

eloquence is as the rush of mighty waters, and has

Y 3
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CHAP.
V.

compared
to Ariosto.

left it for others almost as invidious to praise in terms

of less rapture, as to censure what he has borne along
in the stream of unhesitating eulogy, that " no poet
has ever had a more exquisite sense of the beautiful

than Spenser/'
* In Virgil and Tasso this was not

less powerful ;
but even they, even the latter him-

self, do not hang with such a tenderness of delight,

with such a forgetful delay, over the fair creations

of their fancy. Spenser is not averse to images
that jar on the mind by exciting horror or disgust,

and sometimes his touches are rather too strong ;

but it is on love and beauty, on holiness and virtue,

that he reposes with all the sympathy of his soul.

The slowly sliding motion of his stanza,
" with

many a bout of linked sweetness long drawn out,"

beautifully corresponds to the dreamy enchantment

of his description, when Una, or Belphcebe, or

Florimel, or Amoret, are present to his mind. In

this varied delineation of female perfectness, no
earlier poet had equalled him

; nor, excepting

Shakspeare, has he had, perhaps, any later rival.

83. Spenser is naturally compared with Ariosto.
" Fierce wars and faithful loves did moralize the

song
" of both poets. But in the constitution of

their minds, in the character of their poetry, they
were almost the reverse of each other. The Italian

is gay, rapid, ardent ; his pictures shift like the

hues of heaven j even while diffuse, he seems to

leave in an instant what he touches, and is prolix

by the number, not the duration, of his images.

* I allude here to a very brilliant Magazine, during the years 1834
series of papers on the Faery and 1835.

Queen, published in BJackwood's
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Spenser is habitually serious
;
his slow stanza seems CHAP.

to suit the temper of his genius ;
he loves to

'

dwell on the sweetness and beauty which his fancy

pourtrays. The ideal of chivalry, rather derived

from its didactic theory, than from the precedents
of romance, is always before him

; his morality is

pure and even stern, with nothing of the libertine

tone of Ariosto. He worked with far worse tools

than the bard of Ferrara, with a language not quite

formed, and into which he rather injudiciously

poured an unnecessary archaism, while the style of

his contemporaries was undergoing a rapid change
in the opposite direction. His stanza of nine lines

is particularly inconvenient and languid in narra-

tion, where the Italian octave is sprightly and

vigorous ; though even this becomes ultimately

monotonous by its regularity, a fault from which

only the ancient hexameter and our blank verse

are exempt.
84. Spenser may be justly said to excel Ariosto

in originality of invention, in force and variety of

character, in strength and vividness of conception, in

depth of reflection, in fertility of imagination, and

above all, in that exclusively poetical cast of feeling,

which discerns in every thing what common minds

do not perceive. In the construction and arrange-

ment of their fable neither deserve much praise ;

but the siege of Paris gives the Orlando Furi-

oso, spite of its perpetual shiftings of the scene,

rather more unity in the reader's apprehension

than belongs to the Faery Queen. Spenser is, no

doubt, decidedly inferior in ease and liveliness of

narration, as well as clearness and felicity of lan-

Y 4
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CHAP.
V.

Style of

Spenser.

guage. But, upon thus comparing the two poets,

we have little reason to blush for our countryman.
Yet the fame of Ariosto is spread through Europe,
while Spenser is almost unknown out of England ;

and even in this age, when much of our literature

is so widely diffused, I have not observed proofs of

much acquaintance with him on the continent.

85. The language of Spenser, like that of Shak-

speare, is an instrument manufactured for the sake

of the work it was to perform. No other poet had

written like either, though both have had their

imitators. It is rather apparently obsolete by his

partiality to certain disused forms, such as the y
before the participle, than from any close resem-

blance to the diction of Chaucer or Lydgate.*
The enfeebling expletives, do and did, though

certainly very common in our early writers, had

never been employed with such an unfortunate pre-

dilection as by Spenser. Their everlasting recur-

rence is among the great blemishes of his style.

His versification is in many passages beautifully
harmonious ; but he has frequently permitted him-

self, whether for the sake of variety, or from some
other cause, to baulk the ear in the conclusion of

a stanza, t

* "
Spenser," says Ben Jon-

son,
" in affecting the ancients

writ no language ; yet I would
have him read for his matter, but

as Virgil read Ennius." This is

rather in the sarcastic tone attri-

buted to Jonson.

-)- Coleridge, who had a very
strong perception of the beauty of

Spenser's poetry, has observed his

alternate alliteration,
" which when

well used is a great secret in me-

lody ; as ' fad to see her sorrowful
constraint;' 'on the grass her

dainty limbs did lay.'
" But I can

hardly agree with him when he

proceeds to say
"

it never strikes

any unwarned ear as artificial, or
other than the result of the neces-

sary movement of the verse." The
artifice seems often very obvious.

I do not also quite understand, or,
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86. The inferiority of the last three books to the CHAP.

former is surely very manifest. His muse gives
'

gradual signs of weariness
;
the imagery becomes Inff""*y

less vivid, the vein of poetical description less rich, boots,

the digressions more frequent and verbose. It is

true that the fourth book is full of beautiful in-

ventions, and contains much admirable poetry ; yet
even here we perceive a comparative deficiency in

the quantity of excelling passages, which becomes

far more apparent as we proceed, and the last book

falls very short of the interest which the earlier

part of the Faery Queen had excited. There is

perhaps less reason than some have imagined, to

regret that Spenser did not complete his original

design. The Faery Queen is already in the class

of longest poems. A double length, especially if,

as we may well suspect, the succeeding parts

would have been inferior, might have deterred

many readers from the perusal of what we now

possess. It is felt already in Spenser, as it is

perhaps even in Ariosto, when we read much
of either, that tales of knights and ladies, giants

and salvage men, end in a satiety which no poetical

excellence can overcome. Ariosto, sensible of this

intrinsic defect in the epic romance, has enlivened

it by great variety of incidents, and by much that

carries us away from the peculiar tone of chivalrous

manners. The world he lives in is before his eyes,

and to please it is his aim. He plays with his

if I do, cannot acquiesce in what potcdofa uwmlrout tcriet ofimaget,
follows, that "

Spenser's descrip- at in our dreamt." Coleridge's
tions are not in the true sense of Remains, vol. i. p. 93.

the word picturesque, but are rom-
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CHAP, characters as with puppets that amuse the spectator
'

and himself. In Spenser, nothing is more remark-

able than the steadiness of his apparent faith in the

deeds of knighthood. He had little turn for sport-

iveness; and in attempting it, as in the unfortunate

instance of Malbecco, and a few shorter passages,

we find him dull as well as coarse. It is in the

ideal world of pure and noble virtues, that his

spirit, wounded by neglect, and weary of trouble,

loved to refresh itself without reasoning or mock-

ery ;
he forgets the reader, and cares little for his

taste, while he can indulge the dream of his own

delighted fancy. It may be here also observed, that

the elevated and religious morality of Spenser's

poem would secure it, in the eyes of every man of

just taste, from the ridicule which the mere ro-

mances of knight-errantry must incur, and against

which Ariosto evidently guarded himself by the

gay tone of his narration. The Orlando Furioso

and the Faery Queen are each in the spirit of its

age ;
but the one was for Italy in the days of Leo,

the other for England under Elizabeth, before,

though but just before, the severity of the Reform-

ation had been softened away. The lay of Brito-

mart, in twelve cantos, in praise of Chastity, would

have been received with a smile at the court of

Ferrara, which would have had almost as little

sympathy with the justice of Arthegal.
Allegories 87. The allegories ofSpenser have been frequently
of the n i i

Faery censured. One or their greatest offences, perhaps,
is that they gave birth to some tedious and unin-

teresting poetry of the same kind. There is usually

something repulsive in the application of an abstract
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or general name to a person, in which, though with CHAP.

some want of regard, as I have intimated above, to
'

the proper meaning of the word, we are apt to

think that allegorical fiction consists. The French
and English poets of the Middle Ages had far too

much of this ; and it is to be regretted, that

Spenser did not give other appellations to his Care

and Despair, as he has done to Duessa and Talus.

In fact, Orgoglio is but a giant, Humilta a porter,

Obedience a servant. The names, when English,

suggest something that perplexes us ; but the

beings exhibited are mere persons of the drama,

men and women, whose office or character is

designated by their appellation.

88. The general style of the Faery Queen is not Blemishes

exempt from several defects, besides those of tion.

obsoleteness and redundancy. Spenser seems to

have been sometimes deficient in one attribute of

a great poet, the continual reference to the truth

of nature, so that his fictions should be always such

as might exist on the given conditions. This

arises in great measure from copying his prede-

cessors too much in description, not suffering his

own good sense to correct their deviations from

truth. Thus, in the beautiful description of Una,

where she first is introduced to us, riding

Upon a lowly ass more white than snow ;

Herself much whiter.

This absurdity may have been suggested by Ovid's

Brachia Sithonia candidiora nivc ;
but the image

in this line is not brought so distinctly before the

mind as to be hideous as well as untrue ;
it is
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CHAP, merely a hyperbolical parallel.* A similar objection
v'

lies to the stanza enumerating as many kinds of

trees as the poet could call to mind, in the de-

scription of a forest,

The sailing pine, the cedar proud and tall,

The vine-prop elm, the poplar never dry,

The builder oak, sole king of forests all,

The aspine good for staves, the cypress funeral.

with thirteen more in the next stanza. Every one

knows that a natural forest never contains such

a variety of species ;
nor indeed could such a

medley as Spenser, treading in the steps of Ovid,

has brought together from all soils and climates,

exist long if planted by the hands of man. Thus,

also, in the last canto of the second book, we have

a celebrated stanza, and certainly a very beautiful

one, if this defect did not attach to it
; where winds,

waves, birds, voices, and musical instruments are

supposed to conspire in one harmony. A good writer

has observed upon this, that " to a person listening

to a concert of voices and instruments, the inter-

ruption of singing birds, winds, and waterfalls,

would be little better than the torment of Hogarth's

enraged musician." t But perhaps the enchant-

ment of the Bower of Bliss, where this is feigned
to have occurred, may in some degree justify

Spenser in this instance, by taking it out of the

common course of nature. The stanza is translated

* Vincent Bourne, in his trans- has one of the most elegant lines

lation of William and Margaret, he ever wrote :

Candidior nivibus, frigidiorque manus.

But this is said of a ghost.

f Twining's Translation of Aristotle's Poetics, p. 14.
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from Tasso, whom our own poet has followed with CHAP.

close footsteps in these cantos of the second book _
of the Faery Queen cantos often in themselves

beautiful, but which are rendered stiff by a literal

adherence to the original, and fall very short of its

ethereal grace and sweetness. It would be unjust
not to relieve these strictures, by observing that

very numerous passages might be brought from

the Faery Queen of admirable truth in painting,
and of indisputable originality. The cave of

Despair, the hovel of Corceca, the incantation of

Amoret, are but a few among those that will occur

to the reader of Spenser.

89. The admiration of this great poem was

unanimous and enthusiastic. No academy had

been trained to carp at his genius with minute ^ueen-

cavilling ;
no recent popularity, no traditional fame

(for Chaucer was rather venerated than much in

the hands of the reader) interfered with the imme-

diate recognition of his supremacy. The Faery
Queen became at once the delight of every accom-

plished gentleman, the model of every poet, the

solace of every scholar. In the course of the next

century, by the extinction of habits derived from

chivalry, and the change both of taste and language,

which came on with the civil wars and the restora-

tion, Spenser lost something of his attraction, and

much more of his influence over literature ; yet, in

the most phlegmatic temper ofthe general reader, he

seems to have been one of our most popular writers.

Time, however, has gradually wrought its work ;

and, notwithstanding the more imaginative cast of

poetry in the present century, it may be well
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CHAP, doubted whether the Faery Queen is as much read
v'

or as highly esteemed as in the days of Anne. It is

not perhaps very difficult to account for this : those

who seek the delight that mere fiction presents to the

mind (and they are the great majority of readers),

have been supplied to the utmost limit of their

craving, by stores accommodated to every temper,
and far more stimulant than the legends of Faery-
land. But we must not fear to assert, with the best

judges of this and of former ages, that Spenser is

still the third name in the poetical literature of

our country, and that he has not been surpassed,

except by Dante, in any other. *

General go. If we place Tasso and Spenser apart, the
parallel of . .

Italian and English poetry of Elizabeth's reign will certainly

poefry!

h
n t enter into competition with that of the corre-

sponding period in Italy. It would require not

only much national prejudice, but a want of genu-
ine (Esthetic discernment to put them on a level.

But it may still be said that our own muses had

* Mr. Campbell has given a cha-

racter of Spenser, not so enthusi-

astic as that to which I have

alluded, but so discriminating, and,
in general sound, that I shall take

the liberty of extracting it from
his Specimens of the British Poets,
i. 125.

" His command of imagery
is wide, easy, and luxuriant. He
threw the soul of harmony into

our verse, and made it more

warmly, tenderly, and magnificently

descriptive than it ever was before,

or, with a few exceptions, than it

has ever been since. It must cer-

tainly be owned that in description
he exhibits nothing of the brief

strokes and robust power, which
characterise the very greatest poets;

but we shall no where find more

airy and expansive images of vision-

ary things, a sweeter tone of sen-

timent, or a finer flush in the

colours of language, than in this

Rubens of English poetry. His

fancy teems exuberantly in minute-
ness of circumstance, like a fertile

soil sending bloom and verdure

through the utmost extremities of
the foliage which it nourishes. On
a comprehensive view of the whole

work, we certainly miss the charm
of strength, symmetry, and rapid,
or interesting progress ; for though
the plan which the poet designed
is not Completed, it is easy to see

that no additional cantos could

have rendered it less perplexed."
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their charms ; and even that, at the end of the CHAP.

century, there was a better promise for the future

than beyond the Alps. We might compare the

poetry of one nation to a beauty of the court, with

noble and regular features, a slender form, and grace
in all her steps, but wanting a genuine simplicity
of countenance, and with somewhat of sickliness in

the delicacy of her complexion, that seems to

indicate the passing away of the first season of

youth ; while that of the other would rather suggest
a country maiden, newly mingling with polished

society, not of perfect lineaments, but attracting

beholders by the spirit, variety, and intelligence

of her expression, and rapidly wearing off the traces

of rusticity, which are still sometimes visible in her

demeanour.

SECT. V. ON LATIN POETRY.

In Italy Germany France Great Britain.

91. THE cultivation of poetry in modern languages Decline of

did not as yet thin the ranks of Latin versifiers. j,
u
t

"

in

They are, on the contrary, more numerous in this Italy

period than before. Italy, indeed, ceased to produce
men equal to those who had flourished in the age
of Leo and Clement. Some of considerable merit

will be found in the great collection,
" Carmina

Illustriuin Poetarum "
(Florentia?, 17 \\)) ; one too,

which rigorously excluding all voluptuous poetry,

makes some sacrifice of genius to scrupulous
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CHAP, morality. The brothers Amaltei are perhaps the
'

best of the later period, It is not always easy, at

least without more pains than I have taken, to deter-

mine the chronology of these poems, which are

printed in the alphabetical order of the authors'

names. But a considerable number must be later

than the middle of the century. It must be owned

that most of these poets employ trivial images, and

do not much vary their forms of expression. They
often please, but rarely make an impression on

the memory. They are generally, I think, har-

monious
;
and perhaps metrical faults, though not

uncommon, are less so than among the Cisalpine
Latinists. There appears, on the whole, an evident

decline since the preceding age.

atedln
08"

^2. This was tolerably well compensated in other

other coun-
parts of Europe. One ofthe most celebrated authors

is a native of Germany, Lotichius, whose poems were

first published in 15,51, and with much amendment
in 1561. They are written in a strain of luscious

elegance, not rising far above the customary
level of Ovidian poetry, and certainly not often

falling below it. The versification is remarkably
harmonious and flowing, but with a mannerism not

sufficiently diversified
j
the first foot of each verse

is generally a dactyle, which adds to the grace, but

somewhat impairs the strength. Lotichius is, how-

ever, a very elegant and classical versifier
;

and

perhaps equal in elegy to Joannes Secundus, or

any Cisalpine writer of the sixteenth century.*
One of his elegies, on the siege of Magdeburg,
gave rise to a strange notion that he predicted,

* Baillet calls him the best poet of Germany after Eobarms Hessus.
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by a sort of divine enthusiasm, the calamities ofthat CHAP.

city in 1631. Bayle has spun a long note out of

this fancy of some Germans.* But those who
take the trouble, which these critics seem to have

spared themselves, of attending to the poem itself,

will perceive that the author concludes it with

prognostics of peace instead of capture. It was

evidently written on the siege of Magdeburg by
Maurice in 1550. George Sabinus, son-in-law of

Melanchthon, ranks second in reputation to Loti-

chius among the Latin poets of Germany during
this period.

93. But France and Holland, especially the Collections

former, became the more favoured haunts of the
poetry'by

Latin muse. A collection in three volumes by
Gruter -

Gruter, under the fictitious name of Ranusius

Gherus, Deliciae Poetarum Gallorum, published in

1609, contains the principal writers of the former

country, some entire, some in selection. In these

volumes there are about 100,000 lines
;

in the

Deliciae Poetarum Belgarum, a similar publication

by Gruter, I find about as many ; his third col-

lection, Deliciae Poetarum Italorum, seems not so

long, but I have not seen more than one volume.

These poets are disposed alphabetically ; few, com-

paratively speaking, of the Italians seem to belong
to the latter half of the century, but very much the

larger proportion of the French and Dutch. A
fourth collection, Delicia) Poetarum Germanorum,

* Morhof, 1. i. c. 19. Bayle, art. disquisition, by one Knisikc, Utmm
Lotichius, note G. This seems to Pctrtis Lotichius sccuiulnm obsidi-

havc been agitated after the publi- onem urbis Magdetmrgcnsis pnc-
cation of Bayle; for I find in the dixcrit; published as late as 1703.

catalogue of the British Museum a

VOL. II. Z
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CHAP. I have never seen. All these bear the fictitious
'

name of Gherus. According to a list in Baillet,

the number of Italian poets selected by Gruter is

203 ; of French, 108 ;
of Dutch or Belgic, 129 ;

of German,
characters 94. Among the French poets, Beza, who bears

Gaiio-Latin in Gruter's collection the name of Adeodatus Seba,
poets'

deserves high praise, though some of his early

pieces are rather licentious. *
Bellay is also an

amatory poet ;
in the opinion of Baillet he has

not succeeded so well in Latin as in French. The

poems of Muretus are perhaps superior. Joseph

Scaliger seemed to me to write Latin verse tolerably

well, but he is not rated highly by Baillet and the

authors whom he quotes, t The epigrams of

Henry Stephens are remarkably prosaic and heavy.
Passerat is very elegant ;

his lines breathe a clas-

sical spirit, and are full of those fragments of an-

tiquity with which Latin poetry ought always to

be inlaid, but in sense they are rather feeble, t

The epistles, on the contrary, of the Chancellor

de 1'Hospital, in an easy Horatian versification, are

more interesting than such insipid effusions, whether

of flattery or feigned passion, as the majority
of modern Latinists present. They are unequal,

* Baillet, n. 1366, thinks Beza Mademoiselle des Roches, was the
an excellent Latin poet. The Ju- theme of all the wits and scholars

venilia first appeared in 1548. of the age. Some of their lines and
The later editions omitted several those of Joe Scaliger among the

poems. number, seem designed, by the
t Jugemens des Savans, n. 1295. freedom they take with the fair

One of Scaliger's poems celebrates Pucelle, to beat the intruder him-
that immortal flea, which, on a self in impudence. See CEuvres

great festival at Poitiers, having de Pasquier, ii. 950.

appeared on the bosom ofa learned, J Among the epigrams of Pas-
and doubtless beautiful young lady, serat I have found one which
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and fall too often into a creeping style : but some- CHAP.

times we find a spirit and nervousness of strength
'

and sentiment worthy of his name
;
and though

keeping in general to the level of Horatian satire,

he rises at intervals to a higher pitch, and wants

not the skill of descriptive poetry.

95. The best of Latin poets whom France could

boast was Sammarthanus (Sainte Marthe), known

also, but less favourably, in his own language. They
are more classically elegant than any others which

met my eye in Gruter's collection
; and this, I

believe, is the general suffrage of critics. * Few
didactic poems, probably, are superior to his Paedo-

trophia, on the nurture of children
;

it is not a

little better, which indeed is no high praise, than the

Amaltheus seems to have shortened Leonilla. I do not know whether

and improved, retaining the idea, in this has been observed,

his famous lines on Aeon and

Caetera formosi, dextro est orbatus ocello

Prater, et est lasvo lumine capta soror.

Frontibus adversis ambo si jungitis ora,

Bina quidem facics, vultus at unus erit.

Sed tu, Carle, tuum lumen transmitte sorori,

Continue ut vestrum fiat uterque Deus.

Plena haec fulgebit fraterna luce Diana,

Hujus frater eris tu quoque, CJECUS amor.

This is very good, and Passerat Though most know the lines by

ought to have credit for the in- heart, I will insert them here .

vention ; but the other is better.

Lumine Aeon dextro, capta est Leonilla sinistro,

Et potis est forma vincere uterque Dcos.

Blandc puer, lumen quod habcs, concede sorori,

Sic tu caecus amor, sic erit ilia Venus.

I have no ground for saying that not scruple to set him above the

this was written last, except that best Italians, and one went so far

no one would have dreamed of as to
say

that Virgil would have

improving it. been envious of the Psedotrophia.
* Baillet, n. 1401. Some did

Z 2
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CHAP. Balia of Tansillo on the same subject.* We may
'

place Sammarthanus, therefore, at the head of the

list ; and not far from the bottom of it I should

class Bonnefons, or Bonifonius, a French writer

of Latin verse in the very worst taste, whom it

would not be worth while to mention, but for a

certain degree of reputation he has acquired. He

might almost be suspected of designing to turn

into ridicule the effeminacy which some Italians

had introduced into amorous poetry. Bonifonius

has closely imitated Secundus, but is much inferior

to him in every thing but his faults. The Latinity
is full of gross and obvious errors.t
*n ''*'"> [p$Kaptrtj i ,

-

;

f ,i n irr
* The following lines are a specimen of the Paedotrophia, taken

much at random.

Ipsae etiam Alpinis villosae in cautibus ursa?,

Ipsae etiam tigres, et quicquid tibique ferarum est,

Debita servandis concedunt ubera natis.

Tu, quam miti animo natura benigna creavit,

Exuperes feritate feras ? nee te tua tangant

Pignora, nee querulos puerili e gutture planctus,
Nee lacrymas misereris, opemque injusta recuses,

Quam prsestare tuum est, et quae te pendet ab una.

Cujus onus teneris hasrebit dulce iacertis

Infelix puer, et molli se pectore sternet ?

Dulcia quis primi captabit gaudia risus,

Et primas voces et blaesas murmura linguae ?

Tune fruenda alii potes ilia relinquere demens,
Tantique esse putas teretis servare papilte

Integrum decus, et juvenilem in pectore florem ?

Lib. i. (Gruter, iii. 266.)

It is singular that Sammarthanus work
; but the editors are rather

(Sainte Marthe), though a French too severe on a preceding collec-

poet (with less success than in tion of biography, the Dictionnaire

Latin), and one of the most ac- Historique of Chaudon and De-

complished men of his time, and landine, for similar faults. Lives
also one of the best known in will be found in this much shorter

literary history, is omitted in the publication which have been over-

Biographie Universelle. Such ne- looked in their own.

gligences must occur in a long

f The following lines are not an unfair specimen of Bonifonius :

Nympha bellula, nympha mollicella,

Cujus in roseis latent labellis
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96. The Deliciae Poetarum Belgarum appeared CHAP.

to me, on rather a cursory inspection, inferior to
'

the French. Secundus outshines his successors.
Be

lglc

poets.

Those of the younger Dousa, whose premature
death was lamented by all the learned, struck me
as next in merit. Dominic Baudius is harmonious

and elegant, but with little originality or vigour.
These poets are loose and negligent in versification,

ending too often a pentameter with a polysyllable,

and with feeble effect; they have also little idea

of several other common rules of Latin compo-
sition.

97- The Scots, in consequence of receiving, Scots poets?

very frequently, a continental education, cultivated

Latin poetry with ardour. It was the favourite

amusement of Andrew Melville, who is sometimes

a mere scribbler, at others tolerably classical and

spirited. His poem on the Creation, in Deliciae

Poetarum Scotorum, is very respectable. One by
Hercules Rollock, on the marriage of Anne of Den-

mark, is better, and equal, a few names withdrawn,

to any of the contemporaneous poetry of France.

Meae deliciae, meae salutes, &c.
# * * *

Salvete aureolac meae pucllae
Crincs aureolique crispulique,
Salvete et mihi vos puellse ocelli,

Ocelli improbuli protcrvulique ;

Salvete ct veneris pares papillis

Papillae teretesque turgidaeque ;

Saivete aemula purnune lubeila ;

Tota dcnique Pancliarillu salve
* * *

Ninir te possidco, alma Pnnchnrilla,

Turturillu inca et columbililla.

Bonifonius has been thought has met with more favourable

worthy of several editions, and judges than myself.

z 3
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CHAP. The Epistolae Heroidum ofAlexander Bodius are also
'

good. But the most distinguished among the Latin

poets of Europe in this age was George Buchanan,

of whom Joseph Scaliger and several other critics

have spoken in such unqualified terms, that they

seem to place him even above the Italians at the

beginning of the sixteenth century.* If such

were their meaning, I should crave the liberty of

hesitating. The best poem of Buchanan, in my
judgment, is that on the Sphere, than which few

philosophical subjects could afford better oppor-
tunities for ornamental digression. He is not, I

think, in hexameters inferior to Vida, and certainly

far superior to Palearius. In this poem Buchanan

descants on the absurdity of the Pythagorean sys-

tem which supposes the motion of the earth. Many
good passages occur in his elegies, though I cannot

reckon him equal in this metre to several of the

Italians. His celebrated translation of the Psalms

I must also presume to think over-praised t ; it is

* Buchananus unus est in tota that those who wish for what is

Europa omnes post se relinquens solid as well as what is agreeable
in Latina poesi. Scaligerana in poetry, can prefer any other

Prima. Latin verse of Buchanan to his

Henry Stephens, says Maittaire, Psalms. Jugemens des Savans, n.

was the first who placed Buchanan 1328. But Baillet and several

at the head of all the poets of his others exclude much poetry of

age, and all France, Italy, and Ger- Buchanan on account of its reflect-

many, have since subscribed to the ing on popery. Baillet and Blount
same opinion, and conferred that produce abundant testimonies to

title upon him. Vitae Stephano- the excellence of Buchanan's

rum, ii. 258. I must confess that verses. Le Clerc calls his trans-

Sainte Marthe appears to me not lation of the Psalms incomparable,
inferior to Buchanan. The latter Bibl. Choisie, viii. 127., and pre-
is very unequal : if we frequently fers it much to that by Beza,
meet with a few lines of great which I am not prepared to ques-
elegance, they are compensated by tion. He extols also all his other
others of a different description. poetry, except his tragedies and

f Baillet thinks it impossible the poem of the Sphere, which I
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difficult perhaps to find one, except the 137th, CHAP.

with which he has taken particular pains, that can
'

be called truly elegant or classical Latin poetry.
Buchanan is now and then incorrect in the quan-

tity of syllables, as indeed is common with his

contemporaries.

98. England was far from strong, since she is

not to claim Buchanan, in the Latin poetry of this

age. A poem in ten books, De Republica Instau-

randa, by Sir Thomas Chaloner, published in 1579,

has not received so much attention as it deserves,

though the author is more judicious than imagi-

native, and does not preserve a very good rhythm.
It may be compared with the Zodiacus Vitae of Pa-

lingenius, rather than any other Latin poem I recol-

lect, to which, however, it is certainly inferior.

Some lines relating to the English constitution,

which, though the title leads us to expect more, forms

only the subject of the last book, the rest relating

chiefly to private life, will serve as a specimen of

Chaloner*s powers *, and also display the principles

have praised above the rest. So and by both number and reputa-

difterent are the humours of critics! tion ought to weigh more with the

Bttt as I have fairly quoted those reader, he lias no right to complain
who do not quite agree with myself, that 1 mislead his taste.

* Nemne tribus simul ordinibus jus esse sacratas

Condendi leges patrio pro more vetustas

Longo usu sic docta tulit, modus iste rogandi
Haud secus ac basis hanc nostram sic om-t it nit rein,

Ut si inconsultis rcliquis pars ulla supcrbo

Imperio quicquam statuat, seu tollat, ad omnes

Quod spectat, posthac quo nomine licsa vocetur

Publica res nobis, nihil amplius ipse laboro.******
Plebs primum regcs statuit ; jus hoc quoquc nostrum cat

Cunctorum, ut regi favcnnt popularia vota;

(Si quid id est, quod plehs respondet rite rogata)

7. 4
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CHAP, of our government as an experienced statesman un-

derstood them. The Anglorum Prcelia, by Ock-

land, which was directed by an order of the Privy
Council to be read exclusively in schools, is an

hexameter poem, versified from the chronicles,

in a tame strain, not exceedingly bad, but still

farther from good. I recollect no other Latin

verse of the queen's reign worthy of notice.

Nam neque ab invitis potuit vis unica multis

Extorquere datos concordi munere fasces;

Quin populus reges in publica commoda quondam
Egregios certa sub conditione paravit,
Non reges populum ; namque his antiquior ille est.
# * # * * *

Nee cupiens nova jura ferat, seu condita tollat,

Non prius ordinibus regni de more vocatis,
Ut procerum populique rato stent ordine vota,
Omnibus et positum sciscat conjuncta voluntas.

De Kep. Inst. 1. 10.
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CHAP. VI.

HISTORY OF DRAMATIC LITERATURE FROM
1550 TO 1600.

Italian Tragedy and Comedy Pastoral Drama Spanish Drama

Lope de Vega French Dramatists Early English Drama
Second JEra ; of Marlowe and his contemporaries Shakspeare
Character ofseveral of his Plays written within this Period.

! MANY Italian tragedies are extant, belonging to CHAP.

these fifty years, though not very generally known,
nor can I speak of them except through Ginguene Italian

and Walker, the latter of whom has given a few

extracts. The Marianna and Didone of Lodovico

Dolce, the CEdipus of Anguillara, the Merope of

Torelli, the Semiramis of Manfredi, are necessarily

bounded, in the conduct of their fable, by what

was received as truth. But others, as Cinthio had

done, preferred to invent their story, in deviation

from the practice of antiquity. The Hadriana of

Groto, the Acripanda of Decio da Orto, and the

Torrismond of Tasso are of this kind. In all these

we find considerable beauties of language, a florid

and poetic tone, but declamatory and not well

adapted to the rapidity of action, in which we seem

to perceive the germ of that change from common

speech to recitative, which, fixing the attention of

the hearer on the person of the actor rather than

on his relation to the scene, destroyed in great

measure the character of dramatic representation.
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CHAP. The Italian tragedies are deeply imbued with hor-
VI '

ror
;
murder and cruelty, with all attending cir-

cumstances of disgust, and every pollution of

crime, besides a profuse employment of spectral

agency, seem the chief weapons of the poet's ar-

moury to subdue the spectator. Even the gentle-

ness of Tasso could not resist the contagion in his

Torrismond. These tragedies still retain the chorus

at the termination of every act. Of the Italian

comedies little can be added to what has been said

before ; no comic writer of this period is compar-
able in reputation to Machiavel, Ariosto, or even

Aretin.* They are rather less licentious
; and in

fact, the profligacy of Italian manners began, in

consequence probably of a better example in the

prelates of the church, to put on some regard for

exterior decency in the latter part of the century.
Pastoral 2. These regular plays, though possibly deserv-

ing of more attention than they have obtained,

are by no means the most important portion of the

dramatic literature of Italy in this age. A very
different style of composition has, through two

distinguished poets, contributed to spread the fame

of Italian poetry, and the language itself, through

Europe. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

were abundantly productive of pastoral verse ; a

style pleasing to those who are not severe in ad-

mitting its conventional fictions. The pastoral

dialogue had not much difficulty in expanding to

the pastoral drama. In the Sicilian gossips of

Theocritus, and in some other ancient eclogues,
new interlocutors supervene, which is the first

*
GingiKne, vol. vi.
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germ of a regular action. Pastorals of this kind CHAP.

had been written, and possibly represented, in
'

Spain, such as the Mingo Rebulgo, in the middle

of the fifteenth century.* Ginguene has traced

the progress of similar representations, becom-

ing more and more dramatic, in Italy.t But

it is admitted that the honour of giving the first

example of a true pastoral fable to the theatre was

due to Agostino Beccari of Ferrara. This piece,

named II Sagrifizio, was acted at that court in

1554. Its priority in a line which was to become

famous appears to be its chief merit. In this, as

in earlier and more simple attempts at pastoral dia-

logue, the chorusses were set to music.t

3. This pleasing, though rather effeminate, species Aminta of

of poetry was carried, more than twenty years
^ sso*

afterwards, one or two unimportant imitations of

Beccari having intervened, to a point of excellence,

which perhaps it has never surpassed, in the

Aminta of Tasso. Its admirable author was then

living at the court of Ferrara, yielding up his heart

to those seductive illusions of finding happiness in

the favour of the great, and even in ambitious and

ill-assorted love, which his sounder judgment al-

ready saw through, the Aminta bearing witness to

both states of mind. In the character of Tirsi he

has drawn himself, and seems once (though with

the proud consciousness of genius), to hint at that

eccentric melancholy, which soon increased so

fatally for his peace.

Nc gia cose scrivcn dcgnc di riso,

Se ben cose fncen dt-gne di riso.

* Bouterwek's Spanish Litern- + vi. 327. et post,

ture, i. 129. t Id- vi. 332.
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CHAP. The language of all the interlocutors in the Aminta
'

is alike, nor is the satyr less elegant or recondite

than the learned shepherds. It is in general too

diffuse and florid, too uniform and elaborate, for

passion ; especially if considered dramatically, in

reference to the story and the speakers. But it is

to be read as what it is, a beautiful poem ;
the de-

licacy and gracefulness of many passages rendering
them exponents of the hearer's or reader's feelings,

though they may not convey much sympathy with

the proper subject. The death of Aminta, how-

ever, falsely reported to Sylvia, leads to a truly

pathetic scene. It is to be observed that Tasso

was more formed by classical poetry, and more

frequently an imitator of it, than any earlier Italian.

The beauties of the Aminta are in great measure

due to Theocritus, Virgil, Ovid, Anacreon, and

Moschus.
Pastor 4. The success of Tasso's Aminta produced the

Pastor Fido of Guarini, himself long in the service

of the duke of Ferrara, where he had become

acquainted with Tasso
; though in consequence

of some dissatisfaction at that court, he sought the

patronage of the duke of Savoy. The Pastor Fido

was first represented at Turin in 1585, but seems

not to have been printed for some years afterwards.

It was received with general applause ; but the

obvious resemblance to Tasso's pastoral drama

could not fail to excite a contention between their

respective advocates, which long survived the mortal

life of the two poets. Tasso, it has been said, on

reading the Pastor Fido, was content to observe

that, if his rival had not read the Aminta, he would
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not have excelled it. If his modesty induced him CHAP.

to say no more than this, very few would be induced
^

to dispute his claim
; the characters, the sentiments

are evidently imitated ; and in one celebrated in-

stance a whole chorus is parodied with the pre-
servation of every rhyme.* But it is far more

questionable whether the palm of superior merit,

independent of originality, should be awarded to

the later poet. More elegance and purity of taste

belong to the Aminta, more animation and variety
to the Pastor Fido. The advantage in point of

morality, which some have ascribed to Tasso, is not

very perceptible ; Guarini may transgress rather

more in some passages, but the tone of the Aminta,
in strange opposition to the pure and pious life of

its author, breathes nothing but the avowed laxity

of an Italian court. The Pastor Fido may be

considered, in a much greater degree than the

Aminta, a prototype of the Italian opera ; not

that it was spoken in recitative ; but the short and

rapid expressions of passion, the broken dialogue,

the frequent changes of personages and incidents,

keep the effect of representation and of musical

accompaniment continually before the reader's

imagination. Any one who glances over a few

scenes of the Pastor Fido will, I think, perceive

that it is the very style which Metastasio, and

inferior coadjutors of musical expression, have

rendered familiar to our ears.

5. The great invention, which though chiefly iuium

connected with the history of music and of society,
opvr

was by no means without influence upon literature,

* This is that beginning, O bclla eta dell' oro.
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CHAP, the melodrame, usually called the Italian opera,
'

belongs to the very last years of this century. Italy,

long conspicuous for such musical science and skill

as the Middle Ages possessed, had fallen, in the first

part of the sixteenth century, very short of some

other countries, and especially of the Netherlands,

from which the courts of Europe, and even of the

Italian princes, borrowed their performers and their

instructors. A revolution in church music, which

had become particularly dry and pedantic, was

brought about by the genius of Palestrina about

1560 ;
and the art, in all its departments, was culti-

vated with an increased zeal for all the rest of the

century.* In the splendour that environed the

houses of Medici and Este, in the pageants they
loved to exhibit, music, carried to a higher per-

fection by foreign artists, and by the natives that

now came forward to emulate them, became of in-

dispensable importance ;
it had already been adapted

to dramatic representation in chorusses ;
inter-

ludes and pieces written for scenic display were

now given with a perpetual accompaniment, partly

to the songs, partly to the dance and pantomime

* Ranke, with the musical sen- quired, a coincidence of expression
timent of a German, ascribes a between the words and the music,
wonderful influence in the revival Palestrina appeared at this time,
of religion after the middle of the and composed the mass of Mar-

century to the compositions of cellus, which settled the dispute
Palestrina. Church music had be- for ever. Other works by himself

come so pedantic and technical and his disciples followed, which
that the council of Trent had some elevated sacred music to the high-
doubts whether it should be re- est importance among the acces-

tained. Pius IV. appointed a com- sories of religious worship. Die
mission to examine this question, Papste, vol. i. p. 498. But a large
who could arrive at no decision, proportion of the performers, I

The artists said it was impossible apprehend, were Germans, espe-
to achieve what the church re- daily in theatrical music.
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which intervened between them.* Finally, Ottavio CHAP.

Rinuccini, a poet of considerable genius, but who
is said to have known little of musical science, by
meditating on what is found in ancient writers on the

accompaniment to their dramatic dialogue, struck

out the idea of recitative. This he first tried in the

pastoral of Dafne, represented privately in 1594 ;

and its success led him to the composition of what he

intitled a tragedy for music, on the story ofEurydice.
This was represented at the festival on the marriage
of Mary of Medicis in 1600. "The most astonish-

ing effects," says Ginguene',
" that the theatrical

music of the greatest masters has produced, in the

perfection of the science, are not comparable to

those of this representation, which exhibited to Italy

the creation ofa new art."t It is however a different

question whether this immense enhancement of the

powers of music, and consequently of its popularity,
has been favourable to the development of poetical

genius in this species of composition ;
and in

general it may be said that, if music has, on some

occasions, been a serviceable handmaid, and even

a judicious monitress, to poetry, she has been apt
to prove but a tyrannical mistress. In the melo-

drame, Comiani well observes, poetry became her

vassal, and has been ruled with a despotic sway.
6. The struggle that seemed arduous in the The

earlier part of this century between the classical

and national schools of dramatic poetry in Spain,

proved of no long duration. The latter became

* Ginguene, vol. vi., has traced speaks highly
of the poetical abi-

t In- history of the tnelodrame with lities of Hmuccini. Sec also Gal-

much pains. luzzi, Storiu del Gran Ducato, v.

f p. 474. Corniani, vii. 31 ., 547.
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CHAP, soon decisively superior; and before the end of
'

the present period, that kingdom was in possession
of a peculiar and extensive literature, which has

attracted the notice of Europe, and has enriched

both the French theatre and our own. The spirit

of the Spanish drama is far different from that

which animated the Italian writers
;
there is not

much of Machiavel in their comedy, and still less

of Cinthio in their tragedy. They abandoned the

Greek chorus, which still fettered their contempo-
raries, and even the division into five acts, which

later poets, in other countries, have not ventured to

renounce. They gave more complication to the

fable, sought more unexpected changes of circum-

stance, were not solicitous in tragedy to avoid

colloquial language or familiar incidents, showed a

preference to the tragi-comic intermixture of light

with serious matter, and cultivated grace in poeti-

cal diction more than vigour. The religious mys-
teries, once common in other parts of Europe,
were devoutly kept up in Spain ;

and under the

name of Autos Sacramentales, make no incon-

siderable portion of the writings of their chief dra-

matists.*

7. Andres, favourable as he is to his country, is

far from enthusiastic in his praises of the Spanish
theatre. Its exuberance has been its ruin ; no one,

he justly remarks, can read some thousand plays in

the hope of finding a few that are tolerable. Andres,

however, is not exempt from a strong prejudice in

favour of the French stage. He admits the ease

and harmony of the Spanish versification, the purity
* Bouterwek.
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of the style, the abundance of the thoughts, and CHAP.

the ingenious complexity of the incidents. This
VI '

is peculiarly the merit of the Spanish comedy, as

its great defect, in his opinion, is the want of truth

and delicacy in the delineation of the passions, and

of power to produce a vivid impression on the

reader. The best work, he concludes rather singu-

larly, of the comic poets of Spain has been the

French theatre.*

8. The most renowned of these is Lope deVega, Lope de

so many of whose dramas appeared within the Vega;

present century, that although, like Shakspeare,
he is equally to be claimed by the next, we may
place his name, once. for all, in this period. Lope
de Vega is called by Cervantes a prodigy of nature ;

and such he may justly be reckoned ; not that we
can ascribe to him a sublime genius, or a mind

abounding with fine original thought, but his his extra,

fertility of invention and readiness of versifying

are beyond competition. It was said foolishly, if

meant as praise, of Shakspeare, and we may be

sure untruly, that he never blotted a line. This

may almost be presumed of Vega.
" He re-

quired," says Bouterwek,
" no more than four

and twenty hours to write a versified drama of

three acts in redondillas, interspersed with sonnets,

tercets, and octaves, and from beginning to end

abounding in intrigues, prodigies, or interesting

situations. This astonishing facility enabled him

to supply the Spanish theatre with upwards
of 2000 original dramas, of which not more

than 300 have been preserved by printing. In

# Vol.v. p. 138.

VOL. II. A A
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CHAP, general the theatrical manager carried away what
'

he wrote before he had even time to revise it ;

and immediately a fresh applicant would arrive

to prevail on him to commence a new piece. He
sometimes wrote a play in the short space of three

or four hours." ..." Arithmetical calculations

have been employed in order to arrive at a just

estimate of Lope de Vega's facility in poetic com-

position. According to his own testimony, he

wrote on an average five sheets a day ;
it has there-

fore been computed that the number of sheets

which he composed during his life must have

amounted to 133,225 ;
and that, allowing for the de-

duction of a small portion of prose, Lope de Vega
must have written upwards of 21,300,000 verses.

Nature would have overstepped her bounds and

have produced the miraculous, had Lope de Vega,

along with this rapidity of invention and composi-

tion, attained perfection in any department of

literature." *

9. This peculiar gift of rapid composition will

appear more extraordinary when we attend to

the nature of Lope's versification, very unlike the

irregular lines of our old drama, which it is not

perhaps difficult for a practised hand to write or

utter extemporaneously.
" The most singular cir-

cumstance attending his verse," says Lord Holland,
"

is the frequency and difficulty of the tasks which
he imposes on himself. At every step we meet

*
p. 361. 363. Montalvan, tinued afterwards to write for the

Lope's friend, says that he wrote stage. Those that remain and
1800 plays and 400 autos. In a have been collected in twenty-five
poem of his own, written in 1609, volumesare reckoned at about 300.
he claims 483 plays, and he con-

his versi-

fication ;
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with acrostics, echoes, and compositions of that per- CHAP.

verted and laborious kind, from attempting which
'

another author would be deterred by the trouble

of the undertaking, if not by the little real merit

attending the achievement. They require no

genius, but they exact much time
;

which one

should think that such a voluminous poet could

little afford to waste. But Lope made a parade of

his power over the vocabulary : he was not con-

tented with displaying the various order in which

he could dispose the syllables and marshal the

rhymes of his language ; but he also prided himself

upon the celerity with which he brought them to

go through the most whimsical but the most diffi-

cult evolutions. He seems to have been partial to

difficulties for the gratification of surmounting
them." This trifling ambition is usual among
second-rate poets, especially in a degraded state of

public taste ;
but it may be questionable, whether

Lope de Vega ever performed feats of skill more

surprising in this way than some of the Italian

improvisatoHy who have been said to carry on at

the same time three independent sonnets, uttering,

in their unpremeditated strains, a line of each in

alternate succession. There is reason to believe,

that their extemporaneous poetry is as good as any

thing in Lope de Vega.
10. The immense popularity of this poet, not hi. popu-

limited, among the people itself, to his own age,

bespeaks some attention from criticism. " The

Spaniards who affect fine taste in modern times,"

says Schlcgcl, "speak with indifference of their old

national poets ;
but the people retain a lively attach-

A A 2
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.CHAP, -merit to them, and their productions are received

on the stage, at Madrid, or at Mexico, with pas-

sionate enthusiasm." It is true that foreign critics

have not in general pronounced a very favourable

judgment of Lope de Vega. But a writer of such

prodigious fecundity is ill appreciated by single

plays ;
the whole character of his composition ma-

nifests that he wrote for the stage, and for the

stage of his own country, rather than for the closet

of a foreigner. His writings are divided into spi-

ritual plays, heroic and historical comedies, most

of them taken from the annals and traditions of

Spain, and lastly, comedies of real life, or, as they
were called,

" of the hat and sword," (capa y
espada) a name answering to the comcedia togata
of the Roman stage. These have been somewhat
better known than the rest, and have, in several

instances, found their way to our own theatre, by
suggesting plots and incidents to our older writers.

The historian of Spanish literature, to whom I am
so much indebted, has given a character of these

comedies, in which the English reader will perhaps

recognise much that might be said also of Beau-

mont and Fletcher.

character 11. "
Lope de Vega's comedies de Capa y Es-

pada, or those which may properly be denominated

his dramas of intrigue, though wanting in the de-

lineation of character, are romantic pictures ofman-

ners, drawn from real life. They present, in their

peculiar style, no less interest with respect to situa-

tions than his heroic comedies, and the same irre-

gularity in the composition of the scenes. The

language, too, is alternately elegant and vulgar,
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sometimes highly poetic, and sometimes, though CHAP.

versified, reduced to the level of the dullest prose.
VI '

Lope de Vega seems scarcely to have bestowed a

thought on maintaining probability in the succes-

sion of the different scenes
; ingenious complica-

tion is with him the essential point in the interest

of his situations. Intrigues are twisted and en-,

twined together, until the poet, in order to bring
his piece to a conclusion, without ceremony cuts

the knots he cannot untie, and then he usually

brings as many couples together as he can by any

possible contrivance match. He has scattered

through his pieces occasional reflections and

maxims of prudence ; but any genuine morality,

which might be conveyed through the stage, is

wanting, for its introduction would have been in-

consistent with that poetic freedom on which the

dramatic interest of the Spanish comedy is founded.

His aim was to paint what he observed, not what

he would have approved, in the manners of the

fashionable world of his age ;
but he leaves it to

the spectator to draw his own inferences."*

12. An analysis of one of these comedies from Tragl-.iy of

real life is given by Bouterwek, and another by o t

"

z."

Lord Holland. The very few that I have read

appear lively and diversified, not unpleasing in the

perusal, but exciting little interest and rapidly

forgotten. Among the heroic pieces of Lope de

Vega a high place appears due to the Estrella de

Sevilla, published with alterations by Triquero,

under the name of Don Sancho Ortiz.t It re-

* Bouterwek, i>. 375. Lope de Vega, a more complete

f In Lord Holland's Life of analysis than wluit I have olli-red
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CHAP, sembles the Cid in its subject. The king, Sancho
VL

the Brave, having fallen in love with Estrella, sister

of Don. Bustos Tabera, and being foiled by her

virtue *, and by the vigilance of her brother, who
had drawn his sword upon him, as in disguise he

was attempting to penetrate into her apartment,
resolves to have him murdered, and persuades
Don Sancho Ortiz, a soldier full of courage and

loyalty, by describing the attempt made on his

person, to undertake the death of one whose name

is contained in a paper he gives him. Sancho is

the accepted lover of Estrella, and is on that day
to espouse her with her brother's consent. He
reads the paper, and after a conflict which is meant

to be pathetic, but in our eyes is merely ridiculous,

determines, as might be supposed, to keep his word

to his sovereign. The shortest course is to con-

trive a quarrel with Bustos, which produces a duel,

wherein the latter is killed. The second act com-

mences with a pleasing scene of Estrella' s innocent

delight in her prospect of happiness ; but the body
of her brother is now brought in, and the murderer,

who had made no attempt to conceal himself, soon

appears in custody. His examination before the

judges, who endeavour in vain to extort one word

from him in his defence, occupies part of the third

act. The king, anxious to save his life, but still

more so to screen his own honour, requires only a

is taken from the original play. I of a lady to a king of France,
have followed the rifaccimento of told with several variations of

Triquero, which is substantially the names, and possibly true of none,
same. Soy (she says),

*
Lope de Vega has borrowed Para esposa vuestra poco,

for Estrella the well-known answer Para dama vuestra mucho.
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pretext to pardon the offence. But the noble CHAP.

Castilian disdains to save himself by falsehood, and
VL

merely repeats that he had not slain his friend

without cause, and that the action was atrocious,

but not criminal.

Dice que fue atrociclad,

Pero que no fue delito.

13. In this embarrassment Estrella appears,

demanding, not the execution of justice on her

brother's murderer, but that he should be delivered

up to her. The king, with his usual feebleness,

consents to this request, observing that he knows

by experience it is no new thing for her to be

cruel. She is, however, no sooner departed with

the royal order, than the wretched prince repents,
and determines to release Sancho, making com-

pensation to Estrella by marrying her to a rico-

hombre of Castile. The lady meantime reaches

the prison, and in an interview with her unfortunate

lover, offers him his liberty, which by the king's

concession is in her power. He is not to be out-

done in generous sentiments, and steadily declares

his resolution to be executed. In the fifth act this

heroic emulation is reported by one who had over-

heard it to the king. All the people of this city,

he replies, are heroes, and outstrip nature herself

by the greatness of their souls. The judges now

enter, and with sorrow report their sentence that

Sancho must suffer death. But the king is at length

roused, and publicly acknowledges that the death

of BustOs had been perpetrated by his command.

The president of the tribunal remarks that, as the

king had given the order, there must doubtless

A A 4
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CHAP, have been good cause. Nothing seems to remain
'

but the union of the lovers. Here, however, the

high Castilian principle once more displays itself.

Estrella refuses to be united to one she tenderly

loves, but who has brought such a calamity into

her family j and Sancho himself, willingly releasing

her engagement, admits that their marriage under

such circumstances would be a perpetual torment.

The lady therefore chooses, what is always at hand

in Catholic fiction, the dignified retirement of a

nunnery, and the lover departs to dissipate his

regrets in the Moorish war.

14. Notwithstanding all in the plan and conduct

of this piece, which neither our own state ofmanners,

nor the laws of any sound criticism can tolerate,

it is very conceivable that, to the factitious taste of

a Spanish audience in the age of Lope de Vega, it

would have appeared excellent. The character of

Estrella is truly noble, and much superior in interest

to that of Chimene. Her resentment is more

genuine, and free from that hypocrisy which, at

least in my judgment, renders the other almost

odious and contemptible. Instead of imploring the

condemnation of him she loves, it is as her own

prisoner that she demands Sancho Ortiz, and this

for the generous purpose of setting him at liberty.

But the great superiority of the Spanish play is at

the close. Chimene accepts the hand stained with

her father's blood, while Estrella sacrifices her own
wishes to a sentiment which the manners of Spain,
and we may add, the laws of natural decency re-

quired.

35. The spiritual plays of Lope de Vega abound
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with as many incongruous and absurd circumstances CHAP.

as the mysteries of our forefathers. The Inquisi-

tion was politic enough to tolerate, though probably
Hii

j

s
i

r

|-

the sternness of Castilian orthodoxy could not ap-

prove, these strange representations which, after

all, had the advantage of keeping the people in

mind of the devil, and of the efficacy of holy water

in chasing him away. But the regular theatre,

according to Lord Holland, has always been for-

bidden in Spain by the church, nor do the kings

frequent it.

16. Two tragedies by Bermudez, both on the

story of Ines de Castro, are written on the ancient

model, with a chorus, and much simplicity of fable.

They are, it is said, in a few scenes impressive and

pathetic, but interrupted by passages of flat and

tedious monotony.* Cervantes was the author of

many dramatic pieces ;
some of which are so in-

different as to have been taken for intentional satires

upon the bad taste of his times, so much of it do

they display. One or two, however, of his comedies

have obtained some praise from Schlegel and Bou-

terwek. But his tragedy of Numancia stands apart

from his other dramas, and, as I conceive, from any

thing on the Spanish stage. It is probably one of

his earlier works, but was published for the first

time in 1784. It is a drama of extraordinary power,
and may justify the opinion of Bouterwek that, in

different circumstances, the author of Don Quixote

might have been the ^Eschylus of Spain. If terror

and pity are the inspiring powers of tragedy, few

have been for the time more under their influence

* Bouterwek, 296.
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CHAP, than Cervantes in his Numancia. The story of
'

that devoted city, its long resistance to Rome, its

exploits of victorious heroism, that foiled repeatedly
the consular legions, are known to every one. Cer-

vantes has opened his tragedy at the moment when

Scipio u3milianus, enclosing the city with a broad

trench, determines to secure its reduction by famine.

The siege lasted five months, when the Numan-

tines, exhausted by hunger, but resolute never to

yield, setting fire to a pile of their household goods,
after slaying their women and children, cast them-

selves into the flame. Every circumstance that

can enhance horror, the complaints of famished

children, the desperation of mothers, the sinister

omens of rejected sacrifice, the appalling incanta-

tions that reanimate a recent corpse to disclose the

secrets of its prison-house, are accumulated with

progressive force in this tremendous drama. The
love-scenes of Morando and Lira, two young per-

sons whose marriage had been frustrated by the

public calamity, though some incline to censure

them, contain nothing beyond poetical truth, and

add, in my opinion, to its pathos, while they some-

what relieve its severity.

17. Few, probably, would desire to read the

Numancia a second time. But it ought to be re-

membered that the historical truth of this tragedy,

though, as in the Ugolino of Dante, it augments
the painfulness of the impression, is the legiti-

mate apology of the author. Scenes of agony, and

images of unspeakable sorrow, when idly accumu-

lated by an inventor at his ease, as in many of our

own older tragedies, and in much of modern fie-
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tion, give offence to a reader of just taste, from CHAP.

their needlessly trespassing upon his sensibility. .

But in that which excites an abhorrence of cruelty
and oppression, or which, as the Numancia, com-

memorates ancestral fortitude, there is a moral

power, for the sake of which the sufferings of sym-

pathy must not be flinched from.

18. The Numancia is divided into four jornadas
or acts, each containing changes of scene, as on our

own stage. The metre, by a most extraordinary

choice, is the regular octave stanza, ill-adapted as

that is to the drama, intermixed with the favourite

redondilla. The diction, though sometimes what

would seem tame and diffuse to us, who are accus-

tomed to a bolder and more figurative strain in

tragedy than the southern nations require, rises

often with the subject to nervous and impressive

poetry. There are, however, a few sacrifices to

the times. In a finely imagined prosopopoeia,
where Spain, crowned with towers, appears on the

scene to ask the Duero what hope there could be

for Numancia, the river-god, rising with his tri-

butary streams around him, after bidding her

despair of the city, goes into a tedious consolation,

in which the triumphs of Charles and Philip are

specifically, and with as much tamcness as adulation,

brought forward as her future recompense. A
much worse passage occurs in the fourth act, where

Lira, her brother lying dead of famine, and her

lover of his wounds before her, implores death

from a soldier who passes over the stage. He re-

plies that some other hand must peiform that
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CHAP, office ;
he was born only to adore her. * This frigid

'

arid absurd line, in such a play by such a poet, is

an almost incredible proof of the mischief which

the Proven9al writers, with their hyperbolical gal-

lantry, had done to European poetry. But it is

just to observe that this is the only faulty pas-

sage, and that the language of the two lovers is

simple, tender, and pathetic. The material accom-

paniments of representation on the Spanish theatre

seem to have been full as defective as on our own.

The Numancia is printed with stage directions,

almost sufficient to provoke a smile in the midst of

its withering horrors.

French 1Q. The mysteries which had delighted the

jodeiie.' Parisians for a century and a half were suddenly
forbidden by the parliament as indecent and pro-

fane in 1548. Four years only elapsed before

they were replaced, though not on the same stage,

by a different style of representation. Whatever

obscure attempts at a regular dramatic composition

may have been traced in France at an earlier

period, Jodelle was acknowledged by his con-

temporaries to be the true father of their theatre.

His tragedy of Cleopatre, and his comedy of La

Rencontre, were both represented for the first time

before Henry II. in 1552. .Another comedy,

Eugene, and a tragedy on the story of Dido,
were published about the same time. Pasquier,

who tells us this, was himself a witness of the re-

presentation of the two former, t The Cleopatre,

* Otra mano, otro hierro ha da acabaros,

Que yo solo nacio por adoraros.

)
Cette comedie, et la Clco- le roy Henri a Paris en 1'Hostel

patre furent representees devant de Rheims, avec un grand applau-
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according to Fontenelle, is very simple, without CHAP.

action or stage effect, full of long speeches, and with

a chorus at the end of every act. The style is often

low and ludicrous, which did not prevent this tra-

gedy, the first-fruits of a theatre which was to pro-
duce Racine, from being received with vast ap-

plause. There is in reality, amidst these raptures
that frequently attend an infant literature, some-

thing of an undefined presage of the future, which

should hinder us from thinking them quite ridi-

culous. The comedy of Eugene is in verse, and,

in the judgment of Fontenelle, much superior to

the tragedies of Jodelle. It has more action, a dia-

logue better conceived, and some traits of humour
and nature. This play, however, is very immoral

and licentious
;
and it may be remarked that some

of its satire falls on the vices of the clergy
*

20. The Agamemnon of Toutain, published in Gamier.

1557, is taken from Seneca, and several other pieces

about the same time or soon afterwards, seem also

dissement de toute la compagnie: by Charles VI. in 1100, to prevent
et depuis encore au college de the representation of the Cleopatre
Boncourt, ou toutes les fenestres by public actors. Jodelle was

estoient tapisse"es d'une infinite dc therefore forced to have it per-

personnages d'honneur, et la cour formed by his friends. See lie-

si pleine d'escoliers que les portes cherches de la France, 1. vii. c. 6.

du college en regorgeoient. Je le Fontenelle, Hist, du Theatre Fran-

dis comme ccluy qtii y estois pre- cois (in (Euvrcs de Font. edit,

sent, avec le grand Tornebus en 1776.) vol. iii. p. 52. Bcauchanips,
une mesme chambre. Et les en- Rechcrches sur les Theatres de

treparleurs estoient tons homines France. Suard, Melanges dc Litera-

de noin. Car meme Uemy Bellcau ture.vol. iv. p. 59. The last writer,

et Jean de la Peruse jouoient les in what he calls Coup d'CKil sur

principaux roullcts. Suard tells 1'Histoire dc PAncien Theatre

us, that the old troop of perform- Frnncais (in the same volume) has

ers, the Confreres de la Passion, given an amusing and instructive

whose mysteries had been inter- sketch of the French drama down
dieted, availed themselves of an to Corneillc.

exclusive privilege granted to them * Fontenelle, p. 61.
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CHAP, to be translations.* The Jules Cesar of Grevin
'

was represented in 1560.t It contains a few lines

that La Harpe has extracted, as not without anima-

tion. But the first tragedian that deserves much
notice after Jodelle was Robert Gamier, whose

eight tragedies were collectively printed in 1580.

They are chiefly taken from mythology or ancient

history, and are evidently framed according to a

standard of taste which has ever since prevailed on

the French stage. But they retain some character-

istics of the classical drama which were soon after-

wards laid aside ; the chorus is heard between

every act, and a great portion of the events is re-

lated by messengers. Gamier makes little change
in the stories he found in Seneca or Euripides ;

nor had love yet been thought essential to tragedy.

Though his speeches are immeasurably long, and

overladen with pompous epithets, though they have

often much the air of bad imitations of Seneca's

manner, from whom probably, ifany one should give

himself the pains to make the comparison, some

would be found to have been freely translated, we
must acknowledge that in many of his couplets
the reader perceives a more genuine tone of tra-

gedy, and the germ of that artificial style which

reached its perfection in far greater men than

Gamier. In almost every line there is some fault,

either against taste or the present rules of verse ;

yet there are many which a good poet would only
have had to amend and polish. The account of

*
Beaucharaps. Suard. licentious, as those of the 16th cen-

j- Suard, p. 73. La Harpe, tury generally were in France and
Cours de Literature. Grevin also Italy, and were not in England, or,
wrote comedies which were very I believe, in Spain.
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Polyxena's death in La Troade is very well trans- CHAP.

lated from the Hecuba. But his best tragedyO J

seems to be Les Juives, which is wholly his own,
and displays no inconsiderable powers of poetical

description. In this I am confirmed by Fontenelle,

who says that this tragedy has many noble and

touching passages ;
in which he has been aided by

taking much from scripture, the natural sublimity
of which cannot fail to produce an effect.

* We
find, however, in Les Juives a good deal of that

propensity to exhibit cruelty, by which the Italian

and English theatres were at that time distinguished.

Pasquier says, that every one gave the prize to

Gamier above all who had preceded him, and after

enumerating his eight plays, expresses his opinion
that they would be admired by posterity.!

21. We may consider the comedies of Larivey, comedies

published in 1579, as making a sort of epoch in the

French drama. This writer, ofwhom little is known,
but that he was a native of Champagne, prefers a

claim to be the first who chose subjects for comedy
from real life in France (forgetting in this those of

Jodelle), and the first who wrote original dramas

*
p. 71. Suard, who dwells a fixe d'unc maniure invariable la

much longer on Gamier than succession alternative des rimes

either Fontenelle or La Harpe, masculines et feminincs. Enfin

observes, as I think, with justice : c'est le premier dcs tragiques Fran-

Les ouvrages de Gamier meritent cuis dont le lecture put i-trc utile

de faire epoquc dans 1'histoire du a ceux qui voudraient suivrc la

theatre, non par la bcmite dc ses meme carriere ; on a meme pre-

plans ;
il n'en faut clicrcher de tendu quo son Hyppolitc avail

bons dans aucune des tragedies du bcaucoup aid Racine dans la com-
seizieme siecle ; mais les scntimens position de Phedre. Mais s'il 1'a

qu'il exprime sont nobles, son style aide, c'cst comnic 1'Hyppolite de

a souvent de 1'elevation sans en- Scnequc, dont celui tie Gamier
flure ct beaucoup de sensibilite ; n'est qu' unc imitation, p. 81.

sa versification est facile et sou- f Ibid,

vent harmonieuse. C'est lui qui
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CHAP, in prose. His comedies are six in number, to which
'

three were added in a subsequent edition, which is

very rare.* These six are Le Laquais, La Veuve,

Les Esprits, Le Morfondu, Les Jaloux, and Les

Ecoliers. Some of them are partly borrowed from

Plautus and Terence ;
and in general they belong to

that school, presenting the usual characters of the

Roman stage, with no great attempt at originality.

But the dialogue is conducted with spirit ;
and in

many scenes, especially in the play called Le

Laquais, which, though the most free in all respects,

appears to me the most comic and amusing, would

remind any reader of the minor pieces of Moliere,

being conceived, though not entirely executed,

with the same humour. All these comedies of

Larivey are highly licentious both in their incidents

and language. It is supposed in the Biographie
Universelle that Moliere and Regnard borrowed

some ideas from Larivey ; but both the instances

alleged will be found in Plautus.

Theatres in 22. No regular theatre was yet established in

France. These plays of Garnier, Larivey, and

others of that class, were represented either in

colleges or in private houses. But the Confreres

de la Passion, and another company, the Enfans

de Sans Souci, whom they admitted into a partici-

pation of their privilege, used to act gross and

* The first edition itself, I con- father of comedy in prose. La
ceive, is not very common ; for Harpe was too superficial to know
few writers within my knowledge any thing about him. Beauchamps,
have mentioned Larivey. Fonte- vol. ii. p. 68. acknowledges his pre-
nelle, I think, could not have read tensions, and he has a niche in the
his plays, or he would have given Biographie Universelle. Suard
him a place in his brief sketch of has also done him some justice,
the early French stage, as the
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stupid farces, which few respectable persons wit- CHAP.

nessed. After some unsuccessful attempts, two
VL

companies of regular actors appeared near the close

of the century ; one, in 1598, having purchased
the exclusive right of the Confreres de la Passion,

laid the foundations of the Comedie Fran9aise, so

celebrated and so permanent; the other, in 1600,

established by its permission a second theatre in

the Marais. But the pieces they represented were

still of a very low class. *

23. England at the commencement ofthis period English

could boast of little besides the scripture mysteries,
stage>

already losing ground, but which have been traced

down to the close of the century, and the more

popular moral plays, which furnished abundant op-

portunities for satire on the times, for ludicrous

humour, and for attacks on the old or the new

religion. The latter, however, were kept in some

restraint by the Tudor government. These moral-

ities gradually drew nearer to regular comedies, and

sometimes had nothing but an abstract name given

to an individual, by which they could be even ap-

parently distinguished from such. We have al-

ready mentioned Ralph Royster Doyster, written

by Udal in the reign of Henry VIII. , as the earliest

English comedy in a proper sense, so far as our

negative evidence warrants such a position. Mr.

Collier has recovered four acts of another, called

Misogonus, which he refers to the beginning of

Elizabeth's reign.t It is, like the former, a picture

of London life. A more celebrated piece is Gammar

Gurton's Needle, commonly ascribed to John Still,

* Suard. t H '8tt f Dramatic Poetry, ii. 46*.

VOL. II. B B
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CHAP.
VI.

Gorboduc
of Sack-
ville.

afterwards bishop of Bath and Wells. No edition

is known before 1575, but it seems to have been

represented in Christ's College at Cambridge, not

far from the year 1565.* It is impossible for any

thing to be meaner in subject and characters than

this strange farce ; but the author had some vein

of humour, and writing neither for fame nor money,
but to make light-hearted boys laugh, and to laugh
with them, and that with as little grossness as the

story would admit, is not to be judged with severe

criticism. He comes however below Udal, and

perhaps the writer of Misogonus. The Supposes
of George Gascoyne, acted at Gray's Inn in 1566,

is but a translation in prose from the Suppositi of

Ariosto. It seems to have been published in the

same year.t

24. But the progress of literature soon excited

in one person an emulation of the ancient drama.

Sackville has the honour of having led the way.
His tragedy of Gorboduc was represented at

Whitehall before Elizabeth in 1562. t It is written

in what was thought the classical style, like the

* Mr. Collier agrees with Ma-
lone in assigning this date, but it

is merely conjectural, as one rather

earlier might be chosen with equal

probability. Still is said in the

biographies to have been born in

1543 ; but this date seems to be

too low. He became Margaret's

professor of divinity in 1570.

Gammar Gurton's Needle must
have been written while the pro-
testant establishment, if it existed,
was very recent, for the parson is

evidently a
papist.

f Warton, iv. 304. Collier, iii.

6. The original had been first

published in prose, 1525, and from
this Gascoyne took his translation,

adopting some of the changes Ari-

osto had introduced when he
turned it into verse ; but he has
invented little of his own. Ibid.

J The 18th of January, 1561, to

which date its representation is

referred by Mr. Collier, seems to

be 1562, according to the style of
the age; and this tallies best with
what is said in the edition of 1571,
that it had been played about nine

years before. See Warton, iv.

179.
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Italian tragedies of the same age, but more inarti- CHAP.

ficial and unimpassioned. The speeches are long and
'

sententious; the action, though sufficiently full of

incident, passes chiefly in narration
;

a chorus, but

in the same blank verse measure as the rest, divides

the acts
j
the unity of place seems to be preserved,

but that of time is manifestly transgressed. The

story of Gorboduc, which is borrowed from our

fabulous British legends, is as full of slaughter as was

then required for dramatic purposes ;
but the cha-

racters are clearly drawn and consistently sustained
;

the political maxims grave and profound ;
the lan-

guage not glowing or passionate, but vigorous ;
and

upon the whole it is evidently the work of a powerful

mind, though in a less poetical mood than was dis-

playedin thelnduction to the Mirror of Magistrates.

Sackville, it has been said, had the assistance of

Norton in this tragedy ;
but Warton has decided

against this supposition from internal evidence.*

25. The regular form adopted in Gorboduc, Preference

though not wholly without imitators, seems to have SHrregu-

had little success with the public.t An action larform-

passing visibly on the stage, instead of a frigid nar-

rative, a copious intermixture of comic buffoonery

with the gravest story, were requisites with which

* Hist, of Engl. Poetry, iv. 19+. and a contributor to the Mirror of

Mr. Collier supports the claim of Magistrates.

Norton to the first three acts, f The Jocasta of Gascovne,

which would much reduce Sack- translated with considerable free-

ville's glory, ii. 481. I incline to dom, in adding, omitting, and trans-

Warton's opinion, grounded upon posing, from the Phoenissa: of Eu-

the identity of style, and the supe- ripides, was represented at tiray's

riority of the whole tragedy to any Inn in 1566. Warton, iv. 196.

thing we can certainly ascribe to Collier, iii. 7. Oascoyne had the

Norton, a coadjutor
of Stcrnhold assistance of two obscure poets in

in the old version of the Psalms, this play.

B B 2
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CHAP, no English audience would dispense. Thus Edwards
'

treated the story of Damon and Pythias, which,

though according to the notions of those times, it

was too bloodless to be called a tragedy at all,

belonged to the elevated class of dramatic com-

positions.* Several other subjects were taken

from ancient history; this indeed became the usual

source of the fable ; but if we may judge from

those few that have survived, they were all con-

structed on the model which the mysteries had

accustomed our ancestors to admire,

Rrst 26. The office of Master of the Revels, in whose
theatres. , , ,

province it lay to regulate, among other amuse-

ments of the court, the dramatic shows of various

kinds, was established in 1546. The inns of

court vied with the royal palace in these repre-

sentations, and Elizabeth sometimes honoured the

former with her presence. On her visits to the

universities, a play was a constant part of the en-

tertainment. Fifty-two names, though nothing

more, of dramas acted at court under the super-
intendence of the Master of the Revels, between

1568 and 1580, are preserved.t In 1574 a patent
was granted to the Earl of Leicester's servants to

act plays in any part of England, and in 1576 they
erected the first public theatre in Blackfriars. It

will be understood, that the servants of the Earl of

* Collier, iii. 2. and six may, by the same test, be

f Collier, i. 193. et post, iii. 24. moralities. It is possible, as Mr.
Of these fifty-two plays eighteen C. observes, that some of these

were upon classical subjects, his- plays, though no longer extant in

torical or fabulous, twenty-one their integrity, may have formed
taken from modern history or ro- the foundation of others ; and the

mance, seven may by their titles, titles of a few in the list coun-
which is a very fallible criterion, be tenance this supposition,
comedies or farces from real life,
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f

Leicester were a company under his protection ;
as CHAP.

we apply the word, Her Majesty's Servants, at this
VL

day, to the performers of Drury Lane.*

27- As we come down towards 1580, a few
more plays are extant. Among these may be men-
tioned the Promos and Cassandra of Whetstone,
on the subject which Shakspeare, not without some

retrospect to his predecessor, so much improved in

Measure for Measure. + But in these early dramas
there is hardly any thing to praise ; or, if they
please us at all, it is only by the broad humour of

their comic scenes. There seems little reason,

therefore, for regretting the loss of so many pro-

ductions, which no one contemporary has thought

worthy of commendation. Sir Philip Sydney,

writing about 1583, treats our English stage with

great disdain. His censures indeed fall chiefly on

the neglect of the classical unities, and on the inter-

mixture of kings with clowns. \ It is amusing to

reflect, that this contemptuous reprehension of the

English theatre (and he had spoken in as disparaging
terms of our general poetry) came from the pen of

Sydney, when Shakspeare had just arrived at man-

hood. Had he not been so prematurely cut off,

* See Mr. Collier's excellent altered, by preserving the chastity

History of Dramatic Poetry to the of Isabella, but several of the minor

Time of Shakspeare, vol. i., which circumstances and names, unless

having superseded the earlier works even these are to be found in the

of Langbaine, Reid, and Hawkins, novels, from which all the drama-

so far as thb period is concerned, lists ultimately derived their plot,

it is superfluous to quote them. \
" Our tragedies and comedies,

f-
Promos and Cassandra is one not without cause, are cried out

of the Six Old Plays reprinted against, observing rules neither of

by Stevens. Shakspeare found in honest civility nor skillful poetry ;"

it not only the main story of Mea- and proceeds to ridicule their in-

sure for Measure, which was far consistencies and disregard to time

from new, and which he felicitously ami place. Defence of Poesy.

H B S
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CHAP,
'

Marlowe
and his

Tambur-
laine.

what would have been the transports of that noble

spirit, which the ballad of Chevy Chase could
"

stir as with the sound of a trumpet," in reading
the Faery Queen or Othello !

28. A better aera commenced not long after,

nearly coincident with the rapid development of

genius in other departments of poetry. Several

young men of talent appeared, Marlowe, Peele,

Greene, Lily, Lodge, Kyd, Nash, the precursors of

Shakspeare, and real founders, as they may in

some respects be called, of the English drama.

Sackville's Gorboduc is in blank verse, though of

bad and monotonous construction
;
but his fol-

lowers wrote, as far as we know, either in rhyme
or in prose.

* In the tragedy of Tamburlaine, re-

ferred by Mr. Collier to 1586, and the production

wholly or principally of Marlowe t, a better kind

of blank verse is first employed ;
the lines are in-

terwoven, the occasional hemistich and redundant

syllables break the monotony of the measure, and

give more of a colloquial spirit to the dialogue.

Tamburlaine was ridiculed on account of its in-

flated style. The bombast, however, which is not

so excessive as has been alleged, was thought ap-

* It may be a slight exception
to this, that some portions of the

second part of Whetstone's Pro-
mos and Cassandra are in blank

verse. This play is said never to

have been represented. Collier,

iii. 64.

f Nash has been thought the

author of Tamburlaine by Malone,
and his inflated style, in pieces
known to be his, may give some
countenance to this hypothesis. It

is mentioned, "however, as " Mar-

lowe's Tamburlaine" in the con-

temporary diary of Henslow, a

manager or proprietor of a theatre,
which is preserved at Dulwich Col-

lege. Marlowe and Nash are al-

lowed to have written " Dido
Queen of Carthage

"
in conjunc-

tion. Mr. Collier has produced a

body of evidence to show that

Tamburlaine was written, at least

principally, by the former, which
leaves no room, as it seems, for

further doubt, vol. iii. p. 113.
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propriate to such oriental tyrants. This play has CHAP.

more spirit and poetry than any which, upon clear
'

grounds, can be shown to have preceded it. We
find also more action on the stage, a shorter and
more dramatic dialogue, a more figurative style,

with a far more varied and skilful versification. *

If Marlowe did not re-establish blank verse, which Blank

is difficult to prove, he gave it at least a variety of nTi-lcwe.

cadence, and an easy adaptation of the rhythm to

the sense, by which it instantly became in his

hands the finest instrument that the tragic poet has

ever employed for his purpose, less restricted than

that of the Italians, and falling occasionally almost

into numerous prose, lines of fourteen syllables

being very common in all our old dramatists, but

regular and harmonious at other times as the most

accurate ear could require.

29. The savage character of Tamburlaine, and Marlowe's

the want of all interest as to every other, render

this tragedy a failure in comparison with those

which speedily followed from the pen of Christo-

pher Marlowe. The first two acts of the Jew of

Malta are more vigorously conceived, both as to

character and circumstance, than any other Eliza-

bethan play, except those of Shakspeare ; and

perhaps we may think that Barabas, though not the

prototype of Shylock, a praise of which he is un-

worthy, may have suggested some few ideas to the

inventor. But the latter acts, as is usual with our

old dramatists, are a tissue of uninteresting crimes

* Shakspeare having turned into Mr. Collier, iii. 115126, has

ridicule a passage or two in Tarn- elaborately vindicated its dramatic

burlaine, the critics have concluded merits, though sufficiently nware

it to be a model of bad tragedy, of its fault*.

B B 4
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CHAP, and slaughter.* Faustus is better known
;

it con-

tains nothing, perhaps, so dramatic as the first part
'

t"*
FaU8~ ^ *ke *^ew ^ Malta 9 yet tne occasional glimpses

of repentance and struggles of alarmed conscience

in the chief character are finely brought in. It is

full of poetical beauties ; but an intermixture of

buffoonery weakens the effect, and leaves it on the

whole rather a sketch by a great genius than a

finished performance. There is an awful melan-

choly about Marlowe's Mephistopheles, perhaps
more impressive than the malignant mirth of that

fiend in the renowned work of Goethe. But the

fair form of Margaret is wanting ;
and Marlowe

has hardly earned the credit of having breathed a

few casual inspirations into a greater mind than

his own. t

His Ed- 30. Marlowe's Life of Edward II. which was en-

tered on the books of the Stationers' Company in

1593, has been deemed by some the earliest speci-

men of the historical play founded upon English
chronicles. Whether this be true or not, and pro-

bably it is not, it is certainly by far the best after

thoseof Shakspeare.t And it seems probable that the

* " Blood" says a late witty Europe. We need hardly name
writer,

"
is made as light of in the absurd supposition, that Fust,

some of these old dramas as money the great printer, was intended.

in a modern sentimental comedy ; J Collier observes that,
" the

and as this is given away till it character of Richard II. in Shak-
reminds us that it is nothing but speare seems modelled in no slight

counters, so that is spilt till it affects degree upon that of Edward II."

us no more than its representative, But I am reluctant to admit that

the paint of the property-man in Shakspeare modelled his characters

the theatre." Lamb's Specimens by those of others ; and it is natu-

of Early Dramatic Poets, i. 19. ral to ask whether there were not

\ The German story of Faust is an extraordinary likeness in the

said to have been published for the dispositions as well as fortunes of

first time in 1587. It was rapidly the two kings.
translated into most languages of
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old plays of the Contention of Lancaster and York, CHAP.

and the True Tragedy of Richard Duke of York,
which Shakspeare remodelled in the second and Plays

i n TT -rr-r whence
third parts of Henry VI., were in great part by Henry vi.

Marlowe, though Greene seems to put in for some
share in their composition.* These plays claim

certainly a very low rank among those of Shak-

speare : his original portion is not inconsiderable
;

but it is fair to observe, that some of the passages
most popular, such as the death of Cardinal Beau-

fort, and the last speech of the Duke of York, are

not by his hand.

31. No one could think of disputing the supe-

riority of Marlowe to all his contemporaries of this

* These old plays were reprinted

by Stevens in 1766. Malone, on a

laborious comparison of them with

the second and third parts of Hen-

ry VI., has ascertained that 1771

lines in the latter plays were taken

from the former unaltered, 2373

altered by Shakspeare, while 1899

were altogether his own. It re-

mains to inquire, who are to claim

the credit of these other plays, so

great a portion of which has passed
with the world for the genuine
work of Shakspeare. The solution

seems to be given, as well as we
can expect, in a passage often

Sioted

from Robert Greene's

roat'sworth of Wit, published
not long before his death in Sep-
tember 1592.

"
Yes," nays he,

addressing himself to some one

who has been conjectured to be

Peele, but more probably Marlowe,
" trust them (the players) not, for

there is an upstart crow, beautified

with our feathers, that, with his

tyger's heart wrapped in a player's

hide, supposes he is as well able

to bombast out a blank verse as

the best of you; and being an

absolute Johannes factotum, is, in

his own conceit, the only Shake-
scene in a country." An allusion

is here manifest to the "
tyger's

heart, wrapt in a woman's hide,"
which Shakspeare borrowed from
the old play, The Contention of
the Houses, and which is here in-

troduced to hint the particular

subject of plagiarism that prompts
the complaint of Greene. The
bitterness he displays must lead us
to suspect that he had been one
himself of those who were thus

preyed upon.
But the greater part

of the plays in question is in the

judgment, I conceive, of all com-

petent critics, far above the powers
either of Greene or Peele, and
exhibits a much greater share of
the spirited versification, called by
Jonson the "

mighty line," of

Christopher Marlowe. Malone,

upon second thoughts, gave both

these plays to Marlowe, having, in

his dissertation on the three parts
of Henry VI., assigned one to

Greene, the other to Peele. None
of the three parts have any resem-

blance to the manner of Peclc.
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CHAP, early school of the English drama. He was killed
'

in a tavern fray in 159-3. There is more room for

difference of tastes as to the second place. Mr.

Campbell has bestowed high praises upon Peele.

" His David and Bethsabe is the earliest fountain

of pathos and harmony that can be traced in our

dramatic poetry. His fancy is rich and his feeling

tender j and his conceptions of dramatic character

have no inconsiderable
"

mixture of solid veracity

[sic] and ideal beauty. There is no such sweet-

ness of versification and imagery to be found in our

blank verse anterior to Shakspeare."* I must

concur with Mr. Collier in thinking these compli-
ments excessive. Peele has some command of

imagery, but in every other quality it seems to me
that he has scarce any claim to honour ;

and I

doubt if there are three lines together in any of his

plays that could be mistaken for Shakspeare's.
His Edward I. is a gross tissue of absurdity, with

some facility of language, but nothing truly good.
It has also the fault of grossly violating historic

truth, in a hideous misrepresentation of the vir-

tuous Eleanor of Castile ; probably from the base

motive of rendering the Spanish nation odious to

the vulgar. This play, which is founded on a

* Specimens of English Poetry, sabe, that they contain a metaphor
i. 140. Hawkins says of three worthy of ^Eschylus :

lines in Peele's David and Beth-

At him the thunder shall discharge his bolt ;

And his fair spouse with bright and fiery wings
Sit ever burning on his hateful bones.

It may be rather JEschylean, gracefulness of expression, and a

yet I cannot much admire it. Peele melody of versification which, in

seldom attempts such flights.
" His the earlier part of his career, was

genius was not boldly original ; scarcely approached." Collier, iii.

but he had an elegance of fancy, a 19].
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ballad equally false, is referred to the year 1593. CHAP.

The versification of Peele is much inferior to that
VL

of Marlowe
;
and though sometimes poetical, he

seems rarely dramatic.

32. A third writer for the stage in this period is Greene.

Robert Greene, whose " Friar Bacon and Friar

Bungay" may probably be placed about the year
1590. This comedy, though savouring a little of

the old school, contains easy and spirited versifica-

tion, superior to Peele, and though not so ener-

getic as that of Marlowe, reminding us perhaps
more frequently of Shakspeare.* Greene succeeds

pretty well in that florid and gay style, a little re-

dundant in images, which Shakspeare frequently

gives to his princes and courtiers, and which ren-

ders some unimpassioned scenes in the historic

plays effective and brilliant. There is great ta-

lent shown, though upon a very strange canvas, in

Grenee's "Looking-glass for London and England."
His angry allusion to Shakspeare's plagiarism is best

explained by supposing that he was himself con-

cerned in the two old plays which have been

converted into the second and third parts of

Henry VI. t In default of a more probable

claimant, I have sometimes been inclined to assign

* " Greene in facility of expres- good fortune to be in a great de-

sion and in the flow of his blank grce without the knowledge, and

verse is not to be placed below his therefore, if on no other account,

contemporary Peele. His usual without the defect." Collier, iii.

fault, more discoverable in his 153. Tieck gives him credit for

plays than in his poems, is an " a happy talent, a clear spirit, and

absence of simplicity ; but his pe- a lively imagination,
which charac-

dantic classical references, fre- tcrise all his writings." Collier,

quently without either taste or iii. 148.

discretion, he had in common f Mr. Collier
says,

iii. HO.
with the other scribbling scholars Greene may possibly have had

of the time. It was Shaks|>eare's a hand in the True History of
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CHAP.
VI.

Other
writers of

this age.

the first part of Henry VI. to Greene. But those

who are far more conversant with the style of our

dramatists do not suggest this
;
and we are evi-

dently ignorant of many names, which might have

ranked not discreditably by the side of these tra-

gedians. The first part, however, of Henry VI.

is, in some passages, not unworthy of Shakspeare's
earlier days, nor, in my judgment, unlike his style ;

nor in fact do I know any one of his contemporaries
who could have written the scene in the Temple
Garden. The light touches of his pencil have ever

been still more inimitable, if possible, than its more

elaborate strokes.*

33. We can hardly afford time to dwell on

several other writers anterior to Shakspeare. Kyd,
whom Mr. Collier places, as a writer of blank

Richard Duke of York. But why no doubt of his meaning. See the

possibly ? when he claims it, if not note in p. 377.

in express words, yet so as to have In a poem written on Greene in

1594, are these lines :

Green is the pleasing object of an eye ;

Greene pleased the eyes of all that looked upon him ;

Green is the ground of every painter's die ;

Greene gave the ground to all that wrote upon him :

Nay more, the men that so eclipsed his fame,
Purloined his plumes, can they deny the same ?

This seems an allusion to

Greene's own metaphor, and must
be taken for a covert attack on

Shakspeare, who had by this time

pretty well eclipsed the fame of

Greene.
* " These three gifted men

(Peele, Greene, and Marlowe),
says their late editor, Mr. Dyce
(Peele's Works, preface xxxv.J,

though they often present to us

pictures that in design and colour-

ing outrage the truth of nature, are

the earliest of our tragic writers

who exhibit any just delineation of
the workings of passion ; and their

language, though now swelling into

bombast, and now sinking into

meanne-s, is generally rich with

poetry, while their versification,

though somewhat monotonous, is

almost always flowing and harmo-
nious. They as much excel their

immediate predecessors as they are

themselves excelled by Shak-

speare." Not quite as much.
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verse, next to Marlowe*, Lodge t, Lily, Nash, CHAP.

Hughes, and a few more, have all some degree
VI '

of merit. Nor do the anonymous tragedies, some
of which were formerly ascribed to Shakspeare,
and which even Schlegel, with less acuteness
of criticism than is usual with him, has deemed

genuine, always want a forcible delineation of pas-
sion, and a vigorous strain of verse, though not

kept up for many lines. Among these are speci-
mens of the domestic species of tragic drama,
drawn probably from real occurrences, such as

Arden of Feversham and the Yorkshire Tragedy,
the former of which, especially, has very consider-

able merit. Its author, I believe, has not been

conjectured ; but it may be referred to the last

decad of the century, t Another play of the same

*
Collier, iii. 207. Kyd is author of a part of dramatic poetry, he un-

Jeronymo, and ofthe" Spanish Tra- questionably has the advantage,"
gedy," a continuation of the same iii. 214.

story. Shakspeare has selected J The murder of Arden of
some of their absurdities for ridi- Feversham occurred under Edward
cule, and has left an abundant VI., but the play was published in

harvest for the reader. Parts of 1592. The impression made by the
the Spanish Tragedy, Mr. C. story must have been deep to pro-
thinks,

" are in the highest degree duce a tragedy so longafterwards. It

pathetic and interesting." This is said by Mr. Collier, that Professor

perhaps may be admitted, but Kyd Tieck has inclined to think Arden
is not, upon the whole, a pleasing of Feversham a genuine work of
dramatist. Shakspeare. I cannot but venture

f Lodge, one of the best poets to suspect that, if this distinguished
of the age, was concerned, jointly critic were a native, he would dis-

with Greene, in the Looking-glass cern such differences of style, as

for London. In this strange per- render this hypothesis improbable.
formalKT the prophet Hosea is The speeches

in Arden of Fever-

brought to Nineveh, and the dra- sham nave spirit and feeling, but

matis personse, as far as they are there is none of that wit, that fer-

serious, belong to that city ; but tility of analogical imagery, which
all the farcical part relates to Lon- the worst plays of Shakspcare dis-

don. Of Lodge Mr. C. says, that play. The language is also more
he is

" second to Kyd in vigour plain and perspicuous than we ever

and boldness of conception, but as find in him, especially on a subject
a drawer of character, so essential so full of passion. Mr. Collier
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kind, A Woman killed with Kindness, bears the

date of 1600, and is the earliest production of a

fertile dramatist, Thomas Heywood. The lan-
Woman

_
*

killed with guage is not much raised above that of comedy,
but we can hardly rank a tale of guilt, sorrow, and

death, in that dramatic category. It may be read

with interest and approbation at this day, being

quite free from extravagance either in manner or

language, the besetting sin of our earlier drama-

tists, and equally so from buffoonery. The sub-

ject resembles that of Kotzebue's drama, The

Stranger, but is managed with a nobler tone of

morality. It is true that Mrs. Frankfort's imme-

diate surrender to her seducer, like that of Beau-

mele in the Fatal Dowry, makes her contempt-
ible

j
but this, though it might possibly have

originated in the necessity created by the narrow

limits of theatrical time, has the good effect of

preventing that sympathy with her guilt, which is

reserved for her penitence.

34. Of William Shakspeare *, whom, throughWilliam

Shakspeare.

discerns the hand of Shakspeare in

the Yorkshire Tragedy, and thinks

that "there are some speeches which

could scarcely have proceeded
from any other pen," ("oilier, iii.

51. It was printed with his name
in 1608 ; but this, which would be

thought good evidence in most

cases, must not be held sufficient,

It is impossible to explain the

grounds of internal persuasion
in these nice questions of esthetic

criticism ; but I cannot perceive
the hand of Shakspeare in any of

the anonymous tragedies.
* Though I shall not innovate

in a work of this kind, not par-

ticularly relating to Shakspeare, I

must observe, that Sir Frederic

Madden has offered very specious
reasons (in the Archaeologia, vol.

xxvi.), for believing that the poet
and his family spelt their name
Shakspere, and that there are, at

least, no exceptions in his own
autographs, as has commonly been

supposed. A copy of Florio's

translation of Montaigne, a book
which he had certainly read (see
Malone's note on Tempest, act ii.

scene 1.), has been lately discovered
with the name W. Shakspere clearly
written in it, and there seems no
reason to doubt that it is a genuine
signature. This book has, very
properly, been placed in the British

Museum, among the choice
Xta of that repository.
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the mouths of those whom he has inspired to body CHAP.

forth the modifications of his immense mind, we
'

seem to know better than any human writer, it

may be truly said that we scarcely know any thing.

We see him, so far as we do see him, not in him-

self, but in a reflex image from the objectivity hi

which he was manifested ;
he is Falstaff, and Mer-

cutio, and Malvolio, and Jaques, and Portia, and

Imogen, and Lear, and Othello j
but to us he is

scarcely a determined person, a substantial reality

of past time, the man Shakspeare. The two

greatest names in poetry are to us little more than

names. If we are not yet come to question his

unity, as we do that of " the blind old man of

Scio's rocky isle,
" an improvement in critical

acuteness doubtless reserved for a distant posterity,

we as little feel the power of identifying the young
man who came up from Stratford, was afterwards

an indifferent player in a London theatre, and re-

tired to his native place in middle life, with the

author of Macbeth and Lear, as we can give a dis-

tinct historic personality to Homer. All that

insatiable curiosity and unwearied diligence have

hitherto detected about Shakspeare serves rather

to disappoint and perplex us, than to furnish the

slightest illustration of his character. It is not the

register of his baptism, or the draft of his will,

or the orthography of his name that we seek. No
letter of his writing, no record of his conversation,

no character of him drawn with any fullness by a

contemporary can be produced.
35. It is generally supposed that he settled in Lon- Hit first

don about 1587, being then twenty-three years old.
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CHAP. For some time afterwards we cannot trace him dis-
VL

tinctly. Venus and Adonis, published in 1593,

he describes in his dedication to Lord Southamp-
ton, as " the first heir of his invention." It is

however certain that it must have been written

some years before, unless we take these words in a

peculiar sense, for Greene, in his Groat'sworth of

Wit, 1592, alludes, as we have seen, to Shakspeare
as already known among dramatic authors. It

appears by this passage, that he had converted the

two plays on the wars of York and Lancaster into

what we read as the second and third parts of

Henry VI. What share he may have had in simi-

lar repairs of the many plays then represented,
cannot be determined. It is generally believed

that he had much to do with the tragedy of Peri-

cles, which is now printed among his works, and

which external testimony, though we should not

rely too much on that as to Shakspeare, has as-

signed to him
;

but the play is full of evident

marks of an inferior hand.* Its date is unknown ;

Drake supposes it to have been his earliest work,

rather from its inferiority than on any other ground.
Titus Andronicus is now by common consent

denied to be, in any sense, a production of Shak-

speare ; very few passages, I should think not one,

resemble his manner, t

* Malone, in a dissertation on The opinion of Stevens is now
the tragedy of Pericles, maintained general. Drake gives the last

that it was altogether an early three acts, and part of the former,
work of Shakspeare. Stevens to Shakspeare ; but I can hardly
contended that it was a production think his share is by any means so
of some older poet, improved by large.
him ; and Malone had the candour

-f- Notwithstanding this internal

to own that he had been wrong, evidence, Meres, so early as 1598,
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36. The Comedy of Errors maybe presumed by
an allusion it contains to have been written before

the submission of Paris to Henry IV. in 1594,
which nearly put an end to the civil war. * It is

founded on a very popular subject. This furnishes

two extant comedies of Plautus, a translation from

one of which, the Mencechmi, was represented in

Italy earlier than any other play. It had been al-

ready, as Mr. Collier thinks, brought upon the

stage in England ;
and another play, later than the

Comedy of Errors, has been reprinted by Stevens.

Shakspeare himself was so well pleased with the

idea that he has returned to it in Twelfth Night.

Notwithstanding the opportunity which these mis-

takes of identity furnish for ludicrous situations and

for carrying on a complex plot, they are not very
well adapted to dramatic effect, not only from the ma-

nifest difficulty of finding performers quite alike, but

because, were this overcome, the audience must be

in as great embarrassment as the represented charac-

ters themselves. In the Comedy of Errors there

are only a few passages of a poetical vein, yet such

perhaps as no other living dramatist could have

written
;
but the story is vyell invented and well

managed ;
the confusion of persons does not cease

to amuse ;
the dialogue is easy and gay beyond

what had been hitherto heard on the stage ; there

enumerates Titus Andronicus testimony, when re* ipta per se

among the plays of Shakspenre, vocifcratnr to the contrary,

and mentions no other hut what is * Act iiu scene 2. Some have

genuine. Drake, ii. 287. But, in judged the play from this passage
criticism of all kinds, we must to be as early as 1591, but on

acquire a dogged habit of resisting precarious grounds.

VOL. II. C C
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CHAP, is little buffoonery in the wit, and no absurdity in

. the circumstances.

TWO Gen. sj. The Two Gentlemen of Verona ranks above

Verona. the Comedy of Errors, though still in the third

class of Shakspeare's plays. It was probably the

first English comedy in which characters are drawn

from social life, at once ideal and true
;
the cava-

liers of Verona and their lady-loves are graceful

personages, with no transgression ofthe probabilities

of nature ;
but they are not exactly the real men

and women of the same rank in England. The

imagination of Shakspeare must have been guided

by some familiarity with romances before it struck

out this play. It contains some very poetical

lines. Though these two plays could not give

the slightest suspicion of the depth of thought
which Lear and Macbeth were to display, it was

already evident that the names of Greene, and even

Marlowe, would be eclipsed without any necessity

for purloining their plumes.
Love's La- 38. Love's Labour Lost is generally placed, I

believe, at the bottom of the list. There is indeed

little interest in the fable, if we can say that there

is any fable at all
;
but there are beautiful corusca-

tions of fancy, more original conception of charac-

ter than in the Comedy of Errors, more lively

humour than in the Gentlemen of Verona, more

symptoms of Shakspeare's future powers as a comic

writer than in either. Much that is here but im-

perfectly developed came forth again in his later

plays, especially in As you Like it, and Much Ado

Taming of about Nothing. The Taming of the Shrew is the
ew'

only play, except Henry VI., in which Shakspeare
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has been very largely a borrower. The best parts CHAP.

are certainly his, but it must be confessed, that
VL

several passages, for which we give him credit, and
which are very amusing, belong to his unknown

predecessor. The original play, reprinted by Ste-

vens, was published in 1594-
* I do not find so

much genius in the Taming of the Shrew as in

Love's Labour Lost
; but, as an entire play, it is

much more complete.

39. The beautiful play of Midsummer Night's
Dream is placed by Malone as early as 1592 ;

its

superiority to those we have already mentioned

affords some presumption that it was written after

them. But it evidently belongs to the earlier period
of Shakspeare's genius ; poetical as we account it,

more than dramatic, yet rather so, because the

indescribable profusion of imaginative poetry in this

play overpowers our senses till we can hardly ob-

serve any thing else, than from any deficiency of

dramatic excellence. For in reality the structure

of the fable, consisting as it does of three if not

four actions, very distinct in their subjects and

personages, yet wrought into each other without

effort or confusion, displays the skill, or rather

instinctive felicity of Shakspeare, as much as in any

play he has written. No preceding dramatist had

attempted to fabricate a complex plot, for low comic

scenes, interspersed with a serious action upon which

they have no influence, do not merit notice. The

Mencechmi of Plautus had been imitated by others

* Mr. Collier thinks that Shak- underplot resembles, he says, the

npearc had nothing to do with any style of Haughton, author of a

of the scenes where Kathcrinc and comedy called Englishmen for my
Petruchio are not introduced. The Money, iii. 78.

c c 2
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CHAP, as well as by Shakspeare ; but we speak here of

original invention.

its ma- 40. The Midsummer Night's Dream is, I believe,

altogether original in one of the most beautiful

conceptions that ever visited the mind of a poet,

the fairy machinery. A few before him had dealt

in a vulgar and clumsy manner with popular supersti-

tions
; but the sportive, beneficent, invisible popu-

lation of the air and earth, long since established

in the creed of childhood, and of those simple as

children, had never for a moment been blended

with " human mortals" among the personages of the

drama. Lily's Maid's Metamorphosis is probably later

than this play of Shakspeare, and was not published
till 1600.* It is unnecessary to observe that the

fairies of Spenser, as he has dealt with them, are

wholly of a different race.

its lan- 4,1. The language of Midsummer Night's Dream
is equally novel with the machinery. It sparkles
in perpetual brightness with all the hues of the

rainbow
; yet there is nothing overcharged or

affectedly ornamented. Perhaps no play of Shak-

speare has fewer blemishes, or is from beginning to

end in so perfect keeping ;
none in which so few

lines could be erased, or so few expressions blamed.

His own peculiar idiom, the dress of his mind,

which began to be discernible in the Two Gentle-

men of Verona, is more frequently manifested in

the present play. The expression is seldom ob-

scure, but it is never in poetry, and hardly in prose,

the expression of other dramatists, and far less of

*
Collier, iii, 185. Lily had, making them speak, into some of

however, brought fairies, without his earlier plays. Ibid.
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the people. And here, without reviving the de- CHAP.

bated question of Shakspeare's learning, I must
'

venture to think, that he possessed rather more

acquaintance with the Latin language than

many believe. The phrases, unintelligible and

improper, except in the sense of their primitive

roots, which occur so copiously in his plays, seem

to be unaccountable on the supposition of absolute

ignorance. In the Midsummer Night's Dream,
these are much less frequent than in his later

dramas. But here we find several instances. Thus,
"
things base and vile, holding no quantity" for

value; rivers, that "have overborn their continents"

the continents ripa of Horace ;

"
compact of imagi-

nation ;

" "
something of great constancy" for con-

sistency ;

" sweet Pyramus translated there ;" "the

law of Athens, which by no means we may extenu-

ate" I have considerable doubts whether any of

these expressions would be found in the contem-

porary prose of Elizabeth's reign, which was less

overrun by pedantry than that of her successor
;

but, could authority be produced for Latinisms so

forced, it is still not very likely that one, who did

not understand their proper meaning, would have

introduced them into poetry. It would be a weak

answer that we do not detect in Shakspeare any
imitations of the Latin poets. His knowledge of

the language may have been chiefly derived, like

that of schoolboys, from the dictionary, and in-

sufficient for the thorough appreciation of their

beauties But, if we should believe him well ac-

quainted with Virgil or Ovid, it would be by no

means surprising that his learning does not display

c c 3
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CHAP, itself in imitation. Shakspeare seems now and then
'

to have a tinge on his imagination from former

passages ;
but he never designedly imitates, though,

as we have seen, he has sometimes adopted. The
streams of invention flowed too fast from his own
mind to leave him time to accommodate the words

of a foreign language to our own. He knew that

to create would be easier, and pleasanter, and

better.*

Romeo and 4^. The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet is referred

by Malone to the year 1596. Were I to judge by
internal evidence, I should be inclined to date this

play before the Midsummer Night's Dream
; the

great frequency of rhymes, the comparative absence

of Latinisms, the want of that thoughtful philo-

sophy, which, when it had once germinated in

Shakspeare's mind, never ceased to display itself,

and several of the faults that juvenility may best

explain and excuse, would justify this inference.

its plot. 43. In one of the Italian novels to which Shak-

speare had frequently recourse for his fable, he had

the good fortune to meet with this simple and pa-
thetic subject. What he found he has arranged
with great skill. The incidents in Romeo and

Juliet are rapid, various, unintermitting in interest,

* The celebrated essay by Far- probable that Shakspeare could
mer on the learning of Shakspeare, have acquired any knowledge of

put an end to such notions as we Greek. It was not a part of such
find in Warburton and many of education as he received. The
the older commentators, that he case of Latin is different : we know
had imitated Sophocles, and I that he was at a grammar school,
know not how many Greek au- and could hardly have spent two
thors. Those indeed who agree or three years there without bring-
with what I have said in a former ing away 'a certain portion of the

chapter as to the state of learning language,
under Elizabeth, will not think it
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sufficiently probable, and tending to the catas- CHAP

trophe. The most regular dramatist has hardly ex-
'

celled one writing for an infant and barbarian stage.

It is certain that the observation of the unity of

time, which we find in this tragedy, unfashionable

as the name of unity has become in our criticism,

gives an intenseness of interest to the story, which

is often diluted and dispersed in a dramatic history.

No play of Shakspeare is more frequently repre-

sented, or honoured with more tears.

44. If from this praise of the fable we pass to its beauties

other considerations, it will be more necessary to

modify our eulogies. It has been said above of

the Midsummer Night's Dream, that none of

Shakspeare's plays have fewer blemishes. We can

by no means repeat this commendation of Romeo
and Juliet. It may be said rather that few, if any,
are more open to reasonable censure

; and we are

almost equally struck by its excellencies and its

defects.

45. Madame de Stael has truly remarked, that

in Romeo and Juliet we have, more than in any
other tragedy, the mere passion of love ; love, in

all its vernal promise, full of hope and innocence,

ardent beyond all restraint of reason, but tender as

it is warm. The contrast between this impetuosity

of delirious joy, in which the youthful lovers are

first displayed, and the horrors of the last scene,

throws a charm of deep melancholy over the whole.

Once alone each of them, in these earlier moments,

is touched by a presaging fear ;
it passes quickly

away from them, but is not lost on the reader. To
him there is a sound of despair in the wild effusions

c c 4
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CHAP, of their hope, and the madness of grief is mingled
- with the intoxication of their joy. And hence it

is that, notwithstanding its many blemishes, we all

read and witness this tragedy with delight. It is

a symbolic mirror of the fearful realities of life,

where " the course of true love," has so often
" not run smooth," and moments of as fond illu-

sion as beguiled the lovers of Verona have been

exchanged, perhaps as rapidly, not indeed for the

dagger and the bowl, but for the many-headed sor-

sows and sufferings of humanity.
The cha- 46. The character of Romeo is one of excessive

tenderness. His first passion for Rosaline, which no

vulgar poet would have brought forward, serves to

display a constitutional susceptibility. There is

indeed so much of this in his deportment and

language, that we might be in some danger of mis-

taking it for effeminacy, if the loss of his friend had

not aroused his courage. It seems to have been

necessary to keep down a little the other characters,

that they might not overpower the principal one ;

and though we can by no means agree with Dryden,
that if Shakspeare had not killed Mercutio, Mercutio

would have killed him, there might have been

some danger of his killing Romeo. His brilliant

vivacity shows the softness of the other a little to

a disadvantage. Juliet is a child, whose intoxication

in loving and being loved whirls away the little

reason she may have possessed. It is however

impossible, in my opinion, to place her among the

great female characters of Shakspeare's creation.

The lan- 47. Of the language of this tragedy what shall we

say ? It contains passages that every one remembers,
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that are among the nobler efforts of Shakspeare's CHAP.

poetry, and many short and beautiful touches of his
^ L

proverbial sweetness. Yet, on the other hand, the

faults are in prodigious number. The conceits, the

phrases that jar on the mind's ear, if I may use such

an expression, and interfere with the very emotion

the poet would excite, occur at least in the first

three acts without intermission. It seems to have

formed part of his conception of this youthful and

ardent pair, that they should talk irrationally. The

extravagance of their fancy, however, not only

forgets reason, but wastes itself in frigid metaphors
and incongruous conceptions ;

the tone of Romeo is

that of the most bombastic commonplace of gal-

lantry, and the young lady differs only in being
one degree more mad. The voice of virgin love

has been counterfeited by the authors of many
fictions : I know none who have thought the style

of Juliet would represent it. Nor is this confined

to the happier moments of their intercourse. False

thoughts and misplaced phrases deform the whole

of the third act. It may be added that, if not

dramatic propriety, at least the interest of the cha-

racter, is affected by some of Juliet's allusions.

She seems indeed to have profited by the lessons

and language of her venerable guardian ;
and those

who adopt the edifying principle ofdeducing a moral

from all they read, may suppose that Shakspcare

intended covertly to warn parents against the con-

taminating influence of such domestics. These

censures apply chiefly to the first three acts; as

the shadows deepen over the scene, the language

assumes a tone more proportionate to the interest j
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CHAP, many speeches are exquisitely beautiful ; yet the

tendency to quibbles is never wholly eradicated.

Second 48. The plays we have hitherto mentioned, to

which one or two more mightbe added, belong to the

earlier class, or, as we might say, to his first man-

ner. In the second period of his dramatic life, we
should place his historical plays, and such others

as were written before the end of the century or

perhaps before the death of Elizabeth. The Mer-

chant of Venice, As You Like It, and Much Ado
about Nothing, are among these. The versi-

fication in these is more studied, the pauses more

artificially disposed, the rhymes, though not quite

abandoned, become less frequent, the language is

more vigorous and elevated, the principal characters

are more strongly marked, more distinctly con-

ceived, and framed on a deeper insight into man-

kind. Nothing in the earlier plays can be com-

pared, in this respect, with the two Richards, or

Shylock, or Falstaff, or Hotspur.

The histo- 49 Many attempts had been made to dramatise
ncai plays, fae English chronicles, but with the single excep-

tion of Marlowe's Edward II., so unsuccessfully,
that Shakspeare may be considered as almost an

original occupant of the field. He followed his-

torical truth with considerable exactness
; and, in

some of his plays, as in that of Richard II., and

generally in Richard III. and Henry VIII., ad-

mitted no imaginary personages, nor any scenes of

amusement. The historical plays have had a great
effect on Shakspeare's popularity. They have

identified him with English feelings in English

hearts, and are very frequently read more in child-
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hood, and consequently better remembered than CHAP.

some of his superior dramas. And these dramatic

chronicles borrowed surprising liveliness and pro-

bability from the national character and form of

government. A prince, and a courtier, and a

slave are the stuff on which the historic dramatist

would have to work in some countries
; but every

class of freemen, in the just subordination, without

which neither human society, nor the stage, which
should be its mirror, can be more than a chaos of

huddled units, lay open to the selection of Shak-

speare. What he invented is as truly English, as

truly historical, in the large sense of moral history,
as what he read.

50. The Merchant of Venice is generally es- Merchant

teemed the best of Shakspeare's comedies. This
of Venice*

excellent play is referred to the year 1597.* In

the management of the plot, which is sufficiently

complex without the slightest confusion or inco-

herence, I do not conceive that it has been sur-

passed in the annals of any theatre. Yet there

are those who still affect to speak of Shakspeare as

a barbarian ;
and others who, giving what they

think due credit to his genius, deny him all judg-
ment and dramatic taste. A comparison of his

* Meres, in his Palladia Tainia, medy witness his Gentlemen of

or Wit's Treasury, 1598, has a Verona, his Errors, his Love's

passage of some value in determin- Labour Lost, his Love's Labour

ing the age of Shakspeare's plays, Won [the original appellation of

both by what it contains, and by All's Well that Ends Well], his

what it omits.
" As Plantus and Midsummer Night's Dream, and

Seneca are accounted the best for his Merchant of Venice ; for tra-

comedy and tragedy among the gcdy his Richard II., his Rich-

Latins, so Shakspeare among the ard III., Henry IV., King John,

English is the most excellent in Titus Androntmt, and his Romeo
both kinds for the stage ; for co- and Juliet." Drake, ii. 287.
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CHAP, works with those of his contemporaries, and it is
'

surely to them that we should look, will prove that

his judgment is by no means the least of his rare

qualities. This is not so remarkable in the mere con-

struction of his fable, though the present comedy
is absolutely perfect in that point of view, and

several others are excellently managed, as in the

general keeping of the characters, and the choice

of incidents. If Shakspeare is sometimes extra-

vagant, the Marstons and Middletons are seldom

otherwise. The variety of characters in the Mer-

chant of Venice, and the powerful delineation of

those upon whom the interest chiefly depends, the

effectiveness of many scenes in representation, the

copiousness of the wit, and the beauty of the lan-

guage, it would be superfluous to extol
;
nor is it

our office to repeat a tale so often told as the praise

of Shakspeare. In the language there is the com-

mencement of a metaphysical obscurity which soon

became characteristic ; but it is perhaps less ob-

servable than in any later play.

51. The sweet and sportive temper of Shakspeare,

though it never deserted him, gave way to ad-

vancing years, and to the mastering force of serious

thought, What he read we know but very im-

perfectly ; yet, in the last years of this century,
when five and thirty summers had ripened his

genius, it seems that he must have transfused

much of the wisdom of past ages into his own

all-combining mind. In several of the historical

plays, in the Merchant of Venice, and especially
AS YOU in As You Like It, the philosophic eye, turned
Llke It-

inward on the mysteries of human nature, is more
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and more characteristic; and we might apply to the CHAP
last comedy the bold figure that Coleridge has less

VJ '

appropriately employed as to the early poems, that
:< the creative power and the intellectual energy
wrestle as in a war embrace." In no other play,
at least, do we rind the bright imagination and

fascinating grace of Shakspeare's youth so mingled
with the thoughtfulness of his maturer age. This

play is referred with reasonable probability to the

year 1600. Few comedies of Shakspeare are more

generally pleasing, and its manifold improbabilities
do not much affect us in perusal. The brave in-

jured Orlando, the sprightly but modest Rosalind,

the faithful Adam, the reflecting Jaques, the serene

and magnanimous Duke, interest us by turns, though
the play is not so well managed as to condense our

sympathy, and direct it to the conclusion.

52. The comic scenes of Shakspeare had gener-

ally been drawn from novels, and laid in foreign

lands. But several of our earliest plays, as has been r

partly seen, delineate the prevailing manners of

English life. None had acquired a reputation which

endured beyond their own time till Ben Jonson

in 1596 produced, at the age of twenty-two, his

first comedy, Every Man in his Humour ;
an ex-

traordinary monument of early genius, in what is

seldom the possession of youth, a clear and unerring

description of human character, various, and not

extravagant beyond the necessities of the stage.

He had learned the principles of comedy, no doubt,

from Plautus and Terence ;
for they were not to

be derived from the moderns at home or abroad
;

but he could not draw from them the application
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CHAP, of living passions and manners ; and it would be no

_ less unfair,as Gifford has justly observed, to make
Bobadil a copy of Thraso, than to deny the dra-

matic originality of Kitely.

53. Every Man in his Humour is perhaps the

earliest of European domestic comedies that de-

serves to be remembered ; for the Mandragola of

Machiavel shrinks to a mere farce in comparison.*
A much greater master of comic powers than

Jonson was indeed his contemporary, and, as he

perhaps fancied, his rival ; but, for some reason,

Shakspeare had never yet drawn his story from the

domestic life of his countrymen. Jonson avoided the

common defect of the Italian and Spanish theatre,

the sacrifice of all other dramatic objects to one

only, a rapid and amusing succession of incidents
;

his plot is slight and of no great complexity ; but

his excellence is to be found in the variety of his

characters, and in their individuality very clearly

defined with little extravagance.

* This would not have been any thing of the facts. Ginguene
approved by a modern literary his- might possibly be able to read
torian. Quelle etait, avant que English, but certainly had no sort

Moliere pariit et meme de son of acquaintance with the English

temps, la comedie moderne com- theatre. I should have no hesita-

parable a la Calandria, a la Man- tion in replying that we could pro-

dragore, aux meilleures pieces de duce at least forty comedies, before

1'Arioste, a celles de 1'Aretin, du the age of Moliere, superior to the

Cecchi, du Lasca, du Bentivoglio, best of those he has mentioned,
de Francesco D'Ambra, et de tant and perhaps three times that num-
d'autres ? Ginguene, vi. 316. This ber as good as the worst,

comes of deciding before we know
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CHAP. VII.

HISTORY OF POLITE LITERATURE IN PROSE
FROM 1550 TO 1600.

SECT. I.

Style of best Italian Writers Those of France England.

1. I AM not aware that we can make any great CHAP.

distinction in the character of the Italian writers

of this and the preceding period, though they are Italian

more numerous in the present. Some of these

have been already mentioned on account of their

subjects. In point of style, to which we now

chiefly confine ourselves, Casa is esteemed among
the best.* The Galateo is certainly diffuse, but

not so languid as some contemporary works ; nor

do we find in it, I think, so many of the inversions

which are common blemishes in the writings of this

age. The prose of Tasso is placed by Corniani

almost on a level with his poetry for beauty of

diction.
" We find in it," he says, "dignity, rhythm,

elegance, and purity without affectation, and per-

spicuity without vulgarity. He is never trifling or

verbose, like his contemporaries of that century ;

but endeavours to fill every part of his discourses

with meaning." t These praises may be just, but

* Corniani, v. 174-. Purini f Corniani, vl 840.

called the Oalatco, Capo d'opera
cli nostra lingua.
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CHAP, there is a tediousness in the moral essays of Tasso,

'__ which, like most other productions of that class,

assert what the reader has never seen denied, and

distinguish what he is in no danger of confounding.
Firenzuoia. g. Few Italian writers, it is said by the editors

of Italian of the voluminous Milan collection, have united

equally with Firenzuoia the most simple naivete to

a delicate sweetness, that diffuses itself over the

heart of the reader. His dialogue on the Beauty
of Women is reckoned one of the best of his works.

It is diffuse, but seems to deserve the praise be-

stowed upon its language. His translation of the

Golden Ass of Apuleius is read with more pleasure
than the original. The usual style of Italian prose
in this, accounted by some its best age, is elaborate,

ornate, yet not to excess, with a rhythmical struc-

ture apparently much studied, very rhetorical, and

for the most part trivial, as we should now think, in

its matter. The style ofMachiavel, to which, perhaps,
the reader's attention was not sufficiently called while

we were concerned with his political philosophy, is

eminent for simplicity, strength, and clearness. It

would not be too much to place him at the head of

the prose writers of Italy. But very few had the

good taste to emulate so admirable a model. "
They

were apt to presume, says Corniani, that the spirit

of good writing consisted in the artificial employ-
ment of rhetorical figures. They hoped to fertilize

the soil barren of argument by such resources.

They believed that they should become eloquent

by accumulating words upon words, and phrases

upon phrases, hunting on every side for metaphors,
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and exaggerating the most trifling theme by frigid CHAP.

hyperboles."
*

3. A treatise on Painting, by Raffaelle Borghino, Italian

published in 1584, called II Riposo, is highly

praised for its style by the Milan editors ; but it is

difficult for a foreigner to judge so correctly of

these delicacies of language, as he may of the

general merits of composition. They took infinite

pains with their letters, great numbers of which
have been collected. Those of Annibal Caro are

among the best known t; but Pietfo Aretino,
Paolo Manuzio, and Bonfadio are also celebrated

for their style. The appearance of labour and
affectation is still less pleasing in epistolary corre-

spondence than in writings more evidently designed
for the public eye ;

and there will be found abun-

dance of it in these Italian writers, especially in

addressing their superiors. Cicero was a model

perpetually before their eyes, and whose faults they
did not perceive. Yet perhaps the Italian writings

of this period, with their flowing grace, are more

agreeable than the sententious antitheses of the

* Corniani, vi. 52. stranissima e stomachosa, che hab-

)
It is of no relevancy to the biamo a parlar con uno, come se

history of literature, but in one of fosse un ultro, e tutta via in astrat-

Caro's letters to Bernardo Tasso, to, quasi con la idea di colui, con

about 1544, he censures the inno- chi si parla, non con la persona sua

vation of using the third person propria. Pure 1* abuso e gia futto,

in addressing a correspondent, ed e generalc, &c., lib. i. p. 122.

Tutto questo secolo (dice Monsig- (edit. 1581.) I have found the

nor de la Casa) e adulatore ; og- third person used as early as a

nuno che scrive da de le signorie ; letter of Paolo Manuzio to Castle-

ogntino, a chi si scrive, le vuole ; e vetro in 1543; but where there

non pure i grandi, ma i inczzani e was any intimacy with an equal
i plebei quasi aspirano a qucsti rank, it* is not much employed ;

gran nomi, e si tcn;ono anco per nor is it always found in thut age

affronto, se non gli hanno, e d* er- in letters to nu-n of very high rank

rorc son notuti quelli, cbc non gli from their inferiors,

danno. Cosa, che a me pare

VOL. II. D D
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CHAP. Spaniards. Both are artificial, but the efforts of the
'

one are bestowed on diction and cadence, those

of the other display a constant strain to be em-

phatic and profound. What Cicero was to Italy,

Seneca became to Spain.

4. An exception to the general character of dif-

fuseness is found in the well-known translation of

Tacitus by Davanzati. This, it has often been said,

he has accomplished in fewerwords than the original.

No one, as in the story of the fish, which was said

to weigh less in water than out of it, inquires into

the truth of what is confidently said, even where it

is obviously impossible. But whoever knows the

Latin and Italian languages must know that a

translation of Tacitus into Italian cannot be made
in fewer words. It will be found, as might be ex-

pected, that Davanzati has succeeded by leaving out

as much as was required to compensate the differ-

ence that articles and auxiliary verbs made against

him. His translation is also censured by Corniani*,

as full of obsolete terms and Florentine vulgarisms.
jordano 5. We can place under no better head than the

present, much of that lighter literature which,

without taking the form of romance, endeavours

to amuse the reader by fanciful invention and gay
remark. The Italians have much of this ; but it

is beyond our province to enumerate productions
of no great merit or renown. Jordano Bruno's

celebrated Spaccio della Bestia Trionfante is one of

this class. Another of Bruno's light pieces is en-

titled,La Cabala delCavalloPegaseo, con 1'Aggiunta
de PAsino Cillenico. This has more profaneness

* vi. 58.
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in it than the Spaccio della Bestia. The latter, as CHAP.

is well-known, was dedicated to Sir Philip Sydney;
'

as was also another little piece, Gli Eroici Furori.

In this he has a sonnet addressed to the English
ladies :

" Dell* Inghilterra o Vaghe Ninfe e Belle ;

"

but ending, of course, with a compliment, some-

what at the expense of these beauties, to "
1* unica

Diana QuaP e tra voi quel, che tra gl' astri il sole."

It had been well for Bruno if he had kept himself

under the protection of Diana. The " chaste

beams of that watery moon" were less scorching
than the fires of the Inquisition.

6. The French generally date the beginning of French

an easy and natural style in their own language
from the publication of James Amyot's translation

of Plutarch in 1559. Some earlier writers, how-

ever, have been mentioned in another place, and

perhaps some might have been added. The
French style of the sixteenth century is for the

most part diffuse, endless in its periods, and con-

sequently negligent of grammar ; but it was even

then lively and unaffected, especially in narration,

the memoirs of that age being still read with plea-

sure. Amyot, according to some, knew Greek

but indifferently, and was perhaps on that account

a better model of his own language ;
but if he did

not always render the meaning of Plutarch, he has

made Plutarch's reputation, and that, in some

measure, of those who have taken Plutarch for their

guide. It is well known how popular, more per-

haps than any other ancient, this historian and

moralist has been in France j but it is through

Amyot that he has been read. The style of his

D D 2
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CHAP, translator, abounding with the native idiom, and
'

yet enriching the language, not at that time quite

copious enough for its high vocation in literature,

with many words which usage and authority

have recognised, has always been regarded with

admiration, and by some, in the prevalence of a less

natural taste, with regret. It is in French prose
what that ofMarot is in poetry, and suggests, not an

uncultivated simplicity, but the natural grace of a

young person, secure of appearing to advantage,
but not at bottom indifferent to doing so. This

ndivet^ a word which, as we have neither na-

turalised nor translated it, I must adopt, has

ever since been the charm of good writing in

France. It is, above all, the characteristic of one

who may justly be called the disciple of Amyot,
and who extols him above all other writers in the

language Montaigne. The fascination of Mon-

taigne's manner is acknowledged by all who read

him
;

and with a worse style, or one less indi-

vidually adapted to his character, he would never

have been the favourite of the world.*

Montaigne; 7- In the essays of Montaigne a few passages
occur of striking, though simple eloquence. But

it must be admitted that the familiar idiomatic tone

of Amyot was better fitted to please than to awe,

to soothe the mind than to excite it, to charm

away the cares of the moment than to impart a

durable emotion. It was also so remote from the

grand style which the writings of Cicero and the

* See the articles on Amyot in CEuvres de Pascal, par Neufcha-

Baillet, iv. 428. Bayle. La Harpe. teau.

Biogr. Universelle. Preface aux
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precepts of rhetoric had taught the learned world CHAP.

to admire, that we cannot wonder to find some who
VIL

sought to model their French by a different stand-

ard. The only one of these, so far as I am aware,

that falls within the sixteenth century is Du Vair,

a man not less distinguished in public life than in

literature, having twice held the great seals of

France under Louis XIII. "He composed,"

says a modern writer,
"
many works, in which he

endeavoured to be eloquent ; but he fell into the

error, at that time so common, of too much wishing
to Latinise our mother tongue. He has been

charged with fabricating words, such as sponsion,

cogitation, contumelie, dilucidite, contemnement,
&c." *

Notwithstanding these instances of bad taste

which, when collected, seem more monstrous than as

they are dispersed in his writings, Du Vair is not

devoid of a flowing eloquence, which, whether per-

fectly congenial to the spirit of the language or not,

has never wanted its imitatorsand admirers, and those

very successful and brilliant, in French literature, t

* Neufchateau, in Preface a a 6t6 banni, que cestui-ci a etc tue,

Pascal, p. 181. Bouterwek, v. qui cestui-ci a e"te empoisonne'. A
326, praises Du Vair, but he does Athenes, Aristides, Themistoclcs,
not seem a favourite with his com- et Phocion ; a Rome infinis des-

patriot critics. quels je laisse les noms pour n'em-

f-
Du Vair's Essay de la Con- plir le papier, me contentant de

stance et Consolations es Malheurs Camillc, Scipion, et Ciceron pour

Publiques, of which the first edi- 1'antiquitl, de Papinien pour lea

tion is in 159-t, furnishes some temps des cmpercurs Remains, et

eloquent declamation in a style de uoece sous les (tots. Mais

unlike that of Ainyot. Repassez potirquoi le prenons nous si haut.

en votre memorie 1'histoire de toute Qui avons nous vu de notre siccle

1'antiquite
1

; et quand vous trouve- tenir les sceaux dc France, qui

rez un magistral qui aura eu grand n'ait etc" mis en cctte charge, pour
credit envers un peuple, on aupres en etrc dejcttc avec contumelie?

d'un prince, et qui sc sera voulii Cclui quiauroit vuM. IcChancelier

comporter vertueusement, dites Olivier, on M. le Chancelier dc

hardiment; Je gage quc cestui-ci 1'Hospital, partir de la cour pour

D I) 3
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CHAP.
VII.

Satire Me-

nippee.

English
writers.

It was of course the manner of the bar and of the

pulpit, after the pulpit laid aside its buffoonery, far

more than that of Amyot and Montaigne.
8. It is not in my power to communicate much

information as to the minor literature of France.

One book may be named as being familiarly known,

the Satire Menippee. The first edition bears the

date of 1593, but is said not to have appeared till

1594, containing some allusions to events of that

year. It is a ridicule on the proceedings of the

League, who were then masters of Paris, and

has commonly been ascribed to Leroy, canon of

Rouen, though Passerat, Pithou, Rapin, and others,

are said to have had some share in it. This book

is historically curious, but I do not perceive that

it displays any remarkable degree of humour or

invention. The truth appears so much through-

out, that it cannot be ranked among works of

fiction.*

9. In the scanty and obscure productions of the

English press under Edward and Mary, or in the

early years of Elizabeth, we should search, I con-

ceive, in vain for any elegance or eloquence in

writing. Yet there is an increasing expertness
and fluency, and the language insensibly rejecting

se retirer en leurs maisons, n'au-

roit jamais envie de tels honneurs,
ni de tels charges. Imaginez vous
ces braves et venerables vieillards,

esquels reluisoient toutes sortes

de vertus, et esquels entre une in-

finite
1

de' grandes parties vous n'cus-

siez spu que choisir, remplis d'eru-

dition, consommez es affaires, ama-
teurs de leur patrie, vraiment dig-
nes de telles charges, si le siecle

eust e"te digne d'eux. Apres avoir

longuement et fidelement servis la

patrie, on leur dresse des querelles

d'Allemans, et de fausses accusa-

tions pour les bannir des affaires,

on plutot pour en priver les af-

faires ; comme un navire agile de
la conduite de si sages et experts pi-

lotes, afin de le faire plus aisement

briser, p. 76. (edit. 1604.)

Biog. Univ. Vigneul-Marville,
i. 197.
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obsolete forms, the manner of our writers is less CHAP.

uncouth, and their sense more pointed and perspi-
cuous than before. Wilson's Art of Rhetorique is

at least a proof that some knew the merits of a good
style, if they did not yet bring their rules to bear on

their own language. In Wilson's own manner there

is nothing remarkable. The first book which can

be worth naming at all, is Ascham's Schoolmaster,

published in 1570, and probably written some years
before. Ascham is plain and strong in his style, but

without grace or warmth
;
his sentences have no har-

mony of structure. He stands, however, as far as

I have seen, above all other writers in the first half

of the queen's reign. The best of these, like Re-

ginald Scot, express their meaning well, but with

no attempt at a rhythmical structure or figurative

language ; they are not bad writers, because their

solid sense is aptly conveyed to the mind
j but

they are not good, because they have little selection

of words, and give no pleasure by means of style.

Puttenham is perhaps the first who wrote a well-

measured prose ;
in his Art of English Poesie,

published in 158G, he is elaborate, studious of ele-

vated and chosen expression, and rather diffuse, in

the manner of the Italians of the sixteenth century,

who affected that fulness of style, and whom he

probably meant to imitate. But in these later

years of the queen, when almost every one was

eager to be distinguished for sharp wit or ready

learning, the want of good models of writing in our

own language gave rise to some perversion of the

public taste. Thoughts and words began to be

valued, not as they were just and natural, but

D D 4
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CHAP, as they were removed from common apprehension,
and most exclusively the original property of those

who employed them. This in poetry showed it-

self in affected conceits, and in prose led to the

pedantry of recondite mythological allusion, and of

a Latinised phraseology.
Euphues jo. The most remarkable specimen of this class is

the Euphues of Lilly, a book of little value, but

which deserves notice on account of the influence

it is recorded to have had upon the court of

Elizabeth ;
an influence also over the public taste,

which is manifested in the literature of the age.

It is divided into two parts, having separate titles ;

the first,
"
Euphues, the Anatomy of Wit

;

"
the

second,
"
Euphues and his England." This is a

very dull story of a young Athenian, whom the

author places at Naples in the first part and brings
to England in the second

;
it is full of dry common-

places. The style which obtained celebrity is

antithetical, and sententious to affectation
;
the per-

petual effort with no adequate success rendering the

book equally disagreeable and ridiculous, though it

might not be difficult to find passages rather more

happy and ingenious than the rest. The following

specimen is taken at random, and though sufficiently

characteristic, is perhaps rather unfavourable to

Lilly, as a little more affected and empty than usual.

11. " The sharpest north-east wind, my good

Euphues, doth never last three days, tempests have

but a short time, and the more violent the thunder

is, the less permanent it is. In the like manner it

falleth out with jars and carpings of friends, which,

begun in a moment, are ended in a moment.
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Necessary it is that among friends there should be CHAP.

some thwarting, but to continue in anger not con- !_

venient : the camel first troubleth the water before

he drink ; the frankincense is burned before it smell
;

friends are tried before they be trusted, lest, shining

like the carbuncle as though they had fire, they be

found, being touched, to be without fire. Friendship
should be like the wine, which Homer much com-

mending calleth Maroneum, whereof one pint being

mingled with five quarts of water, yet it keepeth
his old strength and virtue, not to be qualified by

any discurtesie. Where salt doth grow nothing else

can breed ;
where friendship is built no offence

can harbour. Then, Euphues, let the falling out

of friends be the renewing of affection, that in this

we may resemble the bones of the lion, which,

lying still and not moved, begin to rot, but being

stricken one against another, break out like fire,

and wax green."
12. " The lords and gentlemen in that court (of

Elizabeth) are also an example," he says in a sub-

sequent passage, "for all others to follow, true

types of nobility, the only stay and staff of honour,

brave courtiers, stout soldiers, apt to revel in peace

and ride in war. In fight fierce, not dreading

death ;
in friendship firm, not breaking promise ;

courteous to all that deserve well, cruel to none

that deserve ill. Their adversaries they trust not

that showeth their wisdom j
their enemies they

fear not that argueth their courage. They are not

apt to proffer injuries, not fit to take any ; loth to

pick quarrels, but longing to revenge them." Lilly

pays great compliments to the ladies for beauty
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CHAP, and modesty, and overloads Elizabeth with pane-
'

gyric.
"
Touching the beauty of this prince, her

countenance, her majesty, her personage, I cannot

think that it may be sufficiently commended, when
it cannot be too much marvailed at

;
so that I am

constrained to say, as Praxiteles did when he began
to paint Venus and her son, who doubted whether

the world could afford colours good enough for two

such fair faces, and I whether my tongue can yield

words to blaze that beauty, the perfection whereof

none can imagine; which, seeing it is so, I must

do like those that want a clear sight, who being not

able to discern the sun in the sky, are inforced to

behold it in the water."

itspopu- 13^ it generally happens that a style devoid of

simplicity, when first adopted, becomes the object

of admiration for its imagined ingenuity and diffi-

culty ;
and that of Euphues was well adapted to a

pedantic generation who valued nothing higher
than far-fetched allusions and sententious precepts.
All the ladies of the time, we are told, were Lilly's

scholars ;

" she who spoke not Euphuism being as

little regarded at court as if she could not speak
French." " His invention," says one of his editors,

who seems well worthy of him, "was so curiously

strung, that Elizabeth's court held his notes in ad-

miration." *
Shakspeare has ridiculed this style in

Love's Labour Lost, and Jonson in Every Man out

of his Humour ; but, as will be seen on comparing
the extracts I have given above, with the language
of Holofernes and Fastidious Brisk, a little in the

tone of caricature, which Sir Walter Scott has

* In Biogr. Britannica, art. Lilly.
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heightened in one of his novels, till it bears no CHAP.

great resemblance to the real Euphues. I am not

sure that Shakspeare has never caught the Euphu-
istic style, -when he did not intend to make it

ridiculous, especially in some speeches of Hamlet.

14. The first good prose writer, in any positive Sydney's

sense of the word, is Sir Philip Sydney. The Arcadhu

Arcadia appeared in 1590. It has been said of

the author of this famous romance, to which, as

such, we shall have soon to revert, that " we may
regard the whole literary character of that age as in

some sort derived and descended from him, and his

work as the fountain from which all the vigorous
shoots of that period drew something of their ver-

dure and strength. It was indeed the Arcadia

which first taught to the contemporary writers that

inimitable interweaving and contexture of words,

that bold and unshackled use and application of

them, that art of giving to language, appropriated

to objects the most common and trivial, a kind of

acquired and adventitious loftiness, and to diction

in itself noble and elevated a sort of superadded

dignity, that power of ennobling the sentiments by
the language, and the language by the sentiments,

which so often excites our admiration in perusing

the writers of the age of Elizabeth." * This pane-

gyric appears a good deal too strongly expressed,

and perhaps the Arcadia had not this great influ-

ence over the writers of the latter years of Eliza-

beth, whose age is, in the passage quoted, rather too

indefinitely mentioned. We are sometimes apt to

mistake an improvement springing from the general

* Retrospective Review, vol. ii. p. 42.
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CHAP, condition of the public mind for imitation of the
VIL

one writer who has first displayed the effects of it.

Sydney is, as I have said, our earliest good writer ;

but if the Arcadia had never been published, I

cannot believe that Hooker or Bacon would have

written worse.

His De- 15. Sydney's Defence of Poesie, as has been

Po&ie. surmised by his last editor, was probably written

about 1581. I should incline to place it later than

the Arcadia
j
and he may perhaps allude to himself

where he says ;
"some have mingled matters

heroical and pastoral." This treatise is elegantly

written, with perhaps too artificial a construction

of sentences ; the sense is good, but the expression
is very diffuse, which gives it too much the air of

a declamation. The great praise of Sydney in this

treatise is, that he has shown the capacity of the

English language for spirit, variety, gracious idiom,

and masculine firmness. It is worth notice that

under the word poesy he includes such works as

his own Arcadia, or in short any fiction.
"

It is not

rhyming and versing that maketh poesy ;
one may

be a poet without versing, and a versifier without

poetry."
Hooker. 16. But the finest, as well as the most philoso-

phical, writer of the Elizabethan period is Hooker.

The first book of the Ecclesiastical Polity is at this

day one of the masterpieces of English eloquence.
His periods indeed are generally much too long and

too intricate, but portions of them are often beauti-

fully rhythmical ;
his language is rich in English

idiom without vulgarity, and in words of a Latin

source without pedantry ; he is more uniformly
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solemn than the usage of later times permits, or CHAP.

even than writers of that time, such as Bacon, L_

conversant with mankind as well as books, would

have reckoned necessary ; but the example of

ancient orators and philosophers upon themes so

grave as those which he discusses may justify the

serious dignity from which he does not depart.

Hooker is perhaps the first in England who
adorned his prose with the images of poetry ;

but

this he has done more judiciously and with more
moderation than others of great name ; and we
must be bigots in Attic severity, before we can

object to some of his grand figures of speech.
We may praise him also for avoiding the super-

fluous luxury of quotation, a rock on which the

writers of the succeeding age were so frequently
wrecked.

17. It must be owned, however, by every one character

not absolutely blinded by a love of scarce books, that
j

the prose literature of the queen's reign, taken ge-

nerally, is but very mean. The pedantic Euphuism
of Lilly overspreads the productions which aspire

to the praise of politeness j
while the common style

of most pieces of circumstance, like those of Martin

Mar-prelate and his answerers (for there is little

to choose in this respect between parties), or of

such efforts at wit and satire as came from Greene,

Nash, and other worthies of our early stage, is low,

and, with few exceptions, very stupid ribaldry.

Many of these have a certain utility in the illus-

tration of Shakspeare and of ancient manners,

which is neither to be overlooked in our contempt
for such trash, nor to be mistaken for intrinsic merit.
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C
vn

P* ^ ^
'

1S allege(l that I have not read enough of the

Elizabethan literature to censure it, I must reply

that, admitting my slender acquaintance with the

numberless little books that some years since used

to be sold at vast prices, I may still draw an in-

ference from the inability of their admirers, or at

least purchasers, to produce any tolerable speci-

mens. Let the labours of Sir Egerton Brydges,
the British Bibliographer, the Censura Literaria,

the Restituta, collections so copious, and formed

with so much industry, speak for the prose of the

queen's reign. I would again repeat that good
sense in plain language was not always wanting

upon serious subjects ;
it is to polite writing alone

that we now refer. *
Spenser's dialogue upon the

State of Ireland, the Brief Conceit of English

Policy, and several other tracts are written as such

treatises should be written, but they are not to be

counted in the list of eloquent or elegant com-

positions.

* It is not probable that Brydges, which have any other merit than
as a man of considerable taste and that of illustrating some matter of

judgment, whatever some other fact, or of amusing by their oddity,

pioneers in the same track may I have only noted, in traversing
have been, would fail to select the that long desert, two sermons by
best portions of the authors he has one Edward Dering, preached be-

so carefully perused. And yet I fore the queen (British Bibliogra-
would almost defy any one to pro- pher, i. 260 and 560.), which show
duce five passages in prose from considerably more vigour than was
his numerous volumes, so far as usual in the style of that age.
the sixteenth century is concerned,
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SECT. II. ON CRITICISM.

State of Criticism in Italy Scaliger Castelvelro Salviati In other

Countries England.

18. IN the earlier periods with which we have

been conversant, criticism had been the humble

handmaid of the ancient writers, content to ex- criticism.

plain, or sometimes aspiring to restore, but seldom

presuming to censure their text, or even to justify

the superstitious admiration that modern scholars

felt for it. But there is a different and far higher

criticism, which excites and guides the taste for

truth and beauty in works of imagination ; a criti-

cism to which even the great masters of language
are responsible, and from which they expect their

reward. But of the many who have sat in this

tribunal, a small minority have been recognised as

rightful arbiters of the palms they pretend to con-

fer, and an appeal to the public voice has as often

sent away the judges in dishonour as confirmed

their decision.

19. It is a proof at least of the talents and ^ali er
'

s

Poetics.

courage which distinguished Julius Caesar Scaliger,

that he, first of all the moderns (or, if there are

exceptions, they must be partial and inconsiderable),

undertook to reduce the whole art of verse into

system, illustrating and confirming every part

by a profusion of poetical literature. His Poetics

form an octavo of about 900 pages, closely

printed. We can give but a slight sketch of so

extensive a work. In the first book he treats of

the different species of poems ; in the second,

of different metres; the third is more miscel-
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CHAP, laneous, but relates chiefly to figures and turns

1_ of phrase ;
the fourth proceeds with the same

subject, but these two are very comprehensive.
In the fifth we come to apply these principles to

criticism ;
and here we find a comparison of

various poets one with another, especially of

Homer with Virgil. The sixth book is a general
criticism on all Latin poets, ancient and modern.

The seventh is a kind of supplement to the rest,
'

and seems to contain all the miscellaneous matter

that he found himself to have omitted, together

with some questions purposely reserved, as he tells

His prefer- us, on account of their difficulty. His comparison

Virgil to f Homer with Virgil is very elaborate, extending
Homer. to everv simile or other passage, wherein a resem-

blance or imitation can be observed, as well as to

the general management of their epic poems. In

this comparison he gives an invariable preference
to Virgil, and declares that the difference between

these poets is as great as between a lady of rank and

an awkward wife of a citizen. Musseus he con-

ceives to be far superior to Homer, according to

the testimony of antiquity ;
and his poem of Hero

and Leander, which it does not occur to him to

suspect, is the only one in Greek that can be

named in competition with Virgil, as he shows by

comparison of the said poem with the very inferior

effusions of Homer. If Musaeus had written on

the same subject as Homer, Scaliger does not

doubt but that he would have left the Iliad and

Odyssey far behind. *

* Quod si Musaeus ea, quae Ho- melius eum scripturum fuisse jucli-
merus scripsit, scripsisset, longe camus.
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20. These opinions will not raise Scaliger's taste CHAP.

very greatly in our eyes. But it is not perhaps
'

surprising that an Italian, accustomed to the po-
lished effeminacy of modern verse, both in his

language and in Latin, should be delighted with

the poem of Hero and Leander, which has the

sort of charm that belongs to the statues of Bacchus,
and soothes the ear with voluptuous harmony,
while it gratifies the mind with elegant and pleasing

imagery. It is not, however, to be taken for

granted that Scaliger is always mistaken in his

judgments on particular passages in these greatest
of poets. The superiority of the Homeric poems
is rather incontestable in their general effect, and

in the vigorous originality of his verse, than in the

selection of circumstance, sentiment, or expression.
It would be a sort of prejudice almost as tasteless

as that of Scaliger, to refuse the praise of real

poetic superiority to many passages of Virgil, even

The following is a specimen of rather for its shortness than any
Scaliger's style of criticism, chosen other cause :

Ex vicesimo tertio Iliadis transtulit versus illos in comparationem j

fjiaariyi 5 .aiiv f\avvt KarwftaSov' di fit ol ITTTTOI

v\l/oa' anptaOijv pipQa irprjeraovrt KtXtvOor.

iffXvoXoyia nuilta; at in nostro animata oratio;

Non tarn praecipites bijugo certamine campum
Corripuere, ruuntque effusi carcere currus, &c.

Cum virtutibus horum carminum pia9rjv. Extento namque, et, ut

non est conferenda jejuna ilia hu- milites loquantur, clauso cursu non
militas ; audent praeferre tainen subsiliente opus est. Quare divi-

grammatici temerarii. Principio, nus vir, iindatttia fora ; hoc enim
nihil infelicius quarn /*a<myt auv pro flagro, et prcccipitet, et eorri-

tXtivi'tt'. Nam continuatio et equo- puere campum; idque in prajterito,
rum diminuit opinionem, et con- ad celeritatem. Et ruunt, quasi

temptum facit verberum. Fre- in diversa, adeo celeres sunt. Ilia

quentibus intervallis stimuli plus vero supra omnem IIomerum,/>roi
I
>n ifu-i 1 1 1 it . Quod vcro admirantur in verbera pendent. 1. v. c. 3.

Graeculi, pcssimum est, tyoo an-

VOL. II. E E
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CHAP, as compared with the Iliad, and far more with the
\r T T

Odyssey. If the similes of the older poet are more
tf mf X

picturesque and animated, those of his imitator are

more appropriate and parallel to the subject. It

would be rather whimsical to deny this to be a

principal merit in a comparison. Scaliger sacrifices

Theocritus as much as Homer at the altar of Virgil,

and of course Apollonius has little chance with

so partial a judge. Horace and Ovid, at least the

latter, are also held by Scaliger superior to the

Greeks whenever they come into competition.
Hiscri. 21. In the fourth chapter of the sixth book,

modern" Scaliger criticises the modern Latin poets, begin-
nmS witn Marullus

;
for what is somewhat remark-

able, he says that he had been unable to see the

Latin poems of Petrarch. He rates Marullus

low, though he dwells at length on his poetry, and

thinks no better of Augurellus. The continuation

of the j3neid by Maphaeus he highly praises ;

Augerianus not at all. Mantuan has some genius,

but no skill
;
and Scaliger is indignant that some

ignorant schoolmasters should teach from him

rather than from Virgil. Of Dolet he speaks with

great severity ;
his unhappy fate does not atone

for the badness of his verses in the eyes of so stern

a critic ;

" the fire did not purify him, but rather

he polluted the fire." Palingenius, though too

diffuse, he accounts a good poet, and Cotta as an

imitator of Catullus. Palearius aims rather to be

philosophical than poetical. Castiglione is excel-

lent; Bembus wants vigour, and sometimes ele-

gance ;
he is too fond, as many others are, of trivial

words. Of Politian Scaliger does not speak highly j
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he rather resembles Statius, has no grace, and is CHAP.

careless of harmony. Vida is reckoned, he says,

'

by most the first poet of our time ; he dwells,

therefore, long on the Ars Poetica, and extols it

highly, though not without copious censure. Of
Vida's other poems the Bombyx is the best. Pon-

tanus is admirable for every thing, if he had

known where to stop. To Sannazarius and Fra-

castorius he assigns the highest praise of universal

merit, but places the last at the head of the whole

band.

22. The Italian language, like those of Greece critical i-

and Rome, had been hitherto almost exclusively facade-

treated by grammarians, the superior criticism mies-

having little place even in the writings of Bembo.
But soon after the middle of the century, the aca-

demies established in many cities, dedicating much
time to their native language, began to point out

beauties, and to animadvert on defects beyond the

province ofgrammar. The enthusiastic admiration

of Petrarch poured itself forth in tedious com-

mentaries upon every word of every sonnet ; one

of which, illustrated with the heavy prolixity of

that age, would sometimes be the theme of a

volume. Some philosophical or theological pedants

spiritualised his meaning, as had been attempted
before ; the absurd paradox of denying the real

existence of Laura is a known specimen of their

refinements. Many wrote on the subject of his

love for her
;
and a few denied its Platonic purity,

which however the academy of Ferrara thought fit

to decree. One of the heretics, by name Cresci,

ventured also to maintain that she was married;
E E 2
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CHAP, but this probable hypothesis had not many fol-

_! lowers.*

Dispute of 23. Meantime a multitude ofnew versifiers, chiefly
Caro and

.

Casteivetro. close copyists of the style of Petrarch, lay open to

the malice of their competitors, and the strictness

of these self-chosen judges of song. A critical

controversy that sprung up about 1558 between

two men of letters, very prominent in their age,

Annibal Caro and Ludovico Casteivetro, is cele-

brated in the annals of Italian literature. The
former had published a canzone in praise of the

king of France, beginning

Venite all' ombra de' gran gigli d' oro.

Casteivetro made some sharp animadversions on

this ode, which seems really to deserve a good deal

of censure, being in bad taste, turgid, and foolish.

Caro replied with the bitterness natural to a

wounded poet. In this there might be nothing

unpardonable, and even his abusive language might
be extenuated at least by many precedents in

literary story ;
but it is imputed to Caro that he

excited the Inquisition against his suspected ad-

versary. Casteivetro had been of the celebrated

academy of Modena, whose alleged inclination to

Protestantism had proved, several years before, the

cause of its dissolution, and of the persecution
which some of its members suffered. Casteivetro,

though he had avoided censure at that time, was

now denounced about 1560, when the persecution
was hottest, to the Inquisition at Rome. He
obeyed its summons, but soon found it prudent to

* Cresciinbeni, Storia della Volgar Poesia, ii. 295 309.
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make his escape, and reached Chiavenna in the CHAP.

Grison dominions. He lived several years after- 1_

wards in safe quarters, but seems never to have

made an open profession of the reformed faith.*

24. Castelvetro himself is one of the most con- Casteivetro

siderable among the Italian critics ; but his taste ot\e

s~

is often lost in sublety, and his fastidious temper
Poetics-

seems to have sought nothing so much as occasion

for censure. His greatest work is a commentary

upon the Poetics of Aristotle
;
and it may justly

claim respect, not only as the earliest exposition of

the theory of criticism, but for its acuteness, eru-

dition, and independence of reasoning, which dis-

claims the Stagyrite as a master, though the dif-

fuseness usual in that age, and the microscopic

subtlety of the writer's mind may render its perusal
tedious. Twining, one of the best critics on the

Poetics, has said, in speaking of the commentaries of

Castelvetro and of a later Italian, Beni, that " their

prolixity, their scholastic and trifling subtlety, their

useless tediousness of logical analysis, their micro-

scopic detection of difficulties invisible to the naked

eye of common sense, and their waste of confuta-

tion upon objections made only by themselves, and

made on purpose to be confuted all this, it must

be owned, is disgusting and repulsive. It may
sufficiently release a commentator from the duty
of reading their works throughout, but not from

that of examining and consulting them ;
for in both

these writers, but more especially in Beni, there

are many remarks equally acute and solid ; many

* Muratori, Vita del Castelvc- Tiraboschi, x.31. Gingu^iie, vii.

tro, 1727. Crescimbeni, ii. 431. 365. Corniani, vi. 61.

E E 3
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CHAP.
VII.

Severity of
Castel-

vetro's

criticism.

difficulties will be seen clearly stated, and some times

successfully removed ; many things usefully illus-

trated and clearly explained ;
and if their freedom

of censure is now and then disgraced by a little

disposition to cavil, this becomes almost a virtue

when compared with the servile and implicit admir-

ation of Dacier."*

25. Castelvetro in his censorious humour did not

spare the greatest shades that repose in the laurel

groves of Parnassus, nor even those whom national

pride had elevated to a level with them. Homer
is less blamed than any other

;
but frequent shafts

are levelled at Virgil, and not always unjustly, if

poetry of real genius could ever bear the extremity
of critical rigour, in which a monotonous and frigid

mediocrity has generally found refuge.t In Dante

he finds fault with the pedantry that has filled his

poem with terms of science, unintelligible and un-

pleasing to ignorant men, for whom poems are

chiefly designed, t Ariosto he charges with pla-

giarism, laying unnecessary stress on his borrow-

ing some stories, as that of Zerbino, from older

*
Twining's Aristotle's Poetics,

preface, p. 13.

f-
One of his censures falls on

the minute particularity of the

prophecy of Anchises in the sixth

jEneid ; peccando Virgilio nella

convenevolezza della profetia, la

quale non suole condescendere a

nomi proprj, ne a cose tanto chiare

e particolari, ma, tacendo i nomi,
suole manifestare le persone, e le

loro azioni con figure di parlare

alquanto oscure, si come si vede
nelle profetie della scrittura sacra

e nelF Alessandra di Licophrone,
p. 219. (edit. 1576.) This is not

unjust in itself; but Castelvetro
wanted the candour to own, or

comprehensiveness to perceive,
that a prophecy of the Roman
history, couched in allegories, would
have had much less effect on Ro-
man readers.

JTlendendola massimamente per
questa via difficile ad intendere e
meno piacente a uomini idioti, per
gli quali principalmente si fanno i

poemi, p. 597. But the comedy of
Dante was about as much written

for gl' idioti, as the Principia of
Newton.
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books
;

and even objects to his introduction of CHAP.

false names of kings, since we may as well invent
VIL

new mountains and rivers, as violate the known
truths of history.* This punctilious cavil is very
characteristic of Castelvetro. Yet he sometimes

reaches a strain of philosophical analysis, and can

by no means be placed in the ranks of criticism

below La Harpe, to whom, by his attention to

verbal minuteness, as well as by the acrimony and

self-confidence of his character, he may in some

measure be compared.
26. The Ercolano of Varchi, a series of dialogues, Ercoiano

belongs to the inferior but more numerous class of
of Var

critical writings, and after some general observations

on speech and language as common to men, turns

to the favourite theme of his contemporaries, their

native idiom. He is one who with Bembo contends

that the language should not be called Italian, or

even Tuscan, but Florentine, though admitting,
what might be expected, that few agree to this

except the natives of the city. Varchi had written,

on the side of Caro against Castelvetro, and though

upon the whole he does not speak of the latter in

the Ercolano with incivility, cannot restrain his wrath

at an assertion of the stern critic of Modena, that

there were as famous writers in the Spanish and

French as in the Italian language. Varchi even

denies that there was any writer of reputation in

the first of these except Juan de la Mena, and the

* Cnstclvetro, p. 212. He objects occurred, and this of royal persons
on the same principle to GiraldiCin- unheard of before, il qual peccato
thio, that he had chosen a subject di prendcre soggetto tale per la

for tragedy which never had occur- tragcdia non c da perdonare,
red, nor had been reported to have p. 103.

E E 4
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CHAP, author of Amadis de Gaul. Varchi is now chiefly
VII_L_ known as the author ofa respectable history, which,

on account of its sincerity, was not published till

the last century. The prejudice that, in common
with some of his fellow-citizens, he entertained in

favour of the popular idiom ofFlorence, has affected

the style of his history, which is reckoned both

tediously diffuse, and deficient in choice of phrase.*

Contro- 27. Varchi, in a passage of the Ercolano, having

Dame? extolled Dante even in preference to Homer,

gave rise to a controversy wherein some Italian

critics did not hesitate to point out the blemishes

of their countryman. Bulgarini was one of these.

Mazzoni undertook the defence of Dante in a work

of considerable length, and seems to have poured
out, still more abundantly than his contemporaries,
a torrent of philosophical disquisition. Bulgarini

replied again to him.t Crescimbeni speaks of these

discussions as having been advantageous to Italian

poetry.t The good effects, however, were not very

sensibly manifested in the next century.

Academy 28. Florence was the chief scene of these criti-
"

ca^ wars ' Cosmo I., the most perfect type of the

prince of Machiavel, sought by the encouragement
of literature in this its most innocuous province,
as he did by the arts of embellishment, both to

bring over the minds of his subjects a forgetful-

ness of liberty, and to render them unapt for its

recovery. The Academy of Florence resounded

with the praises of Petrarch. A few seceders from

* Corniani, vi. 43. Hist, della Volgar Poesia, ii.

f Id. vi. 260. Ginguen^, vii. 282.

491.

rene
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this body established the more celebrated academy CHAP.

Delia Crusca, of the sieve, whose appellation be-
VIL

spoke the spirit in which they meant to sift all they
undertook to judge. They were soon engaged,
and with some loss to their fame, in a controversy

upon the Gierusalemme Liberata. Camillo Pel-

legrino, a Neapolitan, had published in 1584 a

dialogue on epic poetry, entitled II Caraffa, where-

in he gave the preference to Tasso above Ariosto.

Though Florence had no peculiar interest in this

question, the academicians thought themselves

guardians of the elder bard's renown
; and Tasso

had offended the citizens by some reflections in one

of his dialogues. The academy permitted them-

selves, in a formal reply, to place even Pulci and

Boiardo above Tasso. It was easier to vindicate

Ariosto from some of Pellegrino's censures, which

are couched in the pedantic tone of insisting with

the reader that he ought not to be pleased. He
has followed Castelvetro in several criticisms. The
rules of epic poetry so long observed, he maintains,

ought to be reckoned fundamental principles, which

no one can dispute without presumption. The aca-

demy answer this well on behalf of Ariosto. Their

censures on the Jerusalem apply, in part to the

characters and incidents, wherein they are some-

times right, in part to the language, many phrases,

according to them, being bad Italian, as pietose for

pie in the first line.*

* In the second volume of the tences, placed
to answer each other

edition of Tasso at Venice, J 735, like a dialogue. Tin's produces an
the Caraffa of Pcllegrino, the De- awkward and unnatural effect, as

fence of Ariosto by the Academy, passages are torn from their con-

Tasso's Apology, and the Infari- text to place them in opposition,
nato of Salviati, are cut into sen- The criticism on both sides be-
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CHAP.
VII.

Salviati's

attack on
Tasso.

Pinciano's

Art of

Poetry.

29. Salviati, a verbose critic, who had written

two quarto volumes on the style of Boccaccio,

assailed the new epic in two treatises, entitled

L* Infarinato. Tasso's Apology followed very soon j

but .it has been sometimes thought that these cri-

ticisms, acting on his morbid intellect, though he

repelled them vigorously, might have influenced

that waste of labour, by which, in the last years of

his life, he changed so much of his great poem for

the worse. The obscurer insects whom envy stirred

up against its glory are not worthy to be . remem-
bered. The chief praise of Salviati himself is

that he laid the foundations of the first classical

dictionary of any modern language, the Vocabu-

lario della Crusca.*

30. Bouterwek has made us acquainted with a

treatise in Spanish on the art of poetry, which he

regards as the earliest of its kind in modern litera-

ture. It could not be so according to the date of

its publication, which is in 1596 ;
but the author,

Alonzo Lopez Pinciano,was physician to CharlesV.,

and it was therefore written, in all probability,

many years before it appeared from the press. The
title is rather quaint, Philosophia Antigua Poetica,

and it is written in the form of letters. Pinciano

is the first who discovered the Poetics of Aristotle,

which he had diligently studied, to be a fragment

comes infinitely wearisome ; yet
not more so than much that we
find in our modern reviews, and
with the advantage of being more
to the purpose, less ostentatious,
and with less pretence to eloquence
or philosophy. An account of the

controversy will be found in Cres-

cimbeni, Ginguene, or Corniani,

and more at length in Serassi's

Life of Tasso.
* Corniani, vi. 204*. The Italian

literature would supply several more
works on criticism, rhetoric, and

grammar. Upon all these subjects
it was much richer, at this time,
than the French or English.
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of a larger work, as is now generally admitted. CHAP.
" Whenever Lopez Pinciano, says Bouterwek,

'

abandons Aristotle, his notions respecting the dif-

ferent poetic styles are as confused as those of his

contemporaries ;
and only a few of his notions ^ind

distinctions can be deemed of importance at the

present day. But his name is deserving of honour-

able remembrance, for he was the first writer

of modern times who endeavoured to establish a

philosophic art of poetry ; and, with all his vene-

ration for Aristotle, he was the first scholar who
ventured to think for himself, and to go somewhat

farther than his master." * The Art of Poetry, by
Juan de la Cueva, is a poem of the didactic class,

containing some information as to the history of

Spanish verse.t The other critical treatises which

appeared in Spain about this time seem to be of

little importance ;
but we know by the writings of

Cervantes, that the poets of the age of Philip were,

as usual, followed by the animal for whose natural

prey they are designed, the sharp-toothed and

keen -seented critic.

31. France produced very few books of the French

same class. The Institutiones Oratoriae of Omer
Talon is an elementary and short treatise of rhe-

toric.t Baillet and Goujet give some praise to the

Art of Poetry by Pelletier, published in 1555.

The treatise of Henry Stephens, on the Conformity
of the French Language with the Greek, is said to

* Hist, of Sp. Lit. p. 323. Baillet, in. 351. Goujet, iii.

f It is printed entire in the 97. Pelletier had previously ren-

cighth volume of Purnaso Espanol. dcrcd Horace's Art of Poetry into

J Gibert, Jugemens ties Savans, French verse, id. 66.

printed in Buillct, viii. 181.
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CHAP, contain very good observations.* But it must be
VI1 '

(for I do not recollect to have seen it) rather a book

of grammar than of superior criticism. The Rhe-

torique Fran$aise of Fouquelin (1555) seems to be

little else than a summary of rhetorical figures.!

That of Courcelles, in 1557, is not much better, t

All these relate rather to prose than to poetry.
From the number of versifiers in France, and the

popularity of Ronsard and his school, we might
have expected a larger harvest of critics. Pas-

quier, in his valuable miscellany, Les Recherches

de la France, has devoted a few pages to this sub-

ject, but not on an extensive or systematic plan ;

nor can the two Bibliotheques Fran9aises, by La
Croix du Maine and Verdier, both published in

1584, though they contain a great deal of in-

formation as to the literature of France, with some

critical estimates of books, be reckoned in the class

to which we are now adverting. In this department
of literature, without doing a great deal, we had

perhaps rather the advantage over our neighbours.
Wilson's 32. Thomas Wilson, afterwards secretary of state,

and much employed under Elizabeth, is the author

of an " Art of Rhetorique," dated in the preface

January 1553. The rules in this treatise are

chiefly from Aristotle, with the help of Cicero and

Quintilian, but his examples and illustrations are

modern. Warton says that it is the first system of

criticism in our language. But in common use

of the word it is no criticism at all, any more than

the treatise of Cicero de Oratore
; it is what it

* Baillet, iii. 353. $ Id. p. 366.

f Gibert, p. 184. Hist, of Engl. Poetry, iv. 157.
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professes to be, a system of rhetoric in the ancient CHAP.

manner
; and, in this sense, it had been preceded L_

by the work of Leonard Cox, which has been

mentioned in our former volume. Wilson was a

man of considerable learning, and his Art of Rhe-

torique is by no means without merit. He de-

serves praise for censuring the pedantry of learned

phrases, or, as he calls them,
"

strange inkhorn

terms,
"

advising men " to speak as is commonly
received ;

" and he censures also what was not

less pedantic, the introduction of a French or

Italian idiom, which the travelled English affected

in order to show their politeness, as the scholars

did the former to prove their erudition. Wilson

had before published an Art of Logic.
33. The first English criticism, properly speak- Gascoyne;

ing, that I find, is a short tract by Gascoyne,
Webbe<

doubtless the poet of that name, published in

1575 ;

" Certain Notes of Instruction concerning
the making of Verse or Rhyme in English." It

consists only of ten pages, but the observations

are judicious. Gascoyne recommends that the

sentence should as far as possible be finished at

the close of two lines in the couplet measure.*

Webbe, author of a " Discourse of English Poetry"

(1586), is copious in comparison with Gascoyne,

though he stretches but to seventy pages. His

taste is better shown in his praise of Spenser for

the Shepherd's Kalendar, than of Gabriel Harvey
for his " reformation of our English verse ;

"
that

* Gascoyne, with all the other wood in two volumes, 1811 and

early English critics, was repub- 1815.

lished in a collection by Mr. Hasle-
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CHAP, is, by forcing it into uncouth Latin measures, which

Webbe has himself most unhappily attempted.
Putten- 34<. A superior writer to Webbe was George
of'poesie

1

. Puttenham, whose " Art of English Poesie," pub-
lished in 1589, is a small quarto of 258 pages in

three books. It is in many parts very well written,

in a measured prose, rather elaborate and diffuse.

He quotes occasionally a little Greek. Among
the contemporary English poets, Puttenham extols
" for eclogue and pastoral poetry Sir Philip Syd-

ney and Master Chaloner, and that other gentleman
who wrote the late Shepherd's Kalendar. For ditty

and amorous ode I find Sir Walter Rawleigh's
vein most lofty, insolent, [bold ? or uncommon ?]

and passionate ;
Master Edward Dyer for elegy

most sweet, solemn, and of high conceit
;
Gascon

[Gascoyne] for a good metre and for a plentiful

vein ;
Phaer and Golding for a learned and well-

connected verse, specially in translation, clear, and

very faithfully answering their author's intent.

Others have also written with much facility, but

more commendably perhaps, if they had not written

so much nor so popularly. But last in recital and

first in degree is the queen our sovereign lady,

whose learned, delicate, noble muse easily sur-

mounteth all the rest that have written before her

time or since, for sense, sweetness, and subtilty,

be it in ode, elegy, epigram, or any other kind of

poem, heroic or lyric, wherein it shall please her

majesty to employ her pen, even by so much odds

as her own excellent estate and degree exceedeth

all the rest of her most humble vassals." * On
* Puttenham, p.51. of Haslewood's edition, orinCensuraLiteraria,i. 348.
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this it may be remarked, that the only specimen of CHAP.

Elizabeth's poetry which, as far as I know, remains,J

is prodigiously bad. * In some passages of Put-

tenham, we find an approach to the higher pro-

vince of philosophical criticism.

35. These treatises of Webbe and Puttenham Sydney's

may have been preceded in order of writing,
"

though not of publication, by the performance of

a more illustrious author, Sir Philip Sydney. His

Defence of Poesy was not published till 1595.

The Defence of Poesy has already been reckoned

among the polite writings of the Elizabethan age,

to which class it rather belongs than to that of

criticism
;

for Sydney rarely comes to any literary

censure, and is still farther removed from any pro-

found philosophy. His sense is good, but not in-

genious, and the declamatory tone weakens its

effect.

SECT. III. ON WORKS OF FICTION.

Novell and Romances in Italy and Spain Sydney's Arcadia,

36. THE novels of Bandello, three parts of which Novels of

were published in 1554, and a fourth in 1573, are

perhaps the best known and the most admired in

that species of composition after those of Boccaccio.

They have been censured as licentious, but are far

less so than any of preceding times, and the reflec-

tions are usually of a moral cast. These however

* Ellis's Specimens, ii. 162.
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CHAP.
VII.

as well as the speeches, are very tedious. There

is not a little predilection in Bandello for sanguinary
stories. Ginguene praises these novels for just

sentiments, adherence to probability, and choice of

interesting subjects. In these respects, we often

find a superiority in the older novels above those

of the nineteenth century, the golden age, as it is

generally thought, of fictitious story. But, in the

management of these subjects, the Italian and

Spanish novelists show little skill
; they are worse

cooks of better meat
; they exert no power over

the emotions beyond what the intrinsic nature of

the events related must produce ; they sometimes

describe well, but with no great imagination ; they
have no strong conception of character, no deep

acquaintance with mankind, not often much humour,
no vivacity and spirit of dialogue.

ofcinthio. 3J. The Hecatomithi, or Hundred Tales, of

Giraldi Cinthio have become known in England

by the recourse that Shakspeare has had to them

in two instances, Cymbeline and Measure for Mea-

sure, for the subjects of his plays. Cinthio has also

borrowed from himself in his own tragedies. He
is still more fond of dark tales of blood than Ban-

dello. He seems consequently to have possessed an

unfortunate influence over the stage ; and to him,

as well as his brethren of the Italian novel, we
trace those scenes of improbable and disgusting

horror, from which, though the native taste and

gentleness of Shakspeare for the most part disdained

such helps, we recoil in almost all the other trage-
dians of the old English school. Of the remaining
Italian novelists that belong to this period, it is
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enough to mention Erizzo, better known as one of CHAP.

the founders of medallic science. His Sei Giornate
VIL

contain thirty-six novels, called Avvenimenti. They
are written with intolerable prolixity, but in a pure
and even elevated tone of morality. This character

does not apply to the novels of Lasca.

38. The French novels, ascribed to Margaret of the

Queen of Navarre, and first published in 1558, Navar"r.

with the title
" Histoire des Amans fortunes," are

principally taken from the Italian collections or

from the fabliaux of the trouveurs. Though free

in language, they are written in a much less licen-

tious spirit than many of the former, but breathe

throughout that anxiety to exhibit the clergy,

especially the regulars, in an odious or ridiculous

light, which the principles of their illustrious

authoress might lead us to expect. Belleforest

translated, perhaps with some variation, the novels

of Bandello into French.*

39. Few probably will now dispute, that the Spanish

Italian novel, a picture of real life, and sometimes

of true circumstances, is perused with less weari-

ness than the Spanish romance, the alternative

then offered to the lovers of easy reading. But
this had very numerous admirers in that gener-

ation, nor was the taste confined to Spain. The

popularity of Amadis de Gaul and Palmerin of

Oliva, with their various continuators, has been

already mentioned.t One of these,
" Palmerin of

* Bouterwek, v. 286., mentions thinks them as pernicious to the

by name several other French no- young as the writings of Machiavel
velists of the sixteenth century : I had been to the old. This he dwells

do not know any thing of them. upon in his sixth discourse. " De
f La Noue, n severe Protestant, tout temps,

"
this honest and

VOL. II. F F
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CHAP.
VII.

Diana of

Monte-

mayor.

England, appeared in French at Lyons in 1555.

It is uncertain who was the original author, or in

what language it was first written. Cervantes has

honoured it with a place next to Amadis. Mr.

Southey, though he condescended to abridge Pal-

merin of England, thinks it inferior to that Iliad of

romantic adventure. Several of the tales of knight-

errantry that are recorded to have stood on the

unfortunate shelves of Don Quixote, belong to this

latter part of the century, among which Don Bel-

lianis of Greece is better known by name than any
other. These romances were not condemned by
Cervantes alone. "

Every poet and prose writer,"

says Bouterwek,
" of cultivated talent, laboured

to oppose the contagion.*'*

40. Spain was the parent of a romance in a

very different style, but, if less absurd and better

sensible writer says,
"

il y a eu des

hommes, qui ont este diligens d'es-

crire et mettre en lumiere des

choses vaines. Ce qui plus les y
a conviez est, que ils scavoient que
leurs labeurs seroient agreables a

ceux de leurs siecles, dont la

plus part a toujours heime [aime]
la vanite, cornme le poisson fait

1'eau. Les vieux romans dont
nous voyons encor les fragmens

par-ci et par-la, a savoir de Lance-

lot du Lac, de Perceforest, Tris-

tan, Giron le courtois, et autres,
font foy de ceste vanite antique.
On s'en est repeu 1'espace de plus
de cinq cens ans, jusques a ce que
nostre langage estant devenu plus

orne, et nostres esprits plus fretil-

lans, il a fallu inventer quelque
nouveaute pour les egayer. Voila
comment les livres d'Amadis sont

venus en evidence parmi nous en

ce dernier siecle. Mais pour en

parler au vrai, 1'Espagne les a en-

gendrez, et la France les a seule-

ment revetus de plus beaux habille-

mens. Sous le regne du roy
Henry second, ils ont eu leur prin-

cipale vogue ; et croy qui si quel-

qu'un les eust voulu alors blasmer,
en luy eust crache au visage," &c.

p. 153. edit. 1588.
* In the opinion of Bouterwek

(v. 282.), the taste for chivalrous
romance declined in the latter part
of the century, through the preva-
lence of a classical spirit in litera-

ture, which exposed the mediaeval
fictions to derision. The number
of shorter and more amusing novels

might probably have more to do
with it ; the serious romance has a
terrible enemy in the lively. But
it revived, with a little modifica-

tion, in the next age.
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written, not perhaps much more interesting to us CHAP.
"\
T T T

than those of chivalry, the Diana of Montemayor. _
Sannazaro's beautiful model of pastoral romance,
the Arcadia, and some which had been written in

Portugal, take away the merit of originality from

this celebrated fiction. It formed, however, a

school in this department of literature, hardly less

numerous, according to Bouterwek, than the imi-

tators of Amadis.* The language of Montemayor
is neither laboured nor affected, and though some-

times of rather too formal a solemnity, especially

in what the author thought philosophy, is remark-

ably harmonious and elevated ;
nor is he deficient

in depth of feeling or fertility of imagination. Yet

the story seems incapable of attracting any reader

of this age. The Diana, like Sannazaro's Arcadia,

is mingled with much lyric poetry, which, Bou-

terwek thinks, is the soul of the whole composition.
Cervantes indeed condemns all the longer of these

poems to the flames, and gives but limited praise

to the Diana. Yet this romance, and a continuation

of it by Gil Polo, had inspired his own youthful

genius in the Galatea. The chief merit of the

Galatea, published in 1584, consists in the poetry
which the story seems intended to hold together.

In the Diana of Montemayor, and even in the

Galatea, it has been supposed that real adventures

and characters were generally shadowed a prac-

tice not already without precedent, and which, by
the French especially, was carried to a much greater

length in later times.

41. Spain became celebrated about the end of

* Hist. Span. Lit. p. 305.

F F 2
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CHAP,_
Novels in

style*

Guzman d 1

this century for her novels in the picaresque style,

of which Lazarillo de Tormes is the oldest extant

specimen. The continuation of this little work is

reckoned inferior to the part written by Mendoza

himself; but both together are amusing and in-

imitably short.* The first edition of the most

celebrated romance of this class, Guzman d'Al-

farache, falls within the sixteenth century. It

was written by Matthew Aleman, who is said to

have lived long at court. He might there have

acquired, not a knowledge of the tricks of common

rogues, but an experience of mankind, which is

reckoned one of the chief merits of his romance.

Many of his stories also relate to the manners of a

higher class than that of his hero. Guzman d'Al-

farache is a sort of prototype of Gilblas, though, in

fact, La Sage has borrowed very freely from all

the Spanish novels of this school. The adventures

are numerous and diversified enough to amuse an

idle reader, and Aleman has displayed a great deal

of good sense in his reflections, which are expressed

* In my former volume, on the

authority of Nicolas Antonio,
which I do not find very trust-

worthy, I have said that the first

edition of Lazarillo de Tormes
was in 1586. It seems, however,
to be doubtful, from what we read

in Brunet, whether this edition

exists. In return he mentions one

printed at Burgos in 1554, and
three at Antwerp in 1553 and 1555.

Supplement au Manuel du Libraire,

art. Hurtado. The following early
edition is also in the British Mu-
seum, of which I transcribe the

title-page. La Vida de Lazarillo de
Tormes y de sus fortunas y adversi-

dades, nuevamente impressa, cor-

regida, y de nuevo anadida en este

segunda impression. Vendense en
Alcala de Henares en casa de Sal-

zedo librero ano de N. D. 1554.

A colophon recites the same date

and place of impression. The
above mentioned Antwerp edition

of 1553 seems to be rather apocry-

phal. If it exists, it must be the

first ; and is it likely that the first

should have been printed out of

Spain ?

Thougli the continuation of La-
zarillo de Tormes is reckoned in-

ferior to the original, it contains

the only story in the whole novel
which has made its fortune, that of
the man who was exhibited as a'

sea-monster.
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in the pointed condensed style affected by most CHAP.

writers of Spain. Cervantes has not hesitated to

borrow from him one of Sancho's celebrated ad-

judications, in the well-known case of the lady,
who was less pugnacious in defence of her honour

than of the purse awarded by the court as its com-

pensation. This story is, however, if I am not

mistaken, older than either of them. *

42. It may require some excuse that I insert in this

place Las Guerras de Granada, a history of certain aa.

e *

Moorish factions in the last days of that kingdom,
both because it has been usuallyreferred to the seven-

* The following passage, which
I extract from the Retrospective
Review, vol. v. p. 199., is a fair and
favourable specimen of Aleman as

a moralist, who is however apt to

be tedious, as moralists usually
are.

" The poor man is a kind of

money that is not current, the sub-

ject of every idle housewife's chat,

the offscum of the people, the dust

of the street, first trampled under

foot, and then thrown on the

dunghill ; in conclusion, the poor
man is the rich man's ass. He
dineth with (he last, fareth with

the worst, and payeth dearest ;

his sixpence will not go so far as

the rich man's
threepence ; his

opinion is ignorance, his discretion

foolishness, his suffrage scorn, his

stock upon the common, abused by
many, and abhorred by all. If he

come into company he is not heard;
if any chance to meet him, they
seek to shun him

;
if he advise,

though never so wisely, they grudge
and murmur at him ;

if he work

miracles, they say he is a witch ;

if virtuous, that he goeth about to

deceive ; his venial sin is ;i blas-

phemy ; his thought is made trea-

son ; his cause, be it never so just,

is not regarded ; and to have his

wrongs righted, he must appeal to

that other life. All men crush

him ; no man favoureth him. There
is no man that wiM relieve his

wants ; no man that will bear him

company when he is alone and op-
pressed with grief. None help him,
all hinder him ; none give him, all

take from him; he is debtor to

none, and yet must make payment
to all. O the unfortunate and

poor condition of him that is poor,
to whom even the very hours are

sold which the clock striketh, and

payeth custom for the sunshine in

August."
This is much in the style of our

English writers in the first part of
the seventeenth century, and con-

firms what I have suspected, that

they formed it in a great measure
on the Spanish school. Though
this sententiousncss and antitheti-

cal balancing of clauses is not plea-
sant to read, it is less insipid than the

nerveless elegance of the Italians.

Guzman d'Alfarache was early
translated into English, as most
other Spanish books were; and
the language itself was more fa-

miliar in the reigns of James and
Charles than it became afterwards.

F F 3
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CHAP.
VII.

Sydney's
Arcadia.

teenth century, and because many have conceived

it to be a true relation of events. It purports to

have been translated by Gines Perez de la Hita,

an inhabitant of the city of Murcia, from an Ara-

bic original of one Aben Hamili. Its late English
translator seems to entertain no doubt of its authen-

ticity ; and it has been sagaciously observed that

no Christian could have known the long genealo-

gies of Moorish nobles which the book contains.

Most of those, however, who read it without cre-

dulity, will feel, I presume, little difficulty in agree-

ing with Antonio, who ranks it
"
among Milesian

fables, though very pleasing to those who have

nothing to do." The Zegris and Abencerrages,
with all their romantic exploits, seem to be mere

creations of Castilian imagination ; nor has Conde,
in his excellent history of the Moors in Spain, once

deigned to notice them even as fabulous ; so much
did he reckon this famous production of Perez de

la Hita below the historian's regard. Antonio

mentions no edition earlier than that of Alcala in

1604 ; the English translator names 1601 for the

date of its publication, an edition of which year is

in the Museum ; nor do I find that any one has

been aware of an earlier, published at Saragoga in

1595, except Brunet, who mentions it as rare and

little known. It appears by the same authority
that there is another edition of 1598.

43. The heroic and pastoral romance of Spain
contributed something, yet hardly so much as has

been supposed, to Sir Philip Sydney's Arcadia, the

only original production of this kind, except such

wretched and obscure attempts at story as are be-
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neath notice, which our older literature can boast. CHAP.

The Arcadia was published in 1590, having been
VIL

written, probably, by its highly accomplished author

about ten years before.

44. Walpole, who thought fit to display the

dimensions of his own mind, by announcing that
ll

he could perceive nothing remarkable in Sir Philip

Sydney, (as if the suffrage of Europe in what he

admits to be an age of heroes were not a decisive

proof that Sydney himself over-topped those sons

of Anak,) says of the Arcadia, that it is "a tedious

lamentable pedantic pastoral romance, which the

patience of a young virgin in love cannot now wade

through." We may doubt whether Walpole could

altogether estimate the patience of a reader so ex-

tremely unlike himself; and his epithets, except

perhaps the first, are inapplicable ; the Arcadia is

more free from pedantry than most books of that

age ;
and though we are now so accustomed to a

more stimulant diet in fiction, that few would read

it through with pleasure, the story is as sprightly as

most other romances, sometimes indeed a little too

much so, for the Arcadia is not quite a book for

"young virgins," of which some of its admirers

by hearsay seem not to have been aware. By the

epithet
"
pastoral," we may doubt whether Walpole

knew much of this romance beyond its name ; for

it has far less to do with shepherds than with cour-

tiers, though the idea might probably be suggested

by the popularity of the Diana. It does not appear
to me that the Arcadia is more tiresome and unin-

teresting than the generality of that class of long

romances, proverbially among the most tiresome of

F F 4
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CHAP, all books : and, in a less fastidious age, it was read,
"VT T

'__ no doubt, even as a story, with some delight.* It

displays a superior mind, rather complying with a

temporary taste than affected by it, and many pleas-

ing passages occur, especially in the tender and

innocent loves of Pyrocles and Philoclea. I think

it, nevertheless, on the whole inferior in sense, style,

and spirit, to the Defence of Poesy. The following

passage has some appearance of having suggested

a well-known poem in the next age to the lover of

Sacharissa ;
we may readily believe that Waller had

turned over, in the glades of Penshurst, the ho-

noured pages of her immortal uncle.t

45. " The elder is named Pamela, by many men
not deemed inferior to her sister ; for my part, when

I marked them both, methought there was (if at

least such perfections may receive the word of

more) more sweetness in Philoclea, but more ma-

jesty in Pamela : methought love played in Philo-

clea's eyes, and threatened in Pamela's ; methought
Philoclea's beauty only persuaded, but so per-

suaded as all hearts must yield ; Pamela's beauty
used violence, and such violence as no heart could

resist, and it seems that such proportion is between

their minds. Philoclea so bashful, as if her excel-

lencies had stolen into her before she was aware ;

so humble, that she will put all pride out of coun-

* "
It appears," says Drake, Sannazaro," p. 549. A translation

" to have been suggested to the of Heliodorus had been published
mind of Sir Philip by two models a short time before.

of very different ages, and to have f The poem I mean is that

been built, in fact, on their admix- addressed to Amoret,
" Fair ! that

ture ; these are the Ethiopia His- you may truly know," drawing a

tory of Heliodorus, bishop of Tricca comparison between her and Sa-
in Thessaly, and the Arcadia of charissa.
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tenance
;

in sum, such proceeding as will stir hope, CHAP.

but teach hope good manners ; Pamela, of high 1_

thoughts, who avoids not pride with not knowing
her excellencies, but by making that one of her

excellencies to be void of pride ;
her mother's

wisdom, greatness, nobility, but, if I can guess

aright, knit with a more constant temper."
46. The Arcadia stands quite alone among inferiority

English fictions of this century. But many were

translated in the reign of Elizabeth from the

Italian, French, Spanish, and even Latin, among
which Painter's Palace of Pleasure, whence Shak-

speare took several of his plots, and the numerous

labours of Antony Munday may be mentioned.

Palmerin of England in 1580, and Amadis of Gaul

in 1592, were among these
;
others of less value,

were transferred from the Spanish text by the same

industrious hand
;
and since these, while still new,

were sufficient to furnish all the gratification re-

quired by the public, our own writers did not

much task their invention to augment the stock.

They would not have been very successful, if we

may judge by such deplorable specimens as Breton

and Greene, two men of considerable poetical talent,

have left us.* The once famous story of the

Seven Champions of Christendom, by one Johnson,

is of rather a superior class
;
the adventures are not

* The Mavillia of Breton, the British Bibliographer, i. 508. But
Dorastus and Fawnia of Greene, as truth is generally more faith-

will be found in the collections of ful to natural sympathies than

the indefatigable Sir Egerton fiction, a little tale, called Never

Brydges. The first is below con- too Late, in which Greene has rc-

tempt ; the second, if not quite so lated his own story, is unaffected

ridiculous, is written with a quaint and pathetic. Drake's Shakspeare
affected and empty Euphuism, and his Times, i. 469.
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CHAP, original, but it is by no means a translation from
'

any single work. *
Mallory's famous romance,

La Morte d'Arthur, is of much earlier date, and

was first printed by Caxton. It is, however, a

translation from several French romances, though
written in very spirited language.

* Drake, i. 529.
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CHAP. VIII.

HISTORY OF PHYSICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

LITERATURE FROM 1500 TO 1600.

SECT. I. ON MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL

SCIENCE.

Algebraists of this Period Vieta Slow Progress of Copernican Theory

Tycho Brake Reform of Calendar Mechanics Stevinus Gilbert.

1. THE breach of faith towards Tartaglia, by CHAP.
V T T T

which Cardan communicated to the world the 1

method of solving cubic equations, having rendered

them enemies, the injured party defied the aggressor

to a contest, wherein each should propose thirty-one

problems to be solved by the other. Cardan ac-

cepted the challenge, and gave a list of his problems,
but devolved the task of meeting his antagonist on

his disciple Ferrari. The problems of Tartaglia are

so much more difficult than those of Cardan, and

the latter's representative so frequently failed in

solving them, as to show the former in a higher rank

among algebraists, though we have not so long a

list of his discoveries.* This is told by himself in

a work of miscellaneous mathematical and physical

learning, Quesiti ed invenzioni diverse, published
in 1546. In 1555, he put forth the first part of

a treatise intitled Trattato di numeri e misure, the

second part appearing in 1560.

* Montucla, p. 568.
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CHAP. 2. Pelletier of Mans, a man advantageously
IL

known both in literature and science, published a

Algebra of short treatise on algebra in 1554. He does not
Pelletier.

give the method of solving cubic equations, but

Hutton is mistaken in supposing that he was

ignorant of Cardan's work, which he quotes. In

fact he promises a third book, this treatise being
divided into two, on the higher parts of algebra ;

but I do not know whether this be found in any

subsequent edition. Pelletier does not employ
the signs + an^ > which had been invented by
Stifelius, using p and m instead, but we find the

sign ^/ of irrationality. What is perhaps the most

original in this treatise, is that its author perceived

that, in a quadratic equation, where the root is

rational, it must be a divisor of the absolute

number.*
Record's 3. Jn the Whetstone of Wit, by Robert Record,
Whetstone . _

!;
.

of wit. in 1557, we find the signs + and , and, for the

first time, that of equality =, which he invented.!

Record knew that a quadratic equation has two

roots. The scholar, for it is in dialogue, having
been perplexed by this as a difficulty, the master

* Pelletier seems to have ar- racines qui sont necessaires pour
rived at this not by observation, accomplir x*. p. 40. (Lyon.J554.)
but in a scientific method. Comme f

" And to avoid the tedious re-

x^ = 2x-{-l5 (I substitute the petition of these words,
"

is equal
usual signs for clearness), il est to," I will set, as I do often in work
certain que x que nous cherchons use, a pair of parallels,gemowe lines

doit estre contenu e"galement en of one length thus =, because no

15, puisque x^ est egal a deux x, two things can be more equal." The
et 15 davantage, et que tout word gemoive, from the French
nombre censique (quarre) contient gemeau, twin, (Cotgrave) is very
les racines egalement et precise- uncommon : it was used for a
ment. Maintenant puisque 2 x font double ring, a gemel or gemou
certain nombre de racines, il faut ring. Todd's Johnson's Dictionary,
done que 15 fasse 1'achevenient des
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answers,
" That variety of roots doth declare that CHAP.

one equation in number may serve for two several !__

questions. But the form of the question may
easily instruct you which of these two roots you
shall take for your purpose. Howbeit, sometimes

you may take both."* He says nothing of cubic

equations, having been prevented by an inter-

ruption, the nature of which he does not divulge,
from continuing his algebraic lessons. We owe
therefore nothing to Record but his invention of a

sign. As these artifices not only abbreviate, but

clear up the process of reasoning, each successive

improvement in notation deserves, even in the

most concise sketch of mathematical history, to be

remarked. But certainly they do not exhibit any

peculiar ingenuity, and might have occurred to

the most ordinary student.

4. The great boast of France, and indeed of vieta.

algebraical science generally, in this period, was

Francis Viete, oftener called Vieta, so truly emi-

nent a man that he may well spare laurels which

are not his own. It has been observed in another

* This general mode of expres- Libri, Hist, cles Sciences Mathe-
sion might lead us to suppose, that matiques en Italic, vol. ii. (1838).
Record was acquainted with nega- Leonard of Pisa had some notion

tive, as well as positive roots, the of this, but did not state it, ac-

fictae radices of Cardan. That a cording to M. Libri, so generally

quadratic equation of a certain as Ben Musa. Upon reference

form has two positive roots, had to Colebrooke's Indian Algebra,

long been known. In a very mo- it will
appear

that the existence of

dern book, it is said that Mo- two positive roots in some cases,

hammed ben Musa, an Arabian though the conditions of the
pro-

of the reign of Almamon, whose blem will often be found to exclude

algebra was translated by the the application of one of them, is

late Dr. Rosen in 1831, observes clearly laid down by the Hindoo
that there are two roots in the algebraists. But one of them says,

form or* + b = ex, but that this "
People do not approve a nega-

cannot be in the other three cases, tive absolute number."
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CHAP.
VIII.

His disco-

veries.

place, that after Montucla had rescued from the

hands of Wallis, who claims every thing for Har-

riott, many algebraical methods indisputably con-

tained in the writings of his own countryman, Cos-

sali has stepped forward, with an equal cogency
of proof, asserting the right of Cardan to the

greater number of them. But the following steps

in the progress of algebra may be justly attributed

to Vieta alone. 1. We must give the first place
to one less difficult in itself, than important in its

results. In the earlier algebra, alphabetical cha-

racters were not generally employed at all, except
that the Res, or unknown quantity, was sometimes

set down R. for the sake of brevity. Stifelius, in

1544, first employed a literal notation, A. B. C. to

express unknown quantities, while Cardan, and

according to Cossali, Luca di Borgo, to whom
we may now add Leonard of Pisa himself, make

some use of letters to express indefinite numbers.*

* Vol. i. p. 54. A modern
writer has remarked, that Aristotle

employs letters of the alphabet to

express indeterminate quantities,
and says it has never been observed

before. He refers to the Physics,
in Aristot. Opera, i. 543. 550. 565.

&c., but without mentioning any
edition. The letters a, (3, y, &c.

express force, mass, space or time.

Libri, Hist, ties Sciences Mathe-

matiques en Italic, i. 104*. Upon
reference to Aristotle, I find many
instances in the sixth book of the

Physicae Auscultationes, and in

other places.

Though I am reluctant to mix
in my text which is taken from

established writers, any observ-

ations of my own on a subject
wherein my knowledge is so very

limited as in mathematics, I may
here remark, that although Tartag-
lia and Cardan do not use single let-

ters as symbols of known quantity,

yet,whentheyrefer to ageometrical
construction, they employ in their

equations double letters, the usual

signs of lines. Thus we find, in

the Ars Magna, ABmAC, where we
should put a b. The want of a

good algorithm was doubtless a

great impediment, but it was not

quite so deficient as from reading
modern histories of algebraical dis-

covery, without reference to the

original writers, we might be led to

suppose.
The process by which the rule

for solving cubic equations was

originally discovered, seems worthy,
as I have intimated in another
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But Vieta first applied them as general symbols CHAP.

of quantity, and by thus forming the scattered 1_

elements of specious analysis into a system, has

been justly reckoned the founder of a science,

which, from its extensive application, has made the

old problems of mere numerical algebra appear

elementary and almost trifling.
"
Algebra," says

Kastner,
" from furnishing amusing enigmas to

the Cossists," as he calls the first teachers of the

art, "became the logic of geometrical invention."*

It would appear a natural conjecture, that the im-

provement, towards which so many steps had been

taken by others, might occur to the mind of Vieta

simply as a means of saving the trouble of arith-

metical operations in working out a problem. But
those who refer to his treatise entitled, De Arte

Analytica isagoge, or even the first page of it, will,

I conceive, give credit to the author for a more

scientific view of his own invention. He calls it

logrstice speciosa, as opposed to the logistice nu-

place (vol. i. p. 630.) of exciting they had the clearest conviction

our curiosity. Maseres has in- they were dealing with continuous,

vestigated this in the Philosophical or geometrical, not merely with dis-

Transactions for 1780, reprinted crete, or arithmetical, quantity,
in his Tracts on Cubic and Biqua- This gave them an insight into

dratic Equations, p. 55 69., and the fundamental truth, which is

in Scriptores Logarithmic!, vol. ii. unintelligible so long as algebra
It is remarkable, that he does not passes for a specious arithmetic,

seem to have been aware of what that every value, which the con-

Cardan has himself told us on the ditions of the problem admit, may
subject in the sixth chapter

of the be assigned to unknown quantities,

Ars Magna ; yet he has nearly without distinction of rationality

guessed the process which Tar- and irrationality. To abstract

taglia pursued ;
that is, by a geo- number itself irrationality is in-

metrical construction. It is mani- applicable.

fest, by nil that these algebraists
* Gcschichte der Mathematik,

have written on the subject, that i. 63.
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CHAP, merosa of the older analysis
*

;
his theorems are

A" i T r

all general, the given quantities being considered

as indefinite, nor does it appear that he substituted

letters for the known quantities in the investiga-

tion of particular problems. Whatever may have

suggested this great invention to the mind of

Vieta, it has altogether changed the character of

his science.

5. Secondly, Vieta understood the transformation

of equations, so as to clear them from coefficients or

surd roots, or to eliminate the second term. This

however is partly claimed by Cossali for Cardan.

Yet it seems that the process employed by Cardan

was much less neat and short than that of Vieta,

which is still in use.t 3. He obtained a solution of

cubic equations in a different method from that of

Tartaglia. 4. "He shows," says Montucla, "that

when the unknown quantity of any equation may
have several positive values, for it must be ad-

mitted that it is only these that he considers, -the

second term has for its coefficient the sum of these

values with the sign , the third has the sum of

the products of these values multiplied in pairs ;

the fourth the sum of such products multiplied in

* Forma autem Zetesin ineundi sense there was very little algebra
ex arte propria est, non jam in before Vieta, and it would be im-
numeris suam logicam exercente, proper to talk of its being known

quae fuit oscitantia veterum analy- to the Greeks, Arabs, or Hindoos.

starum,sed per logisticen sub specie The definition would also include

noviter inducendam, feliciorem the formulae of logic. The original
multo et potiorem numerosa, ad definition of algebra seems to be,

comparandum inter semagnitudines, the science of finding an equation

proposita primum homogeniorum between known and unknown
lege, &c. p. i. edit. 1646. quantities, per oppositionem et

A profound writer on algebra, restaurationem.
Mr. Peacock, has lately defined it, f It is fully explained in his
" the science of general reasoning work De Recognitione JEqua-
by symbolical language." In this tionum, cap. 7.
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threes, and so forth ; finally, that the absolute term CHAP.

is the product of all the values. Here is the dis- !_

covery of Harriott pretty nearly made." It is at least

no small advance towards it.* Cardan is said to have

gone some way towards this theory, but not with

much clearness, nor extending it to equations
above the third degree. 5. He devised a method
of solving equations by approximation, analogous
to the process of extracting roots, which has been

superseded by the invention of more compendious
rules.t 6. He has been regarded by some as

the true author of the application of algebra to

geometry, giving copious examples of the solution

of problems by this method, though all belonging
to straight lines. It looks like a sign of the geo-
metrical relation under which he contemplated his

own science, that he uniformly denominates the

first power of the unknown quantity latus. But
this will be found in older writers.^

* Some theorems given by Vieta J It is certain that Vieta per-

very shortly and without demon- fectly knew the relation of algebra

stration, show his knowledge of to magnitude as well as number,
the structure ofequations. I tran- as the first pages of his In Artem
scribe from Maseres, who has ex- Analyticam Isagoge fully show,

pressed them in the usual algebraic But it is equally certain that Tar-

language. Sia-J-AXx ^aequetur taglia and Cardan, and much older

ab, x explicabilis est de qualibet writers, Oriental as well as Etiro-

illarum duarum a vel b. The pean, knew the same ; it was by help
second theorem is : of geometry, which Cardan calls

j
i via regia, that the former made his

Si x*-b L'+ ac \x Sreat discovery of the solution of
I ,1 cubic equations. Cossali, n. 117.

Cardan, Ars Magna, ch. xi.

aequetur abc, x explicabilis est de Latus and radix are used in-

qualibet illarum trium a, b, vel c. differently for the first power of
The third and fourth theorems the unknown quantity in the Ars
extend this to higher equations. Magna. Cossali contends that

\ Montucla, i. 600. Mutton's Fra Luca had applied algebra to

Mathematical Dictionary. Biog. geometry. Vieta, however, it is

Univers. art. Viete. said, was the first who taught how

VOL. II. O O
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CHAP.
VIII.

6.
"
Algebra," says a philosopher of the present

day,
" was still only an ingenious art, limited to the

investigation of numbers
j
Vieta displayed all its

extent, and instituted general expressions for par-

ticular results. Having profoundly meditated on

the nature of algebra, he perceived that the chief

characteristic of the science is to express relations.

Newton with the same idea defined algebra an

universal arithmetic. The first consequences of

this general principle of Vieta were his own appli-

cation of his specious analysis to geometry, and

the theory of curve lines, which is due to Des-

to construct geometrical figures

by means of algebra. Montucla,

p. 604*. Butcompare Cossali, p. 427.

A writer lately quoted, and to

whose knowledge and talents I

bow with deference, seems, as I

would venture to suggest, to have
over-rated the importance of that

employment of letters to signify

quantities, known or unknown,
which he has found in Aristotle,
and in several of the moderns, and
in consequence to have depreciated
the real merit of Vieta. Leonard
of Pisa.it seems, whose algebra this

writer has for the first time pub-
lished,to hisown honour and the ad-

vantage of scientific history, makes
use of letters as well as lines, to

represent quantities. Quelquefois
il emploie des lettres pour exprimer
des quantites indeterminees,connues
ou inconnues, sans les representer

par des lignes. On voit ici com-
ment les modernes ont ete amenes
a se servir des lettres d'alphabet

(meme pour exprimer des quantites

connues) long temps avant Viete,
a qui on a attribue" a tort une
notation qu'il faudrait peutetre
faire remonter juiqu'a Aristote,
et que tant d'algebraistes modernes

ont employee avant le geometre
Franpais. Car outre Leonard di

Pise, Paciolo et d'autres geo-
metres Italiens firent usage des

lettres pour indiquer les quantites

connues, et c'est d'eux plutot que
d'Aristote que les modernes ont

appris cette notation. Libri, vol. ii.

p. 34. But there is surely a wide
interval between the use of a short

symbolic expression for particular

quantities, as M. Libri has re-

marked in Aristotle, or even the

partial employment of letters to

designate known quantities, as in

the Italian algebraists, and the

method of stating general relations

by the exclusive use of letters,

which Vieta first introduced. That

Tartaglia and Cardan, and even,
as it now appears, Leonard of
Pisa went a certain way towards
the invention of Vieta, cannot
much diminish his glory ; espe-

cially when we find that he entirely

apprehended the importance of his

own logistice speciosa in science.

I have mentioned above, that, as

far as my observation has gone,
Vieta does not work particular

problems by the specious algebra.
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cartes
;

a fruitful idea, from which the analysis of CHAP.

functions, and the most sublime discoveries, have
VIIL

been deduced. It has led to the notion that Des-

cartes is the first who applied algebra to geometry ;

but this invention is really due to Vieta
;

for he

resolved geometrical problems by algebraic analysis,

and constructed figures by means of these solutions.

These investigations led him to the theory of an-

gular sections, and to the general equations which

express the values of chords." * It will be seen in

the notes that some of this language requires a

slight limitation.

7- The Algebra of Bombelli, published in 1589,

is the only other treatise of the kind during this

period that seems worthy of much notice. Bom-
belli saw better than Cardan the nature of what is

called the irreducible case in cubic equations. But

Vieta, whether after Bombelli or not, is not certain,

had the same merit, t It is remarkable that Vieta

seems to have paid little regard to the discoveries

of his predecessors. Ignorant, probably, of the

writings of Record, and perhaps even of those of

Stifelius, he neither uses the sign
= of equality,

employing instead the clumsy word ^Equatio, or

rather jEquetur t , nor numeral exponents ; and

Hutton observes that Vieta's algebra has, in con-

sequence, the appearance of being older than it is.

He mentions, however, the signs -f and , a susual

in his own time.

* M. Fourier, quoted in Bio- . It is almost a presumption of

graphic Universelle. copying one from another, that

j-
Cossali. Hutton. several modern writers say Vieta's

Vieta uses =, but it is to word is a-qnalio. I have always
denote that the proposition is true found it cequetur ; a difference not
both of -|- and

; where we put material in itself.

G G 2
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8. Amidst the great progress of algebra through
the sixteenth century, the geometers, content with

wnat the ancients had left them, seem to have had
period. little care but to elucidate their remains. Euclid

was the object of their idolatry ;
no fault could

be acknowledged in his elements, and to write a

verbose commentary upon a few propositions was

enough to make the reputation of a geometer.

Among the almost innumerable editions of Euclid

that appeared, those of Commandin and Clavius,

both of them in the first rank of mathematicians

for that age, may be distinguished. Commandin,

especially, was much in request in England, where

he was frequently reprinted, and Montucla calls

him the model of commentators for the pertinence

and sufficiency of his notes. The commentary of

Clavius, though a little prolix, acquired a still

higher reputation. We owe to Commandin edi-

tions of the more difficult geometers, Archimedes,

Pappus, and Apollonius ;
but he attempted little,

and that without success, beyond the province
of a translator and a commentator. Maurolycus
of Messina had no superior among contemporary

geometers. Besides his edition of Archimedes, and

other labours on the ancient mathematicians, he

struck out the elegant theory, in which others have

followed him, of deducing the properties of the

conic sections from those of the cone itself. But

we must refer the reader to Montucla, and other

historical and biographical works, for the less dis-

tinguished writers of the sixteenth age.*
Joachim 9. The extraordinary labour of Joachim Rhse-
Rhaeticus.

* Montucla. Kastner. Hutton. Biogr. Univ.
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licus in his trigonometrical calculations has been CHAP.
VIII

mentioned in our first volume. His Opus Palati- L.

num de Triangulis was published from his manu-

script by Valentine Otho, in 1594. But the work

was left incomplete, and the editor did not accom-

plish what Joachim had designed. In his tables the

sines, tangents, and secants are only calculated to

ten, instead of fifteen places of decimals. Pitiscus,

in 1613, not only completed Joachim's intention,

but carried the minuteness of calculation a good
deal farther.*

10. It can excite no wonder that the system of Copemican
f^. i it .!'.. i theory.

Copernicus, simple and beautiful as it is, met with

little encouragement for a long time after its pro-

mulgation, when we reflect upon the natural ob-

stacles to its reception. Mankind can in general
take these theories of the celestial movements only

upon trust from philosophers ;
and in this instance

it required a very general concurrence of competent

judges to overcome the repugnance of what called

itself common sense, and was in fact a prejudice as

natural, as universal, and as irresistible as could in-

fluence human belief. With this was united another,

derived from the language of Scripture; and though
it might have been sufficient to answer, that

phrases implying the rest of the earth and motion of

the sun are merely popular, and such as those who
are best convinced of the opposite doctrine must

employ in ordinary language, this was neither satis-

factory to the vulgar, nor recognized by the church.

Nor were the astronomers in general much more

favourable to the new theory than either the clergy

* Montucla, p. 581.

G G 3
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CHAP, or the multitude. They had taken pains to fami-
VIII . .

!_ liarize their understandings with the Ptolemaic hy-

pothesis ;
and it may be often observed that those

who have once mastered a complex theory are

better pleased with it than with one of more sim-

plicity. The whole weight of Aristotle's name,

which, in the sixteenth century, not only biassed

the judgment, but engaged the passions, connected

as it was with general orthodoxy and preservation
of established systems, was thrown into the scale

against Copernicus. It was asked what demonstra-

tion could be given of his hypothesis ;
whether the

movements of the heavenly bodies could not be

reconciled to the Ptolemaic
;
whether the greater

quantity of motion, and the complicated arrange-

ment which the latter required, could be deemed

sufficient objections to a scheme proceeding from

the Author of nature, to whose power and wisdom

our notions of simplicity and facility are inapplica-

ble ; whether the moral dignity of man, and his

peculiar relations to the Deity, unfolded in Scripture,

did not give the world he inhabits a better claim to

the place of honour in the universe, than could be

pretended, on the score of mere magnitude, for

the sun. It must be confessed, that the strongest

presumptions in favour of the system of Copernicus
were not discovered by himself.

11. It is easy, says Montucla, to reckon the

number of adherents to the Copernican theory

during the sixteenth century. After Rhaeticus,

they may be nearly reduced to Reinold, author

of the Prussian tables
; Rothman, whom Tycho

drew over afterwards to his own system j
Chris-
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tian Wursticius (Ursticius), who made some pro- CHAP.

selytes in Italy ; finally, Msestlin, the illustrious

master of Kepler. He might have added Wright
and Gilbert, for the credit of England. Among
the Italian proselytes made by Wursticius, we may
perhaps name Jordano Bruno, who strenuously
asserts the Copernican hypothesis ; and two much

greater authorities in physical science, Benedetti

and Galileo himself. It is evident that the pre-

ponderance of valuable suffrages was already on the

side of truth.*

12. The predominant disinclination to con-

travene the apparent testimonies of sense and l

Scripture had, perhaps, more effect than the desire

of originality in suggesting the middle course

taken by Tycho Brahe. He was a Dane of noble

birth, and early drawn by the impulse of natural

genius to the study of astronomy. Frederic III.,

his sovereign, after Tycho had already obtained

some reputation, erected for him the observatory
of Uraniburg in a small isle of the Baltic. In this

solitude he passed above twenty years, accumu-

lating the most extensive and accurate observ-

ations which were known in Europe before the

discovery of the telescope and the improvement
of astronomical instruments. These, however,
were not published till 1606, though Kepler had

previously used them in his Tabulae Rodolphinae.

Tycho himself did far more in this essential de-

partment of the astronomer than any of his pre-

decessors
;

his resources were much beyond those

of Copernicus, and the latter years of this century

Montucla, p. 638.

G G 4
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CHAP, may be said to make an epoch in physical astro-

!_ nomy. Frederic, Landgrave of Hesse, was more

than a patron of the science. The observations

of that prince have been deemed worthy of praise

long after his rank had ceased to avail them. The

emperor Rodolph, when Tycho had been driven

by envy from Denmark, gave him an asylum and

the means of carrying on his observations at

Prague, where he died in 1601. He was the first

in modern times who made a catalogue of stars,

registering their positions as well as his instru-

ments permitted him. This catalogue, published
in his Progymnasmata in 1602, contained 777> to

which, from Tycho's own manuscripts, Kepler
added 223 stars.*

His system, 13. In the new mundane system of Tycho Brahe,

which, though first regularly promulgated to the

world in his Progymnasmata, had been commu-
nicated in his epistles to the Landgrave of Hesse,

he supposes the five planets to move round the

sun, but carries the sun itself with these five

satellites, as well as the moon, round the earth.

Though this, at least at the time, might explain
the known phenomena as well as the two other

theories, its want of simplicity always prevented
its reception. Except Longomontanus, the coun-

tryman and disciple of Tycho, scarce any con-

spicuous astronomer adopted an hypothesis which,

if it had been devised some time sooner, would

perhaps have met with better success. But in the

seventeenth century, the wise all fell into the Co-

pernican theory, and the many were content with-

out any theory at all.

* Montucla, p. 653 659.
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14. A great discovery in physical astronomy CHAP.

may be assigned to Tycho. Aristotle had pro- 1_

nounced comets to be meteors generated below the

orbit of the moon. But a remarkable comet in

1577 having led Tycho to observe its path accu-

rately, he came to the conclusion that these bodies

are far beyond the lunar orbit, and that they pass

through what had always been taken for a solid

firmament, environing the starry orbs, and which

plays no small part in the system of Ptolemy. He
was even near the discovery of their elliptic revo-

lution ; the idea of a curve round the sun having
struck him, though he could not follow it by ob-

servation.*

15. The acknowledged necessity of reforming Gregorian

the Julian calendar gave in this age a great im-
c

portance to astronomy. It is unnecessary to go
into the details of this change, effected by the au-

thority of Gregory XIII., and the skill of Lilius

and Clavius, the mathematicians employed under

him. The new calendar was immediately received

in all countries acknowledging the pope's su-

premacy ;
not so much on that account, though a

discrepancy in the ecclesiastical reckoning would

have been very inconvenient, as of its real supe-

riority over the Julian. The protestant countries

came much more slowly into the alteration ; truth

being no longer truth, when promulgated by the

pope. It is now admitted that the Gregorian calendar

is very nearly perfect, at least as to the computation
of the solar year, though it is not quite accurate

for the purpose of finding Easter. In that age, it

* Montucla, p. 002.
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CHAP, had to encounter the opposition of Maestlin, an

1_ astronomer of deserved reputation, and of Scaliger,

whose knowledge of chronology ought to have

made him conversant with the subject, but who,

by a method of squaring the circle, which he an-

nounces with great confidence as a demonstration,

showed the world that his genius did not guide
him to the exact sciences. *

Optics. 16. The science of optics, as well as all other

branches of the mixed mathematics, fell very short

of astronomy in the number and success of its

promoters. It was carried not much farther than

the point where Alhazen, Vitello, and Roger
Bacon left it. Maurolycus of Messina, in a trea-

tise published in 1575, though written, according
to Montucla, fifty years before, entitled Theoremata

de Lumine et Umbra, has mingled a few novel

truths with error. He explains rightly the fact

that a ray of light, received through a small aper-

ture of any shape, produces a circular illumination

on a body intercepting it at some distance
; and

points out why different defects of vision are re-

medied by convex or concave lenses. He had

however mistaken notions as to the visual power
of the eye, which he ascribed not to the retina

but to the crystalline humour ;
and on the whole,

Maurolycus, though a very distinguished philo-

sopher in that age, seems to have made few con-

siderable discoveries in physical science.t Baptista

Porta, who invented, or at least made known, the

camera obscura, though he dwells on many optical

phenomena in his Magia Naturalis, sometimes

*
Montucla, p. 674686. f Id. p. 695.
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making just observations, had little insight into CHAP.

the principles that explain them. * The science of _m_l_A XT X

perspective has been more frequently treated, es-

pecially in this period, by painters and architects

than by mathematicians. Albert Durer, Serlio,

Vignola, and especially Peruzzi, distinguished

themselves by practical treatises
j

but the geo-
metrical principles were never well laid down
before the work of Guido Ubaldi in l600.t

17. This author, of a noble family in the Apen- Mechanics.

nines, ranks high also among the improvers of

theoretical mechanics. This great science, checked,

like so many others, by the erroneous principles of

Aristotle, made scarce any progress till near the

end of the century. Cardan and Tartaglia wrote

upon the subject ;
but their acuteness in abstract

mathematics did not compensate for a want of

accurate observation and a strange looseness of

reasoning. Thus Cardan infers that the power

required to sustain a weight on an inclined plane
varies in the exact ratio of the angle, because it

vanishes when the plane is horizontal, and becomes

equal to the weight when the plane is perpendicular.
But this must be the case if the power follows any
other law of direct variation, as that of the sine

of inclination, that is, the height, which it really

does, t Tartaglia, on his part, conceived that a

cannon-ball did not indeed describe two sides of a

parallelogram, as was commonly imagined even

by scientific writers, but, what is hardly less absurd,

that its point-blank direction and line of perpen-
dicular descent are united by a circular arch, to

* Montucla, p. 698. f Id. p. 708. J Id. p. 690.
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CHAP, which they are tangents. It was generally agreed,

till the time of Guido Ubaldi, that the arms of a

lever charged with equal weights, if displaced from

the horizontal position, would recover it when set at

liberty. Benedetti of Turin had juster notions

than his -Italian contemporaries ;
he ascribed the

centrifugal force of bodies to their tendency to

move in a straight line
;
he determined the law of

equilibrium for the oblique lever, and even under-

stood the composition of motions.*

18. If, indeed, we should give credit to the six-

teenth century for all that was actually discovered,

and even reduced to writing, we might now pro-
ceed to the great name of Galileo. For it has

been said that his treatise Delia Scienza Mechanica

was written in 1592, though not published for

more than forty years afterwards, t But as it has

been our rule, with not many exceptions, to date

books from their publication, we must defer any
mention of this remarkable work to the next

volume. The experiments, however, made by
Galileo, when lecturer in mathematics at Pisa, on

falling bodies, come strictly within our limits.

He was appointed to this office in 1589, and left

it in 1592. Among the many unfounded asser-

tions of Aristotle in physics, it was one that the

velocity of falling bodies was proportionate to their

weights; Galileo tookadvantage ofthe leaning tower

of Pisa to prove the contrary. But this important,

though obvious experiment, which laid open much

* Montucla, p. 693. those who, on second thoughts,
f Playfair has fallen into the would have known better, have

mistake of supposing that this copied him.
treatise was published in 1592 ;

and
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of the theory of motion, displeased the adherents CHAP.

of Aristotle so highly, that they compelled him to
VI1L

leave Pisa. He soon obtained a chair in the uni-

versity of Padua.

19. But on the same principle that we exclude statics of

the work of Galileo on mechanics from the six-

teenth century, it seems reasonable to mention

that of Simon Stevinus of Bruges ; since the first

edition of his Statics and Hydrostatics was printed
in Dutch as early as 1585, though we can hardly
date its reception among the scientific public be-

fore the Latin edition in 1608. Stevinus has been

chiefly known by his discovery of the law of equi-

librium on the inclined plane, which had baffled

the ancients, and, as we have seen, was mistaken

by Cardan. Stevinus supposed a flexible chain of

uniform weight to descend down the sides of two

connected planes, and to hang in a sort of festoon

below. The chain would be in equilibrio, because,

if it began to move, there would be no reason why
it should not move for ever, the circumstances

being unaltered by any motion it could have
;
and

thus there would be a perpetual motion, which is

impossible. But the part below, being equally

balanced, must, separately taken, be in equilibrio.

Consequently the part above, lying along the

planes, must also be in equilibrio ;
and hence the

weight of the two parts of the chain must be equal,

or if that lying along the shorter plane be called

the power, it will be to the other as the lengths ;

or if there be but one plane, and the power hang

perpendicularly, as the height to the length.

20. It has been doubted whether this demon-
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CHAP, stration of Stevinus be satisfactory, and also whe-
IL

ther the theorem had not been proved in a different

manner by an earlier writer. The claims of Ste-

vinus, however, have very recently been maintained

by an author of high reputation.* The Statics of

this ingenious mathematician contain several novel

and curious theorems on the properties of other

mechanical powers besides the inclined plane. But

Montucla has attributed to him what I cannot

find in his works. " In resolving these questions

(concerning the ratios of weights on the oblique

pulley), and several others, he frequently makes

use of the famous principle which is the basis of

the Nouvelle Mecanique of M. Varignon. He
forms a triangle, of which the three sides are

parallel to the three directions, namely, of the

weight and the two powers which support it
;
and

he shows that these three lines express this weight
and these powers respectively." t Playfair, copying
Montucla, I presume, without looking at Stevinus,

has repeated this statement, and it will be found in

other modern histories of physical science. This

theorem, however, of Varignon, commonly called

the triangle of forces, will not, unless I am greatly

mistaken, be discovered in Stevinus. Had it been

known to him, we may presume that he would have

employed it, as is done in modern works on me-

chanics, for demonstrating the law of equilibrium on

the inclined plane, instead of his catenarian hypo-

*
Playfair's Dissertation. Whe- Stevinus, whether it had occurred

well's Hist, of Inductive Sciences, to him or not,may be very just, but

ii. 11. 14. Compare Drinkwater's borders, perhaps, rather too much
Life of Galileo, p. 83. The reason- on the metaphysics of science,

ing which Mr. W. suggests for
-j- Montucla, ii. 180.
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thesis, which is at least not so elegant or capable of CHAP.

so simple a proof. It is true that in treating of the !__

oblique pulley, he resolves the force into two, one

parallel, the other perpendicular to the weight ;

and thus displays his acquaintance with the com-

position of forces. But whether he had a clear

perception of all the dynamical laws, involved in

the demonstration of Varignon's theorem, may
possibly be doubtful

;
at least, we do not find that

he has employed it.

21. The first discovery made in hydrostatics since Hydrosta-

the time of Archimedes is due to Stevinus. He tics'

found that the vertical pressure of fluids on a hori-

zontal surface is as the product of the base of the

vessel by its height, and showed the law of pressure
even on the sides.*

22. The year 1600 was the first in which Gilbert on

England produced a remarkable work in physical
science ; but this was one sufficient to raise a

lasting reputation to its author. Gilbert, a phy-
sician, in his Latin treatise on the Magnet, not only
collected all the knowledge which others had pos-

sessed on that subject, but became at once the

father of experimental philosophy in this island,

and by a singular felicity and acuteness of genius,
the founder of theories which have been revived

after the lapse of ages, and are almost universally
received into the creel of the science. The mag-
netism of the earth itself, his own original hypo-
thesis, nova ilia nostra etinaudita de tellure sententia,

could not, of course, be confirmed by all the ex-

perimental and analogical proof, which has rendered

* Montucla, ii. 180.
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CHAP, that doctrine accepted in recent philosophy; but it

VIIL
was by no means one of those vague conjectures

that are sometimes unduly applauded, when they
receive a confirmation by the favour of fortune.

He relied on the analogy of terrestrial phenomena
to those exhibited by what he calls a terrella, or

artificial spherical magnet. What may be the va-

lidity of his reasonings from experiment it is for

those who are conversant with the subject to de-

termine, but it is evidently by the torch of ex-

periment that he was guided. A letter from

Edward Wright, whose authority as a mathe-

matician is of some value, admits the terrestrial

magnetism to be proved. Gilbert was also one of

our earliest Copernicans, at least as to the rotation

of the earth* ;
and with his usual sagacity inferred,

before the invention of the telescope, that there

must be a multitude of fixed stars beyond the

reach of our vision, t

* Mr. Whewell thinks that Gil- f 1. 6. c. 3. The article on
bert was more doubtful about the Gilbert in the Biographic Univer-
annual than the diurnal motion of selle is discreditable to that public-
the earth, and informs us that in a ation. If the author was so very
posthumous work he seems to ignorant as not to have known any
hesitate between Tycho and Co- thing of Gilbert, he might at least

pernicus. Hist, of Inductive have avoided the assumption that

Sciences, i. 389. Gilbert's argu- nothing was to be known
ment for the diurnal motion would Sarpi, who will not be thought
extend to the annual. Non pro- an incompetent judge, names Gil-

babilis modo sed manifesta videtur bert with Vieta, as the only ori-

terrae diurna circumvolutio, cum ginal writers among his contem-
natura semper agit per pauciora poraries. Non ho veduto in questo
magis quam plura, atque rationi secolo uomo quale abbia scirtto

magis consentaneum videtur untim cosa sua propria, salvo Vieta in

exiguum corpus telluris diurnam Francia e Gilberti in Inghilterra.
volutationem efficere quam mun- Lettere di Fra Paolo, p. 31.

dum totum circumferri.
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SECT. II. ON NATURAL HISTORY.

Zoology Gesner, Aldrovandus. Botany Label, Ccesalpin, and

others.

23. ZOOLOGY and botany, in the middle of the CHAP.

sixteenth century, were as yet almost neglected
VIIL

fields of knowledge ;
scarce any thing had been Gesner's

added to the valuable history of animals by Aris-

totle, and those of plants by Theophrastus and Dios-

corides. But in the year 1551 was published the

first part of an immense work, the History of Ani-

mals, by that prodigy of general erudition, Conrad

Gesner. This treats of viviparous quadrupeds ;

the second, which appeared in 1554, of the ovi-

parous ;
the third, in 1555, of birds

; the fourth, in

the following year, of fishes and aquatic animals ;

and one, long afterwards published in 1587, relates

to serpents. The first part was reprinted with

additions in 1560, and a smaller work of woodcuts

and shorter descriptions, called Icones Animalium,

appeared in 1553.

24. This work of the first great naturalist of

modern times is thus eulogised by one of the latest :

" Gesner's History of Animals, says Cuvier, may
be considered as the basis of all modern zoology ;

copied almost literally by Aldrovandus, abridged

by Jonston, it has become the foundation of much
more recent works ;

and more than one famous

author has borrowed from it silently most of his

learning; for those passages of the ancients, which

have escaped Gesner, have scarce ever been ob-

VOL. II. II II
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CHAP, served by the moderns. He deserved their confi-

dence by his accuracy, his perspicuity, his good
faith, and sometimes by the sagacity of his views.

Though he has not laid down any natural classifi-

cation by genera, he often points out very well the

true relations of beings."
*

25. Gesner treats of every animal under eight

ment?
e~

heads or chapters: 1. Its name in different lan-

guages; 2. Its external description and usual place

of habitation (or what naturalists call habitat} ;
3.

Its natural actions, length of life, diseases, &c. ; 4.

Its disposition, or, as we may say, moral character ;

5. Its utility, except for food and medicine
;

6. Its

use as food ; J. Its use in medicine
; 8. The phi-

lological relations of the name and qualities, their

proper and figurative use in language, which is

subdivided into several sections. So comprehen-
sive a notion of zoology displays a mind accus-

tomed to encyclopedic systems, and loving the la-

bours of learning for their own sake. Much of

course would have a very secondary value in the

eyes of a good naturalist. His method is alphabet-

ical, but it may be reckoned an alphabet of genera ;

for he arranges what he deems cognate species

together. In the Icones Animalium we find

somewhat more of classification. Gesner divides

quadrupeds into Animalia Mansueta and Animalia

Fera ;
the former in two, the latter in four orders.

Cuvier, in the passage above cited, writing proba-

bly from memory, has hardly done justice to

Gesner in this respect. The delineations in the

History of Animals and in the Icones are very rude ;

*
Biogr. Universelle, art. Gesner.
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and it 'is not always easy, with so little assistance CHAP.

from engraving, to determine the species from his L_

description.

26. Linnaeus, though professing to give the syn- His addi-

f 1 U f *1
tions t0

onyms or his predecessors, has been frequently known

careless and unjust towards Gesner; his mention

of several quadrupeds (the only part of the latter*s

work at which I have looked), having been unno-

ticed in the Systema Naturae. We do not find

however that Gesner had made very considerable

additions to the number of species known to the

ancients ;
and it cannot be reckoned a proof of his

acuteness in zoology, that he placed the hippopo-
tamus among aquatic animals, and the bat among
birds. In the latter extraordinary error he was

followed by all other naturalists till the time of

Ray. Yet he shows some judgment in rejecting

plainly fabulous animals. In the edition of 1551

I find but few quadrupeds, except those belonging

to the countries round the Mediterranean, or men-

tioned by Pliny and ^lian.* The Reindeer, which

it is doubtful whether the ancients knew, though
there seems reason to believe that it was formerly

an inhabitant of Poland and Germany, he found in

Albertus Magnus ;
and from him too Gesner had

got some notion of the Polar Bear. He mentions the

Musk deer, which was known through the Arabian

writers, though unnoticed by the ancients. The
new world furnished him with a scanty list. Among

* In Cardan, De Subtilitate, lib. large as man, which persists long
10. published in 1550, 1 find the ant- in standing erect, amat pucros et

eater, ursus fonnicarius, which, if I mulieres, conaturque concumbere,
am not mistaken, Gesner has quod nos vidimus. This was pro-

omitted, though it is in Ilernando bably one of the large baboons of

d'Oviedo ; also a cercopithecus, as Africa.

H H 2
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CHAP, these is the Opossum, or Simi-Vulpa (for which

. !__ Linnaeus has not given him credit), an account of

which he may have found in Pinzon or Peter Mar-

tyr
*

;
the Manati, of which he found a description

in Hernando's History of the Indies ; and the

Guinea Pig, Cuniculus Indus, which he says was,

within a few years, first brought to Europe from

the New World, but was become every where

common. In the edition of 1560, several more

species are introduced. Olaus Magnus had, in the

meantime, described the Glutton ; and Belon had

found an Armadillo among itinerant quacks in

Turkey,though he knew that it came fromAmerica.t

Belon had also described the Axis deer of India.

The Sloth appears for the first time in this edition

of Gesner, and the Sagoin, or Ouistiti, as well as

what he calls Mus Indicus alius, which Linnaeus

* In the voyage of Pinzon, the Sibiliam delatum est ; et ex Sibilia

companion of Columbus in his Illiberim, id est Granatam, in

last voyage, when the continent of gratiam regum, qui novis semper
Guiana was discovered, which will rebus oblectantur, p. 116. edit,

be found in the Novus Orbis 1532. In Peter Martyr, De
of Grynaeus, a specimen of the Rebus Oceanicis, dec. i. lib. 9.,

genus Didelphis is mentioned we find a longer account of the

with the astonishment which monstrosum illud animal vulpino
the first appearance of the mar- rostro, cercopithecea cauda, ver-

supial type would naturally excite pertilioneis auribus, manibus huma-
in an European. Conspexere nius, pedibus simiam aemulans ;

etiamnum ibi animal quadrupes, quod natos jam filios alio gestat

prodigiosum quidem; nam pars quocanque proficiscatur utero ex-

anterior vulpem, posteriorvero simi- teriore in modum magnae crumenae.

am praesentabat, nisi quod pedes This animal, he says, lived some

effingit humanos ; aures autem months in Spain, and was seen by
habet noctuae, et infra consuetam by him after its death. Several

alvumaliamhabetinstar crumenae, in species are natives of Guiana,

qua delitescunt catuliejustantisper, -f- Tatus, quadrupes peregrina.
donee tuto prodire queant.et absque The species figured in Gesner is

parentis tutela cibatum quaerere, Dasypus novem cinctus. This

nee unquam exeunt crumenam, animal, however, is mentioned by
nisi cum sugunt. Portentosum Hernando d'Oviedo under the

hoc animal cum catulis tribus name Bardati.
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refers to the Racoon, but seems rather to be the CHAP

Nasua, or Coati Mondi. Gesner has given only 1_

three cuts of monkies, but was aware that there

were several kinds, and distinguishes them in de-

scription. I have not presumed to refer his cuts

to particular species, which probably, on account

of their rudeness, a good naturalist would not at-

tempt. The Simia Inuus, or Barbary ape, seems

to be one, as we might expect.* Gesner was not

very diligent in examining the histories of the New
World. Peter Martyr and Hernando would have

supplied him with several he has overlooked, as the

Tapir, the Pecary, the Anteater, and the fetid

Polecat.!

27. Less acquainted with books but with better Beion.

opportunities of observing nature than Gesner, his

contemporary Belon made greater accessions to

zoology. Besides, his excellent travels in the Levant

and Egypt, we have from him a history of fishes

in Latin, printed in 1553, and translated by the

author into French, with alterations and additions;

and one of birds, published in French in 1555,

written with great learning, though not without

fabulous accounts, as was usual in the earlier period
of natural history. Belon was perhaps the first, at

* Sunt et cynocephalonun cli- though he knew them to exist,

versa genera, ncc unum genus The three principal Simianclivisions

caudatorum. I think he knew the were familiarly known in Europe
leading characteristics founded on not very long after the time of
the tail, but did not attend accu- Gesuer, as we find by an old song
rately to subordinate distinctions, of Eli/abeth's time :

The ape, the monkey, and baboon did meet
A breaking of their fast in Friday Street.

British Bibliographer, i. 342.

f The Tapir is mentioned by Peter Martyr, the rest in Hernando.

Jl H 3
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CHAP, least in modern times, who had glimpses of a greatv L
typical conformity in nature. In one of his works

he places the skeletons of a man and a bird in ap-

position, in order to display their essential analogy.

He introduced also many exotic plants into France.

Every one knows, says a writer of the last century,
that our gardens owe all their beauty to Belon.*

The same writer has satisfactorily cleared this emi-

nent naturalist from the charge of plagiarism, to

which credit had been hastily given.t Belon may
on the whole be placed by the side of Gesner.

fnd
V

Rol
28 * Salviarii published in 1558 a history of fishes,

deiet's (Animalium Aquatilium Historia) with figures well
Ichthy- j u ^ u IT i

oiogy. executed, but by no means numerous. He borrows

most of his materials from the ancients, and having

frequently failed in identifying the species they

describe, cannot be read without precaution. $

But Rondelet (De Piscibus Marinis, 1554), was

far superior as an ichthyologist, in the judgment
of Cuvier, to any of his contemporaries, both by
the number of fishes he has known, and the accu-

racy of his figures, which exceed three hundred for

fresh-water and marine species. His knowledge of

those which inhabit the Mediterranean sea was so

extensive that little has been added since his time.
" It is the work," says the same great authority,
" which has supplied almost every thing which we
find on that subject in Gesner, Aldrovandus, Wil-

* Liron, Singularites Histo- hands of Belon who published

riques, i. 456. them as his .own. Gesner has

f-
Id. p. 438. It had been sus- been thought to insinuate this

;

pected that the manuscripts of but Liron is of opinion that Belon
Gilles, the author of a compilation was not meant by him.
from ./Elian, who had himself J Biogr. Univ. (Cuvier.}
travelled in the east, fell into the
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loughby, Artedi, and Linnaeus ; and even Lacepede CHAP.

has been obliged, in many instances, to depend on
vn '

.

Rondelet." The text however is far inferior to the

figures, and is too much occupied with an attempt
to fix the ancient names of the several species.*

29. The very little book of Dr. Caius on British

Dogs, published in 1570, the whole of which I be-
dus'

lieve has been translated by Pennant in his British

Zoology, is hardly worth mentioning ;
nor do I know

that zoological literature has any thing more to

produce till almost the close of the century, when
the first and second volumes of Aldrovandus's vast

natural history was published. These, as well as

the third, which appeared in 1603, treat of birds ;

the fourth is on insects ;
and these alone were given

to the world by the laborious author, a professor

of natural history at Bologna. After his death in

1605, nine more folio volumes, embracing with

various degrees- of detail most other parts of na-

tural history, were successively published by dif-

ferent editors.
" We can only consider the works of

Aldrovandus," says Cuvier,
" as an immense com-

pilation without taste or genius ; the very plan and

materials being in a great measure borrowed from

Gesner ; and BufTon has had reason to say that it

would be reduced to a tenth part of its bulk by

striking out the useless and impertinent matter." t

Buftbn, however, which Cuvier might have gone on

to say, praises the method of Aldrovandus and his

fidelity of description, and even ranks his work

above every other natural history.t I am not ac-

*
Biogr. Univ. Hist. Naturclle, Premier Dis-

f III. cuurs. The truth is that all Buf-

H H 4
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CHAP, quainted with its contents ; but according to Lin-

L_ naeus, Aldrovandus, or the editors of his posthu-
mous volumes, added only a very few species of

quadrupeds to those mentioned by Gesner, among
which are the Zebra, the Jerboa, the Musk Rat of

Russia, and the Manis or Scaly Anteater.*

Turner/ ^0. A more steady progress was made in the

science of botany, which commemorates, in those

living memorials with which she delights to honour

her cultivators, several names still respected, and

several books that have not lost their utility. Our

countryman, Dr. Turner, published the first part of

a New Herbal in 1551 ; the second and third did

notappeartill 1562 and 1568. "The arrangement,"

says Pulteney,
"

is alphabetical according to the

Latin names, and after the description he frequently

specifies the places and growth. He is ample in

his discrimination of the species, as his great object

was to ascertain the Materia Medica of the ancients,

and of Dioscorides in particular, throughout the

vegetable kingdom. He first gives names to many
English plants ; and allowing for the time when

specifical distinctions were not established, when
almost all the small plants were disregarded, and the

Cryptogamia almost wholly overlooked, the number

fon's censures on Aldrovandus * Collections of natural history
fall equally on Gesner, who is not seem to have been formed by all who
less accumulative of materials not applied themselves to the subject

properly bearing on natural history, in the sixteenth century; such as

and not much less destitute of Cordus, Mathiolus, Mercati, Ges-

systematic order. The remarks of ner, Agricola, Belon, Rondelet,
Buffon on this waste of learning Ortelius, and many others. Hak-
are very just, and applicable to the luyt mentions the cabinets of some
works of the sixteenth century on English collectors from which he
almost every subject as well as had derived assistance. Beck-

zoology, mann's Hist, of Inventions, ii. 57.
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he was acquainted with is much beyond what could CHAP.

easily have been imagined in an original writer on !_

his subject."
*

31. The work of Maranta, published in 1559, on

the method of understanding medicinal plants, is,

in the judgment of a late writer of considerable re-

putation, nearly at the head of any in that age.
The author is independent, though learned, ex-

tremely acute in discriminating plants known to the

ancients, and has discovered many himself, ridi-

culing those who dared to add nothing to Diosco-

rides. t Maranta had studied in the private garden,
formed by Pinelli at Naples. But public gardens
were common in Italy. Those of Pisa and Padua

were the earliest, and perhaps the most celebrated.

One established by the Duke ofFerrara, was pecu-

liarly rich in exotic plants procured from Greece

and Asia, t And perhaps the generous emulation in

all tilings honourable between the houses of Este

and Medici led Ferdinand of Tuscany, some time

afterwards near the end of the century, to enrich

the gardens of Pisa with the finest plants of Asia

and America. The climate of France was less fa-

vourable ;
the first public garden seems to have

been formed at Montpellier, and there was none at

Paris in 1558. Meantime the vegetable produc-
tions of newly discovered countries became familiar

to Europe. Many are described in the excellent

History of the Indies by Hernando d'Oviedo, such

as the Cocos, the Cactus, the Guiacum. Another

*
Pulteney's Historical Sketch f Sprengel Historia Rci Iler-

of the Progress of Botany in bariac (1807), i. 345.

England, p. 68. W. 300.

Id. 363.
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CHAP. Spanish author, Qarate, first describes the Solarium

'__ Tuberosum, or potato, under the name of Papas.*
It has been said that tobacco is first mentioned,

or at least first well described by Benzoni, in Nova
Novi Orbis Historia, (Geneva, 1578. )t Belon went

to the Levant soon after the middle of the century,

on purpose to collect plants ;
several other writers

of voyages followed before its close. Among these

was Prosper Alpinus, who passed several years in

Egypt, but his principal work, De Plantis Exo-

ticis is posthumous, and did not appear till 1627.

He is said to be the first European author who
has mentioned coffee, t

Gesner. 32. The critical examination of the ancients, the

establishment of gardens, the travels of botanists

thus furnished a great supply of plants ;
it was now

required to compare and arrange them. Gesner

first undertook this
;
he had formed a garden of his

own at Zurich, and has the credit of having disco-

vered the true system of classifying plants accord-

ing to the organs of fructification
;
which however

he does not seem to have made known, nor were

his botanical writings published till the last century.
Gesner was the first who mentions the Indian

Sugarcane and the Tobacco, as well as many in-

digenous plants. It is said that he was used to

chew and smoke tobacco,
"
by which he rendered

* Id. 378. de boire du cafe, et en ait decrit

+ Id. 373. la preparation avec exactitude. It

J Id. 384-. Corniani, vi. 25. is possible that this book of Rau-

Biogr. Univ. Yet, in the article wolf being written in German, and
on Rauwolf, a German naturalist, the author being obscure in com-
who published an account of his parison with Prosper Alpinus, his

travels in the Levant as early as prior claim has been till lately

1581, he is mentioned as one of overlooked,

the first qui ait parle de 1'usage
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himself giddy and in a manner drunk" * As Gesner CHAP.

died in 1564, this carries back the knowledge of

tobacco in Europe several years beyond the above-

mentioned treatise of Benzoni.

33. Dodoens, or Dodonseus, a Dutch physician, Dodocns.

in 1553, translated into his own language the his-

tory of plants by Fuchs, to which he added 133

figures. These, instead of using the alphabetical
order of his predecessor, he arranged according to

a method which he thought more natural. " He
explains," says Sprengel,

" well and learnedly the

ancient botanists, and described many plants for

the first time ;" among these are the Ulex Euro-

paeus and the Hyacinthus non scriptus. The great
aim of rendering the modern Materia Medica con-

formable to the ancient seems to have made the

early botanists rather inattentive to objects before

their eyes. Dodoens himself is rather a physician
than a botanist, and is more diligent about the

uses of plants than their characteristics. He col-

lected all his v/ritings, under the title Stirpium His-

toriae Pemptades Sex, at Antwerp in 1583, with

1341 figures, a greater number than had yet been

published.
34. The Stirpium Adversaria, by Pena and Lobei.

Lobel, the latter of whom is best known as a bota-

nist, was published at London in 1570. Lobel in-

deed, though a native of Lille, having passed most

of his life in England, may be fairly counted among
our botanists. He had previously travelled much
over Europe.

" In the execution of this work," says

Pulteney,
" there is exhibited, I believe, the first

Sprengel, 373. 390.
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CHAP, sketch, rude as it is, of a natural method of arrange-

1_ ment, which however extends no farther than

throwing the plants into large tribes, families, or

orders, according to the external appearance or

habit of the whole plant or flower, without establish-

ing any definitions or characters. The whole forms

forty-four tribes. Some contain the plants of one

or two modern genera, others many, and some, it

must be owned, very incongruous to each other.

On the whole they are much superior to Dodoens's

divisions." * Lobel's Adversaria contains descriptions
of 1200 or 1500 plants with 272 engravings ;

the

former are not clear or well expressed, and in this

he is inferior to his contemporaries; the latter are

on copper, very small, but neat.t In a later work,

the Plantarum Historia, Antwerp, 1576, the num-

ber of figures is very considerably greater, but the

book has been less esteemed, being a sort of com-

plement to the other. Sprengel speaks more highly
of Lobel than the Biographic Universelle.

ciusius. 35. Clusius or Lecluse, born at Arras, and a tra-

veller, like many other botanists, over Europe, till

he settled at Leyden as professor of botany in 1593,

is generally reckoned the greatest master of his

science whom the age produced. His descriptions

are remarkable for their exactness, precision, ele-

gance, and method, though he seems to have had

little regard to natural classification. He has added

a long list to the plants already known. Clusius

began by a translation of Dodoens into Latin
;
he

published several other works within the century, t

* Historical Sketch, p. 102. Sprengel, 4-07. Biogr. Univ.

f Sprengel, 399. Pulteney.
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36. Caesalpin was not only a botanist, but CHAP.
VT T T

greater in this than in any other of the sciences '__

he embraced. He was the first (the writings of

Gesner, if they go so far, being in his time un-

published) who endeavoured to establish a natural

order of classification on philosophical principles.

He founded it on the number, figure, and position

of the fructifying parts, observing the situation

of the calix and flower relatively to the germen,
the divisions of the former, and in general what

has been regarded in later systems as the basis of

arrangement. He treats of trees and of herbs

separately, as two grand divisions, but under each

follows his own natural system. The distinction

of sexes he thought needless in plants, on account

of their greater simplicity ; though he admits it to

exist in some, as in the hemp and the juniper.

His treatise on Plants, in 1583, is divided into

sixteen books ;
in the first of which he lays down

the principles of vegetable anatomy and phy-

siology. Many ideas, says Du Petit Thouars, are

found there of which the truth was long afterwards

recognised. He analysed the structure of seeds,

which he compares to the eggs of animals
;

an

analogy, however, which had occurred to Em-

pedocles among the ancients. " One page alone,"

the same writer observes,
" in the dedication of

Caesalpin to the Duke of Tuscany, concentrates

the principles of a good botanical system so well,

that notwithstanding all the labours of later bo-

tanists, nothing material could be added to his

sketch, and if this one page out of all the writings

of Caesalpin remained, it would be enough to
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CHAP, secure him an immortal reputation."
*

Csesalpin

L_ unfortunately gave no figures of plants, which may
have been among the causes that his system was

so long overlooked.

Dale- 37. The Historia Generalis Plantarum by Dale-

BauMn.' champs, in 1587> contains 2731 figures, many of

which, however, appear to be repetitions. These

are divided into eighteen classes according to their

form and size, but with no natural method. His

work is imperfect and faulty ; most of the descrip-

tions are borrowed from his predecessors.! Taber-

nsemontanus, in a book in the German language,
has described 5800 species, and given 2480 figures, t

The Phytopinax of Gerard Bauhin (Basle, 1596)
is the first important work of one who, hi con-

junction with his brother John, laboured for forty

years in the advancement of botanical knowledge.
It is a catalogue of 2460 plants, including, among
about 250 others that were new, the first accurate

description of the potato, which, as he informs

us, was already cultivated in Italy.

Gerard's 38. Gerard's Herbal, published in 1597> was

formed on the basis of Dodoens, taking in much
from Lobel and Clusius

;
the figures are from the

blocks used by Tabernaemontanus. It is not now
esteemed at all by botanists, at least in this first

edition ; "but," says Pulteney,
" from its being well

timed, from its comprehending almost the whole

of the subjects then known, by being written in

*
Biogr. Univ. Sprengel, after aliorum omnium ad Gaertnerium

giving an analysis of the system of usque exemplar est, p. 430.

Caesalpin, concludes : En primi + Sprengel, 432.

systematis carpologici specimen, if
Id. 496.

quod licet imperfectum sit, ingenii j)
Id. 451.

tamen sumini monumentum et
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English, and ornamented with a more numerous set CHAP.

of figures than had ever accompanied any work of !__

the kind in this kingdom, it obtained great repute.*

SECT. III. ON ANATOMY AND MEDICINE.

Fallopius, Eustachius, and other Anatomists State of Mcdecine.

39. FEW sciences were so successfully pursued in Anatomy;

this period as that of anatomy. If it was impos-
sible to snatch from Vesalius the pre-eminent glory
that belongs to him as almost its creator, it might
still be said that two men now appeared who, had

they lived earlier, would probably have gone as

far, and who, by coming later, were enabled to go

beyond him. These were Fallopius and Eusta-

chius, both Italians. The former is indeed placed

by Sprengel even above Vesalius, and reckoned the

first anatomist of the sixteenth century. No one

had understood that delicate part of the human

structure, the organ of hearing, so well as Fallo-

pius, though even he left much for others. He
added several to the list of muscles, and made
some discoveries in the intestinal and generative

organs.t
40. Eustachius, though on the whole inferior to Eustnci.ius.

Fallopius, went beyond him in the anatomy of the

ear, in which a canal, as is well known, bears his

name. One of his biographers has gone so far as

* Hist. Sketch, p. 122. f Portal. Sprengel, Hist tie laMedecine.
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CHAP, to place him above every anatomist for the number

'_ of his discoveries. He has treated very well of

the teeth, a subject little understood before, and

was the first to trace the vena azygos through all

its ramifications. No one before had exhibited

the structure of the human kidneys, Vesalius

having examined them only in dogs.* The scar-

city of human subjects was in fact an irresistible

temptation to take upon trust the identity between

quadrupeds and man, which misled the great ana-

tomists of the sixteenth century.t Comparative

anatomy was therefore not yet promoted to its real

dignity, both as an indispensable part of natural

history, and as opening the most conclusive and

magnificent views of teleology. Goiter, an ana-

tomist born in Holland, but who passed his life in

Italy, Germany, and France, was perhaps the first

to describe the skeletons of several animals ;

though Belon, as we have seen, had views far

beyond his age in what is strictly comparative

anatomy. Goiter's work bears the date of 1575 ;

in 1566 he had published one on human osteo-

logy, where that of the foetus is said to be first

described, though some attribute this merit to

Fallopius. Goiter is called in the Biographic
Universelle one of the creators of pathological

anatomy.
41. Columbus, (De Re Anatomica, Venice, 1559)

Colter.

Columbus.

* Portal. quern interficimus nostro modo et

J-
The church had a repugnance anatomisamus. Sprengel suggests

to permit the dissection of dead that " nostro modo " meant by
bodies, but Fallopius tells us that opium ; but this seems to be
the Duke of Tuscany was some- merely a conjecture. Hist, de la

times obliging enough to send a Medecine, iv. 11.

living criminal to the anatomists,
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the successor of Vesalius at Padua, and afterwards CHAP.

professor at Pisa and Rome, has announced the
VI1L

discovery of several muscles, and given the name
of vomer to the small bone which sustains the

cartilage of the nose, and which Vesalius had
taken for a mere process of the sphenoid. Co-

lumbus, though too arrogant in censuring his

great predecessor, generally follows him.* Aran-

tius, in 1571, is among the first who made known
the anatomy of the gravid uterus, and the struc-

ture of the fcetus.t He was also conversant, as

Vidius, a professor at Paris of Italian birth, as

early as 1542, had already been, with the anatomy
of the brain. But this was much improved by
Varoli in his Anatomia, published in 1573, who
traced the origin of the optic nerves, and gave a

better account than any one before him of the eye
and of the voice. Piccolomini (Anatomise Prae-

lectiones, 1586) is one of the first who described

the cellular tissue, and in other respects has made
valuable observations. Ambrose Par, a French sur-

geon, is deemed the founder of chirurgic science,

at least in that country. His works were first col-

lected in 1561
;
but his treatise on gunshot wounds

is as old as 1545. Several other names are men-

tioned with respect by the historians of medicine

and anatomy ; such as those of Alberti, Benivieni,

Donatus, and Schank. Never, says Portal, were

anatomy and surgery better cultivated, with more

emulation or more encouragement, than about the

end of the sixteenth century. A long list of minor

discoveries in the human frame are recorded by this

Portal, i. 541. f Portal, vol. ii. p. 3.

VOL. II. I I
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CHAP, writer and by Sprengel. It will be readily under-

stood that we give these names, which of itself it

is rather an irksome labour to enumerate, with no

other object than that none of those who by their

ability and diligence carried forward the landmarks

of human knowledge, should miss, in a history of

general literature, of their meed of remembrance.

circulation We reserve to the next volume those passages in

blood? the anatomists of this age, which have seemed to

anticipate the great discovery that immortalizes the

name of Harvey.
Medicinal 42. These continual discoveries in the anatomi-

cal structure of man tended to guide and correct the

theory of medicine. The observations of this period
became more acute and accurate. Those of Plater

and Foresti, especially the latter, are still reputed
classical in medical literature. Prosper Alpinus

may be deemed the father in modern times of diag-

nostic science.* Plater, in his Praxis Medica, made
the first, though an imperfect attempt, at a classi-

fication of diseases. Yet the observations made in

this age, and the whole practical system, are not

exempt from considerable faults
;

the remedies

were too topical, the symptoms of disease were

more regarded than its cause ; the theory was too

simple and general ; above all, a great deal of

credulity and superstition prevailed in the art. t

Many among the first in science believed in demo-
niacal possessions and sorcery, or in astrology.
This was most common in Germany, where the

school of Paracelsus, discreditably to the national

understanding, exerted much influencce. The best

*
Sprengel, iii. 173. f Id. 156.
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physicians of the century were either Italian or CHAP.

French.
Y" L

43. Notwithstanding the bigoted veneration for

Hippocrates that most avowed, several physicians,
not at all adhering to Paracelsus, endeavoured to

set up a rational experience against the Greek

school, when they thought them at variance. Jou-

bert of Montpelier, in his Paradoxes (1566), was a

bold innovator of this class ; but many of his para-
doxes are now established truths. Botal of Asti,

a pupil of Fallopius, introduced the practice of

venesection on a scale before unknown, but pru-

dently aimed to show that Hippocrates was on his

side. The faculty of medicine, however, at Paris

condemned it as erroneous and very dangerous. His

method nevertheless had great success, especially

in Spain.*

SECT. IV. ON ORIENTAL LITERATURE.

44. THIS is a subject over which, on account of my syriac vcr-

total ignorance of eastern languages, I am glad to JTe
n

w Tcs_

hasten. The first work that appears after the

middle of the century is a grammar of the Syriac,

Chaldee and Rabbinical, compared with the Arabic

and Ethiopic languages, which Angelo Canini, a

man as great in oriental as in Grecian learning,

published at Paris in 1554. In the next year Wid-

mandstadt gave, from the press of Vienna, the first

Sprengel, iii. p. 215.

i i 2
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CHAP, edition of the Syriac version of the New Testa-

L, ment.* Several lexicons and grammars of this

tongue, which is in fact only a dialect not far re-

moved from the Chaldee, though in a different

alphabetical character, will be found in the biblio-

graphical writers. The Syriac may be said to have

been now fairly added to the literary domain. The

Antwerp Polyglot of Arias Montanus, besides a

complete Chaldee paraphrase of the Old Testament,

the Complutensian having only contained the Pen-

tateuch, gives the New Testament in Syriac, as

well as Pagnini's Latin translation of the Old.t

Hebrew 45. The Hebrew language was studied, especially

among the German protestants, to a considerable

extent, if we may judge from the number of gram-
matical works published within this period. Among
these Morhofselects the ErotemataLinguseHebraeae

by Nearider, printed at Basle in 1567- Tremellius,

Chevalier, and Drusius among protestants, Masius

and Clarius in the church of Rome, are the most

conspicuous names. The first, an Italian refugee, is

chiefly known by his translation of the Bible into

Latin, in which he was assisted by Francis Junius.

The second, a native of France, taught Hebrew at

Cambridge, and was there the instructor of Drusius,

whose father had emigrated from Flanders on the

ground of religion. Drusius himself, afterwards

professor of Hebrew at the university of Franeker,

has left writings of more permanent reputation

* Schelhorn, Amcenitates Lite- phens reprinted it with the Greek
rariae, xiii. 234. Biog. TJniverselle. and with two Latin translations.

Andres, xix. 45. Eichhorn, v.
-f- Andres, xix. 49. The whole

435. In this edition the Syriac edition is richer in materials than
text alone appeared ; Henry Ste- that of Ximenes.
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than most other Hebraists of the sixteenth century ; CHAP.

they relate chiefly to biblical criticism and Jewish

antiquity, and several of them have a place in the

Critici Sacri and in the collection of Ugolini.
*

Clarius is supposed to have had some influence on

the decree of the council of Trent, asserting the

authenticity of the Vulgate.t Calasio was superior

probably to them all, but his principal writings do

not belong to this period. No large proportion of

the treatises published by Ugolini ought, so far as I

know their authors, to be referred to the sixteenth

century.
46. The Hebrew language had been early its study in

studied in England, though there has been some ngar

controversy as to the extent of the knowledge
which the first translators of the Bible possessed.

We know that both Chevalier read lectures on He-
brew at Cambridge not long after the queen's

accession, and his disciple Drusius at Oxford, from

15?2 to 1576. i Hugh Broughton was a deeply
learned rabbinical scholar. I do not know that we
could produce any other name of marked reputation;

and we find that the first Hebrew types, employed
in any considerable number, appear in 1592. These

are in a book not relating directly to Hebrew,

* Drusius is extolled by all knew Hebrew but indifferently,

critics except Scaligcr ( Scaligerana and does little more than copy
Secunda), who seems to have Munster, whose observations are

conceived one of his personal pre- too full of Judaism, as he consulted

judices against the Franekcr pro- no interpreters but the rabbinical

fessor, and depreciates his moral writers. Masius, the same author

character. Simon thinks Drusius says, is very learned, but has the

the most learned and judicious like fault of dealing in rabbinical

writer we find in the Critici Sacri.
expositions, p.

499.

Hist. Critique du V. T., p. 498.
if
Wood's Hist, and Antiquities.

Biogr. Univ. Blount. In 1574, he was appointed to read

f Clarius, according to Simon, publicly in Syriac.

i I 8
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CHAP. Rheses Institutiones Linguae Cambro-Britannicae.

1_ But a few Hebrew characters, very rudely cut in

wood, are found in Wakefield's Oration, printed as

early as 1524.*
Arabic be- 4/7 The Syriac and Chaldee were so closely
gins to be 111 i

studied. related to Hebrew, both as languages, and in the

theological purposes for which they were studied,

that they did not much enlarge the field of orien-

tal literature. The most copious language, and by
far the most fertile of books, was the Arabic. A
few slight attempts at introducing a knowledge of

this had been made before the middle of the cen-

tury. An Arabic as well as Syriac press at Vienna

was first due to the patronage of Ferdinand I. in

1554, but for a considerable time no fruit issued

from it. But the increasing zeal of Rome for the

propagation of its faith, both among infidels and

schismatics, gave a larger sweep to the cultivation

of oriental languages. Gregory XIII. founded a

Maronite College at Rome in 1584, for those

Syrian Christians of Libanus who had united

themselves to the catholic church
;
the cardinal

Medici, afterwards grand Duke of Florence, es-

tablished an oriental press in the city about 1580

under the superintendence of John Baptista Rai-

mondi j and Sixtus V. in 1588 that of the Vatican,

which, though principally designed for early Chris-

tian literature, was possessed of types for the chief

eastern languages. Hence the Arabic, hitherto

almost neglected, began to attract more attention ;

the gospels in that language were published at

Rome in 1590 or 1591 ; some works of Euclid and

* Preface to Herbert's Typographical Antiquities.
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Avicenna had preceded; one or two elementary CHAP.

books on grammar appeared in Germany ;
and 1_

several other publications belong to the last years
of the century.* Scaliger now entered upon the

study of Arabic with all his indefatigable activity.

Yet, at the end of the century, few had penetrated
far into a region so novel and extensive, and in

which the subsidiary means of knowledge were so

imperfect. The early grammars are represented

by Eichhorn as being very indifferent, and in fact

very few Arabic books had been printed. The
edition of the Koran by Pagninus in 1529 was

unfortunately suppressed, as we have before men-

tioned, by the zeal of the court of Rome. Casau-

bon, writing to Scaliger in 1597 declares that

no one within his recollection had even touched

with the tips of his fingers that language, except
Postel in a few rhapsodies ; and that neither he

nor any one else had written any thing on the

Persic, t Gesner however in his Mithridates,

1558, had given the Lord's Prayer in twenty-two

languages ; to which Rocca at Rome, in 1591,

added three more
;

and Megiser increased the

number, in a book published next year at Frankfort,

to forty, t

* Eichhorn v. 6-tl. et alibi. Ti- memini. Sed ilia quam tenuia,

rahoschi, viii. 195. Gingue'nd, quam exilia! de Persicu, quod
vol. vii. p. 258. equidem memini, neque ille, neque

j-
Nostra autem memoria, qui alius quisquain vel ypi> TO Xtyc-

ras linguaa vel itKf><i>, quod aiunt, fitvov. Kpist. ciii.

$OKTV\<P attigcrit, novi neminem, t Biogr. Univ. arts. Megiser
nisi quod Postellum nescio quid and Rocca.

imiginatum esse de lingua Arabica

1 I 4
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SECT. V. ON GEOGRAPHY.

Voyages in the Indies Those of the English Of Ortelius and others.

^' ^ MORE important accession to the knowledge of

Europe as to the rest ofthe world, than had hitherto

^een made through the press, is due to Ramusio,
a Venetian who had filled respectable offices under

the republic. He published, in 1550, the first

volume of his well known collection of Travels ;

the second appeared in 1559, and the third in

1565. They have been reprinted several times,

and all the editions are not equally complete. No

general collection of travels had hitherto been

published, except the Novus Orbis of Grynaeus,
and though the greater part perhaps of those in-

cluded in Ramusio's three volumes had appeared

separately, others came forth for the first time.

The Africa of Leo Africanus, a baptised Moor,
with which Ramusio begins, is among these ; and

it is upon this work that such knowledge as we

possessed, till very recent times, as to the interior

of that continent, was almost entirely founded.

Ramusio in the remainder of this volume gives

many voyages in Africa, the East Indies, and Indian

Archipelago, including two accounts of Magellan's

circumnavigation of the world, and one of Japan,
which had very lately been discovered. The
second volume is dedicated to travels through
northern Europe and Asia, beginning with that of

Marco Polo, including also the curious, though

very questionable voyage of the Zeni brothers,
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about 1400, to some unknown region north of CHAP.

Scotland. In the third volume we find the con- L_

quests of Cortes and Pizarro, with all that had

already been printed of the excellent work of

Hernando d'Oviedo on the western world. Few

subsequent collections of voyages are more esteem-

ed for the new matter they contain than that of

Ramusio. *

49. The importance of such publications as that Curiosity

of Ramusio was soon perceived, not only in the awJkened.

stimulus they gave to curiosity or cupidity towards

following up the paths of discovery, but in calling

the attention of reflecting minds, such as Bodin

and Montaigne, to so copious a harvest of new

facts, illustrating the physical and social character

of the human species. But from the want of a

rigid investigation, or more culpable reasons, these

early narratives are mingled with much falsehood,

and misled some of the more credulous philoso-

phers almost as often as they enlarged their know-

ledge.

50. The story of the Portuguese conquests in other

the east, more varied and almost as wonderful as
>as

romance, was recounted in the Asia of Joam de

Barros (1552), and in that of Castanheda in the

same and two ensuing years ; these have never

been translated. The great voyage of Magellan
had been written by one ofhis companions, Pigafetta.

This was first published in Italian in 1556. The

History of the Indies by Acosta, 1590, may per-

haps belong more strictly to other departments
of literature than to geography.

*
Biog. Univ.
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CHAP. 51. The Romish missionaries, especially the
'

Jesuits, spread themselves with intrepid zeal during

Perid over infidel nations. Things strange to

European prejudice, the books, the laws, the rites,

the manners, the dresses of those remote people,

were related by them on their return, for the most

part orally, but sometimes through the press. The
vast empire of China, the Cathay of Marco Polo,

over which an air of fabulous mystery had hung,
and which is delineated in the old maps with

much ignorance of its position and extent, now
first was brought within the sphere of European

knowledge. The Portuguese had some traffic to

Canton, but the relations they gave were uncertain,

till, in 1577> two Augustin friars persuaded a

Chinese officer to take them into the country.
After a residence of four months they returned to

Manilla, and in consequence of their reports,

Phillip II. sent, in 1580, an embassy to the court of

Pekin. The History of China by Mendoza, as it

is called, contains all the knowledge that the

Spaniards were able to collect by these means
;
and

it may be said, on comparison with later books on

the same subject, to be as full and ample an ac-

count of China as could have been given in such

circumstances. This book was published in 1585,

and from that time, but no earlier, do we date our

acquaintance with that empire.* Maffei, in his

History of India, threw all the graces of a pure
Latin style over his description of the east, The
first part of a scarce and curious collection of

*
Biogr. Univ. This was trans- the same work, but have never

lated into English by R. Parke in seen the original.
1588 ; at least I believe it to be
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voyages to the two Indies, with the names ofDe Bry CHAP.

and Merian as its editors, appeared at Frankfort in
VIIL

1590. Six other volumes were published at inter- india
.

and

. .
Russia.

vals down to 1634. Possevm, meantime, told us

more of a much nearer state, Muscovy, than was

before familiar to western Europe, though the first

information had been due to England.
52. The spirit of lucre vied with that ofreligion in English

T . i T? ,. discoveries

penetrating unknown regions. In this the English in the

have most to boast : they were the first to pass the

Icy Cape and anchor their ships in the White Sea.

This was in the famous voyage ofChancellor in 1553.

Anthony Jenkinson soon afterwards, through the

heart of Russia, found hisway to Bokhara and Persia.

They followed up the discoveries of Cabot in North

America
; and, before the end of the century, had

ascertained much of the coasts about Labrador and

Hudson's Bay, as well as those of Virginia, the

first colony. These English voyages were re-

corded in the three parts of the Collection of Voy-

ages, by Hakluyt, published in 1598, 1599, and

1600. Drake, second to Magellan in that bold

enterprize, traversed the circumference of the

world ; and the reign of Elizabeth, quite as much
as any later age, bears witness to the intrepidity

and skill, if not strictly to the science, of our

sailors. For these undaunted navigators traversing

the unexplored wildernesses of ocean in small

ill-built vessels, had neither any effectual assist-

ance from charts, nor the means of making observ-

ations themselves, or of profiting by those of others.

Hence, when we come to geographical knowledge,
in the proper sense of the word, we find it sur-
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CHAP, prisingly scanty, even at the close of the sixteenth
viii.

J

century.
53. It had not, however, been neglected, so far as

a multiplicity of books could prove a regard to it.

Orteiius, in his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (the first

edition of which was in 1570, augmented afterwards

by several maps of later dates), gives a list of about

150 geographical treatises, most ofthem subsequent
to 1560. His own work is the first general atlas

since the revival of letters, and has been justly

reckoned to make an epoch in geography, being
the basis of all collections of maps since formed,

and deserving, it is said, even yet to be consulted,

notwithstanding the vast progress of our knowledge
of the earth. * The maps in the later editions of

the sixteenth century bear various dates. That of

Africa is of 1590 ;
and though the outline is tolerably

given, we do not find the Mauritius Isles, while

the Nile is carried almost to the Cape of Good

Hope, and made to issue from a great lake. In

the map of America, dated 1587, the outline on

the N. E. side contains New France, with the city of

Canada; the St. Lawrence traverses the country, but

without lakes
;
Florida is sufficiently distinguished,

but the intervening coast is loosely laid down. Esto-

tiland, the supposed discovery of the Zeni, appears
to the north, and Greenland beyond. The outline

of South America is worse, the southern parts

covering nearly as much longitude as the northern,

an error which was in some measure diminished

in a map of 1603. An immense solid land, as in

all the older maps, connects Terra del Fuego with

*
Biog. Univ.
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New Guinea. The delineation of the southern CHAP.

coasts of Asia is not very bad, even in the earlier 1_

maps of Ortelius, but some improvement is per-

ceived in his knowledge of China and the adjacent
seas in that of the world, given in the edition of

1588. The maps of Europe in Ortelius are chiefly

defective as to the countries on the Baltic Sea and

Russia
;

but there is a general incorrectness of

delineation which must strike the eye at once of

any person slightly experienced in geography.
54. Gerard Mercator, a native of the duchy of

Juliers, where he passed the greater part of his

life, was perhaps superior to Ortelius. His fame is

most diffused by the invention of a well-known

mode of delineating hydrographical charts, in which

the parallels and meridians intersect each other at

right angles. The first of these was published in

1569 ;
but the principle of the method was not

understood till Edward Wright, in 1599, explained
it in his Correction of Errors in Navigation.*
The Atlas of Mercator, in an edition of 1598,

which contains only part of Europe, is superior to

that of Ortelius ;
and as to England, of which

there had been maps published by Lluyd in 1569,

and by Saxton in 1580, it may be reckoned very

tolerably correct. Lluyd's map indeed is published
in the Atlas of Ortelius. But, in the northern

regions of Europe we still find a mass of arbitrary

erroneous conjecture.

55. Botero, the Piedmontese Jesuit mentioned

in another place, has given us a cosmography, or

general description of as much of the world as

* Montucla, it. 651. Biogr. Univ. art. Mercator.
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CHAP, was then known, entitled Relazioni Universal! ; the

1_ edition I have seen is undated, but he mentions

the discovery of Nova Zembla in 1594. His

knowledge of Asia is very limited, and chiefly

derived from Marco Polo. China, he says, extends

from 17 to 52 of latitude, and has 22 of longi-

tude. Japan is sixty leagues from China and 150

from America. The coasts, Botero observes, from

Bengal to China are so dangerous, that two or

three are lost out of every four ships, but the

master who succeeds in escaping these perils is

sure to make his fortune.

56. But the best map of the sixteenth century
is one of uncommon rarity, which is found in a

very few copies of the first edition of Hakluyt's

Voyages. This contains Davis's Straits (Fretum

Davis), Virginia by name, and the lake Ontario.

The coast of Chili is placed more correctly than

the prior maps of Ortelius ; and it is noticed in the

margin that this trending of the coast less westerly
than had been supposed was discovered by Drake

in 1577> ar|d confirmed by Sarmiento and Caven-

dish. The huge Terra Australis of the old geo-

graphy is left out. Corea is represented near its

place, and China with some degree of correctness
;

even the north coast of New Holland is partially

traced. The Strait of Anian, which had been

presumed to divide Asia from America, has dis-

appeared, while a marginal note states that the

distance between those two continents in latitude

38 is not less than 1200 leagues. The Ultra-

Indian region is inaccurate
;
the sea of Aral is still

unknown, and little pains have been taken with
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central and northern Asia. But upon the whole CHAP.

it represents the utmost limit of geographical 1_

knowledge at the close of the sixteenth century,
and far excels the maps in the edition of Ortelius

at Antwerp in 1588.

SECT. VI. ON HISTORY.

57. THE history of Italy by Guicciardini, though
it is more properly a work of the first part of the

century, was not published till 1564. It is well

known for the solidity of the reflections, the gra-

vity and impartiality with which it is written, and

the prolixity of the narration ;
a fault, however,

frequent and not unpardonable in historians con-

temporary and familiar with the events they relate.

If the siege of Pisa in 1508 appeared so unin-

teresting a hundred years afterwards, as to be the

theme of ridicule with Boccalini, it was far other-

wise as to the citizens of Florence soon after the

time. Guicciardini has generally held the first

place among Italian historians, though he is by no

means equal in literary merit to Machiavel. Adriani,

whose continuation of Guicciardini extends to

1574, is little read, nor does he seem to be much
recommended by style. No other historian of that

country need be mentioned as having been pub-
lished within the sixteenth century.

58. The French have ever been distinguished French

for those personal memoirs of men more or less con-
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CHAP, versant with public life, to which Philip de Comines
A7 TIT

'_ led the way. Several that fell within this period
are deserving of being read, not only for their rela-

tion of events, with which we do not here much con-

cern ourselves, but for a lively style, and occasionally

for good sense and acute thinking. Those ofMontluc

may be praised for the former. Spain had a consi-

derable historian in Mariana, twenty books ofwhose

history were published in Latin in 1592, and five

more in 1595 ; the concluding five books do not

fall within the century. The style is vigorous and

classical, the thoughts judicious. Buchanan's his-

tory of Scotland has already been praised for the

purity of its language. Few modern histories are

more redolent of an antique air. We have nothing
to boast in England ;

our historical works of the

Elizabethan age are mere chronicles, and hardly

good even as such. Nor do I know any Latin his-

torians of Germany or the Low Countries who, as

writers, deserve our attention.

SECT. VII. GENERAL STATE OF LITERATURE.

59- THE great Italian universities of Bologna, Padua,

Italy. Pisa, and Pavia, seem to have lost nothing of their

lustre throughout the century. New colleges, new

buildings in that stately and sumptuous architecture

which distinguishes this period, bore witness to a

continual patronage, and a public demand for know-

ledge. It is true that the best days of classical
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literature had passed away in Italy. But the re- CHAP.

vival of theological zeal, and of those particular L_

studies which it fostered, might perhaps more than

compensate in keeping up a learned class for this

decline of philology. The sciences also of medi-

cine and mathematics attracted many more students

than before. The Jesuit colleges, and those founded

by Gregory XIII., have been mentioned in a former

part ofthis volume. They were endowed at a large

expense in that palmy state of the Roman see.

60. Universities were founded at Altdorf and in other

Leyden in 1575, at Helmstadt in 1576. Others
countries-

of less importance began to exist in the same age.
The University of Edinburgh derives its origin
from the charter of James in 1582. Those of Ox-
ford and Cambridge, reviving as we have seen after

a severe shock at the accession of Elizabeth, con-

tinued through her reign to be the seats of a pro-

gressive and solid erudition. A few colleges were

founded in this age. I should have wished to give
some sketch of the mode of instruction pursued in

these two universities. But sufficient materials have

not fallen in my way ;
what I have been able to

glean, has already been given to the reader in

former pages of this volume. It was the common

practice at Oxford, observed in form down to this

century, that every candidate for the degree of

bachelor of arts, independently of other exercises,

should undergo an examination (become absolutely

nominal), in the five sciences of grammar, logic,

rhetoric, ethics, and geometry ; every one for that

of master of arts, in the additional sciences of phy-

sics, metaphysics, Hebrew, and some more. These

VOL. u. K K
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CHAP.
VIII.

Libraries.

were probably theancienttrivium and quadrivium ;

enlarged, perhaps after the sixteenth century, ac-

cording to the increase of learning, and the appa-
rent necessity of higher qualifications. But it would

be, I conceive, a great mistake to imagine that the

requisitions for academical degrees were ever much
insisted upon. The universities sent forth abun-

dance of illiterate graduates in every age, And as

they had little influence, at least of a favourable

sort, either on philosophy or polite literature, we
are not to overrate their importance in the history

of the intellectual progress of mankind.*

61. Public libraries were considerably enlarged

during this period. Those of Rome, Ferrara, and

Florence in Italy, of Vienna and Heidelberg in

Germany stood much above any others. Sixtus V.

erected the splendid repository of the Vatican.

Philip II. founded that ofthe Escurial, perhaps after

1580, and collected books with great labour anet

expense ;
all who courted the favour of Spain con-

tributing also by presents of rarities, t Ximenes

had established the library of Alcala
;
and that of

* Lord Bacon animadverts (De
Cogitatis et Visis) on the fetters

which the universities imposed on

the investigation of truth ; and
Morhof ascribes the establishment

of the academies in Italy to the

narrow and pedantic spirit of the

universities. 1. i. c. 14.

-j- Mariana, in a long passage
wherein he describes the Escurial

palace, gives this account of the

library : Vestibule bibliotheca im-

posita, majori longitudine omnino

pedum centum octoginta quinque,
lata pedes triginta duos, libros

servat praesertim Graecos manu-

scriptos, prascipuae plerosque ve-

tustatis; qui ex omnibus Europae

partibus ad famam novi operis

magno numero confluxerunt : auro

pretiosiores thesauri, digni quorum
evolvenaorum major eruditis komi-
nibus facultas contingeret. Quod
enim ex captivis et majestate revinctis

literis emolumentum ? De rege et

regis institutione, 1. iii. c. 10. The
noble freedom of Mariana breaks

out, we see, in the midst of his

praise of royal magnificence. Few,
if any, libraries, except those of
the universities, were accessible to

men of studious habits ; a reproach
that has been very slowly effaced.

I have often been astonished, in

considering this, that so much
learning was really acquired.
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Salamanca is likewise more ancient than this of the CHAP.

Escurial. Every king of France took a pride in
VIIL

adding to the royal library of Paris. By an ordi-

nance of 1556, a copy of every book printed with

privilege was to be deposited in this library. It

was kept at Fontainebleau, but transferred to Paris

in 1595. During the civil wars its progress was

slow.* The first prince of Orange founded the

public library of Leyden, which shortly became

one of the best in Europe. The catalogue was

published in 1597 That bequeathed by Hum-

phrey, Duke of Gloucester, to the university of

Oxford, was dispersed in the general havoc made
under Edward VI. At the close of the century,

the university had no public library. But Sir

Thomas Bodley had already, in 1597* made the

generous offer of presenting his own, which was

carried into effect in the first years of the ensuing

age. t In the colleges there were generally li-

braries. If we could believe Scaliger these were

good ;
but he had never been in England, and

there is no reason, I believe, to estimate them

highly, t Archbishop Parker had founded, or at

least greatly enlarged, the public library of Cam-

bridge. Many private persons of learning and

opulence had formed libraries in England under

Elizabeth ;
some of which still subsist in the man-

*
Jugler's Hist. Literaria, c. iii. become of much importance in the

s. 5. This very laborious work of sixteenth century,
the middle of the last century, + Wood's Hist, and Ant. p. 922.

contains the most ample account
j: Scalig. Secunda, p. 236. De

of public libraries throughout Eu- mon temps, he says in the same

rope that I have been able to find, place, il y avoit a Londres douze
The German libraries, with the bibliothuqucs completes, et a Paris

two exceptions of Vienna and quatre-vingt. I do not profess to

Heidelberg, do not seem to have understand this epithet.

K K 2
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CHAP, sions of ancient families. I incline to believe that

L_ there was at least as competent a stock of what is

generally called learning among our gentry as in

any continental kingdom ;
their education was

more literary, their habits more peaceable, their

religion more argumentative. Perhaps we should

make an exception for Italy, in which the spirit of

collecting libraries was more prevalent.

Collections 62. The last forty years of the sixteenth century,

tiesin
tiqul~ were a period of uninterrupted peace in Italy.

Italy. Notwithstanding the pressure of governments al-

ways jealous, and sometimes tyrannical, it is mani-

fest that at least the states of Venice and Tuscany
had grown in wealth, and in the arts that attend it.

Those who had been accustomed to endure the

license of armies, found a security in the rule of

law which compensated for many abuses. Hence
that sort of property, which is most exposed to pil-

lage, became again a favourite acquisition ; and,

among the costly works of art, which adorned the

houses of the wealthy, every relic of antiquity found

its place. Gems and medals, which the books of

Vico and Erizzo had taught the owners to arrange
and to appreciate, were sought so eagerly, that,

according to Hubert Goltzius, as quoted by Pinker-

ton, there were in Italy 380 of such collections.

The marbles and bronzes, the inscriptions of anti-

quity, were not less in request, and the well known

word, virtuosi, applied to these lovers of what was

rare and beautiful in art or nature, bespoke the

honour in which their pursuits were held. The

luxury of literature displayed itself in scarce books,

elegant impressions', and sumptuous bindings.
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63. Among the refined gentlemen, who devoted CHAP.
V I I T

to these graceful occupations their leisure and their 1_

riches, none was more celebrated than Gian Vin- pinelli -

cenzio Pinelli. He was born of a good family at

Naples in 1538. A strong thirst for knowledge,
and the consciousness that his birth exposed him to

difficulties and temptations at home which might
obstruct his progress, induced him to seek, at the age
of twenty-four, the university of Padua, at that time

the renowned scene of learning and of philosophy.*
In this city he spent forty-three years, the remain-

der of his life. His father was desirous that he

should practise the law
;
but after a short study of

this Pinelli resumed his favourite pursuits. His

fortune indeed was sufficiently large to render any
sacrifice of them unreasonable

;
and it may have

been out of dislike of his compulsory reading, that

in forming his vast library he excluded works of

jurisprudence. This library was collected by the

labour ofmany years. The catalogues of the Frank-

fort fairs, and those of the principal booksellers in

Italy, were diligently perused by Pinelli
;
nor did

any work of value appear from the press on either

side of the Alps which he did not instantly add

to his shelves. This great library was regularly

arranged, and though he did not willingly display its

stores to the curious and ignorant, they were always
accessible to scholars. He had also a considerable

* Animadverterat autcm hie sibi dcstinaverat, ideo gymnasii

noster, domi, inter amplexus pa- Patavinifamapermotus.&c. Gualdi,
rentum et familiarium obsequia, in Vita Pinelli. This life by a

urbe deliciarum plena, militaribus contemporary, or nearly such, is

et equestribus, quani musarum republished in the Vitse Illustrium

studiis aptiore, non perventurum Virorum by Bates,

sese ad earn glorias nietain quatn

K K 3
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CHAP, museum of globes, maps, mathematical instruments,
VI11 '

and fossils
; but he only collected the scarcer coins.

In his manners, Pinelli was a finely polished gentle-

man, but of weak health, and for this cause

devoted to books, and seldom mingling with gay

society, nor even belonging to the literary aca-

demies of the city, but carrying on an extensive cor-

respondence, and continually employed in writing
extracts or annotations. Yet he has left nothing
that has been published. His own house was as it

were a perpetual academy, frequented by the

learned of all nations. If Pinelli was not a man of

great genius, nor born to be of much service to any
science, we may still respect him for a love of learn-

ing, and a nobleness of spirit, which has preserved
his memory.*

Italian 64. The literary academies of Italy continued to

flourish even more than before ; many new societies

of the same kind were founded. Several existed at

Florence, but all others have been eclipsed by the

Delia Crusca, established in 1582. Those of

another Tuscan city, which had taken the lead in

such literary associations, did not long survive its

political independence; the jealous spirit of Cosmo

extinguished the Rozzi of Siena in 1568. In

governments as suspicious as those of Italy, the sort

of secrecy belonging to these meetings, and the

encouragement they gave to a sentiment of mutual

union, were at least sufficient reasons for watchful-

ness. We have seen how the academy of Modena

* Gualdi. Tiraboschi, vi. 214. long since formed by one of his

The libraryof Pinelli was dispersed, family is well known to book col-

and in great part destroyed by lectors,

pirates not long afterwards. That
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was broken up on the score of religion. That of CHAP.
. VIII

Venice, perhaps for the same reason, was dissolved 1^,

by the senate in 1561, and did not revive till 1593.

These, however, were exceptions to the rule;

and it was the general policy of governments to

cherish in the nobility a love of harmless amuse-

ments. All Lombardy and Romagna were full of

academies
; they were frequent in the kingdom of

Naples, and in the ecclesiastical states.* They are

a remarkable feature in the social condition of Italy,

and could not have existed perhaps in any other

country. They were the encouragers of a numis-

matic and lapidary erudition, elegant in itself, and

throwing for ever its little sparks of light on the

still ocean of the past, but not very favourable to

comprehensive observation, and tending to bestow

on an unprofitable pedantry the honours of real

learning. This, indeed, is the inherent vice of all

literary societies, accessible too frequently to those

who, for amusement or fashion's sake, love as much

knowledge as can be reached with facility, and from

the nature of their transactions, seldom capable of

affording scope for any extensive research.

65. No academy or similar institution can be Society of

traced at this time, as far as I know, in France ,ffS?*

or Germany. But it is deserving of remark, that
Ensland-

one sprung up in England, not indeed of the clas-

sical and polite character that belonged to the In-

fiammati of Padua, or the Delia Crusca of Florence,

* Tiraboschi, viii. 125 179., is more interesting in its details to

so full on this subject, that I have the Italians than to us. Gingue'ne
not recourse to the other writers adds very little to what he found
who have, sometimes with great in his predecessor,

prolixity, investigated a subject

K K 4
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CHAP, yet useful in its objects, and honourable alike to its

members and to the country. This was the Society
of Antiquaries, founded by Archbishop Parker in

1572. Their object was the preservation of an-

cient documents, illustrative of history, which the

recent, dissolution of religious houses, and the

shameful devastation attending it, had exposed to

great peril. They intended also, by the reading of

papers at their meetings, to keep alive the love and

knowledge of English antiquity. In the second of

these objects this society was more successful than

in the first ;
several short dissertations, chiefly by

Arthur Agard, their most active member, have

been afterwards published. The Society comprised

very reputable names, chiefly lawyers, and con-

tinued to meet till early in the reign of James, who,
from some jealousy, thought fit to dissolve it.*

New books 66. The chief cities on this side of the Alps,

logues of whence new editions came forth, were Paris, Basle,
them '

Lyons, Leyden, Antwerp, Brussels, Strasburg, Co-

logne, Heidelberg, Frankfort, Ingolstadt, and Ge-

neva. In all these, and in all other populous towns,

booksellers, who were generally also printers, were

a numerous body. In London at least forty or fifty

were contemporaneous publishers in the latter part

of Elizabeth's reign ;
but the number elsewhere

in England was very small. The new books on

the continent, and within the Alps and Pyrenees,
found their principal mart at the annual Frankfort

fairs. Catalogues of such books began to be pub-

* See life of Agard, in Biogr. ologia. The present society of
Brit, and in Chalmers. But the Antiquaries is the representative,
best account is in the Introduction but after long intermission, of this

to the first volume of the Archa2- Elizabethan progenitor.
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lished, according to Beckmann, in 1554.* In a CHAP.

collective catalogue of all books offered for sale at 1_

Frankfort, from 1564 to 1592, 1 find the number, in

Latin, Greek, and German, to be about 16,000.

No Italian or French appear in this catalogue,

being probably reserved for another. Of theology
in Latin there are 3200, and in this department the

catholic publications rather exceed the protestant.

But of the theology in the German language the

number is 3700, not one-fourth of which is catholic.

Scarcely any mere German poetry appears, but a

good deal in both languages with musical notes. Law
furnishes about 1600 works. I reckoned twenty-
seven Greek and thirty-two Latin grammars, not

counting different editions of the same. There are

at least seventy editions of parts of Aristotle. The
German books are rather more than one-third of

the whole. Among the Latin I did not observe

one book by a writer of this island. In a com-

pilation by Clessius, in 1602, purporting to be a

conspectus of the publications of the sixteenth

century, formed partly from catalogues of fairs,

partly from those of public libraries, we find, at

least in the copy I have examined, but which

seems to want one volume, a much smaller number

of productions than in the former, but probably
with more selection. The books in modern lan-

* Hist, of Inventions, iii. 120. the new books, in which the size
"
George Wilier, whom some im- and printers' names were marked."

properly
call Villcr, and others There seems to be some doubt

Walter, a bookseller at Augsburg, whether the first year of these
who kept a large shop, and fre- catalogues was 1554 or 1564; the

quented the Frankfort fairs, first collection mentioned in the text

fell upon the plan of causing to be leads us rather to suspect the

printed every fair a catalogue of all latter.
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CHAP, guages are less than 1000, half French, half Italian.

In this catalogue also the catholic theology rather

outnumbers the protestant, which is perhaps not

what we should have expected to find.

Literary Qj f These catalogues, in the total absence of
corre-

. MI
spondence. literary journals, were necessarily the great means

of communicating to all the lovers of learning in

Cisalpine Europe (for Italy had resources of her

own) some knowledge of its progress. Another

source of information was the correspondence of

scholars with each other. It was their constant

usage, far more than in modern times, to preserve
an epistolary intercourse. If their enmities were

often bitter, their contentions almost always vio-

lent, many beautiful instances of friendship and

sympathy might be adduced on the other side
;

they deemed themselves a distinct cast, a priest-

hood of the same altar, not ashamed of poverty,
nor disheartened by the world's neglect, but con-

tent with the praise of those whom themselves

thought worthy of praise, and hoping something
more from posterity than they obtained from their

own age.
Bibiio- 68. We find several attempts at a literary or

worfe rather bibliographical history of a higher character

than these catalogues. The Bibliotheca Universalis

of Gesner was reprinted in 1574, with considerable

enlargements by Simler. Conrad Lycosthenes
afterwards made additions to it, and Verdier pub-
lished a supplement. Verdier was also the author

of a Bibliotheque Fran9aise, of which the first

edition appeared in 1584. Another with the same

title was published in the same year by La Croix
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du Maine. Both these follow the strange alpha- CHAP.

betical arrangement by Christian instead of familyO / /

names, so usual in the sixteenth century. La
Croix du Maine confines himself to French authors,

but Verdier includes all who had been translated.

The former is valued for his accuracy and for

curious particulars in biography ;
the second for

the extracts he has given. Doni pretended to give
a history of books in his Libreria, but it has not

obtained much reputation, and falls, according to

the testimony of those who are acquainted with it,

below the compilations above-mentioned.*

69. The despotism of the state, and far more of Restraints

the church, bore heavily on the press in Italy. p
n

rcss

e

Spain, mistress of Milan and Naples, and Florence

under Cosmo I., were jealous governments. Venice,

though we are apt to impute a rigid tyranny to its

senate, appears to have indulged rather more

liberty of writing on political topics to its subjects,

on the condition, no doubt, that they should eulo-

gise the wisdom of the republic ; and, compa-

ratively to the neighbouring regions of Italy, the

praise both of equitable and prudent government

may be ascribed to that aristocracy. It had at

least the signal merit of keeping ecclesiastical op-

pression at a distance ; a Venetian might write

with some freedom of the papal court. One of

the accusations against Venice, in her dispute with

Paul V., was for allowing the publication of books

that had been censured at Rome.t

70. But Rome struck a fatal blow, and perhaps index

more deadly than she intended, at literature in the torhTJ
ga

* Morhof. Goujet. Biogr. Univ. f Ranke, ii. 330.
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CHAP. Index Expurgatorius of prohibited books. It had

long been the regulation that no book should be

printed without a previous license. This was of

course a restraint on the freedom of writing, but it

was less injurious to the trade of the printer and

bookseller than the subsequent prohibition of what

he had published or purchased at his own cost and

risk. The first list of books prohibited by the

church was set forth by Paul IV. in 1559. His

Index includes all Bibles in modern languages,

enumerating forty-eight editions, chiefly printed
in countries still within the obedience of the

church. Sixty-one printers are put under a general
. ban ;

all works of every description from their

presses being forbidden. Stephens and Oporinus
have the honour of being among these.* This

system was pursued and rigorously acted upon by
the successors of the imperious Caraffa. The
council of Trent had its own list of condemned

publications. Philip II. has been said to have

preceded the pope himself in a similar proscription.
Wherever the sway of Rome and Spain was felt,

books were unsparingly burned, and to this cause

is imputed the scarcity of many editions,

its effects. 71- 1 its principle, which was apparently that

of preserving obedience, the prohibitory system

might seem to have untouched many great walks of

learning and science. It is of course manifest that

it fell with but an oblique blow upon common liter-

ature. Yet, as a few words or sentences were

* Schelhorn, Amoenit. Liter, vii. here quoted are full of curious in-

98. viii. 342. and 485. The two formation,

dissertations on prohibited books
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sufficient to elicit a sentence of condemnation, often CHAP.

issued with little reflection, it was difficult for any
VI

author to be fully secure ;
and this inspired so much

apprehension into printers, that they became un-

willing to incur the hazard of an obnoxious trade.

These occupations, says Galluzzi, which had begun
to prosper at Florence, never recovered the wound
inflicted by the severe regulations of Paul IV. and

Pius V. * The art retired to Switzerland and Ger-

many. The booksellers were at the mercy of an

Inquisition, which every day contrived new methods

of harassing them. From an interdiction of the

sale of certain prohibited books, the church pro-

ceeded to forbid that of all which were not ex-

pressly permitted. The Guinti, a firm not so emi-

nent as it had been in the early part of the century,
but still the honour of Florence, remonstrated in

vain. It seems probable, however, that after the

death of Pius V., the most rigorous and bigoted

pontiff that ever filled the chair, some degree of

relaxation took place.

72. The restraints on the printing and sale of Restric-

books in England, though not so overpowering as
England.

in Italy, must have stood in the way of useful

knowledge under Elizabeth. The Stationers* Com-

pany, founded in 1555, obtained its monopoly at

the price of severe restrictions. The Star Chamber
looked vigilantly at the dangerous engine it was

compelled to tolerate. By the regulations it issued

in 1585, no press was allowed to be used out of

London, except one at Oxford, and another at

Cambridge. Nothing was to be printed without

* 1st. del. Gran Ducato, iii. 442.
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CHAP, allowance of the council
; extensive powers both

of seizing books and of breaking the presses were

given to the officers of the crown.* Thus every
check was imposed on literature, and it seems un-

reasonable to dispute that they had some efficacy
in restraining its progress, though less, perhaps,
than we might in theory expect, because there was

always a certain degree of connivance and indul-

gence. Even the current prohibition of importing

popish books, except for the use of such as the

council should permit to use them, must have

affected the trade in modern Latin authors beyond
the bounds of theology.

Latin more 73. These restrictions do not seem to have had
employed . .

on this any material operation in France, m Germany, or

theLow Countries. And they certainly tended very

considerably to keep up the usage of writing in

Latin ; or rather, perhaps, it may be said, they were

less rigorously urged in those countries, because

Latin continued to be the customary tongue of

scholars. We have seen that great license was

used in political writings in that language. The

power of reading Latin was certainly so diffused,

that no mystery could be affected by writing it
;

yet it seemed to be a voluntary abstaining from an

appeal to the passions of the multitude, and passed

better without censure than the same sense in a

modern dress.

influence ?4. The influence of literature on the public

mind was already very considerable. All kinds of

reading had become deeper and more diffused.

Pedantry is the usual, perhaps the inevitable, con-

sequence of a genuine devotion to learning, not

* Herbert, iii. 1668.
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surely in each individual, but in classes and bodies CHAP.

of men. And this was an age of pedants. To 1__

quote profusely from ancient writers, seemed to be

a higher merit than to rival them ; they furnished

both authority and ornament, they did honour to

the modern, who shone in these plumes of other

birds with little expense of thought, and sometimes

the actual substance of a book is hardly discernible

under this exuberance of rich incrustations. Tacitus,

Sallust, Cicero, and Seneca, (for the Greeks were in

comparison but little read,) and many of the Latin

poets, were the books that, directly, or by the

secondary means of quotation, had most influence

over the public opinion. Nor was it surprising

that the reverence for antiquity should be still un-

diminished
; for, though the new literature was

yielding abundant crops, no comparison between

the ancients and moderns could as yet fairly arise.

Montaigne, fearless and independent as lie was, gave

up altogether the pretensions of the latter ; yet
no one was more destined to lead the way to that

renunciation of the authority of the former which

the seventeenth century was to witness. He and

Machiavel were the two writers who produced the

greatest effect upon this age. Some others, such

as Guevara and Castiglione, might be full as much

read, but they did not possess enough of original

thought to shape the opinions of mankind. And
these two, to whom we may add Rabelais, seem to

be the only writers of the sixteenth century, setting
aside poets and historians, who are now much read

by the world.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.
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